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Foreword
By Barbara Ferreri Malinsky
Curatorial Advisor for CDA Dance History Project

Dance is ephemeral. It exists for a moment in time and then evanesces. The remains of the dance are personal impressions and memories,
professional critiques, memoirs, biographies, historical essays, photographs, systems of notation and most recently, film and video.
Unlike the visual arts, which are tangible and can be seen in any given
museum, capturing the fleeting nature of dance can be a challenge. In
reaching out to the statewide dance community of individuals, companies, scholars, schools, presenters and others, the Connecticut Dance
Alliance’s Dance History Project has provided an innovative model
for developing and sharing a communal dance history.
In an unprecedented crowd-sourced Dance History Project, the
Connecticut Dance Alliance has documented the many facets of the
history of dance in Connecticut by utilizing an on-line gallery of over
two thousand photographs submitted by members of the dance community and curating a photographic exhibition, Connecticut Dances
- A Visual History. This exhibit will travel throughout the state and is
accompanied by this compendium, which serves as a resource, further
illuminating the importance of dance in Connecticut.

The exhibition with its compendium of articles, scholarly essays,
memoirs, and associated photographs reaches back to our earliest
Connecticut social and cultural dances and continues to the present. It
comprises a series of portraits of the art of dance that mirrors the exhibition panel themes and represents Connecticut’s significant dance
heritage. Presenting a wide variety of dance forms, it includes important historical dance events, the pioneering work of individual dancers,
choreographers, companies and the impact of schools and teachers.
The exhibition brings to life the valuable contributions that dance has
brought to the cultural vitality of Connecticut.
The story of dance in Connecticut is one of excellence, inspiration
and creativity. Connecticut Humanities is proud to help the Connecticut Dance Alliance to tell this story for the first time in a travelling exhibition. It is a wonderful, original exploration of evolving
human expression through art that reflects changes in our culture
over time.
Lauren Miller, Director, Grants & Programs—Connecticut Humanities

			

Early Years of
Connecticut
Dance
Puritan colonists in the early seventeenth century had a
very uneasy relationship with dancing. Dance existed in
Native American culture, and early colonists practiced
European country dances; however, they were ultimately warned to “beware of the devil, in the guise of fair
Terpsichore.” Dance slowly evolved over the next two
centuries as new generations of “pleasure-loving, less
ideologically motivated immigrants” diluted the strict
Puritan culture.

Hartford Danced (1636-1900):
a very brief history
By Debra Collins Ryder
Connecticut colonists in the early seventeenth century were primarily Puritans, who brought with them a morality that included a very
uneasy and inconsistent relationship with dancing. Colonists were
warned to “beware of the devil, in the guise of fair Terpsichore”1; and
despite that, it is very likely that many Puritan settlers participated
in country dancing.2 By the 1640s a new generation of “pleasure-loving, less ideologically motivated immigrants”3 diluted the Puritan
population, yet governance of Massachusetts and Connecticut colonies remained influenced by Puritan abstemious beliefs. Laws “forbade mixed dancing (between men and women), dancing in taverns,
Maypole dancing (which they saw as an expression of paganism),”4
and all self-indulgent forms of dancing in public. Showing off “one’s
person” (meaning movements that might reveal the human form) was
considered both illegal and immoral. However, no Connecticut law
prevented the slow migration of European dancing masters into New
England, nor did it slow the interest in learning or participating in
social dancing.
Eventually Connecticut’s laws relaxed, allowing its citizens to dance
without penalty. In the years prior to the Revolution, European dancing masters taught New Englanders social dances. In South Windsor,
Norwich, New London, New Haven, and Hartford private celebratory
events (Balls, Assembly Dances and Ordination Balls) were frequent
and would include French and English social dances.

Dancing After the War
After the American Revolution, dancing continued to play an important role in the social life of colonial New Englanders who began to
develop their own American variation of European social dances. In
1788, John Griffith published what might be America’s first dancing
manual, A Collection of the Newest and Most Fashionable Country Dances and Cotillions; thus declaring our “independence from
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European dance masters.”5 Hartford records from as early as 1805,
recount Mr. Guey teaching members of Hartford’s founding families
jigs, hornpipes, and quadrilles. Some of Hartford’s most illustrious
leaders, with surnames like Wadsworth, Wells, Dodd and Lewis, paid
$3.00 to learn dances like the New Haven Delight or Fishers Hornpipe at Mr. Guey’s Dancing School.6
As Hartford’s elite learned social dances as a means of meeting others and to acquire refined poise and manners, New Haven born and
influential minister, Reverend Lyman Beecher, preached of the immorality of drama and dance. Rev. Beecher’s denunciation of actors and
dancers was common in many of his ‘fire and brimstone’ type sermons. Meanwhile between 1840 and 1842, famous Austrian ballerina,
Fanny Elssler, introduced America to ballet, and became a target of
Beecher’s preaching. One of his most public condemnations of theatrical dance was in Boston at the rededication of the Tremont Theatre.
Beecher said that only God “could reclaim for His purposes a building defiled not merely by actors, but also by the impurities of Fanny
Elssler’s ballet costume.”7
Regardless of Beecher’s rants, or the remnants of Puritan morality,
social dancing flourished in dance halls all over Connecticut throughout the 1800s. Balls and Dances were organized by numerous local
organizations, some for the purpose of fund raising, and others just
for fun. Social groups, college clubs, Sack & Bucket (Hook & Ladder)
Companies, fraternal organizations, and dancing schools organized
dance events complete with “Dance Cards.”8

Dance As Entertainment and Art
Although there is no evidence of ballerina, Fanny Elssler, ever performing in Connecticut in the 1840s, theatrical dance, nonetheless,
was gaining popularity among ordinary citizens. Connecticut’s intrigue with ballet began after the Civil War, as New York theater
mangers looking to entertain a war weary American audience, developed musical spectacles that were performed in New York theaters
and in various US cities. One such performance appearing in Hartford
at Allyn Hall9 was the White Fawn Ballet, which ran in May of 1868.
White Fawn, described as a “New Fairy Burlesque Spectacular Extrav-
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aganza”,10 was a theatrical spectacle that combined ballet, burlesque
and song strung together with pantomime and verse, or as described
in The Hartford Courant as “terpsichorean displays interlaced with
singing.”11
Hartford reviews complemented the European premier dancers as
“displaying remarkable agility, grace and strength.”12 American dancers with formal ballet training was a scarcity, so Italian and French
dancers were recruited as premier and coryphée dancers in White
Fawn. With a European pedigree, the “Celebrated Parisienne Ballet
Troupe” gave an air of legitimacy to ballet burlesques; however, the
most appealing characteristic was the abundance of scantily clad
female dancers.
By the late nineteenth-century, the rise of “culture clubs” in New
England introduced to America’s growing upper-middle class a new
form of artistic expression: “esthetic” dancing. In search of self-improvement, women met in church basements to learn about architecture, art nouveau, literature, poetry, pottery and dance through
lecture-demonstrations at women’s meetings, nicknamed “culture
clubs” or “arts and crafts clubs”. Barefooted dance pioneers Isadora
Duncan, Ruth St. Denis and Löie Fuller, were regularly featured at
culture club lectures throughout New England.13 Connecticut mothers,
having learned about the value of children’s early exposure to dance at
culture club lectures, enthusiastically enrolled their children in esthetic dance classes or ballet lessons.
The Connecticut landscape by the turn of the twentieth-century was
proliferated with many new ballet schools, as both European expatriates and Americans with newly learned ballet skills, opened ballet
academies throughout the state. Dance training became much more
accessible for some segments of the Connecticut population; however, it will take another couple of decades to train Connecticut’s first
homegrown professional class of dancers or become a home for professional dance companies in the twentieth-century.
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Notes
1. Cole, Arthur C. The Puritan and Fair Terpsichore. Brooklyn:
Dance Horizons. 1942. Page 4. This essay was reprinted from The
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, vol XXIV, no. 1, June, 1942.
2. Country dances were folk dances that could be enjoyed by everyone. Dancers did not need previous knowledge of choreography
or formal dance training to participate in country-dances. Steps
were simple, but formations could be more complex, and after the
Revolution each region or town had its own variation.
3. Van Cleef, Joy. “Rural Felicity: Social Dance in the 18th Century
Connecticut.” Dance Perspectives, 17:65 (Spring 1976) pages 7-8.
4. Kraus, Richard, Hilsendager, Sarah, and Dixon, Brenda. History of
the Dance in Art and Education. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall.
1991. Page 94.
5. Van Cleef, page 38. John Griffith, dance master and author, was
known to have taught in Norwich and Hartford just prior to publishing his collection of American social dances in Providence, RI.
6. Mr. Guey’s Dancing School. Tuition accounting. 19 May 1805.
Connecticut Historical Society Library. Hartford, CT. Ephemera.
This well-preserved document is a ledger of Mr. Guey’s dance
students and their tuition payments. Single dancers were charged
$3.00, and couples $6.00.
7. Grimsted, David. Melodrama Unveiled: American Theater & Culture, 1800-1850. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1968. Page
28. Beecher’s quote about Fanny Elssler comes from a reprint of
his speech in the Boston Courier, July 6, 1843. Lyman Beecher
was the minister of the Litchfield Congregational Church between
1810 and 1826. He was a graduate of the Yale Divinity School, and
father of Harriet Beecher Stowe.
8. Prior to a dance or ball, dance cards were sent to the female participants of the event. On each card was listed the dances planned
for the evening with a space next to the listing, so that gentlemen
could “pencil in” his choice of dance(s) with a ladies on her card.
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Dance cards were sometimes elaborately decorated, some with
attached pencils. The Connecticut Historical Society has a vast collection of nineteenth and early twentieth century dance cards from
a wide variety of colleges and organizations.
9. Allyn Hall, Hartford Connecticut. Once stood at 180 Asylum Avenue (the present location of the XL Center) near the corner of Asylum and Trumbull Avenues. The auditorium began operations in
1856 until a tragic fire closed the theater during the snowy winter
of 1914. When open, the Allyn Hall hosted theatrical performances, political events and eventually the screening of silent films in
1909.
10. Theatrical program. White Fawn. Niblo’s Garden, New York, NY.
Connecticut Historical Society Library. Hartford, CT. The New
York cast of White Fawn differed from the Hartford, CT cast.
11. “The Ballet Last Evening.” Allyn Hall, Hartford, CT. The Hartford
Courant. 5 May 1868. The writer of this review was disappointed that the Hartford, CT production of White Fawn employed a
slightly different version than those presented in Boston or New
York.
12. “The White Fawn Ballet.” Allyn Hall, Hartford, CT. The Hartford
Courant. 6 May 1868. Principal dancers Marie Wesmael and “the
greatest living male dancer”, Giovanni Lupo, are credited with
outstanding performances in Hartford. Two ballet “numbers” also
garnered special interest: the Ballet de Poisson with the “ballet
corps dressed as fishes”, and the “Fire Fly Ballet” in which the
ballet corps wore gas light headpieces while dancing on a darken
stage.
13. Tomko, Linda J. “Considering Causation and Conditions of Possibility: Practitioners and Patrons of New Dance in Progressive-era
America”. Rethinking Dance History: A Reader. Ed. Alexandra
Carter. New York: Routledge, 2004. 80-90.
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Pequot Museum Powwow Dances
The War Dance or Men’s
Eastern Traditional
The War Dance is a storytelling dance. Traditionally the dancers would retell their feats
of war to their community by re-creating
through dance, what they, (the warriors) had
just endured.

Blanket Dance or Women’s
Eastern Traditional
The Blanket Dance is a courtship dance and,
just as with the war dance, this dance is telling a story. It tells the story of a young lady’s
emergence from the protection of family’s
home out into the world. The dancer reenacts the stages of her life that brought her to
this very moment. The dance starts out slow
and timid yet steadily grows in intensity as
the young lady becomes more confident and
free. An important aspect of this freedom
includes choosing she will love. The selection has been made when the blanket is laid
upon the ground at the feet of her man of
choice. Young girls practicing this dance will
instead end the song by closing the blanket
around them because they still require the
protection home provides. Married women
place the blanket on the ground to represent
their respect of the earth as their place of
origin as well as where they will one day return.

Christian Hopkins, Narragansett, Mashantucket
Pequot Tribal Nation Powwow, Circa 2008
Photographer-Bob Halloren

Jingle Dance
According to Tara Browner who wrote, “Heartbeat of a People”,
among the Ojibwe people there was a little girl called Maggie who was
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sick and gave no signs of recovering, so her father searched for a vision. A vision did come to him how to make the Jingle Dress and How
to dance the Jingle Dance while wearing it. He immediately created
the dress and put it on his sick daughter.
Then, based on what he had learned in this vision, he showed her how
to perform the dance, and as she did she was cured. Browner shares
that Maggie then showed three other girls how make a dress in the
four sacred colors (red, yellow, white and blue), with four rows of jingles made from snuff cans, just as her father had done. She and these
three other girls became the heart of the Jingle Dress Dance Society.

Grass Dance
The grass dance originated among the Plains tribes when men were
sent out to flatten down the grass for the tribe’s camp. To the beat of a
drum this practical application of movement lent itself to a rhythmic
dance. Connection to grass is reflected in the swaying white tassels of
the men’s regalia. It is also important to note that in an effort to honor
the balance of creation everything that is done on the right side is then
mimicked on the left.

Fancy Shawl Dance
Fancy shawl is a modern Native American women’s dance style that is
fast-paced and very new to modern powwow circuits. Its beginnings
are often credited to a few young women from some northern U.S.
tribes who wanted to excite the crowd as the Men’s Fancy Dance had
been doing at powwows since its own origin in Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West Show. At first the women were not appreciated at Powwows
and often looked upon with disdain by traditional women’s dancers.
The dance style in the 1950s wasn’t even as fast paced as it is today
and was called Graceful Women’s Dance. In the late 1960s and early
1970’s more modern steps and fast paced spins began to take form
which would evolve into today’s very modern dance style.
Sometimes referred to as a Butterfly Dance because of the use of a
large shawl draped over the dancer’s shoulders like cape which she
would spread open once the song begins. A dancer must land a foot
on the ground per beat unless she is performing spins, kicks or jumps.
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Knowing when a song will end is key as stopping on the last drumbeat is essential to gaining a high score from the judges. Most powwows will have two or three songs of different drumming styles, such
as Northern Drum, Southern Drum, and a slower beat known as Crow
Hop Song to which the Fancy Shawl dancer must know how to dance.
Not only does the dancer gain points towards their score for dancing
during the competition, they also obtain generic points for dancing
during an Intertribal song in which competitors, non-competitors in
civilian clothing and non-Natives who wish to dance, come into the
circle to dance during a song.
After all the various competition dancing is finished, on the last day
of powwow, or in the last hour of a one-day powwow, the winners
and places are announced. The point accumulation as well as an
agreement by all the judges is the deciding factor. The winners will
often receive prize money which helps the dancer to travel to the next
powwow to compete again. Sometimes at larger powwows, plaques,
ribbons or trophies are handed out to the various place winners.
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Shaker Dance
By Mary Ann Haagen
“How beautiful it is to worship the God of my salvation in the dances
of them that make merry. O how I love, O how I love these innocent
devotions.”
—Brother William Seeley’s song, 1818
For more than a century dance was a central element of Shaker worship. Singing, dancing, motioning and marching all served the Shakers’ desire to praise God together.
No one living has experienced the full power of Shaker dance because
it was discontinued in the early 20th century. But many eyewitness
accounts survive to give a sense of these spiritual labors.

14 singers gathered in the center of the
room, and the rest of the worshipers formed
a column five abreast. When the singers
began, the column set forth and circled the
room several times. It then halted, the inner
files faced about, a brisker air was struck up,
and the two columns moved off in opposite
directions, making several more circuits
of the room and halting to sing slow parts
of the air. There followed such a series of
marching and countermarching, slow step,
quick step and double quick step, advancing
and retiring, forming open column and close
column, perpendicular lines and oblique
lines, that it was sufficient to puzzle and
confound the clearest head of the lookers on.
Mother Ann Lee, who brought Shakerism to America from England,
encouraged converts to use their whole being to labor for the gifts of
God. “Spiritual laboring” included singing, leaping, shaking, rolling,
jumping, twisting, turning, whirling and bending. Since each person’s activity reflected individual effort, no uniform dance structure
emerged from these exercises. Subsequent Shaker leaders, however,
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began to organize the movements of the faithful
into formal dances and marches. Many choreographies were first seen in dreams, or in vision,
and then taught to the community of Believers.
Some dances were unique to particular Shaker
villages, but all Shaker societies danced those
used at the spiritual center of Shakerism, Mt.
Lebanon, NY.,

1823—The Ministry from Mt.
Lebanon paid us a visit. They were
full of the power and gifts of God. At this
time they gave us the mode of circular march
and round dance. It gave new life and zeal
to our spirits.
The formations, and footwork that the Shakers employed were rooted in traditional American and British folk dances. But because they
served a celibate community, all flirtatious partnering was eliminated
from the movement sequences. Men and women occupied equal but
separate spaces on the dance floor. It was understood by all that Shaker dance served a new and higher purpose. Father James Whittaker,
spiritual leader of the Enfield, Connecticut Shakers declared, “Dancing is the greatest gift of God that ever was made known to man for
the purification of the soul.”

Shakers (Their Mode of Worship)
Shakers depicted dancing or “shaking”. Photo taken from an original
lithograph printed and published by
Kellogg & Comstock, original date
1850-1851, archives Connecticut
Historical Society

Shakers practiced their dances so that their carefully choreographed
movements, uniform dress, synchronized hand motions and physical
carriage would reflect the unity of purpose that their communal life
demanded. Unison singing served as accompaniment. A stationary
vocal band supported the singing of the dancers, and maintained the
appropriate tempo and energy of a given piece. The poetry of the
songs affirmed the purpose and beauty of the dance.

I love to sing and worship God and sound His
praises holy,
I love to dance as David did before the Lord
of Glory.
—Brother Chase Allard’s song. Enfield, N.H.
Shaker Dance
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Moving in Context: Duncan
Contemporary Florence
Fleming Noyes
By Meg Brooker
Florence Fleming Noyes was a Progressive-era dancer and dance
educator living and working primarily out of New York, Boston, and
Cobalt, Connecticut, in the 1910s and 1920s. She codified a movement
technique called Noyes Rhythm that had roots in the Delsarte tradition, in her elocution studies with Charles Wesley Emerson, and in the
rhythmic dance practices that were popular at the turn of the twentieth century. As a dance artist, Noyes enacted multiple roles; she was
not only a performer and a teacher, but she was also a choreographer
and director, a woman suffrage advocate, an author, and a businesswoman. In 1919, she established a summer branch of her school, and
the Noyes School of Rhythm has held continuous summer sessions at
Shepherd’s Nine in Cobalt, Connecticut, for nearly a century. Noyes’
foresight to purchase the property as a permanent location for her
school is probably the single most significant reason her dance practice has been preserved. Yet, despite its preservation, the work has not
been historicized, and contemporary Noyes practitioners situate Noyes historically by comparing her with her better-known contemporary,
Isadora Duncan (1877-1927).
Noyes was first introduced to me as a contemporary of Duncan, yet
Duncan has been far more extensively historicized than Noyes. Numerous biographers, scholars, and critics have published works documenting and analyzing Duncan’s celebrated life and career. Accounts
narrating the events of her life range from her own reminiscences in
her autobiography My Life to works published largely by those who
knew her or saw her dance, including life-long pupil Irma Duncan, to
more objective, critical analyses of her cultural influence and artistic career, such as Ann Daly’s Done into Dance: Isadora Duncan in
America, to thoroughly researched biographies that present a complex picture of Duncan as both a woman and a public figure, such as
Peter Kurth’s Isadora: a Sensational Life. In spite of the proliferation
of documentation about Duncan’s life and career, very little has been
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written about her actual dance
technique and choreographies,
although her work has been
passed down through several
generations of Duncan dancers
who claim to have preserved
nearly one hundred original
dances. Nevertheless, Duncan
remains a highly visible historical figure, so much so that she
is often lauded as the mother of
modern dance.
Records from publications
ranging from The New Yorker to
Vogue to major New York, Washington, and Boston newspapers
indicate that, during her lifetime,
Noyes’ reputation as a performer,
educator, and namesake of a popular rhythmic dance practice was
well established, yet, historically,
Noyes’ presence has been subFlorence Fleming Noyes as Hebe, a Greek goddess of youth, Noyes School
of Rhythm Courtesy of the Noyes School of Rhythm Foundation Archives,
sumed by Duncan’s shadow, and
circa 1913
her individual innovations within
Photographer—G.Gillette
and contributions to rhythmic
dance practice have been erased
by the “Duncan-esque” label. Both Duncan and Noyes were visible as
performing artists and as educators, yet there are significant differences in the circumstances surrounding their careers. Duncan was
nearly seven years younger than Noyes and debuted as a dancer nearly ten years before Noyes’ first concert. Duncan had a more visible
career partially because her career was longer. As a graduate of Emerson College of Oratory, Noyes had more formal education than Duncan, and she also had more relative economic stability. While Duncan
sanctified her dance practice by refusing to dance in music halls and
vaudeville houses, Noyes did not need to make that distinction. She
was not “dancing for her supper,” so to speak. In fact, the majority of
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Noyes’ public dance appearances were in the context of private society
functions, pageants promoting the woman suffrage cause, and charitable benefits like raising money for the Red Cross during the first
World War. Whereas Duncan accepted only children as pupils and
her students were full-time, tuition-free boarders, Noyes was far more
savvy as a business woman. Duncan was constantly dissolving and
relocating her school (in countries ranging from Germany and France
to America and Russia), and struggling to support it out of her touring
profits. Noyes, on the other hand, at the height of her career, maintained four studios in New York, branch schools in at least ten major
cities, and separate summer camps for men, women, and children at
Shepherd’s Nine.
Despite Noyes’ visible public presence during her lifetime, there is no
historical record of her life and work comparable to those memorializing Duncan. No full-length biography of her life exists. The only published account of major events in Noyes’ life is the preface to Rhythm
for Dance and Art, a book documenting Noyes Rhythm technique
exercises supplemented by class notes from students and published
by the Noyes School of Rhythm Foundation in 1982. Valeria Ladd, a
colleague and pupil of Noyes, who succeeded her as head of the school
upon Noyes’ 1928 death, edited the volume. Other tidbits of Noyes’
personal history can be found in interviews conducted after her death
with her pupils and collaborators. Records of these interviews include
at least three talks with Noyes School pianist and composer Bertha
Remick and are published in the school newsletter Rhythm, which
dates back to 1924.
During the summer of 2008, I conducted oral history interviews with
long-term practitioners of Noyes Rhythm, hoping to glean as much
information as possible about Noyes’ background and the early days
of the work. I found that, while there are a few cherished and, at this
point, mythologized stories about Noyes, such as her love of running
backwards and her quick retort in response to Auguste Rodin’s praise
of her right arm (she wanted to know what was wrong with the left),
the community has remembered few details about Noyes’ personal
history. Noyes was hit and killed by a taxicab while crossing the street
in Manhattan in February 1928; none of the remaining contemporary
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practitioners ever worked directly with Noyes herself.
In addition to the technique book edited by Ladd, there are a handful
of sources documenting Noyes’ movement technique and philosophy.
In 1923, the Noyes Group Association published two books, Rhythm:
The Basis of Art and Education, authored by Noyes in collaboration
with Wolstan Crocker Brown, and The Psychology of the New Education, authored by Brown with Noyes collaborating. These volumes
attempt to define a law of rhythm with psychological, artistic, and
educational applications and to propose creativity as the basis for a
new system of education; however, Noyes later renounced these publications as inaccurate articulations of her ideas, and she asserted that
the only way to transmit her system was through personally training
teachers to teach it.
An un-catalogued archive in the attic of the farmhouse at Shepherd’s
Nine documents both the artistic and the institutional history of the
school. Numerous scrapbooks and boxes contain newspaper and magazine clippings, photographs, and films documenting public appearances by the Noyes Group, by Noyes as a soloist, and by solo dancers,
including Grace Cristie, Hilda Carling, and Catherine Rapp, whom
Noyes coached. The archives also house business records, correspondence, and bound volumes of newsletters describing the school’s
organizational structure. Noyes envisioned the main studio in New
York, which housed the normal (or teacher training) classes, as the
hub of a wheel. The branch schools, located in major cities, including
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Miami, and San Francisco, were the
spokes. The school newsletter Rhythm was started in 1924 as a means
for the branch schools to both communicate with the main studio and
to share information with the other branch schools about their strategies for finding studio space, attracting students, and advertising the
work. The newsletters were posted on the bulletin boards of the various schools so that students all around the country could sense that
their local community of practitioners was part of a larger movement.
The teachers, who were all members of the Noyes Group, gathered to
continue their work together during the summers in Connecticut at
Shepherd’s Nine.
While this form of organization enabled the preservation of this
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Noyes School of Rhythm Dancers,
1914 Courtesy of the Noyes School
of Rhythm Foundation Archives

practice to be controlled by a group of practitioners, rather than dominated by a single
individual’s vision, it also contributed to the
relative isolation of the community. In 1958,
the organizational structure of the Noyes
Group Association changed to a nonprofit,
educational, membership organization, the
Noyes School of Rhythm Foundation, with
a current membership of about sixty practitioners. While the Noyes
Rhythm community welcomes new practitioners, especially younger
women interested in training to teach the work, and in recent years
has established a website to attract new participants to the summer
school, the contemporary community also values and seeks to protect the intimacy and intergenerational relationships cultivated by
its small size. Contemporary practitioners have made a concerted
effort to avoid integrating other movement modalities into the Noyes
Rhythm practice, protecting Noyes’ work from fusion techniques and
also from commodification in the commercial marketplace. These
protective preservation measures, combined with the small size of
the contemporary community, have kept the work far removed from
mainstream culture. Consequently, Noyes Rhythm has been invisible
and largely inaccessible to dance historians and scholars.
In 2009 as a graduate student in the Performance as Public Practice
program at The University of Texas at Austin, I focused my MFA thesis, Florence Fleming Noyes: Cultivating Community through Rhythmic Dance Practice, on beginning the process of historicizing Noyes
and her school. In addition to this thesis, only two other projects documenting Noyes Rhythm have received university support. In 1977,
Jeanne Hoge published The Alexander Technique, T’ai Chi Ch’uan,
The Noyes School of Rhythm: Three Methods of Movement Training,
a master’s thesis for the Department of Performing Arts of the American University. Drawing on her personal experience as a student of
all three methods and on her studies of human anatomy and physiology, Hoge evaluated how the three methods work to affect changes in
the body toward optimal alignment and functional efficiency. Pamela
Quinn, with support from Kent State University and in collaboration
with Noyes Rhythm teacher Arline Terrell, produced a 1989 docu-
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mentary entitled Dance of the Muses that features footage of Noyes
Rhythm classes in progress and interviews with Noyes Rhythm teachers, including one dancer who worked directly with Noyes. Both of
these projects were produced by women working inside the Noyes
Rhythm community.
Aside from newspaper and magazine articles published between the
1910s and the 1930s, no materials documenting the history of Noyes
Rhythm have been produced by authors outside of the community of
practitioners. This is due not only to the isolated nature of the community, but also to the ambiguous status of the work as a performance
art. Noyes practitioners have a difficult time verbally articulating what
the practice of Noyes Rhythm is. I have been told that the purpose of
the practice is to stimulate innate creative capacities, and that dance
performance is one form this creativity may take. Bodily movement
is the medium of the practice, but the practice itself is not dance. It is
not about performance, yet performance is part of the practice. Noyes
Rhythm is difficult to define; consequently, it is difficult to historicize.
Noyes Rhythm practitioners attribute the longevity of Duncan’s historical visibility to her status as a professional performing artist. They
narrate a tale in which Noyes sacrificed her own performance ambitions in order to develop her methods as a teacher so that others could
benefit from her practice. While there is, no doubt, an aspect of truth
to these claims, they simplify a far more complex historical picture.
Both Noyes and Duncan doubly identified as teachers and performers.
Dance scholars, grappling with Duncan’s role as a public performer,
have under-historicized her work as a teacher. Neither Noyes’ performance work, nor her teaching, has been historicized at all.
In order to adequately historicize Noyes, it is important to understand
how her dance practice blurred the boundaries between dance as a
performance art and dancing as a life practice. Given the wide range
of incarnations of Noyes’ movement practice, from solo dance performance to suffrage pageants and from settlement houses to progressive
education, Noyes’ work spans multiple categories, and, as such, is
difficult to evaluate according to any one fixed set of criteria. Noyes’
movement practice had not only aesthetic but also therapeutic and
educational applications. Noyes herself saw the practice as a form of
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creativity training; she envisioned it as the basis of a Progressive-era
education model emphasizing the value of experiential rather than
rote learning.
Both Florence Fleming Noyes and Isadora Duncan advocated for
dance to play a more prominent role in education and to be visible as
a vital means of cultural expression. By bringing Noyes out of Duncan’s shadow, I hope to further illustrate how this call for greater
visibility and wider practice of dance movement by a range of movers
was an integral element of the early twentieth century dance landscape in the United States and to position Noyes as a leading figure in
this movement.
This article was originally published in the 2013 proceedings for the
Isadora Duncan International Symposium.
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Serena Plasikowski:
A Connecticut Ballerina
By Debra Collins Ryder
During the early twentieth-century various European ballet troupes
toured North and South America performing in numerous cities, large
and small. Improvements in transportation, and an abundance of
extraordinarily talented Russian ballet dancers, escalated the number
of foreign performers touring the Americas. One such troupe, The
Incomparable Anna Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe, featured Russian
ballerina Anna Pavlova. She and her company toured extensively for
twenty years between 1910 and 1930, making several appearances in
Connecticut.
Although Madam Pavlova titled her troupe the Ballet Russe (Russian Ballet), many of the young female dancers of the corps de ballet
were in fact not Russian. Most of the “dancing girls”1 were from other
European countries like France, England, and Poland; however, a few
young American girls also joined the ranks of Pavlova’s Ballet Russe.
One such dancer was West Hartford born and raised, Serena Plasikowski.

Ballet Lessons in Hartford
Between Fanny Elssler’s American tour in the early 1840s and the
“next acclaimed dancer, Anna Pavlova in 1910.”2 America remained
indifferent about ballet training. In New England, ballet was viewed
as a foreign delicacy, the art of European kings. Although American
vaudeville theaters had ‘cleaned up their act’ by the end of the nineteenth century, dance theater and ballet were still not considered a
respectable pursuit.3 Remnants of Puritanical morality, and America’s
stubbornly independent rejection of all things linked to European
hierarchical order, contributed to the slow development of American
ballet academies and our distant relationship with ballet at the turn
of the twentieth century. However, some saw the untapped possibility
for ballet in America, and many foreign dancers who toured America “stayed on to teach”; opening ballet schools in or near major US
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cities.4
Meanwhile, hopeful American dancers soon began seeking formal
ballet training in Europe. After a few months of French ballet training, young American dancers returned home to open their own ballet schools, including many in Connecticut. Due to the absence of
a national ballet academy in America, there were no US standards
for teaching ballet and thus the quality of local ballet schools varied
widely. Although availability of quality ballet lessons in Hartford were
limited in the years between 1900 to 1910, it was likely that Serena’s
parents (August Plasikowski, her Prussian-born father and his Norwegian-born wife, Serina Dahl Plasikowski)5 might have been more
familiar with ballet training and ballet performance than their New
England-born neighbors. So it was that West Hartford born Serena
Plasikowski, daughter of a well-respected Hartford furrier, began
dancing lessons in Hartford at the age of three and a half.6
While growing up on Maplewood Avenue in West Hartford, Serena
studied dancing with several local teachers. One in particular, Helen
Way Linder, (wife of Thomas Linder, an in-law of Albert Pope),7 was a
local socialite and dancer who taught, performed and organized soirée
dansants (dinner dance parties)8 in Hartford and West Hartford. As
one of Mrs. Linder’s students, Serena performed in several Linder
organized “concerts and dansants”9 given to raise funds for organizations like the Visiting Nurse Association or the War Relief Fund. One
dansant given at The Hartford Club, by the Bright Star Auxiliary of
the Hartford Sunshine Society, included “two dance numbers, Dance
Pontique and The Yankee Clown” danced by Serena in March 1918.10
Years later Serena would remember her days in West Hartford as
“always dancing and studying”,11 and although she spent many hours
studying dance, while at Hartford High School she discovered her
skill and interest in arts and crafts. In a personal interest story about
Serena in a local newspaper, it was noted that Serena “belonged to the
Sketch Club, and her schoolwork in arts and crafts were of high quality.”12 Throughout Serena’s life, sculpture and clay modeling would
always remain a hobby and artistic outlet.
After high school graduation, Serena continued her ballet study in
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New York City with various teachers including Lydia Lopokova,
with whom Serena occasionally performed. “Hartford Girl Dances
In Famous Company” read the headline, and “this New England city
may sometime be represented in a famous group of dancers”13 the
Hartford papers bragged. Dancing behind Lopokova in Atlantic City,
New Jersey might have been rewarding for Serena, but it was only the
beginning. One day while taking class at the Potapovich Dance Studio
in New York City, Serena caught the attention of Madam Pavlova’s
manager, Victor Dandré. Serena and three other American dancers
were selected by Dandré to join The Incomparable Anna Pavlowa
and her Ballet Russe.14 Serena and the others would travel by train
to Key West, Florida, and then sail to Havana, joining the company
in Cuba just after Christmas of 1918. Serena’s excitement and pride
was uncontained when she said of herself, “little did I dream during
my years of study that this opportunity would come to me to join the
world famous Pavlowa Company.”15

The Incomparable Anna Pavlova
Anyone who had ever witnessed Anna Pavlova dance agreed that there
was no other ballerina that could compare. Pavlova moved and looked
like no other previous ballerina had, which for many was at first
disquieting. She had long and articulate arms, supple back, slender
legs with hyper-extended knees, highly arched feet, and a long graceful neck atop slopping shoulders. However, she also lacked turnout
and core strength, and her deep brown eyes often reflected a sort of
sadness and pathos. Pavlova said of herself, that she was born on a
rainy day in St. Petersburg, Russia, where “there is a certain gloom
and sadness in the atmosphere” with which she had “become infected.”16 Although her eyes could reflect some inner melancholy, they
could also express a gaiety and flirtatiousness that charmed audiences
around the world.
Anna Pavlova was “a mistress of interpretation rather than technical
virtuosity”17 who cast her spell upon audiences with an expressive
and inspired artistry: feminine, ethereal and mystical. The impact
she had on American audiences was unlike the “elsslermania”18 that
swept the nation during Fanny Elssler’s American tour of the 1840s,
and proved to be much more lasting. After Pavlova’s American debut
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at New York’s Metropolitan Opera House in
1910, thousands of little American girls began
flocking to ballet classes in towns across the
nation.
In the twenty years Anna Pavlova traveled the
world, she and her company made numerous
stops in Connecticut, one such performance
was in Hartford at the Parson’s Theater in
January of 1911.19 Hartford reviews noted
that although she “appears in the usual ballet
costume and does most of her work on her
toes” she seemed to make her dancing “mean
something more than balancing, turning and
posturing.”20 In Hartford, Pavlova and her
company of Russian dancers were described
as creating “something more than graceful
motion; it becomes with them an interpretive
art.”21
Serena Plasikowski, early Connecticut ballerina,
toured with Anna Pavlova, 1920

Serena Dances

The small group of American dancers in
the corps de ballet of Pavlova’s Ballet Russe
were asked to change their names to sound more Russian, which was
unnecessary for Serena Plasikowski, for which she was proud. Aside
from a name, Serena clearly had a special talent that secured her place
in Pavlova’s Ballet Russe. Described as petit and expressive with an
engaging smile, Serena Plasikowski was a Connecticut original.

“Her dancing is characterized by expert
technique, with a spontaneity and natural
grace that makes it a delight to the eye. She
dances as if she were enjoying it thoroughly,
with all the glee of youth; and her excellent
professional training is so masked by
her own personality and individual
interpretation that her art suggest not work
but pleasure.”22
~Newspaper clipping, July 1917
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Serena first joined Pavlova’s company at the end of the 1918 tour,
catching up with them in Havana, Cuba where she observed performances, began to learn the repertory, and would encounter Madam
Pavlova for the first time. While backstage during one of the Cuban
performances she noticed a “smartly dressed girlish figure gracefully step over a piece of scenery”, it was Pavlova!23 Madam offered her
hand and said “new girls, welcome.”24
As a new member of Pavlova’s Ballet Russe, a young dancer would
have to have been courageous as well as talented. Serena wrote in her
journal: “I had to be pretty brave to leave mother and the rest of my
beloved ones, and my dear U.S.A. behind.”25 Mexico was the next stop
on the tour, and as stories of Mexican criminals preying on unsuspecting American tourist were common, she had reason to worry. The
company first sailed to Vera Cruz, Mexico where they boarded a train
to Mexico City; and although Mexican soldiers escorted the company on the treacherous train ride, a homesick Serena imagined being
“blown up”, “fired upon”, “robbed”, kidnapped or worse.26 The Company arrived safely in Mexico City, and would spend the next three
months performing in small theaters, public squares and on a makeshift stage in a bullfighting ring.
After Mexico City, The Incomparable Anna Pavlowa and her Ballet
Russe, returned to New York City before embarking on another South
American/European tour in 1919. Now as an experienced member of
the company, Serena became more appreciative of this unique opportunity; and although still excited and a little nervous, Serena seemed
to take the job of world traveler very seriously. With every stop she
toured the cities, seeing the sights, taking numerous “snaps”27 and
journaling her observations and thoughts. Palm trees and sunsets,
churches and theaters, flora and exotic birds, were extraordinary
wonders, but discovering chocolate in Buenos Aires and skipping
morning ballet class in Paris to see the Louvre, seemed like Serena’s
favorite moments. Encountering all these new sights may have been
rewarding, but life on the road with Pavlova’s Ballet Russe was also
financially, emotionally and physically difficult for the “dancing girls”
of the corps de ballet.
For Pavlova’s 1919 tour, the S.S. Vestris (a V-class steam ship named
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after two of the finest French male ballet dancers of the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries) was chartered to transport the company. The ship would also be a temporary home for the company as they
traveled through the Caribbean and then onto South America. Serena
adored this ship at sea or in port. They left New York on the Vestris
stopping in the Brazilian cities of: Bahia (now known as Salvador),
Santos, Sao Paulo, & Rio de Janeiro, and then on to Montevideo,
Uruguay, where she had to say good-bye to her beloved Vestris. For
the rest of the tour their transportation was provided; however, the
dancers were charged for their board while in transit. Now off the
Vestris, the dancers would have to find and pay for their own room
and board while on tour. Serena and her friend and roommate, “a
little French girl” named Leah Roux,28 often struggled to find affordable, safe and clean places to stay. Some rooms too small, too cold, or
with fleas (once causing a rash so bad that Serena described herself as
looking like “a measles victim”),29 were just some of the challenges the
poorly paid young dancers faced. While in Montevideo at the Barcelona Hotel, Serena said at least there is “carpet on the floors but 50¢
for a bath, how can we save money?”30 Through it all Serena remained
optimistic and excited for the next adventure.
Once steamer trunks were loaded into rooms, Serena could focus on
her job: dancing. Days began with an hour-long ballet class, at 9 or
10am, usually taught by the ballet master, Ivan Clustine, followed by
a series of rehearsals, matinee performances and/or evening performances. Seven months into the tour, while in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Madam Pavlova taught company class for the first time, and Serena was thrilled. Corps de ballet dancers had infrequent direct contact
with Madam Pavlova, so any individual attention given a dancing girl
would become a cherished memory. Serena remembered: “oh what a
hard class, but Madam said I was improving.”31
Pavlova was the “lifeblood of the company.”32 She had high expectations for herself and others, so to achieve Pavlova’s extraordinary
standards, numerous rehearsals would be required to polish the
nearly thirty ballets selected for the 1919 tour. She was “so all-seeing,
and so enviable in her personal style that she increasingly came to be
treated as some exalted headmistress.”33 Late nights, sore muscles and
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crying spells were just a few of the difficulties Serena and the other
girls faced. “More rehearsals – it’s a wonder we can stand on our legs
after so many”34 Serena lamented. Although the kindly Clustine conducted most company rehearsals, Pavlova, known for a quick temper,
fiercely protected her repertory like a tigress. Outside of Pavlova’s
inner circle, the “dancing girls” of the Ballet Russe respected and yet
feared her.
For twenty years, a typical performance of The Incomparable Anna
Pavlova and her Ballet Russe always opened with a modified fulllength ballet like Amarillia, Coppélia, Sleeping Beauty, or Serena’s
favorite, Raymonda, followed by an intermission, and then a series
of solo variations and divertissements. On occasion Pavlova would
collaborate with local opera companies, and in 1919 the company performed Faust in Montevideo and Thäis in Buenos Aires. “I just don’t
like this sort of thing,”35 Serena said of operas, and of the opera-ballet
rehearsals . . . well, there was just too much to do and too little time.
However, the opera Mephistopheles, described as “that awful gruesome thing – with bats, skeletons, devils blue and red – incense and
all”36 was obviously Serena’s performance nightmare.

Feeling like a “regular artist”
When Serena wasn’t sightseeing or dancing, much of her time was
spent letter writing, journaling, and sketching. So enamored with
Madam Pavlova’s little Boston terrier, Poppy, Serena decided to craft
a small model of the dog as a surprise for Madam. Pavlova always
remembered Serena’s unique gift and her special artistic talent, and
asked Serena to assist in painting costume fabrics. Serena began
painting roses on yards and yards of white silk, or feather details on a
Bluebird costume, or shadowy textures on the Autumn Leaves tunics
up in the attics of theaters late into the night. For this she was paid extra; although she would have done it for free as she proudly boosted:
I feel like “a regular artist.”37 Some of Serena’s decorated fabrics were
use for Pavlova’s own costumes. “Oh Madam called me to tell me how
nice the dress looked, but topped it off by telling me I made a little
mistake in Danube! But I don’t care!”38

To Europe and Home Again
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Between 1914 and 1919 touring North and South America had been
very lucrative for Pavlova; World War I and the resultant desolation of
Europeans also contributed in keeping the company in the Americas
until autumn of 1919. Pavlova’s Ballet Russe finally left South America
for Lisbon, Portugal, briefly stopping at the Canary Islands, then on to
Madrid, Spain, where King Alfonso of Spain attended one of the company performances at the Theater Real. The company continued on to
Paris for a month of performances at the Champs Elysée Theatre. The
pressure of performing again in Europe was immense. Serena remembered: “rehearsals had been very long and strict since we arrived in
Europe. Every step must be perfect for Paris.”39 Although rehearsals
were intensified and December days were often rainy, Serena found
great delight in exploring Paris until a call from the American Consulate. Serena was notified that her mother was ill and that she should
return home immediately. Money was sent for her ship fare back to
New York; and although she was worried and excited about returning
home, leaving the company was bittersweet. Autographs and photos
were exchanged with fellow dancers, but her good-bye to Madam was
memorable. Serena found Pavlova in her room arranged in the center
of a “large silken bed,” as she said farewell. “Don’t worry Serenska,”
Pavlova said, “your mother will get well again, and soon you will return to the Company.”40
Serena had hoped to rejoin the Company in London in March 1920,
which did not happen. However, she did perform one last time with
The Incomparable Anna Pavlova and her Ballet Russe in New York
at the Manhattan Opera House in 1920.

West Hartford and Madison
After leaving Pavlova’s company Serena spent three years in New York
performing classical ballet inspired “numbers” on Broadway with The
Music Box and then the Greenwich Village Follies, after which she
returned home to Maplewood Avenue in West Hartford, and married
musician, Clark Sewell Denslow. Through the rest of the 1920s, he
taught violin and she taught ballet locally. In 1929 they had a son,
Clark, and in 1941 they moved to a small farm on Ridgewood Road in
West Hartford, where Serena took great pride in growing potatoes and
beans and raising small animals, like turkeys, pigs, goats and chick-
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ens. Every summer the goats were piled into the family car to make
the trip to the Madison shoreline where they owned a summer home.
Rediscovering her love for clay modeling, the animals were often the
subjects for her art, and some models were cast in metal as toppers for
animal husbandry trophies.41
Through the 1930s & 40s, Clark Sewell Denslow was the music instructor for the American Conservatory of Music in Hartford, CT,
while Serena taught dance to students in West Hartford at the Old
West School (present day home of the West Hartford Art League).42
Student recitals were held in Hartford, Danbury, and Torrington,
combining student talent from both schools. Clark went on to found
the Melody Music Company in Hartford in 1977, and frequently
played violin with the Farmington Valley Symphony Orchestra. Described by her son as “unique”, “persistent”, and a guiding “force.”43
Serena continued to raise her family, sculpt and teach dance on occasion until her death in 1962.

A Connected Conclusion
Between the lines of Serena’s story, is also a story of our interconnectedness. Dance has always been taught through personal connections, from teacher to student, from one generation to the next. These
time-honored relationships are the very foundation of our art. A
chance encounter with the artistry of Anna Pavlova at the very beginning of my own dance career; made my discovery of Serena Plasikowski feel very personal and interconnected.
Serena was a charming and vivacious dancer who may not of thought
of herself as a Connecticut dance pioneer, maybe she was just a young
dancer who got the opportunity of a lifetime by being in the right
place at the right time. However, I believe she did open a door for future generations of Connecticut ballet dancers, by demonstrating the
grit, humor and artistry an American ballet dancer could contribute to
the international dance scene in the early twentieth-century.
“The dance world is small” is a common platitude often repeated by
many in the dance community, and although sometimes these connections to the past seem more like tangled webs; we experience these
links to our dance ancestors with every dance step we take. Serena
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Plasikowski would always remember Madam Pavlova’s influence on
her career as a dancer and a teacher, and it is theses unique dance
relationships that become the fabric of our own dance history, and the
basis for the dance histories for future generations of dancers.
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The Angelo Sisters and the Hartford
Ballet
by Susan Beaucar Palmer
It has been my good fortune to
spend time with a fascinating,
lovely woman and one of the
dancers of the original Hartford
Ballet. Margaret Bartone Ward,
(Marge) the niece of Carmel and
Mary Angelo reflected on her
family, her aunts and Hartford
when she was a young dancer.

“Hartford was
different when I
was younger, it
was so alive. There
were parks, pools,
the Hog River ran
through Bushnell
Park. There was
a bridge that ran
over the river and that’s where my husband
proposed to me. Before WW II there were
theaters, beautiful theaters, Poli’s Theater,
the Bushnell, the Avery at the Atheneum.
Buckley Stadium was in the south end and
there were races and rodeos in the stadium.
Hartford was the place to be at that time. So
many people were immigrating back then
and so much was happening.”

Mary and Carmel Angelo,
Hartford Ballet performance,
1937
Photographer—Katherine Lee
Enders

Marge’s grandparents, Dominick and Roseanna (Moscolo) Angelo, emigrated from Northern Italy and settled in East Hartford, CT
around 1900. Their home was at 81 Phelps Street in East Hartford
and it was there that they raised eight children, Nicholas, Dan, Angela, Carmel and Mary, Johnny, Tony and Rosemary. Marge referred to
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her grandparents as a very hard working, loving couple. They shared
a piece of land on Silver Lane were they raised pigs and farmed with
other families that came from the “old country”. At that time there
was only the Buckley Bridge as a route to Hartford and her grandfather would walk from East Hartford to Hartford over the bridge.
Marge smiled warmly as she reflected on her visits with her grandparents.

“My grandmother made the best pizza in
the world and the best bread. The butter
was always out and the bread drawer full of
fresh bread. My brother and I would fight to
get a piece of bread out of the drawer first.
What I remember most is my grandparents
singing Italian Opera in the kitchen. They
loved the arts and they loved Italian Opera.
They were very cultured and encouraged all
of their children to participate in the arts.
They were very supportive of their children’s
choices and endeavors. For Aunt Mary and
Carmel or Aunt “Millie” as we called her, it
was ballet. My grandfather took Mary and
Carmel to New York City a lot to study and
also supported their trips abroad to study
ballet. Roseanna also studied ballet and after
becoming a nun, she taught ballet to the
other nuns in the convent. My grandparents
worked so hard to give us all a wonderful
future.”
Marge grew up on South Street in Hartford and later studied and
Mount Saint Joseph Academy in West Hartford. She began her
studies in dance at her aunts’ school at the early age of four. Marge
gleamed as she talked about her time studying with her aunts and
performing. She performed regularly with the school and the Hartford Ballet and maintained her studies in dance for a couple of years
after high school. “I loved it and miss it”. “I loved every minute.” She
smiled as she recalled her favorite dance. She remembered wearing
pill box hats and blue glitter.
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Marge’s mother Angela did not
study dance but instead became a
seamstress. She also did tatting,
embroidery and crewel work.
Marge recalled, “My mother was
very particular when it came to
a project.” It was Angela that
created many of the costumes
for her sisters. Carmel and Mary
would have a design in mind and
Angela would often create the
original. This original would be
used as a model for the costumes
to be made by others for a performance.
Marge reflected on “Saratoga Turf” as “a big deal”. She recalled dancing in “Saratoga Turf”, “Tom Sawyer” and many other ballets created
by her aunts Carmel and Mary. Marge’s father was a plumber and for
one of the sisters’ performances he created a stream of rain with pipes
hung along the ceiling of the stage. “Everyone in the family participated in some way.”

The Jokers in La Casa Di Vino
(The Wine House)
Mary Angelo on left, 1939
Photographer—
Katherine Lee Enders

Marge spoke lovingly of her aunts Carmel and Mary.

“Aunt Mary was very kind and she always
got the best of life. She was always ready to
teach you something. Aunt Mary gave you
plenty of things to think about. My mother
Angela would cook food for Aunt Mary and
Aunt “Millie” and we’d bring the food to the
studio so they would have something to eat
when they were working on productions.
I remember it as a good sized studio. The
office section was small but the studio itself
was long. There was always a full class and
everyone fit at the barre. As teachers they
were different than they were as aunts.
Carmel was more firm when teaching, as an
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aunt she was very loving. Her husband Bob
Bush, was quiet and never said no, they were
very warm people. Aunt Mary was a little
more temperamental. She walked around
the class with a pole to be sure toes were
pointed. She too was very loving outside of
the classroom. Aunt Mary always wanted to
be a dancer. She was dramatic and spirited,
with Mary nothing was done simply.”
Described by her family as beautiful, intelligent and talented, Mary received a full scholarship to Mount St. Joseph Academy in West Hartford, Connecticut. However, missing the creative component to the
school and feeling as though she needed to spread her wings, Mary
left Mount St. Joseph Academy to complete her education elsewhere.
Mary a free spirit with an analytical mind, moved about with beauty
and grace. In 1923, Rudolph Valentino and Natacha Rambova performed in 88 cities in the United States and Canada. Along with these
performances were beauty contests sponsored by Mineralava Beauty
Clay Company. When the performance and contest came to Hartford,
Mary Angelo, was chosen as most beautiful woman in Hartford.
Mary’s ballet studies were in New York City and Philadelphia with
Catherine Littlefield, Alexis Dolinoff, Louis Chaliff and Michel Fokine.
In 1934, Mary went to Paris to study ballet under Madame Olga Preobrajenska. When she returned she continued her studies in Philadelphia and in the fall of 1936, she was made a member of the Philadelphia Ballet.
Carmel completed her education in East Hartford, CT. After graduating she focused on her studies in ballet with the hopes of having a
formidable career in the art of dance. Carmel was a student of Michael
Nickoloff and Signorina Adeline Sozo of Milano, Italy. She also went
on to study under Chester Hale, Fokine, Kobeloff and Albertina Rasch
in New York City. Wanting to nurture her creativity and studies in ballet, Carmel took time from her teaching and choreography in Hartford
in 1936 and went to Paris to study with Madame Olga Preobrajenska.
Dominick Angelo encouraged his children to follow their dreams and
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in 1926 he created a studio space with a dance floor in the basement
of their home. The Carmel and Mary Angelo School of dance had its
first recital a year later. As the school grew the sisters moved first to 71
Church Street in Hartford and then to 68 Temple Street also in Hartford. The school was then called “The Angelo Studio of the Dance”. As
described by Marge, “the studio was long and the office space small.
Classes were always full and many hours were spent in the studio by
Carmel and Mary”.
When first opening the school, ballet wasn’t well known or popular
with the people of Hartford. Being a savvy business woman as well
as creative, Carmel decided to offer tap dance to draw students into
the school. However, the understanding was if a student studied tap
they must also study ballet. On May 1, 1930, four years after their
first recital, the students gave their first performance at the Bushnell
Memorial in Hartford. This was followed by a performance every two
years. The school continued to grow and four years after opening the
school there were 125 students registered to participate in classes. In
May of 1934, 100 of the school’s students presented a series of original
numbers choreographed by Carmel at the Bushnell Memorial. The
costumes were designed by Carmel and Mary and created by their
sister Angela. It wasn’t until June of 1936 that a performance choreographed by Carmel was comprised of just ballet and no tap dance. The
performances created by Carmel were known for being very dramatic
and colorful with intricate stage sets and elaborate costumes. Marge
shared that all members of the family participated whether it was
taking classes, creating costumes or with sets. Carmel’s husband, Bob
Bush, owned a paint shop in Hartford and helped to create many of
the sets for the performances.
A very talented and dedicated dancer, Mary was made a member of
the Philadelphia Ballet in the fall of 1936. Philadelphia Ballet was
known as one of the foremost ballet companies in America at that
time, and for Mary this was the shining moment of her career as a
dancer. While in Philadelphia, Mary studied with Catherine Littlefield
and Alexis Dolinoff. Mary also spent time in New York as a dancer
with the New York City Ballet.
When Mary went to Philadelphia, Carmel organized and founded the
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Hartford Ballet. Many of the ballets performed by the Hartford Ballet were original works created by Carmel Angelo. The stage sets and
costumes were also original creations.
Her first performance in the spring of 1937 was comprised of three
ballets, “Ballet Oriental”, “La Casa Di Vino” (the wine house) and “La
Mer”. These were followed by Charles Dickens, “Christmas Carol”. A
year later she created “Les Champs Élysées”, “Grecian Frieze” “Cordoba” and “Le Foyer de la Dances a L’Opera”.
In 1939 Carmel choreographed “Saratoga Turf” a ballet in three
scenes: Scene I, “The Jockey’s Stable”; scene II, The Race Track”
and Scene III, The Casino”. The performance took place at the Avery
Memorial. A. Everett Austin, Jr, played “Yokel” in this ballet. Marge
recalled performing in the ballet, “It was a big deal. Unfortunately
there are no notes or costumes left from the performances, only photos and newspaper clippings”.
In 1940 Carmel worked on “La Carnival des Animaux”. It was created
for the Avery Memorial and was a program of magic under the direction of A. E Austin, Jr. In this year came “Saga Olympia”. A season
later Carmel presented the ballet “Adelina” in honor of her teacher,
Signorina Sozo. She also worked on “The Three Suitors”, “The Eighteenth Century Ballet”, “Lysistrata” and ‘Jupiter and Lo”
In speaking of her aunt’s relationship with Chick Austin, Marge stated
with a smile, “Sometimes there is a bond between people in the arts
or a specific area of study or work and sometimes it’s a relationship
that you endure more than enjoy”. “They were very different people,
from very different backgrounds, with very different lifestyles”.
1943 brought a sad year to the Angelo family and the Hartford Community. In the midst of her career, Carmel Angelo died at the young
age of 41 of cancer.
After Carmel’s death a tribute in the Hartford Daily Courant appeared
as follows:

“The death of Carmel Angelo of the Hartford
Ballet is a great loss to the community.
Imagination, precision and artistic integrity
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were the hallmarks of her work. Patrons of
the Avery Memorial will remember the high
standards of her productions there for many
seasons past. Her sensitivity to beauty as
an artist was equaled by her understanding
as a teacher. She took a warm individual
interest in every young person who came
to her classes and had an unusual gift for
instilling in them a love for and desires to
grasp the essence of ballet dancing. To us
who knew her and worked in her classes, the
shining spirit of Carmel Angelo will always
be brilliantly alive.”
“I feel it’s my responsibility to tell my children my history, I don’t
know why, I can’t explain it but it’s important. How they create their
future is up to them”, Marge Ward.
The following is a list of ballets performed under the direction of Carmel Angelo:
La Casa Di Vino, Dicken’s Christmas Carol, Saratoga Turf, Saga
Olympia, La Mer, Pas D’Action, Three Suitors, Ballet Oriental, Tailor
Shop, Malaguena, Cordoba, Grecian Frieze, Sea Moods, Les Champs
Elysees, Le Foyer de la Dances a L’Opera, The Eighteenth Century
Ballet, Lysistrata, Jupiter and Lo, Adelina.
The Hartford dance community is grateful to Gregory
Erisoty, Joan Angelo Erisoty and a special thank you to
Margaret “Marge” Bartone Ward for helping us to relive a
piece of our history with their aunts Carmel “Millie” and
Mary Angelo.
Information for this essay was provided by: The family of Carmel
and Mary Angelo, The Hartford Times, Dance Magazine
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Ted Shawn’s Connecticut Connection
By Norton Owen
For three pivotal summers in the late 1920s, modern dance pioneer
Ted Shawn shifted his focus away from New York City, where he was
co-directing the Denishawn empire with Ruth St. Denis, to a studio
that he built on the Saugatuck River in Westport. This venture would
play an important role in eventually taking Shawn even farther afield,
leading him to buy an abandoned farm in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts where he established Jacob’s Pillow and set in motion the
dance festival that continues to this day.
In an early manuscript for what would eventually become his autobiographical One Thousand And One Night Stands, Shawn himself
described how he first landed in Westport:
In the summer of 1927…I had discovered a place
in Westport, Connecticut where I could run away
for a complete weekend rest. Nell Alexander
ran this place, a rest home for artists, writers,
musicians, and dancers. There was a main house
on the Saugatuck River, and many cabins. Nell
was an enormous woman, a fabulously good
cook, and a great personality, presiding with
genial charm over the dining table in the “lanai”
overlooking the river. Born of an old missionary
family in the Hawaiian Islands, she had patterned
this place in Connecticut in many ways after
her island home, and served many Hawaiian
and Oriental dishes at her meals, and all the
Hawaiians in New York were her friends—often
visiting her so that there was always the sound of
the steel guitar and the romantic Hawaiian gongs
to be heard night and day. I was enchanted with
Nell and the place.
Shawn went on to explain how he had been seeking a venue where he
might establish a summer camp and school ever since the summers of
1922-23 when he and Ruth St. Denis headquartered themselves and
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some key students (and his teaching assistant, Martha Graham) in
Peterborough, New Hampshire. There they occupied an idyllic spot
known as Mariarden, which Ruth St. Denis rapturously described in
her own autobiography: “The hills were all around us; dancing under
the trees with the wonderful cloud-filled sky of New Hampshire above
us was like restoring the days of Greek innocence when everything
was done for joy and nature and art.”
With Mariarden as inspiration, Nell Alexander’s need for quick cash,
and a bequest of $1,000 to fund his dream, Shawn purchased one acre
of riverfront property out of Alexander’s 30 Westport acres, which he
described as having “a magnificent grove of beech trees.” Shawn picks
up the story in telling what happened next:
The plan was that I would build just the studio on
my acre, and the students would be housed and
fed by Nell on her place. I had fallen in love with
the true (not Coney Island) Japanese architecture,
and since we were friendly with Japan then,
I worked out a plan with an architect for a
great pavilion-like building in pure Japanese
architecture, and as Brother [St. Denis] was
to go to the Orient, through him I ordered the
shoji (sliding-door panels for three sides of the
building), the tatami (thick matting oblongs for
floor covering of part of the rooms), stone and
wood lanterns, various things for him to have
made for me or to buy in Japan and ship to
Westport to be incorporated in the building. On
November 9, 1927, I find an entry in my diary that
I sent money to Brother in Tokyo to pay for these
things for my new studio. Ruth and I had allotted
to ourselves a larger personal salary than we had
ever taken before, out of this [Ziegfeld] Follies
general salary, and since I owned the Westport
property in my individual name—not jointly with
Ruth—I put everything I made personally during
the Follies tour into the building and equipment,
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furniture, and art objects of this
Japanese studio at Westport—even
though it was designed to be run as
a Denishawn summer school and
camp.

Ted Shawn and Students at his Japanese Studio,
Westport on Saugatuck River, 1928

The Westport studio officially opened on July
9, 1928, and Shawn performed there later
that same month to formally dedicate the
space. Here’s his description of these events:
On July 27 and 28, I gave two
evenings as formal opening of the Japanese
studio in Westport, open to the general public.
Being Japanese in architecture and decoration,
I planned and gave an all-Japanese program—
using not only all of Ruth’s and my own Japanese
material, but augmenting with real Japanese
musicians.

Following that summer, Shawn and St. Denis began to go their separate ways for the first time since their marriage 14 years earlier. Nevertheless, a Denishawn summer program was again organized at the
Westport studio in 1929, now boasting over 20 resident students.
During the months following that second summer, Shawn and St.
Denis revived their professional partnership for a coast-to-coast tour
assisted by a symphonic quartet. It was in October of that season
when the stock market crashed, jeopardizing the financial viability
of the entire Denishawn enterprise along with much else throughout
the country. In the spring of 1930, Shawn traveled to Europe and
presented solo performances in several German cities in a tour that
lasted into late June. When he returned, it seemed that his mood had
changed. As Shawn described the summer of 1930,
I taught as usual at Denishawn House and at
Westport that summer. But I was fed up with
Westport in every way. I found that one acre
was not enough ground to feel really free, and
that Westport was not country, really. People
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kept coming in from the neighborhood “just to see
your lovely studio” or to watch a class. When it
was hot in New York, it was hotter in Westport,
and the mosquitos rose from the Saugatuck River
and took sirloin steaks out of our bare legs and
arms. But most important of all, Nell Alexander
had turned sour. She had great financial worries
of her own, and these were proceeding to a climax
with the result that she cut down on the quality
and quantity of her food, for which she had
been famous, and the pupils all complained….As
things were nearing an end with Denishawn as a
whole, I felt that this would be my last summer at
Westport, and it turned out to be.
Although 1930 was indeed the third and final summer that Shawn operated his Japanese studio in Westport, this chapter in his life would
subsequently play an even more important role in determining the
next four decades of his professional career. An extraordinary turn of
events began taking shape on a fateful summer weekend in the northwestern Connecticut town of Winchester, while Shawn was visiting his
old friend Josephine DuBois and her son Goddard.
I was completely fed up with the Westport
situation, and now that motor roads had so
greatly improved, I realized that the Berkshire
Hills were closer to New York than they had been
in years past when going to the DuBois’s seemed
a day’s journey. I loved that country, and had
always deeply enjoyed my visits to the 1200 acre
“gentleman’s farm” that the DuBoises owned and
operated summers (each cabbage costing them
$5.00, Ruth always swore). So I asked Josephine
and Goddard, her son, if they knew of any place
for sale in their neighborhood that would be
within my pocketbook’s power. Goddard had
just graduated from Antioch College, in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, and Arthur E. Morgan [the college
president] was a friend of theirs. They said that
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he had told them of his place, some 18 miles from
them, and that it was for sale. They had not seen
it, but knew how to find it, and so we all jumped
into the DuBois car and located the place which
was to become famous as Jacob’s Pillow.
The place was overgrown with weeds, berry
brambles eight feet long growing up through
the boards of the front porch—the house was
in shocking condition, had not been painted for
years, and a general air of decay about it. But
I loved the land and the location, and when I
found the price was reasonable, we made another
trip—taking with us a practical local carpenterbuilder. He pronounced the timbers sound,
and that it could be fixed up without too much
expense. So I paid $500 as option to buy, and
that $500 to apply on the sale price if I did buy.
Then, realizing that I could not afford to buy it
unless I sold the Westport studio and acre of river
frontage—I dashed down to Westport and put the
Westport place in the hands of a real estate dealer
there.
Shawn goes on to explain that the Westport studio sold fairly quickly, as Nell Alexander had been forced to sell her entire property and
Shawn’s one acre “had been chiseled out of what was otherwise a
perfect square of thirty acres.” And the money that he received for
his one-acre of prime Westport real estate was sufficient to purchase
the 150 acres of abandoned farmland that was soon to become world
famous as Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival.
Ted Shawn’s three crucial years in Westport are now largely forgotten,
although the Westport Arts Advisory Council celebrated both Ruth
St. Denis and Ted Shawn with the presentation of its Westport Arts
Award in the late 1990s. While the Westport studio may live on as
little more than a footnote in dance history, it’s important to recognize that Jacob’s Pillow today owes its very existence to that time and
place.
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The Chick Austin Years: a Window
into Hartford’s Cultural Legacy and
Potentiality
By Deborah Goffe
The following paper documents a research journey that sought to
examine the relationship between place, art and legacy as part an experiment that came to be called The Invisible City Project (2012-14).
Through research, writing, community engagement activities, and the
curation of local movement-based performance works (past and the
present), The Invisible City Project was inspired by the idea that,
Place has memory, and in indulging that memory from time to time,
we reaffirm our relationship to that place. Art is particularly adept
at giving those ethereal memories form, and bringing forth questions
about how those memories are embodied. History doesn’t live entirely in the past; it absolutely frames the present and informs what we
become. (Goffe)
An early iteration of this paper was submitted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the Professional Certificate from the Institute for
Curatorial Practice in Performance at Wesleyan University, and was
later published on TheInvisibleCityProject.org.

Point of Entry
Through what mechanism is the cultural
landscape of a place understood? What
assurances or warnings about its capacity
for forward movement have already been
issued for those who would listen? How can
these insights be of value to those who would
later inherit the place?
During the years 1927-1944, Arthur Everett Austin, Jr. stood at the
cultural center of a small, conservative city, and called the winds of
change to blow through it. As director of the Wadsworth Atheneum
Museum of Art in Hartford, Connecticut during this period, he served
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as a nexus point, bringing artists and thinkers from around the world
to converge with the city. From his privileged position as a white man
of means, at a time when these characteristics were prerequisites for
success, Austin enjoyed a degree of freedom and security that many
others could not claim. At the same time, he was among a group of
men, and women, who used their position to circulate ideas from the
margins of society into the mainstream, sometimes despite themselves. Austin championed Modernism and the work of living artists
through the programming he initiated at the Wadsworth. Further, the
building of a performance venue within the museum during his tenure
provided an important platform as his passion for modern art objects
blossomed into advocacy for modern performance.
His interest in the interdisciplinary nature of Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe,
its role in the modernization of classical ballet, and his association
with Lincoln Kirsten, led Austin to sponsor George Balanchine ’s
immigration to the United States in 1933. While the intended goal of
establishing a national ballet school in Hartford was an ill-fated plan,
Balanchine’s first performances in the United States would debut at
the Wadsworth’s Avery Memorial Theater in later years. Four Saints
in Three Acts, a Virgil Thomson opera with libretto by Gertrude Stein,
premiered on that same stage in 1934 with its all black cast, a year
before Porgy and Bess arrived on New York stages. In that same year,
Truda Kaschmann, a dance artist trained by Mary Wigman and Rudolf Laban arrived in Hartford to escape Hitler’s Germany. By 1938,
in collaboration with her student, Alwin Nikolais and composer Ernst
Krenek, she premiered Eight Column Line, a work which would propel Nikolais onto the national stage and establish her as the matriarch
of modern dance in Hartford.
Ironically, Austin is not the ultimate goal of this investigation. Instead, he is one in an intended series of case studies, offering a window into the city’s legacy, habits, and potentiality. It has been said
that the past is an important indicator of future outcomes. If this is
true, Austin’s tenure at the Wadsworth was inevitably shaped by the
city’s existing character and history. In turn, Austin’s work as the
museum’s director also etched an indelible mark on Hartford, which
is still felt in the present day. By examining existing patterns, one may
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lift a haze from the community’s understanding of its own cultural
landscape, empowering current inhabitants to claim its legacy and
contribute to the city’s next strain of cultural DNA. This paper will
consider how Austin arrived at the center and will give attention to
three of his key curatorial encounters with performance, noting the
relationships formed between the societal centers and the margins. In
the end, the intended goal is to emerge with new insight into the place
as a result of the legacy left by this important period of cultural vitality.

Setting the Stage
“And now here you are in Hartford, come like
a fairy prince to awaken a sleeping city to a
sense of beauty, breaking the spell that binds
us as you win the Princess for your bride”
(qtd. in Magician 113).
—Trinity College’s President Ogilby to A.
Everett Austin upon his marriage to Helen
Goodwin in 1929
The Wadsworth Atheneum, the country’s oldest public art museum,
was founded in 1841. Charles Goodwin, grandson of the founder and
“a scion of Connecticut’s colonial aristocracy” (Magician 66), was
elected its president in 1925. By this time, the Wadsworth had long
been a physical manifestation of the region’s conservative expectations of art and art institutions, a cultural bastion for the city’s ruling class. When it was time to hire a new museum director, Charles
Goodwin sought the time-tested expertise of Edward Waldo Forbes.
Forbes was the Director of Harvard’s Fogg Museum and was, “[f]or
his favored students … an astute career counselor” (Magician 66). To
the Wadsworth, Forbes offered Arthur Everett Austin, Jr. as an ideal
candidate. Austin had graduated from Harvard College in 1924 where
he had been Forbes’s teaching assistant. During that time and since
then, the once directionless young man had traveled extensively to
study art in Europe and the Mayan ruins of Mexico, and had worked
on archaeological expeditions in Egypt and the Sudan. Forbes agreed
to provide transitional support as Advisory Director and promised
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that Austin, best known by the nickname “Chick” since childhood,
would bring his charm, good looks, “brains and good taste” to the insurance capital (Magician 69, Weber 136). Austin began his term of
service at the Wadsworth Atheneum in October 1927. He was young,
only 26 years old, and he wasted no time sweeping clean the cobwebs
from the museum’s respectable, but adventureless reputation.
While Hartford was an established center for industry and manufacturing, New England tastes were conservative. The mainstream did
not yet consider modern ideas about technology, the human psyche,
or the world’s evolving social order to be legitimate influences shaping
the visual arts (Magician 76-77). “What people expected of art was the
faithful and precise representation of nature. They demanded evidence of ancient standards for technical competence, and of traditional training (Weber 51). Austin, however, had no intention of perpetuating the status quo. He had encountered works by the ancients, the
masters and the modern innovators around the world, and he intended to bring that world to Hartford. Addressing the press in the weeks
following his arrival in the city, Austin proclaimed:

It is our object to bring to this city …
important art objects of every sort, and
men and women prominent in the world of
art. … In time we hope that the Wadsworth
Atheneum will attract these people to
Hartford as the art center of New England…
By gradually building up the collections
at the Atheneum, as we plan to do, visiting
Europeans scholars and connoisseurs … will
find it necessary to come to Hartford, and so
the reputation of Hartford’s artistic vitality
will spread even to the foreign cultural
centers (qtd. in Gaddis 82-83).
Within months of his arrival, Austin had planned his first ambitious
season of exhibitions and programs. It would include Paul Sachs’s
collection of drawings, a vast exhibition featuring works from ancient
to modern, three major painting acquisitions by European masters,
and a grand ball inspired by a Venetian Fête. By the end of 1928,
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Austin was able to report a significant increase in museum attendance
and subscriptions (Annual Report 1928 4-6). However, one senior
museum trustee spoke for many in the group as he met Austin’s pronouncement with, “Mr. Austin, do you think it wise to have the general public rampaging through our museum” (qtd. in Magician 123)?
Undaunted by this display of narrow-minded elitism, Austin persisted
in bringing the masses through the museum doors and in contact with
art of the time. Austin understood that in order for his institution to
provide the thorough education he felt was the museum’s responsibility, he would have to bring a wide range of art and historic periods
before the public.
While museums in larger cities around the country had been careful
to give their attention to established artists who had stood the test
of time, Austin exhibited both established and contemporary work.
Where contemporary art was concerned, he believed:

It is the duty of a museum to show … the
manifestations of the art which is living,
and which is being produced around us, the
very moment almost, that we are observing
it. So also it is the duty, nay, the passionate
interest of the intellectual mind to observe
all these manifestations. Whether to like
them or dislike them is another matter, but
to see them is all important (qtd. in Magician
85).
He made his intention clear by quickly instituting a comprehensive
lecture series for both public school children and adult residents of
the city, and he began teaching the first art history courses at Trinity College. In 1928 he created “The Friends and Enemies of Modern
Music,” a subscription society devoted to promoting the work of contemporary composers. That same year he invited the public to explore
the modern design of his own renovated apartment. In April 1929,
Austin presented a film series, which featured several works, such as
Fritz Lang’s Metropolis, Robert Weine’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,
and Fernand Léger’s Ballet Méchanique, which were pushing the
boundaries of the still young genre (Magician 129). That same year, in
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honor of the opening of the Museum of Modern Art, and with assistance from Alfred Barr and Lizzie Bliss, Austin launched an exhibition
called Selected Contemporary French Paintings featuring works
by Picasso, Braque, Matisse, Derain, Dufy, Chagall, Modigliani, and
others (Magician 128). In 1931, Austin presented the first Surrealist
show in America, which he called, Newer Super-Realism (Weber 159).
During his 17 years at the Wadsworth, Austin would present exhibits
featuring art in the Baroque style, modern artists from Picasso and
Dali to Calder and Modigliani, American Negro Artists, Buckminster
Fuller’s Dymaxion House and much more. He served as mentor to
James Thrall Soby, a wealthy Hartford suburbanite turned collector
of modern art, and later curator at the Museum of Modern Art. He
engaged the public, appeared on local radio and provided a platform
for a wide range of local artists and organizations. Austin understood
that in a city like Hartford, he had to be more than a museum director. In many ways, in order to achieve the success he envisioned, it
was necessary that he curate the entire city.
When he filled the position at the Atheneum, Austin was forced to
work within the boundaries of what he had inherited. The building, its
trustees, and its environment were established long before his arrival.
Fortunately, in those early years, Austin was masterful in his ability
to fill existing structures with new ideas. As early as 1928, however,
plans for a museum extension had been initiated (Avery 19). Here, as
the museum’s director overseeing the design of the new wing, Austin
had the opportunity to make a fresh mark on an as yet unencumbered
facet of the Wadsworth. In both design and intended use, “he saw his
one great chance to create the most advanced museum in America”
(Magician 171). “On February 6, 1934, the doors of the Avery Memorial opened on America’s first International Style museum interior
and on its first Picasso retrospective” (Avery 35). Not only did the new
wing provide much needed gallery space for the museum’s growing
permanent collection and Austin’s ravenous cycle of large loan exhibitions, the building now housed a theater. His movement back and
forth through history, from classic to modern objects, offered a formidable challenge to many of Hartford’s museumgoers. However, it
was on the Avery Memorial Theater stage that Austin expanded that
challenge to include the experiential arena, where all art forms could
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converge in performance.

Ballet for Our Time and Place: The Hartford Catastrophe
“Just say Proceed or Impossible. If
Impossible, I will try to think of something
else—but as I see it—Hartford is perfect. …
We have the future in our hands. for Christ’s
sake let us honor it.” (Magician 203)
—Lincoln Kirstein’s closing remarks in a
letter to Chick Austin
On July 16, 1933, Lincoln Kirstein penned a letter to Chick Austin
from London. The oft-quoted single paragraph spanned 16 pages of
hotel stationery and spoke enthusiastically of the famed Ballet Russe,
Serge Diaghilev, George Balanchine, the prospect of a national school
for American ballet in Hartford, the promise of a racially integrated
ballet company, a shift in ballet’s social hierarchy, the exploration of
American choreographic themes, and an impassioned plea for visa
sponsorship and fundraising (Weber 179-80). It was not a hard sell
for Austin; he had long since fallen in love with the very idea of Serge
Diaghilev when he witnessed the first of many Ballet Russe performances in the summer of 1921. As he later told the Hartford Courant:
“To me, his Russian Ballet, with its music by modern composers, its
scenery by contemporary painters and its choreography by such great
and rare masters as Fokine, Nijinksy, Massine, Nijinska and Balanchine, has been the most intense emotional experience of my life”
(Magician 39). He was immediately convinced that the plan was fated
and set about securing funds and immigration papers. With the Avery
Theater soon to be completed, there could be no better way to christen
the space than with a ballet company of its very own.
Leveraging their significant connections, Kirstein and Austin were
able to obtain the necessary funds and documents, and on October
18, 1933, George Balanchine arrived on U.S. soil. By the next day he
and his business associate, Vladimir Dmitriev, were in Hartford. It
was not long, however, before news of his arrival sparked concern
throughout Hartford’s existing commercial dance schools. Kirstein’s
plan had been built on a non-profit structure that would ensure an
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artistic focus over a commercial one. But for local dance teachers, this
threatened to undermine their loyal student base, and for Balanchine
this arrangement suddenly threatened to undervalue his expertise.
Despite reassurances from Kirstein and Austin that the venture would
pose no threat to local schools, differences remained irreconcilable
(Weber 192). The locals understandably sensed a degree of condescension in the assertion that the program at the Wadsworth would be
a “cathedral of ballet rather than a dancing school” (Magician 218).
In less than a week, Hartford was deemed ill suited for the project.
Balanchine and his team moved on to New York where, by December,
the School of American Ballet had opened its doors. Hartford, and
Austin were left to lick their wounds. A year later, a concession was
made as The American Ballet had its premiere in the Wadsworth Atheneum’s Avery Theater. With such notables as Salvador Dali, George
Gershwin and Pavel Tchelitchew in attendance, the program of Balanchine works received glowing reviews and seemed to help heal the
cleave left by the split. Later in the year, Austin would further console
himself with the acquisition of Serge Lifar’s collection of Ballet Russe
drawings and paintings of costumes and sets by notable modern artists (Magician 222).
While it took no time for Austin to redirect his energies toward his
next adventure, residue from what Kirstein called the Hartford catastrophe continues to linger in the city in the present day. For those
operating in Hartford’s cultural sector, the incident is often treated
as a didactic narrative suggesting that, for dance in particular, the
city is somehow cursed with a lack of artistic sustainability. However,
the incident is not merely a legend intended to infuse the city with a
sense of historic drama, however self-deprecating. Beyond the fact
that seeds of doubt had long been planted in Kirstein’s mind about
Hartford’s viability2, another important detail of the story is often
overlooked: the existing dance community had not been considered
in the equation. There would, of course, be consequences for acting as
cultural missionaries, driven with good intentions to save the uninformed natives, without concern for how the venture would affect
the locals. In the typical telling of the tale, villains like the two Angelo
sisters and Walter Soby, successful proprietors of commercial dance
schools in Hartford, are depicted as provincial and short sighted.
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While both may be true, it seems no one considered the impact of the
project on the long-term health of dance in the city. How might their
proximity to Balanchine’s work at the Wadsworth, and the proposed
development of the art form on American terms, have fed the work
of local dance teachers and artists? Would it have offered national
legitimacy to their enterprises as well? Should the Wadsworth have
forged more meaningful connections with the local dance community,
using its proposed ballet program to disseminate the artistic integrity
they promised would be at its core? It seems such a discussion never
took place, and we’ll never know what the city’s relationship to dance
might have been if it had.
Beyond the impact of the event on Hartford, there have also been
consequences for dance at large. Kirstein’s original letter to Chick
Austin outlined an incredibly progressive plan. The student roster, as
he imagined it, would be comprised of 4 white female, 4 white male,
4 black female and 4 black male students all around 16 years old. In
1933, Kirstein was calling for integration for both the school and for
the eventual company. Students would not be charged tuition, which
would level the playing field for those who would access this worldclass training. Acceptance would be based on merit not on means. He
also seemed to believe the pace of Hartford would allow the artistic
integrity of the company to grow organically over time, and that the
museum context would place artistic concerns over commercial ones.
With the disintegration of the Hartford scheme, some of the project’s
philosophical framework seemed to dissipate as well. It is interesting to consider how the current state of dance might be different had
Kirstein’s new American ballet been incubated in such an environment of social equality. Instead it would take until 1955 for the New
York City Ballet, as Balanchine’s company would come to be called, to
hire Arthur Mitchell as its first African American dancer.

Four Saints in Three Acts
“Today the way to designate sophistication
in Hartford, Connecticut, is to say one
bought, or ate, or saw, something in ‘New
York; in 1934, what counted was what
people first encountered in Hartford”
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(Weber 257).
Virgil Thomson and Gertrude Stein first encountered one another at
a gathering in her Paris home in 1925. The young, largely unknown
Harvard trained composer had long been a fan of Stein’s writing, and
between 1927 and its premiere in 1934, talk of collaboration would
blossom into the fully realized opera, Four Saints in Three Acts.
Drawing inspiration from “the working artist’s life,” Stein saw parallels between the life of the artist and religious devotion (Watson 42).
She believed “genius was analogous to sainthood and that artists and
writers expressed contemporary spirituality before it appeared in the
society at large” (Steven 42). Stein and Thomson would soon turn to
Spain, its saints, and Cubism as a framework for the opera. While not
literally represented in the resulting work, Spain offered a correlation
between this notion of the working artist, Stein’s associations with
Pablo Picasso and Juan Gris as expressed in Cubism, her interest in
Saint Teresa of Avila, and her trip to Spain in 1912 with her partner
Alice Toklas (whom she lovingly called Thérèse). Saint Teresa would
become a central character in Four Saints, embodied by two performers, “simultaneously an evocation of Alice and of Stein, the mystic
bride of Jesus transformed into the bride of Art” (Watson 44). Stein’s
resulting non-narrative libretto forced Thomson to give priority to the
aural landscape of rhythm and sound. He too would draw on a variety
of associations, matching “Stein’s nonnarrative strategies and absurdist wordplay through an arsenal of musical puns and games”(Barg
126). The result was “a jarring revolution in language wedded to delicate, tuneful, and wryly homespun music … as though the cubists and
the Neo-Romantics had eloped” (Magician 186).
In 1928, Virgil Thomson traveled to New York to promote the opera,
performing it in several of the city’s influential salons. Key relationships were initiated during that trip, but a venue had not been secured
for the opera’s premiere. By the time he returned in 1932, however,
the tide had changed. Stein had completed two long works, Stanzas
in Meditation and The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas during this
period. By the next year, the latter work would meet with commercial
success, providing a gateway to the popular acknowledgment she had
long craved. For Thomson, Stein’s new acclaim would set the stage
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for the opera to finally be produced. At Austin’s invitation, Thomson
performed the work for the Friends and Enemies of Modern Music at
the Austin home in Hartford. Enthusiastic about what he had heard,
Austin proposed a plan to have the music society sponsor the world
premiere of Four Saints in the museum’s Avery Theater once complete (Magician 185). As his role in the development of the American
ballet school evaporated, Austin was now free to give his attention to
the premiere of Four Saints. He shifted from the ballet to the opera as
his focal point for the Avery Memorial’s grand opening, and set about
raising necessary funds and finalizing negotiations for the production.
When paired with the comprehensive Picasso retrospective he had
planned, the new museum wing would emerge, for a time, as a hub for
all things modern in the country.
It was also during this visit to America that Thomson made the opera’s now legendary casting decision. As the legend goes, while out
with a group of friends at a Harlem café one night, he heard the black
performer Jimmy Daniels sing. Taken with Daniel’s showmanship
and impeccable enunciation, Thomson proclaimed, “I think I’ll have
my opera sung by Negroes” (Magician 186). He reasoned that, “[t]hey
alone possess the dignity and the poise, the lack of self-consciousness
that proper interpretation of the opera demands” (qtd. in Watson
200). Since the 1920s, Harlem had been established “as the mecca of
writers, performers, artists, bohemians and the cosmopolitan chic”
(Watson 198). In Harlem’s Eva Jessye Choir and the Savoy Ballroom,
Thomson and his collaborators found a worthy group of singers and
dancers to fully embody his vision.3
On Tuesday, February 6, 1934 the exodus from New York, or rather
the pilgrimage to Hartford began. Neither the bitterly cold temperatures nor the impact of the Great Depression proved to be a deterrent.
With an open dress rehearsal for VIPs scheduled for the next day,
and the official premiere on February 8, cultural supplicants flocked
to Austin’s Hartford cathedral. As much a radical moment for the
avant-garde as it was a grand social spectacle, the opera captured the
imagination of the national press, and in turn the public.
For many of the art-world luminaries and New York ‘fashionables’
who attended the opening night performance, the collaboration of
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Thomson-Stein, director John Houseman, artist Florine Stettheimer,
choreographer Frederick Ashton, and conductor Alexander Smallens
signaled the growing cultural currency of American modernism, heralding its arrival on the world stage (Barg 122).
Everyone involved in the production would make important gains
with the success of the opera. In her role as set and costume designer,
Stettheimer “became the first America painter to participate in a stage
production, extending Sergei Diaghilev’s practice of inviting artists
to design sets and costumes” (Watson 6). For Virgil Thomson, Chick
Austin and director John Houseman, the opera was a career pinnacle.
And as Steven Watson points out: “For the black cast, the opera was
a landmark event. Never before had African Americans been cast in
a work that did not depict black life. Never before had they been paid
for rehearsals. And never before had an all-black cast performed in an
opera before white audiences” (Watson 6). On the surface, it would
appear that the project was a win-win proposition for all involved.
However, for Lisa Barg, author of the essay “Black Voices/White
Sound”, Four Saints in Three Acts raises often overlooked questions.
Acknowledging the breakthrough experience the project provided for
the performers who participated, she poses the provocative question,
“What racially mediated relationships and connections between the
modern and baroque did the casting propose and perform?” In her
search for an answer, the generalized simplicity of Thomson’s rationale for an all black cast, and much of the media’s blind praise, raised
far more questions than it answered. Barg brings to light interpretations of the opera informed by the fact that the “racial spectacle
crucially mediated perceptions of the work at the time” (Barg 124).
Beyond assumptions about African American’s “superior tonal
qualities of voice, including resonance and clarity of enunciation …
emotional transparency and spontaneity … and ‘natural’ [physical]
eloquence, style, and dignity” (Barg 123), Thomson exposes his own
racist inclinations by putting it more plainly to the press: “Negroes
objectify themselves very easily … they live on the surface of their consciousness” (qtd. in Watson 202). And yet, unspoken in Thomson’s
explanations for the all black casting is the role sexuality may have
played in his decision. Barg cites the commonly known convergence
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of races and sexual expression at nightclubs, drag balls and cabarets
in Harlem. Here one could find a safe environment to openly cross
boundaries of race, gender, and sexuality.4 Further she addresses the
performers’ depiction “as simple, childlike, yet mystical figures, intoning a repetitious stream of nonsensical verse” (Barg 149), drawing
parallels between this depiction and “blackface minstrelsy.”5 In this
context, the relationship between modernism, purity and primitivism is reinforced as Africanist aesthetics are co-opted in the carefully
controlled framework of this white production. Ultimately, it cannot
be overlooked that, “[f]or the opera’s urban white audience in 1934,
as for its creators, this ‘leap into the irrational world,’ this mysterious fusion of ‘mirth and metaphysics,’ was crucially mediated by and
through their coded perceptions of the African American performers”
(Barg 133).
Following its successful debut in Hartford, Four Saints in Three Acts
would go on to an acclaimed six week Broadway run, forever changing
America’s relationship to modern performing arts. As Barg observes,
This was no small claim for a work conceived and composed in Paris, mixing dadaistic aesthetics and musical Americana, all animated
by the spectacle of a sizable cast of African American singers and
dancers performing as sixteenth-century Spanish saints against a
1,400-square-foot cyclorama backdrop made entirely of cellophane
(Barg 121).

Eight Column Line
“We of the modern school do not ask only if a
movement is beautiful. No, we ask, first, does
it express something? Our dance is emotion
translated into movement. And if not all
emotions are beautiful, then likewise, some
of our movements may be ugly. But they are
charged with meaning” (qtd. in Baker D5).
—Truda Kaschmann in an interview with the
Hartford Courant in 1935
Throughout Austin’s life, Europe had been the model by which he
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measured good taste and progress. By the mid-1930s, however, he
could no longer deny that Europe was in crisis. Over the course of several summers during the decade, Austin traveled to Europe in order to
purchase art for the museum, to stay informed of trends in the field,
and to let off steam. Following his return from one such trip in 1935,
he shared with the Hartford Times his concern about the impact of
fascism on the continent, observing that “[i]n Rome there seem to be
as many soldiers as civilians” (Magician 323). In March 1938, Austrian composer, Ernst Krenek wrote Austin from Amsterdam expressing
his distress at the German takeover of Austria and the precarious
nature of his situation as a result. Austin responded with an invitation
from Krenek to give a Friends and Enemies of Modern Music lecture
at the Wadsworth that December, and to participate in a larger project
the following year. Krenek immigrated to the United States in August,
and in December he did offer a small Hartford audience insight into
the atonal music he was creating (Magician 330).
As audience sizes for his events were in steady decline, Austin’s proposed project involved the creation a new “ballet” to return to his programming a bit of the luster of earlier years (Magician 331). Krenek
would affirm this intention in a letter to Austin in the early planning
stages by suggesting, “that the whole thing should be featured as … a
dignified continuation of the various extraordinary Hartford performances of the last years.” (Krenek n.pag.) Krenek would compose a
new 60 minute work, and recent German émigré Truda Kaschmann
and her Southington, Connecticut-born protégé Alwin Nikolais would
choreograph and direct. A native of Kassel, Germany, Kaschmann
studied modern dance with pioneers, Rudolf Laban and Mary Wigman (Dillon 3). In 1933, the Jewish wife and mother fled with her
family to the United States, arriving first in Boston, and settling in
Hartford in 1934. Upon her arrival in the city, she quickly established
relationships within a close-knit group of artists and began teaching
German modern dance to actors at the Atheneum. At Austin’s invitation, she had also begun teaching movement to his architecture
students from Trinity. She was becoming an “integral part of a lively
arts oasis that sustained Hartford during the 1930’s” (Dillon 5).
In response to Krenek’s music, and the reality of the times,
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Kaschmann and Nikolais chose to make an anti-fascist statement with
the work, calling it Eight Column Line. The title, the set design by
Austin himself, and the characters they created referenced the bold
newspaper headlines that daily announced the state of the world.
Together Kaschmann and Nikolais devised a work that demonstrated peace and harmony suppressed “by intimidation and ultimately
megalomania” (Magician 332). With support from the usual suspects,
including Alfred Barr, Lincoln Kirstein and Leonide Massine, Austin
raised funds for the new work despite widespread diminished capacity, precipitated by growing tensions in Europe and Asia.
On May 19 and 20, 1939, Eight Column Line premiered to large audiences and was praised for its effective convergence of atonal music
and modern movement vocabulary. However, this event was not the
spectacle that marked the premiere of Four Saints or Balanchine’s
American debut years earlier. No large throngs of New York thrill
seekers flooded the city in search of the next big thing. Instead, the
impact of this event had a much gentler and, perhaps, more lasting
effect on Hartford. For Truda Kaschmann the creation of this work
insured the establishment and development of modern dance in Connecticut” (Dillon 13). As noted by her former student and author of a
short chronicle of Truda’s life, Carol Dillon makes clear that:
Truda’s early artistic endeavors were nourished in this experimental
atmosphere. She … revealed herself to be a dancer and choreographer
of unusual talent and exuberance. Her flair for innovation and experimentation and her knowledge of the ‘new modern dance’ … individual
creativity, and often primitive movement was quickly embraced by the
avant garde community spiraling around her (Dillon 6).
She would spend her summers dancing at Bennington with Jose Limon, Martha Graham and Hanya Holm, with Nikolais in tow, and was
responsible for inviting Holm to perform at the Atheneum in 1937.
She went on to found dance programs at Hartford College for Women,
Miss Porters School and Hartford Conservatory. As both a dance educator and choreographer, she was a important influence on emerging
dance artists in the Greater Hartford region for the next four decades.
Her early protégé, Alwin Nikolais, would go on to achieve acclaim as
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a dance pioneer in his own right. Years later, he credited Kaschmann
with setting him on the path: “Truda introduced me to improvisation.
… You see Truda established a pattern … that never left me and this is
the idea that … a modern dancer, reached fruition through improvisation and creativity, not just technique” (qtd. in Dillon 19-20). Nikolais
soon founded his own dance company and established an international reputation as “a master of stage illusion” (Alwin 3), daring to merge
dance and technology long before the notion grew to commonplace
status among aspiring dance innovators.
In the ten years between Kaschmann’s arrival in Hartford in 1934
and the end of his tenure at the Wadsworth in 1944, Austin also presented Charles Weidman and Doris Humphrey, the Martha Graham
Company, Anna Sokolow in a solo performance, Erick Hawkins and
Pearl Lang, all undoubtedly prompted by Kaschmann. And he would
continue to provide a place for her choreographic and teaching work
throughout that time as well. In the Wadsworth, Kashmann found a
conduit for modern dance, which in time, swelled to encompass the
whole city. Today, several of Kaschmann’s students continue to pursue vocations as dance educators and artists, transmitting her legacy
to the next generation.

The Threat of Recoil
“One of the most stimulating things about
art is that intelligently studied it helps
people in thinking for themselves and in
developing their powers of selection. In a
civilization such as we live in, which does
everything in its power to dull personal
esthetic judgments by means of the radio,
motion pictures, book clubs, and other
like instruments, a stimulation of such
powers becomes artistically necessary. But
unfortunately, significant art, which mirrors
for all time the essence of the culture which
produced it, is often cast aside for the trivial,
the pretty, and the insignificant” (qtd in
Magician 131).
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—Chick Austin to the Hartford Times in 1929
Chick Austin’s charisma and dogged determination proved contagious to the receptive few, but by the early 1940’s, his lack of business
acumen and fiscal responsibility exposed the museum to an undesirable level of risk. Even calculated risk was suspect for the literal and
figurative insurance capital, and as enthusiasm for his lavish projects
declined with the threat of another World War, Austin’s abandon to
his aesthetic whims proved too costly. In 1944, Charles Goodwin led
the trustees of the Wadsworth Atheneum in asking Austin to resign
his post (Magician 368). Both heartbroken at the loss of an institution
he had nurtured so lovingly and relieved to be free of the constraints
of the trustees’ increasingly tight grip, Austin languished in a period
of transition. But by 1946, Edward Forbes would intercede again by
pairing Austin with the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art in
Sarasota, Florida (Magician 372). His new position as Director of the
struggling museum, named for the famed circus pioneer, was a fitting assignment for a man who had once been America’s modern art
ringmaster.6
Despite its anticlimactic end, Chick Austin’s time at the Wadsworth
was marked by innovations that had impact beyond Hartford’s borders. His reach was extensive, and his confidence to act as change
agent was fed by his formidable network of affiliations, many of which
were cultivated during his time as a student at Harvard College.7 In
the early part of the twentieth century, the group of colleagues was
engaged in an ongoing discourse about the future of art in America,
and Hartford benefited from Austin’s effort to include it in that conversation. He believed in art of the times and worked to transmit that
belief to the small city he called home for seventeen years. With his
combination of powerful intuition, forward thinking curatorial style,
sophisticated tastes, and compelling showmanship, Austin brought
the world to Hartford, forcing it to see itself in a global context. In so
doing, he set in motion a relationship between the city and creative
endeavor that continues to shape its cultural landscape.
It is difficult to assess whether Austin’s work was successful, or if the
atmosphere simply contracted to its original state as soon as he was
no longer present to forcibly pry it open. What is clear is that, during
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the years 1927-1944, Chick Austin stood as an amplifier, filter and
connector, providing a framework for forward movement. His ability
to forge relationships across geographic borders as a remedy to small
city isolation, and to act as a zealous advocate of the arts with access
to the city’s centers of power, were as critical then as they would be
now. Austin used his position to provide a platform for new ideas
and new social constructs to be explored in the apparent safety of the
performance spectacle, however latent at times. In such an environment, established rules could be suspended, or made subordinate to
the imagined one. In the moment of performance, the world was as
the artist saw it.
Today, as a resident of Hartford who shares Austin’s stubborn belief
in Hartford’s cultural potential, I feel compelled to look to the past in
search of clues about the viability of a life in art in this place, searching for answers in such dynamic historic periods as Austin’s own. I am
more convinced than ever, that only by continuing to trace the city’s
subsequent relationship to art and culture will it be clear whether or
not new wine can, in fact, be effectively held in old wine skins.

Notes
1. As Edward Forbes asserted in 1911, “[t]he difficulty is, first, that all
modern art is not good, and we wish to maintain a high standard.
In having exhibitions of the work of living men we may subject
ourselves to various embarrassments” (qtd. in Weber 4). Austin, however, found inspiration for his curatorial practice in the
Harvard Society for Contemporary Art. The brainchild of fellow
Harvardites Lincoln Kirstein, Edward M. M. Warburg, and John
Walker III, the organization, with Forbes’ support, was formed
“to exhibit to the public works of living contemporary art whose
qualities are still frankly debatable’” (qtd. in Weber 4). In 1929,
institutional aloofness toward contemporary art would be further
challenged by the founding of the Museum of Modern Art.
2. Author Steven Watson suggests a jockeying for position between
Thomson and Kirstein during this time which may have contributed to Kirstein’s easy acquiescence to Balanchine’s idea of
abandoning the commitment they had made to Hartford. For a
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time, Austin’s attention had been drawn away from the opera as
he scurried to clear a path for Balanchine right through the doors
of the museum. As Thomson struggled to reengage Austin, he had
incentive to plant such seeds of doubt, consciously or otherwise.
Thomson, while offering contacts and advice questioned Kirstein’s
capacity as a ballet impresario (Watson 222-3). It stands to reason
that such doubt would later hinder Kirstein’s ability to facilitate
Balanchine’s transition to an environment so entirely contrary
the one’s he had previously experienced in Europe. In the end, it
would prove to be a battle not worth fighting.
3. The costume and set designer, Florine Stettheimer, however,
worried that the performers’ varied brown skin tones would dull
the brilliant colors of her costumes, so she proposed painting the
cast white or silver (Watson 206). This plan persisted for much of
the rehearsal period, but fell away by the time of production. Later
in response to charges that his opera thematically had nothing to
do with black people, Thomson replied, “Think how many opera
stars have blackened up to sing Amonasro and Aida. Why can’t my
colored singers white up for Four Saints” (qtd. in Watson 200).
4. Barg makes the following point: “Thomson, as is well known, was
active in a diverse and extensive transatlantic network of gay and
bisexual composers, artists, and their patrons. From its principal
actors … to its prestigious art-world supporters [Chick Austin
among them] … Four Saints was largely a product of this ‘high
bohemian’ subculture. Here Thomson’s fascination with the racial
“otherness” of [Jimmy] Daniels’s voice served as an outlet for the
projection of a more evanescent dialect: that of the closet” (Barg
138).
5. While Barg makes no claim that Four Saints is a literal expression
of minstrelsy, she brings into question the conflict between “deep
investment in blackness and its disavowal through parody” (Barg
149), resulting in an inevitable double meaning. From the perspective of Carl Van Vechten, friend to Thomson, advocate for the opera, and proponent of a new Negro chic, it would appear that, “[t]
he new Negro was presented as a naturally superior being, more
virile, more American, and more spiritual than his white counter-
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part” (Watson 205).
6. As Austin biographer Eugene Gaddis reminds us that, “[o]n more
than one occasion, A. Everett Austin, Jr. … appeared in public
dressed in the costume of a ringmaster. Not simply a reflection
of his flair for the dramatic, the role was a fitting metaphor for his
multiple activities as … connoisseur, teacher, painter, actor, magician, and designer of sets and costumes, Chick Austin was one of
America’s most innovative museum directors” (Ringmaster 150).
7. In his book, Patron Saints, author Nicholas Fox Weber follows the
threads that connect Lincoln Kirstein, Edward M. M. Warburg,
Agnes Mongan, Chick Austin and James Thrall Soby, concluding
that these five under-celebrated individuals were pivotal in the
mainstreaming of modern art in America. Steven Watson expands
the list to include the more well known Alfred Barr, Henry-Russell
Hitchcock Jr., Kirk Askew Jr., Philip Johnson, and Julien Levy. He
notes that “[i]n letters to one another, they referred to themselves
as ‘The Friends’ or ‘The Family.’ and this suggestion of a sort of
cultural mafia was appropriate” (Watson 80).
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The Ballets Russes Centennial at
Hartford’s Wadsworth Atheneum
By Barbara Ferreri
Malinksy

The year is 1933. In Hartford, the Wadsworth Atheneum’s young
museum director, A. Everett “Chick” Austin, has just purchased
over 150 works of art from the Julien Levy Gallery in New York
City. The collection comprised set and costume designs and
costumes from the Ballets Russes (Russian Ballets) inherited by
Serge Lifar from his mentor Serge Diaghilev, the great creative
force behind the world-renowned company. Austin’s passion
for art in all its manifestations – visual, music, theater, and
ballet – prompted the acquisition. In that one inspired coup, he
would secure a prominent place in the history of dance for the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
In the early years of the 20th century, Diaghilev assembled a

ballet troupe that, by 1909, became known as the Ballets Russes.
The phenomenon lasted twenty years dissolving in 1929 with
Diaghilev’s death. What made the company so distinctive was
the inspirational and creative force of Diaghilev himself. Inspired
by the German concept of Gesamtkunstwerk (total art work),
he felt that every ballet must be an integrative experience.
Choreography, music, stage sets, and costumes should complement
one another and be in the forefront of new emergent art forces.
The collaborators associated with the Ballets Russes were the
pantheon of the avant-garde. He commissioned scores from
composers such as Maurice Ravel (Daphnis et Chloe), Claude
Debussy (Jeux), Erik Satie (Parade), Francis Poulenc (Les Biches),
Richard Strauss (Die Josephslegende), Sergei Prokofiev (The
Prodigal Son) and Igor Stravinsky (The Firebird). Henri Matisse,
Pablo Picasso, George Braque, Giorgio de Chirico, Max Ernst, Joan
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Miro, Alexandre Benois, Leon
Bakst, and even Coco Chanel
among others were contracted
to create set and costume
designs.

He launched the choreographic
careers of Vaslav Nijinsky,
Leonide Massine, Michel Fokine,

Bronislava Nijinska, and George
Balanchine while nurturing
stellar performers like Nijinsky,
Tamara Karsavina, Massine,
and Alexandra Danilova.
Under his aegis, choreography
also evolved becoming less
representational and more
kinetic - an expression of the
body. Mime and motion became
more effortlessly blended. In
achieving these adaptations,
he changed perceptions about
ballet in the West. An art
form that had previously been
considered inconsequential
was now viewed as a medium
capable of standing on its own.

Costume Design for Vaslav Nijinsky as the Faun,
from L’Après-Midi d’un Faune, 1912
Léon Bakst, Russian, 1866-1924
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1935.37

In his commitment to
Modernism, Diaghilev
experimented with contemporary artists who drew devotees to
his performances year after year. Picasso, Fernand Leger, Andre
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Derain, Juan Gris, Georges
Rouault and the Surrealists like
Miro, Max Ernst, and de Chirico
contributed to the unique
character of his sumptuous
productions.

Curator Eric Zafran commented,
“This is the one hundredth

anniversary of the Ballets
Russes so this exhibition
Set Design for the Butter Week Fair, Scenes 1 and 4,
takes on a greater historic
from Petrouchka
significance than before. The
Alexandre Benois, Russian, 1870-1960
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, HartfordThe Ella Gallup Sumner and
more one reads, the more one
Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1933.402
is impressed by the creative
genius [Diaghilev] was. But he also had the ability to control
[the company] and the diplomatic skills to balance the different
personalities. Our collection spans not only this twenty-year
period but also pre-1909; all the major ballets are represented and
we’ve acquired new ones over the years.”
For this special tribute to the Ballets Russes, Zafran presents
works in a thematic context, classified as Classical, Russian, Exotic,
and Modern. Representative of the Classical section are Benois’
stage and costume designs for Giselle and Bakst’s costumes for The
Sleeping Princess. Both the drawing of Nijinsky in costume and
also the actual rose petal costume itself represent Le Spectre de la
Rose.
The Russian-themed section offers many of the works by
composer Igor Stravinsky. Benois’ set and costume designs for
Petrouchka, Nathalie Gontcharova’s for The Firebird, and Sacre
du Printemps (Rite of Spring) by Nikolai Roerich are some of
80
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examples.

The exoticism of the Middle East and Asia also influenced the
Ballets Russes repertoire. Bakst’s spetacular costumes and
designs for Scheherazade and Le Dieu Bleu will be on display. For
the Chinese fantasy Le Rossignol (The Nightingale), both Benois
and Matisse were commissioned by Diaghilev to create the sets
and costumes.

The original costumes, fully realized from the sketches, are also a

part of the collection. Their special care is under the direction of
Lynne Bassett, Guest Curator of Costumes and Textiles. According
to Zafran, “The 1916 tour of the Ballets Russes had a tremendous
impact on the American style of dress; people began aping that
taste.”

Hartford has a unique connection to the history of ballet in
America. The Atheneum’s historically significant archive draws
scholars, dance aficionados, and theatrical designers. The great
ballerina Anna Pavlova performed at the Parsons Theater in
1911 and then again in 1913. During the years of the Russian
Revolution, the Ballets Russes toured extensively in the United
States giving Americans a strong impression of what was known
as Russian Ballet. According to Zafran, “In 1916, the company had
performed in Hartford at the Parsons Theater and was a smash
hit.” Connecticut audiences were aware of new directions in
ballet.
There is another important connection. We revisit Austin in 1933
when he and Lincoln Kirstein, James Thrall Soby, Paul Cooley,
and Edward Warburg collaborated to sponsor the emigration
of George Balanchine to America. (Balanchine was Diaghilev’s
principal choreographer in the later years of Ballets Russes.)
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Set Design for Petrouchka’s Room, Scene 2 (Copenhagen Revival)
from Petrouchka, 1925 - Alexandre Benois, Russian, 1870-1960
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner
Collection Fund, 1933.404

The plan was to encourage Balanchine
to establish a school and company in
Hartford. Lincoln Kirstein, co-founder
with Balanchine of today’s New York City
Ballet, speculated years later that though
Balanchine ultimately chose New York
City as his creative home, had he not been
encouraged to come to Hartford by Austin
and his colleagues, Balanchine may have

opted for a career in Europe and may not
have come to America at all. However, after
establishing himself in New York, “Balanchine came to Hartford to
research the original Rouault designs when he was reconstructing
Prodigal Son,” Zafran revealed.
Of the many ballets produced by Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes
some have disappeared because the gulf between those directly
involved and present interpreters became too great a chasm,
but many have survived. Apollo and Prodigal Son remain in the
repertoires of many contemporary companies and others like
Les Noces, Petrouchka, and Scheherazade undergo continuing
reconstructions.

“We have a special role in the history of dance in America,” Zafran
explained.

In an inspired collaborative effort, set and costume designs as well
as costumes were viewed at the Wadsworth Atheneum along with
related events in Hartford and Boston in conjunction with Boston
University, Boston Ballet, and the Boston Pops.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine.
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Dance Companies
& Ensembles
During the 1930s, 40s & 50s, Hartford Ballet was the name of a
performing ensemble associated with the Carmel-Mary Angelo
School of Ballet. In the 1960s, Joseph Albano established the
Hartford Ballet and school, which continued until 1999 under
the direction of Michael Uthoff, Enid Lynn, and Kirk Peterson.
Other notable ballet companies that continue Connecticut’s ballet legacy are Connecticut Ballet and Albano Ballet Company.
Pilobolus, Connecticut’s first physically interactive modern
dance company was formed in 1971, followed by the establishment of Momix in 1981. Both companies continue to enthrall
audiences in Connecticut and world-wide.
In the 1980s, new Connecticut performing ensembles emerged
to serve the artistic vision of individual choreographers or collaborative groups. It was a time of increased funding to artists
and presenters on the national, regional, state, and local levels,
which helped to ignite an explosion of dance throughout the
state.
Training of Connecticut’s dancers has improved dramatically
since the 1950s as a result of the expansion of dance schools
and their performing ensembles. Today in nearly every corner
of the state, students and audience are experiencing dance
through the now familiar seasonal chestnut, The Nutcracker.

The Hartford Ballet (1972-1992):
The Uthoff Years
By Debra Collins Ryder
A simple phone call changes everything. In the fall of 1971 Michael
Uthoff was ready to transition from a life as a dancer to one as a choreographer. At the same time, the fledgling Hartford Ballet was also
in transition and looking for new leadership. On a suggestion from a
friend, Uthoff called the Hartford Ballet and Enid Lynn answered the
phone, and a new Hartford Ballet was born. Together they developed
a nationally and internationally respected ballet company and school.
Through the 1970s, 80s, & 90s, Uthoff expanded the reach, quality
and influence of the company; and although the Hartford Ballet has
been shuttered since 1999, the innovations developed between 1972
and 1992 by Lynn, Uthoff and his dancers, have become the standard
model for present day ballet companies.

A Ballet School in a Bowling Alley
During the 1930s, 40s & 50s the name Hartford Ballet was first used
to describe an amateur ballet company associated with the Carmel-Mary Angelo School of Ballet on Temple Street in downtown
Hartford, CT. It was however, the a re-imagined Hartford School of
Ballet, Inc. developed by Joseph Albano in the 1960s, along with his
Board of Directors, that built the foundation for a future professional
ballet company in Hartford. During the first ten years, the school grew
in enrollment and the Hartford student dancers improved. In the
early years the “advanced students from the school, supplemented by
dancers imported from New York”1 performed as The Hartford Ballet
Company until 1971.
Throughout the 1960s, the school resided in various locations around
Hartford and West Hartford, until 1967 when the Hartford School of
Ballet moved to a permanent home at 308 Farmington Avenue; affectionately called: The Bowling Alley. This subterranean ballet studio,
a former duckpin bowling alley below a grocery store, remained the
home for the school and company until 1986. John Simone (Hartford
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Ballet dancer and Executive Director) remembered “the cramped” studios as having “wood
floors built for bowling balls and not to cushion a dancer’s footfalls, and where the board
of health once came down and tested the air
concluding there was not enough oxygen to
support plant life.”2
With the departure of Joseph Albano from
the Hartford Ballet in August 1971, former
student, choreographer and teacher, Enid
Lynn, was named Executive Director. Joyce
Karpiej became the co-director, teacher and
resident choreographer, and the members of
the Board of Directors were on the lookout for
a new Artistic Director.

The Phone Call
Michael Uthoff remembers the day he called
the Hartford Ballet: “Enid answered the
phone” he said, “I didn’t know who she was,
but she knew who I was. Pretty soon I was on
Romeo & Juliet, Jeanne & Thomas Giroir, Hartford Ballet,
Artistic Director-Michael Uthoff, 1980
a train to Hartford to meet with Enid.” When
Photographer—John Long, courtesy of the Hartford Courant
he meet Lynn and the Board of Directors,
he told them “look, I think we should run a
school and Enid should head it. If you’re interested in running a professional dance company, I would definitely like to try, I think I can
do it. But, you will need to commit to paying the dancers.”3 The Board
agreed to take on Uthoff and his plan to develop a professional chamber dance ensemble.
Hartford “was very welcoming”, said Uthoff, “but I don’t think they
(Hartford Ballet Board Members) expected us to do what we did. They
had their school in the basement (aforementioned “subterranean
bowling alley”), and they did small presentation where the parents
were involved in productions. Mothers were making costumes. Those
were the sorts of dynamics we were slowly trying to change. This was
not going to be a school-run organization any more. We were going to
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have a professional outlook.”4

We Must Pay the Dancers!
Michael Uthoff’s concern for the welfare of dancers was consistent
from the beginning. While growing up in Chile as the son of Ernst
Uthoff & Lola Botka (former members of Kurt Jooss’ dance company,
Ballet Jooss, and founding directors of the Chilean National Ballet),
Michael had an insider’s view of life running a professional dance
company. “I grew up in the atmosphere of dance, ever since I could
walk there was dance around my life.”5 He was also aware of the financial challenges his parents faced in keeping company dancers paid and
productions created. “Throughout my youth I watched my parents
struggle to sustain a company, creating new works, and living with the
ups and downs that go with that responsibility.”6 Even Michael’s first
professional dance experience in New York as a performer with the
Jose Limon Dance Company in the early 1960s reinforced his opinion that dancers need to make a living wage. Dancing in “most modern dance companies then, and it hasn’t changed very much since,”
remembers Uthoff, “you just got paid when you performed. You were
basically working for nothing.”7
In early 1972, as the new Artistic Director of the Hartford Ballet,
Uthoff knew that compensating dancers for performances and rehearsals was non-negotiable. Both Michael and his first wife, Lisa
Bradley, were still performing, and selected ensemble dancers to complete the new company. He choose “six dancers from the (existing)
school: Judith Gosnell, Leslie Craig, Jack Anderson, John Simone,
John Perpener and Shari Colwell and invited from New York: Jeanne
Tears, Sandra Ray, Kevin Aydelotte and Charlotte Dickerson.”8 All ten
dancers were given a contract and a weekly salary, and the Hartford
Ballet finally became a fully professional resident ballet company.
Although there is disagreement among original company members
about the amount of weekly pay ($50-$75), they all agree that the
meager salary was very difficult.
The Hartford Ballet grew during the 1970s; the number of dancers
increased and by the 1980s the dancer’s weekly compensation became
more competitive with unionized professional ballet companies in the
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United States, and dancers and staff members not only had a reliable
salary, but they also had health insurance plans. The budget grew, and
the size of the Board increased in number and influence during the
80s, and by the early 1990s the annual operating budget for the school
and company rose to about 2.5 million dollars.

On Tour
Touring became a principle source of revenue and a way of life for
the dancers of the Hartford Ballet in the 1970s. The NEA (National
Endowment for the Arts), established in 1965, had been developed to
provide funding for artists and arts organizations to “benefit individuals and communities through supporting artistic excellence, creativity
and innovation”9 This provided financial subsidy for dance companies, like the Hartford Ballet. Through the “NEA’s generous touring
support in the 70s, and shrewd planning by Michael Uthoff, Ellsworth
Davis and Gary Lindsay (original tour manager) the Hartford Ballet
did a huge amount of touring,” said original company dancer and
manager, Jack Anderson, lots of “half week and whole week residencies at colleges and universities all over the country.”10 Over the
next six years (1972-1978), the company traveled to nearly forty-four
states, and spent 23 to 26 weeks on the road annually. “Between the
NEA sponsorship and the fee paid by the sponsor,” said John Simone,
“we were able to cover all of the direct expenses including dancers’
salaries. This allowed the Hartford Ballet to offer contracts that paid
dancers for over 40 weeks a year.”11
Although twenty-six weeks of touring was exhausting for the dancers,
multiple weeks of touring also offered them numerous performance
opportunities to expand their artistry. “What I learned was that the
more you did the same thing, the more you wanted to change it up. I
never did a ballet the same way twice; the steps were always the same,
just a different interpretation,”12 remembered principal dancer and
Simsbury native, Judith Gosnell (Kempe). Certainly repetition benefited the dancers, but it also benefited the thousands who enthusiastically attended Hartford Ballet performances and master classes.13
Primarily traveling by bus, this young troupe of artists used some of
their untapped creativity to keep entertained between performances.
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Many former dancers affectionately
remembered the
long bus rides spent
talking, knitting,
sleeping or playing
poker in the back of
the bus using “sweet
tarts for chips;” however, it was the occasional feast cooked
on hot plates in hotel
rooms that is the
centerpiece of everyLa Malinche, Jack Anderson, Judith Gosnell, John Simone, Hartford Ballet, Artistic Director-Michael Uthoff, The Bushnell Performing Arts Center, Hartford, 1973
one’s tour memory.
John Simone, usually
the organizer of all extracurricular cooking activities, found ingenious ways to create a special meal or his signature dish called, Tuna
Schwaa. Described by some as a tuna noodle salad usually “served in
a garbage bag (a clean brand new one),”14 was an inexpensive dish that
could satiate many dancers on a limited budget.
Touring during the 1970s also helped to establish a national reputation for the Hartford Ballet and the choreography of Michael Uthoff.
Weeks spent at the Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival in 1973, 1974 and
1977, gave Uthoff’s company the exposure needed to introduce his
work and his dancers to the national dance scene. A typical Hartford Ballet performance at “The Pillow”, or on the road, were usually
a mixed bill with works by Jose Limon, George Balanchine, Anna
Sokolow, Doris Humphrey, Lotte Goslar and several by Uthoff. The
widely diverse repertory reflected Uthoff’s history and taste, and
suited his eclectic group of dancers. “I built a repertory that complemented them very well,”15 said Uthoff of his programming, which
is a source of great pride. Although “the NEA continued to exist, it
also saw the first budget cut of its history in 1982,”16 which began to
curtail funding for touring dance companies like the Hartford Ballet.
“We also realized that there was no way we could keep sustaining
twenty-six weeks on the road,” Uthoff remembered, not “personally,
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humanly or financially.”17

The Dancers
The dancers of the Hartford Ballet were unique amongst each other,
but also against the traditional model of a dancer in a mid 20th century ballet company. Although they all had significant ballet technique,
most also had some modern skills; and it was exceedingly beneficial to
be adaptable and open-minded. Uthoff, who had “little patience with
uniformity,”18 selected distinct individuals to join his company. He
believed that a good dancer had to be passionate, compelling and “interesting to watch.”19 There would be no straight lines, “no cookie-cutters, we were all so different,” said Gosnell. “I think that made the
Hartford Ballet different and wonderful at the same time”20 Uthoff’s
versatile dancers were always easily recognizable, as well as “committed, creative, intense and hardworking.”21
Beginning as a chamber ensemble of ten dancers (4 men & 6 women)
plus Michael Uthoff and Lisa Bradley on occasion, the overall number
of dancers increased steadily to twenty three full time dancers and
as many as eleven apprentices and trainees by 1989. Over the years
the company became much more racially diverse and inclusive; and
uniquely, the ratio of male to female dancers remained similar for
twenty years (2:3), with a repertory that reflected this near gender
equality. Partnering and male centered productions were much more
common in all Uthoff choreography. No male dancers were going to
sit on the sidelines watching women dance countless ballet blanc22
scenes in Uthoff’s Hartford Ballet.
Meanwhile the School of the Hartford Ballet flourished under the
direction of Enid Lynn, and numerous well-trained student dancers
graduated into the company; and apprentice programs and a second
company were added to the Hartford Ballet portfolio by 1980. Beyond
the Hartford Ballet, graduates of the School of the Hartford Ballet
not only joined the ranks of the Hartford Ballet, but they also joined
numerous dance companies around the world.

The Dances (Repertory)
Dancers were an important part of the company identity, but the
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choice of repertory was also essential in establishing its aesthetic.
New York Times dance reviewer, Anna Kisselgoff, once wrote about
Uthoff’s vision for his company as offering “a showcase for his dancers, which he accomplished successfully through balleticized mainstream modern-dance“23 movement. In the late 20th century this
model was confounding for many, as the hybridizing of ballet and
modern was still in its infancy, a now common practice for most ballet
companies in the early 21st century. The Hartford Ballet seemed an
early incubator for the principles of today’s contemporary ballet and
ballet deconstructionism.
Uthoff considered two key elements in choosing repertory: the work
had to feature the strengths of his distinctive dancers, and it must
entertain and challenge audiences. Although Michael Uthoff was never known for his modesty, he was always a champion for his dancers
and the art form; the “Hartford Ballet was never just about Michael
Uthoff, it was about creating new and different things.”24 The repertory was the vehicle to communicate his innovative reforms; and
although intimately aware that “creativity rarely sells tickets,”25 he
challenged the dancers and audiences with choreography that included many new works by then young choreographers (e.g. Jennifer
Muller, Lar Lubovitch, Rodney Griffith, Victoria Marks), experimental
collaborations (e.g. Lotte Goslar, Yacov Sharir, Pilobolus), 20th century masterworks (e.g. Balanchine, Limon, Taylor), and, of course, his
own choreography. Of the nearly sixty dances Uthoff choreographed
during his tenure at the Hartford Ballet, all but seven were shorter
abstract works or theatrical dances with limited set pieces.
Certain ubiquitous dances came to represent the Hartford Ballet’s
identity: Goslar’s Leggerios, Balanchine’s Allegro Brilliante, Pilobolus’ Land’s Edge, Limon’s La Malinche, and Uthoff’s Bach Cantata
#10, Ode to Jose, Murmurs of the Stream and Tom Dula. Or as John
Simone laughingly said: “can you say . . . Allegro, Duo, Dula, Leggerios?”26
Throughout history, ballet companies have always reflected the taste
of its choreographer and the Hartford Ballet was no different. The
repertory Michael Uthoff chose challenged and entertained audiences
around the United States; however, the limited number of hometown
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performances in the 1970s prevented the company from building a
large Connecticut fan base. It was obvious that educating and nurturing dance audiences in Connecticut was the next natural step for the
company, and The Nutcracker was the first to receive a makeover to
this end.

Full-Length Ballets and Audience Development
Audience interest in full-length ballets became an essential component for all American ballet companies in the second half of the 20th
century, and The Nutcracker became a reliable source of income.
In Hartford, the care and feeding of a dependable Nutcracker was
important as it “accounted for more than 50 percent of Hartford’s net
revenues.”27 During the 1970s the company had a “portable version
that we took to small towns throughout New England.”28 The production was “serviceable with a beautiful horse and carriage that would
get stuck in the wings and knock over the sets in the middle of the
snow scene,”29 laughed Uthoff, “so, we devised a plan to create a Nutcracker to end all Nutcrackers.”30 In 1979, Ellsworth “Binky” Davis,
executive director of the ballet, helped lead a corporate funding campaign and secured a $125,000 challenge grant from the NEA to build
a new Nutcracker and a Romeo & Juliet for he following spring.31
The new Nutcracker had a revised libretto, transparent legs with
animated slide projections, and set choreography that made the scenery seem to disappear right before the audiences’ eyes allowing for
continuous dancing. Generally, Uthoff’s choreography for his Nutcracker paid “homage to the 19th century classical tradition,” reported
Hartford Courant dance writer, Tony Anagarano, but also “reflects a
contemporary, and distinctive, point of view.”32 However, it was the
re-imagined storyline and all the “post-shoe throwing” choreography
depicting Clara’s dream that made this production innovative. After
fainting, Clara dreams of being a grownup ballerina (tutu and all),
meets a handsome prince, travels to exotic lands, dances a grand pas
de deux and then wakes to find herself back at home with her Nutcracker doll – it was all just a dream. Uthoff’s Nutcracker choreography continued to be performed until he left in 1992. The sets and
costumes however, were used for subsequent Hartford Nutcrackers
for the next five years until Kirk Peterson’s American Nutcracker
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replaced the production in 1997.
Michael Uthoff’s plan for a new Romeo & Juliet reflected the same
artistic inventiveness used in The Nutcracker: a reconstructed libretto, edited music score, the finest designers and production values, and
using ballet technique that was both classic and contemporary. By
adding the death of a child as “the first accidental victim of the feud
between the Montagues and the Capulets,”33 Uthoff foreshadowed in
Act I the destruction of innocence and beauty. He also cut and rearranged the score to “fit his vision of a leaner and more dramatically
taut ballet,”34 and his limited use of props was a challenge for the
dancers and the audience. The Act I sword fight without swords is still
a point of contention; however, no one could criticize Uthoff’s expert
storytelling.
The ballet Romeo & Juliet relies heavily on the strength of its title
characters, and the Hartford dancers were now prepared for the challenge. The first Hartford production had three Juliets: Judith Gosnell
(Kempe), Jeanne (Tears) Giroir, and Kristen Corman. Gosnell remembers Uthoff’s choreographic process: he would set the steps and then
“he left me on my own” to develop the character and musicality. “I
remember going into a small studio to work on the death scene, over,
and over, and over again,”35 said Gosnell. But her fondest memory was
a single moment: “he hadn’t seen me for a while, and I’m doing my
thing, lost in my own world. I take my death pose, everything is quiet
and I hear Michael let out a sigh.”36 Fellow Juliet, Jeanne (Tears) Giroir still “pinches” herself, “it was a dream come true,” and best of all
“I got to dance it with my real life husband!”37
The debut of Romeo & Juliet on May 22, 1980 represented a defining
moment for Michael Uthoff and the Hartford Ballet. The story about
the beauty of youthful passion, “and the way adults may destroy that
beauty”38 was inspiration, but it also became a foreboding metaphor
for the financial instability of the company. Not willing to compromise
on production quality and assuming overly optimistic fund raising
goals for Romeo & Juliet, caused the company to fall into “dire financial straits”, said Uthoff, “we were promised certain monies for Romeo & Juliet that we didn’t get.”39 Although the ballet was an artistic
and box office success, the shortfall in funding “began to drag on us
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a lot. We had to let go of staff, but the dancers were always paid.”40
So committed to the welfare of his dancers, Uthoff took out a second
mortgage on his home to help pay their salaries.41

A Ballet-Opera Company in a Taxicab Barn
After the Romeo & Juliet debacle, it became clear that something had
to change; the company had to find a way to reduce expenses without
affecting quality. Reganomics and culture wars in Washington reduced government funding on the arts, which didn’t make things any
easier for the company. To economize, the ballet pursued other arts
partners to share expenses and opportunities, like the California Ballet, or neighboring arts organization, the Connecticut Opera. “It was
decided that it might be a good idea to partner with George Osborne
and the Connecticut Opera. George was known as a very hard-nosed
conservative guy with the dollars and cents, somewhat unconcerned
with quality at times, but a real Barnum and Bailey attitude,”42 said
Uthoff. Together with the opera, the ballet company continued to
perform its traditional season, but also appeared in the ballet scenes
of the opera company’s repertory. Meanwhile, Uthoff directed several operas during the three years of the opera-ballet arrangement.
Each organization kept its own board and mission, while they shared
administration expenses and publicity. “It did help us restructure
our finances,”43 until the two organizations decided to split in 1988.
The best thing to come out of this relationship was the creation of a
danced opera spectacle: Hansel and Gretel.
The peak of collaborative creativity was best demonstrated in the
work, Land’s Edge. Pilobolus triumvirate, Robby Barnett, Allison
Chase and Jonathan Wolken, spent eight weeks with the Hartford
Ballet creating Land’s Edge in 1985. Working with ballet dancers
was new for Pilobolus, and throughout the process there was a tentative fascination with each other’s skills, which became a theme for
the finished work. A body washes ashore as exaggerated characters
inspect, reject, nurture, and adore “the body” back to life welcoming
her to their strange land at the edge of the world. Land’s Edge became
the undisputed signature work for the company, wowing audiences
around the world. Expertly crafted, and danced with theatrical honesty by Ted Hershey as the Fool, Judith Gosnell as the Body, along
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with the rest of the cast, Land’s Edge remained in the repertory until
1992.44
In 1986, “like a plant moved from the shadows of a basement corner
into the healthy sunlight,”45 the Hartford Ballet began to bloom in new
studios at The Hartford Courant Arts Center on Farmington Avenue.
Designed by Enid Lynn’s then husband and well-respected Hartford
architect, Jack Dollard, a former taxicab barn was repurposed into a
stunning multi-studio arts center that housed The Hartford Ballet,
School of the Hartford Ballet, Connecticut Opera and the Hartford
Chamber Orchestra. The Hartford Ballet was artistically renewed in
the new Arts Center, as more space equated to greater freedom, and
immediately “people noticed a distinct improvement. The dancers can
open up more and not be afraid of hitting the ceiling.”46

An Awakening
Growth continued for the company between 1986-1992. New repertory and innovative full-length ballets were added (Coppélia, Awakening,47 Alice in Wonderland48), there were several successful summer
residencies at ski resorts (Sugarloaf/Maine and Killington/Vermont)
which built company camaraderie, the number of company dancers
increased in number and ability, and two significant international
tours (China and Latin America) further confirmed the reputation of
the Hartford Ballet; however, change gloomed on the horizon.
Artistically, the Hartford Ballet seemed unstoppable; however, financial constraints continued to plague the company. Although company finances were stable, Uthoff felt shackled by the lack of financial
growth, and that environment seemed to restrict fresh ideas. Although, not looking to be replanted, Uthoff was called by a recruiting
firm for a referral, and instead thought maybe this is the personal
awakening he needed. Uthoff took the job with Ballet Arizona, and
the Hartford Ballet continued without a director during the 1992-93
season. John Simone and Enid Lynn took on company leadership
responsibilities, while a search committee looked for a new director.
With a new vision for the company and a vow not to look back, Kirk
Peterson became artistic director in 1993. Sadly, in 1999 the Hartford Ballet filed for bankruptcy and ceased company operations. The
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school continued, and planning soon began to develop a small ballet
company from the ashes of the former Hartford Ballet called Dance
Connecticut. This was also short lived, and the school and all remaining company affects became part of the dance programs at the University of Hartford’s Hartt School.

Could it Happen Again?
It seems impossible to imagine another Hartford Ballet in our present technologically driven environment with a less than once vibrant
arts economy. Could Hartford support a fully professional resident
ballet company in the future? Many other professional regional ballet
companies in the United States are, or will be, facing a similar dilemma. Many scholars believe that the problem is deeper than one
company’s bankruptcy; writer Jennifer Homas suggests that ballet
needs the next “new genius”49 (e.g. Balanchine) to give the art form
vigor again. This sounds like a passive response to ballet’s problem,
especially for decentralized American ballet companies like the former
Hartford Ballet. Pulitzer Prize winning dance critic, Sarah Kaufman,
suggests a more pragmatic approach for average sized American
ballet companies: “downsize, aim for excitement, stir the pot – and
drop the full-length ballets.”50 Just imagine the responsibility and
expense of staging large full-length ballets being left to the large ballet
institutions (e.g. ABT and NYCB); thus allowing the small and midsized companies to take choreographic risks and nurture new ideas.
Kaufman also equates “comfortable conformity”51 with the loss of an
American ballet identity and a doomed future for the art of ballet. For
a time, Uthoff’s Hartford Ballet seemed to have much of that requisite
formula for success by attracting uniquely talented American dancers,
presenting a wildly diverse repertory, never compromising production
quality, being fiscally aware, often “stirring the pot” artistically, and
presenting challenging choreography and performers that were “never
boring” to watch.52 .

Notes
*

Debra Collins Ryder danced with the Hartford Ballet from July
1981 to May 1993.
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Ryder. 13 Aug 2015. E-mail. Jack was a Trinity College graduate
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Jack took his first modern classes with Clive and Liz Thompson.
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Ryder. 13 Aug 2015. Email. Jeanne Tears Giroir began her dance
training in her hometown of Dallas, Texas, spending summers in
New York at SAB and The Harkness School. An original member
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lyrical softness and child-like charm. She and her husband, fellow
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Hartford Ballet in
China impressive in
Shanghai opening
By Tony Angarano
Shanghai, China- For the Hartford Ballet Company,
dancing in China provides the Great Leap Forward in reputation. Opening its three-week China tour in Shanghai’s
Municipal Hall Wednesday evening, the young artists and
their visionary director, Michael Uthoff, brought glory
and honor to Hartford and to the art of dance.
American troupes are no longer alien to Chinese audiences. The Boston and Washington D.C. ballets, to cite just
two, have appeared here previously, but Hartford has its
own distinctive identity. Classically trained, the dancers
have the technical and interpretive range to perform a variety of styles encompassing the standard 19th century repertoire and
challenging 20th century works with equal ease.
Appropriately, the Chinese debut began with “New England Triptych,” choreographed by Uthoff to William Schuman’s accessible
score. Seeing a nearly nude male clad only in a red loincloth immediately hushed the audience. Reputedly, the Chinese can be chatty and
inattentive during performances, but Ken Kempe’s virile athleticism
created an abstract characterization that engaged interest. As the
complex work progressed, it introduced other members of the ensemble in poised, elegant performances that belied the jet lag and exhaustion many were feeling. “Reflections on the Water,” set by Uthoff to
Debussy’s music, featured the Hartford Ballet’s tallest females- Nicole
Binder, Maria Brown, Christine Lux, Virginia Rotterman and Jane
Scichill- as shimmeringly beautiful aquatic images. What elicited
audible “ah’s” was Scichill’s solo. With her mane of flame-red hair unloosened to her shoulders and ethereal flow of movement, she seemed
more goddess than woman.

Maria Brown and Andre Levitt,
Hartford Ballet, The Great Wall,
China 1988
Photographer—
Debra Collins Ryder

The program’s most provocative piece was “Land’s Edge,” choreo-
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graphed by Alison Chase, Robbie Barnett and Jonathan Wolken of
Pilobolus. The Chinese enjoy enigmas, and “Land’s Edge” produced
rapt responsiveness. The scenario presents the rituals of life in an
unknown turn-of-the century village, disrupted by the appearance of
mysterious woman washed ashore.
Combining humor and poignancy, it is a theatrical tour de force dependent upon principals who can act and dance.
In the roles created for them, Judith Gosnell as the woman and Ted
Hershey as the idiot presented powerful and memorable portrayals
that drew prolonged applause.
During the intermission that followed, this writer was mobbed by
enthusiastic students wanting to discuss the ballet’s meaning and
Gosnell’s real-life personality.
On any stage in the world, “Land’s Edge” remains a stunning signature work for the company.
For the finale, the dancers performed “Murmurs of the Stream”, a
sequence of Chilean folk songs adapted by Uthoff. Although anticlimactic after the dramatic effect of “Land’s Edge,” it offered ensembles
and solos that showcased the company advantageously.
The near-capacity audience included families, students, young adults,
foreign tourists, American Consul Charles Sylvester, Communist Party
Officials, dignitaries from the Shanghai Ballet and representatives
from United Technologies Corp., which helped sponsor the tour.
The Hartford Ballet continues its three-week tour with engagements
in Xiamen Fuzhou, Nanjing, Tianjin and Beijing.
Republished from The Hartford Courant, May 1988.
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Judy Dworin: Performance That
Gives Voice
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
The caged bird sings
With a fearful trill
Of things unknown
But longed for still
And his tune is heard
On the distant hill
For the caged bird
Sings of freedom.
- Maya Angelou
Judy Dworin found her voice in dance and has spent her entire career
mining its depths in both performance and community service. She is
currently (at the time of the publication of this article) a professor in
the Department of Theater and Dance at Trinity College and some of
her courses are in the Human Rights Studies Program.
Born and raised in Hartford, at age seven she began dance lessons
with Truda Kaschmann, a student of the pioneering German Expressionist Mary Wigman, and continued exploring the medium throughout her young adulthood. She has fond memories of attending the
Indian Hill Camp for the Arts in Stockbridge, Massachusetts that was
an interactive experience incorporating theater, dance, music, and
the visual arts. That camp was the seed that inspired the program she
developed at Trinity College.
Because the dean was so progressive, dance was offered at Trinity.
As a student there, she studied Graham technique with Clive and Liv
Thompson who were the first dancer teachers at the school. “I was the
first woman to graduate from Trinity because it was made co-ed. Previously, it was an all-male institution so the dance classes were packed
with men.” When Clive left she asked the dean to keep the program
going and she did so in 1971. “It was an uphill climb. I hired some
part-time dancers from New York who came to teach and eventually
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built a sixteen course curriculum.” This included technique, dance
history, choreography, and education.
“I loved it. Movement was a tremendous expressive source. I discovered the creative center in myself and it made me complete as a
person. It became my voice! It’s something that everyone should
have the opportunity to discover for themselves. We are all sensory
beings. We learn from our senses and we begin to lose that when we
begin to speak, read, and write which shouldn’t be at the expense of
artistic expression. The 1960s were difficult times but amazing times.
I realized that through the arts we could make change happen.”
Her initial steps at Trinity resulted in a forty-three year history where
she not only established the dance program, but also the Trinity/
La MaMa Performing Arts Program in New York City. In 1989, she
reached even further founding the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble (JDPE) that provides cutting-edge performance through its collaborative Ensemble. Twenty years later this became the Judy Dworin
Performance Project(JDPP) which included The Ensemble; the Moving Matters! Residency Program bringing multi-arts programs into
schools; and Bridging Boundaries, an arts intervention program for
the incarcerated.
The Ensemble inspires change through innovative, movement-based,
multi-arts performance on stage that examines the social and personal issues of our time. “The Ensemble was the driving force for the
non-profit when it began and our first piece Distant Voices Coming
Near toured to the National Theater in Sofia, Bulgaria in 1990. That
was an amazing experience. The day we arrived they announced the
results for the first democratic election since the overthrow of Communists – people were everywhere in the streets, cheering wildly
and so curious about America and new ideas in the arts! We had full
houses and great excitement over the work. It was a great start and I
returned to Bulgaria to do a teaching residency several years later.”
“In 1999, we premiered Flying Home that was a collaboration with
Sankofa Kuumba and a cappella singers Women of the Cross – a piece
about racism and intolerance. It was an important statement and the
beginning of an ongoing relationship with the Women of the Cross.
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Witching Hour, Judy Dworin Performance Project, 2013
Photographer-Mike Miceli

Leslie Bird, their
musical director, is
now one of our core
teaching artists and
collaborators and
presently directing
Women on Our Own,
a singing and spoken
word performance
group of women
reentering the community from prison.”
This is another JDDP
project.
“Another turning point piece was ¿dónde estás?, a fantastic collaborative piece about women who protested the disappearance of their
loved ones in Chile and Argentina during the military dictatorships
of the 1970s and 1980s. I travelled to Chile and Argentina and interviewed the Mothers of the Disappeared and the Chilean arpilleristas
(women tapestry weavers) who through their acts of courage let the
world know of the hidden atrocities that were going on there. We
toured this piece to La MaMa and to Simon’s Rock College among
others.”
Not yet content with the breadth of her social outreach, she has developed a program for the incarcerated that is part of the JDPP. “A critical strand of our residency outreach in the last nine years has been
to women at York Correctional Institution in Niantic, Connecticut
and, in the past five years, to children with parents in prison. The arts
can, in this connect, be viewed as a potentially critical regenerative
force both for those who are incarcerated and their families. We have
found that the arts offer a special means of expression and communication with this population that provide the opportunity to develop a
renewed self concept, the ability to interact effectively in groups and
affirm self worth and hope. With youth who have parents in prison,
the arts also offer a vehicle through which these young people can express their own particular feelings of estrangement, shame, guilt, and
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anger and abandonment at having a mother or father who has been
sent to prison. Our work affords them the opportunity to share their
feelings with others in the same situation and affirms that they are not
alone in the dilemmas and conflicts that they feel.”
Bridging Boundaries begins with a core team of JDPP Teaching Artists (Kathy Borteck Gersten, Judy Dworin and Leslie Bird) and several
teaching associates who conduct classes in writing/storytelling, songwriting, and dance around a particular theme. Some have included
time as experienced behind the razor wire, finding center, bridging the
divides in ourselves and our world, gardens as places of healing and
regeneration, the puzzles that we confront in our lives, and windows looking in and looking beyond.
Over the course of the year, teaching artists work with the women
to develop a script which is then approved by the Deputy Warden,
followed by a rehearsal period and culminating in five performances
of the women’s original work for audiences of other inmates including
Mental Health and the York school as well as a special families performance where about 100 family members and JDPP guests attend.
“All of the women gain more positive sense of self and a more sophisticated understanding of the arts as a vehicle for expression and
communication. They learn how to take constructive personal risks,
how to collaborate and support each other as a group and how to use
their own personal experience as a vehicle through which others can
learn. These skills will be incredibly useful when the women return to
the community at the end of the time in prison.”
The Mental Health staff provides a follow-up to the women’s work
to process any personal issues that have been raised in the course of
the work and this has been an important and distinguishing aspect of
JDPP’s work.
With permission of the DoC staff, JDPP takes work produced at York
and develops it further for public appearance by its professional Ensemble. Performance pieces that have been presented publically are
Time In (2006), Dreamings (2008), and Meditations from a Garden
Seat (2012). On December 8, 2014, JDPP will premiere In My Shoes
at the Hartford Stage Company. “Half the cast for In My Shoes are
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women who have reentered the community from York joined by the
Ensemble of the Judy Dworin Performance Project, to present an
authentic, provocative and soul-searching journey through the twists
and turns of the walk to prison and back and what it means to be truly
free.”
Critical approval for the project has come from politicians, authors,
and the general public. JDPP’s newest Bridging Boundaries Initiative,
Isabella’s Pink Bus was created as a result of a young girl, Isabella,
asking about and expressing a strong wish for kids to be able to see
their incarcerated Moms on Mother’s Day. Other programs increasing visitation to incarcerated parents continue to grow. Data has
shown that encouraging family ties helps those in prison stay out of
prison when they leave; there is a clear relationship between positive
connection to family and the likelihood of recidivism.
Dworin has clearly forged a special pathway for her profession. Her
work has been recognized for its unique and challenging presentation
of social justice issues, giving voice to those who have not been heard.
JDPP was awarded the prestigious Tapestry Award for bridging diverse sectors of the community in 2010 and Dworin was recognized
in 2012 as an honoree for the Connecticut Women’s Hall of Fame,
celebrating Voice and Vision.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine.
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Hartford Artists Display a Delirious
Dedication to Dance
By Owen McNally

When Ted Hershey, a soft-spoken, twenty-eight year-old Hartford
dancer, choreographer, and associate director and co-founder of
Works contemporary dance, was growing up in a small town in Pennsylvania, he wanted to “get into medicine.”
Hershey, who also is a principal dancer with the Hartford Ballet Company, never thought of Ballet as a prescription for success until he was
seventeen-a relatively ripe old-age for a dancer just starting out.
Works contemporary dance’s artistic director and co-founder Rob
Kowalski and would be healer-turned-dancer hoped to give the Hartford dance scene a healthy shot in the arm Saturday and Sunday night
as they present Works spring season production.
The non-profit, Hartford-based repertoire company will premiere
three new pieces by Kowalski and one by Hershey at 8:30pm Saturday and 7:30pm Sunday at the Greater Hartford Jewish Community
Center in West Hartford.
“When I discovered dance, I realized it combined the artistic, humanitarian and expressive qualities that had made me want to go into
medicine,” Hershey says as he sits with Kowalski over coffee and rolls
in their stylishly refurbished apartment in the Asylum Hill area of
Hartford. The apartment is headquarters for Works, a troupe that has
won much critical acclaim during the past two years.
Hershey and Kowalski emphasize that accessibility has to be a key
ingredient for dance to grab the attention of a wide audience.
“The Hartford Ballet gets better and better and has locked up the
Bushnell audience for classical dance,” says Kowalski, a faculty member at the School of the Hartford Ballet. “But at Works we want to
reach the common man, the person who comes to a performance with
no extensive knowledge of dance. We want everybody, including this
person, to sit back and enjoy what we do with our eclectic mix of modern dance, jazz and ballet.”
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“Works is the group that can
dance in sneakers in the park or
on street corners, where we can
keep 400 persons entertained
at their lunch hour, even if they
know absolutely nothing about
dance,” Kowalski says. “Dance
community here is only so large,
so we have got to break down
barriers and reach a broader,
general audience,” he says.

Works Contemporary Dance
Artistic Director: Rob Kowalski
Dancers: Kim Jonah, Rob Kowalski,
Allison Friday, Ted Hershey, 1988

Hershey and Kowalski have
danced and studied post modern and minimalist works. As
choreographers, they might even
incorporate avant-garde elements in their wide-ranging style,
Hershey says. “But if you go to
Works performance, you aren’t
going to be subjected to a piece in
which a dancer just stands there
and stares endlessly at this toes,”
he says.
Kowalski adds, “You can be accessible and artistic at the same time. We aren’t trying to please just
the elite. I want everybody—not just the dance connoisseurs— to say
let’s go down to Works to see what they are up to!”
The company consists of eleven members, most of whom “are in their
thirtys and are home owners,” Kowalski says.
“We’ve got an older, quite, stable company with dancers who have
roots in the community,” he says.
“Works has been drawing a young audience—primarily young women,
but young couples as well, “ says Kowalski.
“When you go to an arts performance in Hartford, look at the hair col-
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or of the audience. It is mostly gray because it is mostly older people.
That’s scary because we have to reach the young as well as the older
audience,” he says.

Innovation Lures Audience
To bring a common touch to dance, Kowalski uses what he calls human touches, elements of surprise and humor. Sometimes this means
being a bit unorthodox, he says.
Kowalski will open this weekend’s performance, for example, by
sitting alone on stage, making himself up as the audience enters the
auditorium. “I will be there in a pool of light, in-front of a mirror putting on my wig and makeup for my piece called, Don’t Make Me Wait.
It is about love between a couple in their seventies. When I’m made
up like an old man, I’ll rise and thank everyone for supporting Works.
“Then the performance will begin and each of the dances will speak to
the emotions,” he says.
Being accessible, entertaining and “speaking to the emotions” — keys
to Kowalski’s credo— might gain a general audience for Works. But
this more populist approach doesn’t always win accolades from the
members of the dance community, Kowalski concedes. “I still believe
you can do this without compromising your artistic integrity,” he
insists.
Hershey and Kowalski first met in 1981 when they were performing
in the Hartford Ballet’s “Nutcracker”. The partnership took shape in
1983 when they danced together in a duet called “Dois Irmaos” (Portuguese for two brothers). Kowalski choreographed the work specifically for them. In 1985 the duo incorporated Works as a permanent
professional contemporary dance company.
Since Works’ premiere performance that year—one that sold out three
nights at the Charter Oak Temple Performance Center—the group has
appeared throughout Connecticut as well as in Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts…
Besides choreographing most of Works repertoire, Kowalski also
designed and makes costumes. Hershey dances, choreographs, and
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handles Works business side-everything from press releases to grant
applications.
Both Hershey and Kowalski began to study Ballet late in their teens. “I
think the late start was an advantage for me in some ways,” Hershey
says. “I had those early years of not being cloistered. I missed out on
developing my technique then, but I had more time for a normal life
as a kid- an experience that gives me an emotional resource to call
upon today.”

Different Beginnings
Hershey grew up in Mt. Joy, PA, a small town with small attitudes
about dance. Boys interested in “artsy” or “effete” pursuits such as
dance were shunned by many of their peers as being whimps, he recalls.
Before embracing dance, young Hershey had more than measured
up on the anti-whimp scale thanks to his skill at swimming, wrestling
and football. Despite this strong all-American, jock background and a
passion for athleticism that remains one of his trademarks as a dancer, Hershey still was subjected to taunts when he decided to become a
ballet dancer.
Kowalski never encountered this stereotype while attending high
school in Jersey City, NJ, an urban center not far from New York City.
A talented dancer was regarded as a hip style-setter who had experience in the world outside of high school, he says.” I was doing summer
stock and winning dance contests, so being a dancer was a prestigious
thing to be.”
“Sometimes I daydreamed about the company boarding a plane for
Italy for a European tour,” Kowalski says. With help from a band of
corporate or private angels, Kowalski an optimistic workaholic, thinks
that dream-flight might take wing someday.
Republished from the Hartford Courant, 1986.
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They Never Danced That Way Again:
The New Haven Dance Scene in the
1980s
By Christopher Arnott

I fell into the New Haven dance community feet first.
I don’t dance. I write. In 1985, I had just moved to New Haven from
one of the best dance cities on the East Coast—Boston, Massachusetts—and was looking for signs that I’d be comfortable in Connecticut. A robust modern dance community was a must.
I met the editors of a weekly newspaper that had just sprung up in
town, The New Haven Independent. (That publication, which ended
in 1990, was unrelated to the current popular online news site of the
same name, though both were founded by the same guy, Paul Bass.)
One of the first assignments they handed me was a dance review.
The Independent offices had recently been visited by members of the
dance community who’d lobbied for coverage, so my timing was exquisite. Huh, I thought. An art form that sticks up for itself.
Dance got the coverage it sought. A few months after they visited the
newspaper offices, New Haven Dance Forum was hosting a three-hour
symposium on “The Performing Arts and the Media.”
I’d been a dance critic in college. I’d actually taken a class in dance
criticism, worried that I needed to know the special vocabulary, and
perhaps even a bit of labanotation, in order to do the job properly.
New Haven set me straight. Dance in New Haven in the 1980s wasn’t
some insular, elitist art form to be discussed in learned journals by intellectuals, using codewords. It was a living, breathing down-to-earth
way of life. Dances erupted in school halls, small theaters and especially outdoors. They had a smart-yet-friendly attitude that describes
so much homegrown art in the New Haven area.
I was spoiled by the New Haven dance scene. There was such a rich,
prolific group of dancers/choreographers in the city that it seemed
there was an important dance event every week. In one six-week
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period in February/March 1988,
you could catch New Haven performances by Sandra Kopell, Ann
Cowlin, Barbara Feldman and
Dancers, Margaret Blossfeld, Hartford Ballet, Susumi Dance Theater
and a Dance Gallery showcase of
Connecticut choreographers.
With so much movement, so many
upkicked feet, it seemed like the
scene would last like that forever.
It didn’t, though dance is still a big
part of the arts consciousness in Connecticut.

Mary Barnett, Balancing Acts,
Educational Center for the Arts,
New Haven, 2002
Photographer–Arthur Simoes

Thirty-five years ago, New Haven’s arts community was collective-based, with all the politics, outreach and open expression that
implies. There were dozens of small theater companies. Painters and
sculptors could live in co-ops, join thriving clubs or exhibit at several
different commercial art galleries in the city. The literary scene was
anchored by some of the best bookshops in New England. Local rock
and jazz bands got signed to major labels.
Dance may have been the most distinctive and intriguing of any of
these arts movements. In the ‘80s, New Haven was being visited by
some of the great new dance troupes, especially in the black box performance spaces at Yale. The Shubert theater offered a subscription
dance season of major national touring companies—mostly ballet, but
quite a lot of modern. Rudolf Nureyev danced at the Shubert in 1989.
Dance concerts were being reviewed regularly in the daily newspapers, as well as in the alt-weeklies I wrote for.
It was a heady decade. All the arts were thriving, and they shared
the wealth. Members of the improvisational gathering Dance Haven
appeared as part of a neoclassical composition at the Yale School of
Music’s New Work New Haven series. Dancers of all stripes took part
in the year-long 1988 celebration of New Haven’s 350th birthday.
Then there was Paul Hall, who was everywhere. The Paul Hall Contemporary Dance Theatre had its own busy schedule, but also took
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part in The Alliance
Theatre’s annual
community production of Langston
Hughes’ Black Nativity at the University
of New Haven. Paul
Hall himself played
the abstract horse
role in Ensemble
Theatre Company’s
rendition of the play
Equus and remained
an active member of
the world music band
Songs from the Lost World, Barbara Feldman and Dancers,
Educational Center for the Arts, New Haven, 1989
Mikata while buildPhotograph courtesy of the Jennifer W. Lester Estate
ing up the reputation
of his own dance
troupe. From the 1980s into the early ‘90s, you could find Hall and his
ensemble performing at the Shubert, Long Wharf Theatre, the University of New Haven, BAR nightclub. These were lithe, sinuous dances.
Hall was mesmerizing in his solo work (including his dazzling homage
to Grace Jones) but the writhing, steamy full-ensemble dance routines
he created for some of those club appearances could be astonishing.
New Haven Ballet did a modern, technology-themed Nutcracker in
1988 directed by local theater artist Jeff Burnett. It was originally announced as New Wave Nutcracker then retitled simply A Nutcracker.
I wrote at the time that “this production isn’t rebelling against “The
Nutcracker” itself, just against simplistic thoughtless retellings of it.
Burnett, [NHB director Noble] Barker, [Nikki] Cole and [composer
Jack] Vees have wisely contrived a version that challenges their own
creativity and does not overestimate the skills of their dancers.”
The city was a whirlwind of dance. Susumi Moving Visions would do
lunchtime performances, or turn up at nightclub variety shows. An
ensemble dance piece, Recycle/Cycle, revolved around public artworks in Whitney Avenue’s Leeney Plaza. International Performance
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Actions brought disparate artists together for city festivals. Sandra
Kopell, Mary Barnett and Judith Phelps used Henry Moore sculptures
in the Yale Art Gallery courtyard as the basis for their site-specific
dance Much Moore. Kopell had a solo dance, The Softening, in which
she attached bells and brightly colored fabrics to her leotard, impersonating a collage by local artist Earl Gordon.
One outstanding element of the New Haven dance community was its
sense of humor. Where troupes in other cities could be dour, somber,
pompous and heavy, New Haven seemed upbeat, optimistic and airy.
The amiable side of dance was most apparent in Mary Barnett, whose
“In Good Company” shows were always in good humor, and warmly
welcomed guest performers. Nikki Cole advertised her show Dancing
Out of Time with images of her dancing while her infant daughter
Sarah played nearby. In a 1989 piece for Dance Magazine, Hartford
Courant dance critic Diana Scott mentioned the “extroverted antics
of dancer/performance artist Nikila Cole.” The New Haven Register
noted that “Barbara Feldman and Dancers have the ability to wreak
humor out of life’s most lyrical experiences.”
In my own 1987 review of Barbara Feldman and Dancers’ Labyrinth,
I noted that “Feldman’s dancers maneuver the black-and-white
boundaries of light and sound with their customary poise, but add a
dramatic element of awestruck innocence to their journey.” Feldman’s
company had begun when the 1980s did, and was representative of
the collaborative spirit and progressive thought that went into local
dance of that era.
I recently spoke to composer Dwight Andrews, who told me he’d been
a close friend of Feldman’s for years before they found the time to
work together on dance pieces. They started with “Chant of Saints”
around 1984, and ended up creating four other pieces, over the span
of two and a half decades. Andrews, who in the ‘80s was resident music director at the Yale Repertory Theatre, would go on to work with
other choreographer, but credits Feldman as being “the beginning of
my dance background. Barbara and I found a rhythm, and a way of
working.”
Ann Cowlin, a classically trained dancer who’d studied with Merce
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Cunningham and José Limon, was known in
New Haven for her innovative prenatal program Dancing Through Pregnancy. In 1988,
Cowlin was able to present a 16-year retrospective of her choreographic work that also
included two new works, one of them composed by her sister, Deborah Fischer Teason.
The evening featured an autobiographical
piece, “The Vacancy,” about a dancer at an
audition.
Mary Barnett teamed with Michael Rush
of New Haven Artists Theatre to create an
ongoing series that brought performance
artists from New York and elsewhere to New
Haven. Many of these works were lighthearted and movement-oriented, but none more
so than Barnett’s own contributions, and her
giddy introductions to the other performers.
A homegrown performance artist, Armando Erba, would stage multidisciplinary drag
The Softening, performed and choreographed by
shows in venues such as the Art in Heaven
Sandra Kopell, 1992
Photographer—Bill Burkhart
gallery and the arts hall of the Educational
Center for the Arts. Erba would stage elaborate movement pieces to bubblegum pop songs. Heather Ahern’s
“REfractionreACTION III: The Revenge” involved a lab assistant who
unwittingly created a new form of life in a trash can, then spritzed
them with a fire extinguisher after they’d danced.
Sandra Kopell had a different sort of whimsical nature, a playful
pixie-like demeanor which suited her interest in creating dances from
myths and fairy tales.
If you had to pick a signature dance style of that era, it might well
have been the tango. Nationally, shows like “Tango Argentino” were
all the rage. (A national tour visited the Shubert in ’88, followed by
many knock-offs.) Locally, Willie Feuer and Susan Matheke made
tangos the centerpiece of their duo performances. At Artspace, Jorge
Cacheiro and Richard Hill debuted the Afro-funk musical “Last Tango
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in New Wango.”
That was the spirit of New Haven dance in the 1980s. It never soured,
but the environment that had once nurtured it changed around it.
Artspace, which in its original Whitney Avenue and Audubon Street
locations had dance spaces, moved to differently shaped digs on College Street, then to its current location on Crown. The Shubert dance
series dried up, as did opportunities for many locals to use its stage.
Nikki Cole left town. Paul Hall passed away.
A scene that was once defined by openness and collaboration became
more insular. Or maybe it’s just that the center of the statewide dance
community shifted out of New Haven, especially with the founding of the Connecticut Dance Alliance in 1999 and Pamela Tatge’s
dance-touting tenure as director of the Wesleyan Center for the Arts.
(In 2015, Tatge left that post after 16 years to become the executive
director at Jacob’s Pillow.)
Still, important dance companies continued to visit and inspire New
Haven, and new troupes continued to form. Dance has been a sustaining element of the International Festival of Arts & Ideas, which began
in 1996. Dance and movement-theater companies dominate the Yale
Repertory Theatre’s “No Boundaries” series, which has been going for
a decade now. Among the homegrown efforts, Yale seems to have at
least as many student dance organizations as it ever did, and when it’s
really kicking, the Elm City Dance Collective compares favorably with
some of the collaborative projects of the ‘80s, performing at street
festivals and gallery openings.
When I think back to that extraordinarily fertile, fast-moving,
high-flying period when dance ruled the Elm City, I think of lights and
colors and freedom and the great outdoors. It was a time of change.
The old rules about what a dancer had to look like, or dance about,
were gone for good. New discoveries were made, new bonds developed. It affected the future. And they never danced that way again.
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Memories of Greece –
Summer of 2016
by David Dorfman
In June 2016, David Dorfman Dance(DDD) performed in Athens,
Greece, in the Metamorphosis Festival at the new Stavros Niarchos
Foundation(SNF) Cultural Center joining artists from around the
world. All performances were outdoors and part of Metamorphosis, a
four-day free festival attended by 115,000 people at the SNF Cultural
Center, a park and buildings designed by Renzo Piano.
“The time in Greece reminded me of what it is we do best at DDD.
And that is to say yes,” says company member Simon Thomas-Train.
“Yes to anything and anyone who wants to share in the joy of dance.
Whether it be building a dance with Special Olympians or dancing on
the roof of an opera house over looking the Aegean. We were given so
many fantastic opportunities to say yes to dance and yes to the human
connection it inspires.”
There we performed three different dances/projects in Athens, taught
classes to community members, and were guests in another project
for a brief moment.
First we performed a customized version of our Athletes Project, a
dance DDD has created many times over the years. This was unique
in that the cast was a lovely mix of Greek Special Olympians, Greek
Dancer/Athletes (including an award-winning couple who dazzled
with an amazing Salsa routine), and DDD (I had led a workshop with
all participants in my advance visit in the spring).
The dance climaxed with an incredible solo by one of the Special
Olympians to Michael Jackson’s “Billie Jean,” in which we brought
many audience members up to dance with us.
Next, was our brief guest role. We came out of the audience and
danced about sixteen counts of Hip-Hop with a super talented double group from Athens, “Funky Habits” and “Waveomatics,” in a
mini-arena equipped with water jets. Wet and wild it was. Fun was
had by all ages.
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Our last two dances were in the spectacular Lighthouse Terrace, at the
top of the park, overlooking the Aegean and the Acropolis.
Cerebral Palsy Greece was our collaborator for an afternoon show,
which brought a large crowd and most of them to tears of joy. I had
met with one of their directors on my earlier visit, and via video
and emails and upon their invitation, we decided that DDD would
take part in one of their existing dances. With only two rehearsals
we bonded fully and immediately with this incredible group. Even I
couldn’t resist the call to perform and threw myself in at the last moment. It was one of my most memorable experiences to date!
Lastly, we were lucky to be able to perform a new version of a dance
we created for the opening of The Met Breuer Museum in March in
New York City, this time along with superstar Greek dancers. The curator for The Met project, Limor Tomer, also curated Metamorphosis
and invited us to collaborate with her Greek counterpart, Mily Paschali, to dream up all our activities in Athens. The dance has an original
and ecstatic musical score by NYC composer/saxophonist Ken Thomson that was adored by several hundred happy audience members
on the Terrace witnessing this international collaboration. The cast
included DDD, special guests (my family) Lisa Race and Samson Race
Dorfman, a young Greek dancer who performed a feisty duet with
Samson, seven Greek dancers from “Quasi Stellar,” and its choreographer, the wonderful Apostolia Papadamaki.
I couldn’t have been happier about the way all activities turned out.
It was a pleasure and privilege to work with such generous, talented, and eager Greek artists of all ages and abilities. I look forward to
more!
And I almost forgot, one early morning, we became the last stop on a
family health adventure which included running, boating, and other
physical activities––more like a fun relay race. At the end, we taught
all participants a brief dance before they crossed the finish line. It was
a blast, and was emblematic of the family feel of the festival and its
concentration on health and wellness of all types.
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MOMIX

Known internationally for presenting work of exceptional inventiveness and physical beauty, MOMIX is a company of dancer-illusionists
under the direction of Moses Pendleton. In addition to stage performances world-wide, MOMIX has worked in film and television,
recently appearing in a national commercial for Hanes underwear and
a Target ad that premiered during the airing of the 67th Annual Golden Globe Awards. With performances on PBS’s “Dance in America”
series, France’s Antenne II, and Italian RAI television, the company’s
repertory has been broadcast to 55 countries. Joining the Montreal
Symphony in the Rhombus Media film of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at
an Exhibition, winner of an International Emmy for Best Performing
Arts Special, the company’s performance was distributed on laser disc
by Decca Records. MOMIX was also featured in IMAGINE, one of
the first 3-D IMAX films to be released in IMAX theaters world-wide.
MOMIX dancers Cynthia Quinn and Karl Baumann, under Moses
Pendleton’s direction, played the role of “Bluey” in the feature film
FX2; and White Widow, co-choreographed by Moses Pendleton and
Cynthia Quinn, was featured in Robert Altman’s movie, The Company. Participating in the Homage a Picasso in Paris, MOMIX was
also selected to represent the US at the European Cultural Center at
Delphi. With the support of the Scottsdale Cultural Council Scottsdale Center for the Arts in Scottsdale, Arizona, Mr. Pendleton created
Bat Habits to celebrate the opening of the San Francisco Giants’ new
spring training park in Scottsdale. MOMIX has been commissioned
by corporations such as Fiat and Mercedes Benz, performing at Fiat’s month long 100th Anniversary Celebration in Torino, Italy and
Mercedes Benz’s International Auto Show in Frankfurt, Germany.
With nothing more than light, shadow, props, and the human body,
MOMIX has astonished audiences on five continents for more than 35
years.
WHO’S WHO IN THE COMPANY
MOSES PENDLETON (Artistic Director) has been one of America’s
most innovative and widely performed choreographers and directors
for over 40 years. A co-founder of the ground-breaking Pilobolus
Dance Theater in 1971, he formed his own company, MOMIX, in 1980.
Mr. Pendleton has also worked extensively in film, TV, and opera and
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Baseball, MOMIX, Kevin Kimple & Celina Chauluan
Photographer- John Kane

as a choreographer
for ballet companies
and special events.
Mr. Pendleton was
born and raised on a
dairy farm in Northern Vermont. His
earliest experiences
as a showman came
from exhibiting his
family’s dairy cows at
the Caledonian County Fair. He received
his BA in English
Literature from
Dartmouth College in
1971. Pilobolus began
touring immediately
and the group shot
to fame in the1970’s,
performing on Broadway under the sponsorship of Pierre Cardin,
touring internationally, and appearing in PBS’s Dance in America and
Great Performances series.
By the end of the decade, Mr. Pendleton had begun to work outside of
Pilobolus, performing in and serving as principal choreographer for
the Paris Opera’s Integrale Erik Satie in 1979 and choreographing the
Closing Ceremonies of the Winter Olympics at Lake Placid in 1980. In
1981 he created MOMIX, which rapidly established an international
reputation for highly inventive and often illusionistic choreography.
The troupe has been touring steadily and is currently performing
several programs internationally. The company has made numerous
special programs for Italian and French television and received the
Gold Medal of the Verona Festival in 1994.
Mr. Pendleton has also been active as a performer and choreographer
for other companies. He has staged Picabia’s Dadaist ballet Relache
for the Joffrey Ballet and Tutuguri, based on the writings of Artaud,
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for the Deutsch Opera Berlin. He created the role of the Fool for Yuri
Lyubimov’s production of Mussorgsky’s Khovanschina at La Scala
and choreographed Rameau’s Platee for the U.S. Spoleto Festival in
1987. He contributed choreography to Lina Wertmuller’s production
of Carmen at the Munich State Opera in 1993. More recently, he has
choreographed new works for the Arizona Ballet and the Aspen Santa
Fe Ballet. He teamed up with Danny Ezralow and David Parsons to
choreograph AEROS with the Romanian National Gymnastics Team.
His film and television work includes the feature film FX2 with Cynthia Quinn, Moses Pendleton Presents Moses Pendleton for ABC
ARTS cable (winner of more than 10 international awards including
a Cine Golden Eagle award and the US Film and Video Competition
– now known as Sundance – Special Jury Award), and Pictures at an
Exhibition with Charles Dutoit and the Montreal Symphony, which
received an International Emmy for Best Performing Arts Special in
1991. Mr. Pendleton has made music videos with Prince, Julian Lennon, and Cathy Dennis, among others.
Mr. Pendleton is an avid photographer with works presented in Rome,
Milan, Florence, and Aspen. Images of his sunflower plantings at his
home in northwestern Connecticut have been featured in numerous
books and articles on gardening. He is the subject of the book Salto
di Gravita by Lisavetta Scarbi, published in Italy in 1999. Mr. Pendleton was a recipient of the Connecticut Commission on the Arts
Governor’s Award in 1998. He received the Positano Choreographic
Award in 1999 and was a Guggenheim Fellow in 1977. He is a recipient of a 2002 American Choreography Award for his contributions
to choreography for film and television. In May 2010, Mr. Pendleton
received an Honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts (HDFA) and delivered
the keynote address to the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Most
recently, Mr. Pendleton choreographed the Doves of Peace, featuring
Diana Vishneva, for the Opening Ceremony of the 2014 Sochi Winter
Olympics. His photographs accompany the sixteen cantos of Phil Holland’s The Dance Must Follow (2015), which takes Mr. Pendleton’s
own creative process as its subject.
CYNTHIA QUINN (Associate Director) grew up in Southern California. She graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the University of Cali-
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fornia at Riverside and continued there as an Associate in Dance for
five years. In 1988 she received the University’s Alumni Association’s
“Outstanding Young Graduate Award”. As a member of Pilobolus, she
performed on Broadway and throughout the United States, Europe,
Canada, Israel and Japan. She collaborated on the choreography
of Day Two, Elegy for the Moment, Mirage, What Grows in Huygens Window and Stabat Mater. Ms. Quinn began performing with
MOMIX in 1983 and has since toured throughout the United States,
Canada, Europe, Australia, South America and Japan. She has appeared in numerous television programs and music videos; and has
assisted Moses Pendleton in the choreography of Pulcinella for the
Ballet Nancy in France, Tutuguri for the Berlin Opera Ballet, Platee
for the Spoleto Festival USA, Les Maries de la Tour Eiffel in New
York, AccorDION for the Zurich-Vorbuhne Theatre and Carmen for
the Munich State Opera, as well as Opus Cactus for Arizona Ballet and
Noir Blanc for Aspen Sante Fe Ballet. She has also appeared as a guest
artist with the Ballet Theatre Francaise de Nancy, the Berlin Opera
Ballet and the Munich State Opera, as well as international galas in
Italy, France and Japan. Ms. Quinn made her film debut as “Bluey”
(a role she shared with Karl Baumann) in FX II. She was a featured
performer in the Emmy Award winning “Pictures at an Exhibition”
with the Montreal Symphony and has also appeared in a 3D IMAX
film. Ms. Quinn is a board member of the Nutmeg Conservatory in
Torrington, Connecticut and is on the advisory board of the Susan B.
Anthony Project, also in Torrington, CT. Ms. Quinn was featured with
Ru Paul and k.d. Lang for M.A.C. Cosmetics’ “Fashion Cares” benefits
in Toronto and Vancouver. Ms. Quinn is co-choreographer of “White
Widow,” which is featured prominently in the Robert Altman film,
The Company. Ms. Quinn was also featured in the film, “First Born,”
with Elisabeth Shue. However, her most rewarding and challenging
role is as a mother to her daughter, Quinn Elisabeth.
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Dancing with Peter Martins
By Judith Gosnell Kempe
What was it like to dance with Peter Martins? It wasn’t easy, so I did
what I did best: I acted.
Looking back on the time I worked with Peter Martins, I felt like I
was in a dream. Peter was truly dreamy! Every day I woke up and I
thought something was going to happen to me and I wouldn’t get the
chance to perform with him. I was afraid that I wasn’t a good enough
dancer compared to all the fantastic dancers in NYC Ballet. But if
I could submerge myself in the part, I wouldn’t think about that. I
poured my heart and soul into being Juliet and turned Peter into
Romeo.
Peter Martins is five years older than me and about a foot taller. His
size, the fluidity of his movement, and his chiseled facial features
made him the focal point whenever he was on stage.
I was lucky to go one time to Lincoln Center’s State Theater to rehearse with Peter. When I stepped onto that stage I was awed by the
size. It was the largest stage my toe shoes had ever stepped on! Peter
fitted just fine in this space, but I felt lost. Michael Uthoff is going
over the steps with Peter when Peter makes a comment about how
the choreography is difficult to feel natural on his body. Oh well, it is
what it is.
Back home our studio was below the A&P Grocery Store at 308
Farmington Ave. It had been a bowling alley before being converted
into three studios, a shop/costume room and offices. To me this was
home, to Peter it was a nightmare. Still, Peter was a wonderful partner, and I felt as light as a feather when he lifted me. His hands were
so large they could totally wrap around my waist. During one rehearsal we were working on the ballroom pas de deux. In the pas, I do a
double back attitude turn with a push off by Romeo, and afterwards
he steps in behind me and continues the momentum into a promenade. Peter, however, does not step in and when I stop the turn and
look at him questioningly, he asks if I’m only going to do two turns. I
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loved the tempo and the breadth
of the two turns, plus that was
the correct choreography. I say
“yes”, and we continue, but I feel
his disappointment with me. Later I thought of how NYC ballerinas back in 1981, were not known
for their turning abilities. For
me the airiness of the two turns
spoke volumes for how Juliet’s
heart felt.

Peter Martins, NYC Ballet, and Judith Gosnell,
Hartford Ballet, 1981.

In the balcony scene, Romeo
has three short solos to show his love for Juliet. The last one has a
series of grand jetés that take Romeo downstage right. For an average size dancer this is not a problem, but for a dancer Peter’s size it
was. When he executed these jetés he ended up running out of space
and practically kissing the proscenium. Luckily he didn’t fall into the
orchestra pit!
At the start of the bedroom scene Juliet is asleep in a nude body suit
with a sheet partially covering her. When I first had to do this scene
I was very embarrassed. First, I had to get to the bed in front of all
the stage hands before the curtain went up. Most of these men had
watched me perform for two decades already and were like family to
me, but this costume was more than I wanted to share with them. I
took great precautions to hide my body until the work lights were off
and the stage lights were on. This meant that as soon as I came onto
the stage I would efficiently slide off my robe, quickly pre-set it for
later in the scene, and jump onto the bed covering myself up with the
sheet. I got to be very good at this.
Meanwhile at the beginning of this scene, Michael Uthoff has Romeo
sitting on the edge of the bed dressed in his tights, no shirt and putting his boots on. All my Romeos looked good bare-chested but Peter
said he thought that he should be totally dressed or naked––not half
way between the two. Thank goodness he did the scene as Michael
envisioned.
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That bedroom scene was the last moment in the ballet for Juliet to be
dancing with Romeo. The next time she is with Romeo, he is already
dead. I do crawl on top of him for one kiss before I die but alas I
expire and roll off––never did our lips touch. Maybe I should have
changed the choreography, used some artistic license, and gone in for
the kiss––instead I live with my imagination.
From Donna Dinovelli of the Hartford Advocate…

“But while Martins may have added just
the right touch to the production, Gosnell
advanced from her excellent performance
last year to perfection this time. As the
personification of a child/woman in love
she flitted and fluttered around stage with
the speed of a hummingbird suspended
above the flower it wishes to devour. In
her childlike characterization, she was
mischievous and joyful, naïve and sorrowful.
She could fall in love with a girlish skip and
swoon and then later fall to her death with
the maturity of a woman. She has the power
to make the audience laugh and cry, and
proved once again the range of her dramatic
potential when allowed to extend her
artistry to its fullest.”
Kelly Christman from The Springfield Union wrote…

“Miss Gosnell surpassed Mr. Martins, not
in technique but in acting; she had the
remarkable power to appear to give herself
over to ecstasy, then anguish. Through her
portrayal, the character of Juliet developed
through the ballet––from a shy girl to a
young woman, to the anguished widow
(when Romeo is banished then later literally
when he dies), while Mr. Martins’ Romeo was
static.
“Of Miss Gosnell’s Juliet, one remembers
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the odd details: the flight down the stairs
into the ballroom, then the hesitancy; the
wavering between her betrothed Paris and
her lover Romeo, then the headlong rush
into Romeo’s arms; the passionate encounter
with her husband, the prim straightening of
the bed sheets. With precarious balance she
treaded the line between the purity of the
adolescent and the passion of womanhood,
blessedly avoiding sentimentality.
“The bedroom scene, in which she
is torn between taking the sleeping
potion(threatened with the possibility of
waking in the tomb alone or fearing poison)
and facing the loss of her husband, attested
to her constant conflict. Miss Gosnell was
alternately quick with coy innocence, languid
with her beloved in the empty ballroom, then
distraught with grief as she turned herself
into a whirling dervish.”
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Dance at
Colleges and
Universities
Connecticut’s colleges and universities have played an
essential role in legitimizing dance as a subject for academic study in America. As early as 1916, extracurricular
dance clubs were common in many Connecticut colleges. However, it wasn’t until the 1930s that courses in
dance composition, modern and ballet techniques were
offered for undergraduate credit. Following the inaugural season of the American Dance Festival at Connecticut
College in 1948, many campuses have hosted and presented international, national and regional dance festivals, attracting a wide variety of artists, teachers and
students to Connecticut.

The 5X5 Festival at Saint Joseph College
By Susan Murphy
The 5x5 Dance Festival is the largest annual contemporary dance festival in the state,
bringing together artists, choreographers,
performers, educators and students to study
and perform. Artists, students and audiences
share their experience, talent and inspiration
through master classes, workshops, discussions and performances.
The 5x5 Dance Festival is hosted by the
University of Saint Joseph in West Hartford,
CT each fall. The 5 X 5 Dance Festival was
The Now Unboxing Project, 5X5 Dance Festival, University
of Saint Joseph, 2015
named for its focus on five professional and
Photographer—Steve Laschever
five collegiate dance ensembles. The Festival began in 2003 in response to a need
expressed by Greater Hartford dancers for opportunities to showcase
more sustained contemporary works. Today the 5 X 5 Dance Festival
includes master classes and a mentoring program in which collegiate
ensembles are guided by professional dance artists. Interfacing experiences are enhanced with the support and experience of a professional production crew, forums and panels comprised of distinguished
dance educators, directors and artists, as well as question and answer
opportunities for audience members.
Celebrating the Festival’s 15th year we recognize the many professionals and universities that have participated; ATTAK Dance Company,
dancEnlight, Full Force Dance Theatre, Scapegoat Garden, Adele
Meyers Dance Company. Exit 12 Dance Company, Ryan Casey, Earl
Mosley, Sonia Plumb Dance Company, Dancing Wheels, Dimensional
Dance, The Unboxing Project, Vivid Ballet, The University of Saint
Joseph, Central Connecticut University, Eastern Connecticut State
University, The Hartford Conservatory, Trinity College, Connecticut
College and more.
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David Dorfman: Connecticut
College’s Mover and Shaker
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
“If I weren’t a dancer, I’d be a coach, a counselor, or a psychologist,”
David Dorfman revealed. An unusual pronouncement for a dancer?
Not really because, for Dorfman, dance is a metaphor for the human condition. His exploration of humanity is exemplified by both
his choreography that demands intense, physical interaction among
dancers and his carefully selected artistic statements that form the
repertory of David Dorfman Dance, company-in-residence at Connecticut College (CC).
A native Chicagoan, his journey as a dancer is a little different from
most American men in that he discovered it on his own. He wasn’t
the brother in tow to watch a sibling’s ballet class nor was his family
involved in the performing arts. He was just a regular teenager playing high school baseball as a catcher and third baseman and football
as a halfback.
In his junior year, as a business major at Washington University in St.
Louis, he experienced his first class in modern dance and something
resonated with him. He graduated with honors receiving a Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration and accepted a position in retail
management at Saks Fifth Avenue in suburban St. Louis. That was
his day job! Dance still beckoned so night class was the only option.
It was through those dance connections that he met his mentor Daniel
Nagrin, known for his dramatic solos. After seeing Nagrin perform
in the spring of 1979, Dorfman was convinced to start studying dance
seriously and continued to work with him over the next few years. In
that same year, he also met the renowned Martha Myers when she
was guest teaching at the University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee. He
remembered, “I drove up to audition for Martha in person and she
invited me to come study at Connecticut College.”
Myers founded the Dance Department at CC in 1971 and led it until
1992. During her tenure there, she acted as dean of the pioneering
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American Dance Festival based at the college and continued in that
role after the festival moved to Duke University in Durham, North
Carolina in 1978 until 2000.
“I consider Daniel Nagrin my dance dad and Martha Myers my dance
mom – two great role models. Martha actually dissuaded me from
dancing because it was such a hard road,” he disclosed. But he had
already made his choice and pursued it with a passion. “There was
such a wider range when I studied here; an ease in the pelvis; a body
awareness; the release techniques of ballet, modern, jazz, and African.
Martha was always researching new ways to understand body movement.” In 1981, he received his Master of Fine Arts from CC.
In the timeline of dance, Dorfman considers himself a post postmodernist. There was ballet and then, in the1930’s, the moderns cast off
their toes shoes and explored other techniques of moving. The 1960’s
postmodernists elevated everyday movement to performance status.
His own style is indebted to those who preceded him including ballet.
Indeed, throughout class, ballet terminology is heard repeatedly.
In the studio, he devours space and elicits the same voraciousness
from students, guiding them through unusual patterns. In one, the
back is the impetus for movement. For him, going backwards or
“leading with the tailbone and allowing the lower back to meet the air
behind” means moving toward the unknown or the unfamiliar. Students are observed massaging one another to “open the cells in the
body creating more malleability”. Movement patterns might include
drops and rolls onto the floor creating the unexpected. “Try to go in a
counterclockwise motion. It might feel awkward, “ he suggests.
When using contact improvisation, he may ask them to imagine that
their skin is the border of another nation – hostile or friendly. The
body then becomes a metaphor for how we interact with one another. He also encourages students to “consider pedestrian movement”
reminding them not to “leave everyday consciousness behind”. Those
postmodern movements figure prominently in his work where he often incorporates day-to-day actions using both trained and untrained
dancers. In fact, in one performance, his father was a participant.
His modus operandi is that “any [company member] can do any kind
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of movement as opposed to predetermining contact with another
human being.” He is not a sculpted Prince Charming. With a linebacker’s body and an athleticism drawn from his baseball and football days, there is a tremendous energy to his performances. It’s full
throttle movement with bodies hurtling through space and interacting
in surprising ways. “David Dorfman movers are daring, take risks,
embody a life on stage, are strong and yet yielding – a yin yang – and
can go beyond themselves. It’s not how you look but how you move
through space. Intent is more important than physical attributes. I’m
looking for ingenuity in the body and a desire to test the body – a kind
of poetry!”
What he produces with these trained instruments varies from work to
work. He can deliver both comedy and tragedy. ”Funny I’ve always
done. I like to use humor in dance; modern dance can be overly serious.” In Live Sax Acts, an umbrella title for a variety of collaborative
works with fellow sax player Dan Froot, they have cavorted on stage
poking fun at masculinity, pop culture, and each other since 1989.
Inspired by present times, his latest works focus on violence. Underground, (2006) explores the violent tactics of the Weathermen of
1960’s and 1970’s notoriety while Disavowal (2008) explores issues
of race and identity. He explains that the violent imagery appearing
in the latter work “is part of purging our past toward a time of peace”.
This year, from New Year’s Eve to New Year’s Day, thirty-two people representing thirty-two states danced blindfolded and with ears
plugged. The work is a meditation on people displaced by war. In
2005, he received a Guggenheim fellowship to continue his research
and choreography in the topics of power and powerlessness, including
activism, dissidence, and underground movements.
A new work in the planning stages is based on the music of Sly and the
Family Stone. “I expect comedy to arise from this piece, but knowing
me and my current interest, there will also be serious connections
between their seminal and hopeful music and this current era of hope
amidst a challenging world state.”
He has come full circle. The CC graduate student was made Associate
Professor of Dance in 2004 and then Full Professor in 2008. One of
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the things he is eager to do is energize the greater New London area
through dance. In 2003, before he
became a faculty member, a new
work No Roles Barred, was developed as a community project. He
also participated in a free improvisation event in downtown New
London. The events were the result
of an eighteen-month Dayton Artist-in-Residence program at CC.
More recently, the company conducted workshops with the New London High School in collaboration with the Garde Arts Center, Shiloh
Family Center, and the New London Rotary Club. Students perform
for senior citizens in Groton, local schools, and a drop-in-learning
center. They have also been guests at the Shiloh Baptist Church and
the Hygienic Art Gallery. “In the Age of Obama, we are trying to get
different people to meet.” His other mission is to bring back to CC, in
gradual steps, the summer American Dance Festival, once the pinnacle of contemporary dance.

Come, and Back Again: Samson
Race Dorfman, David Dorfman, Lisa
Race, David Dorfman Dance, Roberts Theater, University of Hartford,
2013
Photographer–John Long

In what seems like the perfect scenario, his status at the college allows
him to do the two professional things he enjoys most – teaching and
creating dances for his company, considered one of the most influential for the past two decades. It’s also a perfect fit for his personal life.
His wife Lisa Race is an Assistant Professor at CC where she specializes in technique, improvisation, composition, and choreography.
Their son is nearby in the Regional Multi-Cultural Magnet School in
New London.
Wearing two hats as a faculty member and company director/choreographer suits him well. “I love getting into the studio every day and
choreographing and educating young people. That’s why I love this
job. I can do both.”
For further information visit daviddorfmandance.org.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, April 2009.
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How I Came To Dance At Yale
Ten Years of Dance Studies at Yale University
By Emily Coates
The Connecticut Dance Alliance invited me to write a short narrative
of the dance studies curriculum at Yale. What follows is a personal
account and not a comprehensive history of dance at Yale: this project
remains to be undertaken and would include the many student initiatives and advocacies, the instructors and scattered courses offered
since the 1980s, honorary degree recipients, and visiting dance artists
to Yale College and the professional schools. Although the university
did not offer an ongoing curricular program in dance prior to 2006,
dance artists have been passing through Yale for some time.
The sustained curricular representation of dance studies at Yale began
in 2006, when Professor Joseph Roach received a Distinguished
Achievement Award from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and
hired me to begin teaching dance through the Theater Studies curriculum at Yale College. I had met him a year earlier, as a professional
dancer in my late twenties, when I was in the unusual position of taking a hiatus from dancing to finish my undergraduate degree at Yale.
I tracked Joe down based on the advice of other professors, who told
me he knows dance, more than any other professors. “Meet me by the
dance books,” he wrote of our first meeting location at Book Trader
Cafe. He both understood my world and knew the world of scholarship that I was beginning to bridge. Neither of us could have imagined
at that meeting that, ten years later, I would still be at Yale, directing
a dance curriculum. Funding aside, Joseph Roach’s status as a senior,
tenured faculty member and revered scholar of performance undergirded the effort: the curriculum could not have taken off without his
original clout.
Before coming to Yale, I had danced with some of the greatest dance
artists of the 20th century. Having received the School of American
Ballet’s highest honor, the Mae L. Wien Award for Outstanding Promise, I launched my professional career in 1992, when Peter Martins
invited me to join New York City Ballet. There, I performed in the
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extensive repertory of George Balanchine and worked closely with
Jerome Robbins. Several years in, I had an artistically mind-altering
experience while originating a leading role in a new ballet by Angelin
Preljocaj, the French modern dance choreographer whom Martins
had invited in. The experience left me feeling detached from my ballerina identity and hungry for new vocabularies, other repertories, and
other creative processes. I found myself longing to explore the dance
world outside of the New York State Theater. In 1998, I left the company and began by taking modern dance classes in downtown New
York, including company classes with Merce Cunningham at the Cunningham Studio. Two months into this adventure, I contacted Mikhail
Baryshnikov, the king of crossover from ballet to modern dance, to
ask him for advice, and he immediately offered me a position with
his company, White Oak Dance Project. As a member of White Oak, I
danced with Baryshnikov in a number of works, including an extended duet version of The Argument by Mark Morris, and in pieces by
Erick Hawkins and Karole Armitage. We also created a retrospective
of postmodern dance titled PastForward, which enabled me to work
with the pioneering dance artists of the 1960s: Yvonne Rainer, Lucinda Childs, Trisha Brown, Deborah Hay, David Gordon, Simone Forti,
and Steve Paxton. When Baryshnikov folded White Oak in 2002, I
began dancing with Twyla Tharp––another legendary figure, uncompromising in her glorious, energetic choreography. I have continued to dance since joining the faculty at Yale, most notably working
closely with Yvonne Rainer for the past twelve years on the breadth of
her work, from her 1966 Trio A, which I also stage, to her 21st century
repertory.
At age twenty-eight, I opted to take a break from performing, applied
to and was accepted at Yale as a transfer student. Turning myself into
an older undergraduate at a university that did not have a program in
my art form was possibly the strangest choice I have ever made in my
life— but that choice paid off, and, in hindsight, seemed more apposite.
While I had experienced much of the dance world before coming to
Yale, this knowledge came with me. Housed in my muscle fibers was
Tharp meets Baryshnikov meets Balanchine meets Rainer: I was a
walking archive of 20th century dance history. Studying at Yale and
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working with Joseph Roach
helped me to define and articulate these dance experiences as
uniquely embodied knowledge,
and I began to explore ways of integrating this knowledge into the
liberal arts context. In 2006, the
year I began teaching, I designed
a yearlong seminar called Dance
Theater, in which for all intents
and purposes I attempted to
pack an entire dance department
Yale Dance Theater, Gaga/Dada, performance installation at Yale Uniinto a single course. While it
versity Art Gallery, created by LeeSaar The Company 2016
was not the first for-credit dance
Photographer—Michael Marsland
course at the university, it was
the first for-credit studio dance course sponsored by a department
at Yale. I covered a spectrum of techniques, repertories and histories: we moved, we read, we wrote, moved, read, wrote, and moved.
I taught the students excerpts of seminal choreography that I had
performed, and had guest artists fill in more. I intertwined history and
theory with the bountiful riches of technical knowledge. I approach
art-making in this way in my own artistic practice, too. The course
was a success; the next year, we added other courses and instructors,
including Burkinabe artist Lacina Coulibaly to teach West African
dance––another wildly popular course that has been foundational
to the curriculum. Prominent dance and performance studies scholar Thomas DeFrantz, then at MIT, joined our initiative as a visiting
professor. Joe Roach and I, with choreographer Bronwen MacArthur,
co-taught a course that intertwined 1960s American history with the
myth of Orpheus, which turned into a performance of dance and theater. With Joe Roach’s backing, and the support of our colleagues in
Theater Studies and the administration, the dance curriculum was off
and running.
I won’t linger here on hurdles: there were some, mostly culture-changing projects within a university community that had never
been exposed to the full-spectrum of dance aesthetics or scholarship.
It took several years to build student interest, awareness, and trust
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in the curriculum’s distinctly different approach: research in motion
cracks the model of Western education that falsely separates mind
from body. By the time I came along, some foundation had been laid
by the occasional dance courses offered in previous decades, including
Barbara Feldman’s college seminar on modern dance; Anna Kisselgoff’s seminar on the history of ballet; courses taught by Nadine
George-Graves, a scholar of dance and theater and Yale alumnus; and
a course on postmodern dance taught by Katherine Profeta, another
alumnus who earned a DFA at Yale School of Drama. Michael Tracy, a
founder of Pilobolus, taught physical techniques for actors in Theater
Studies for many years. This list is not comprehensive; the complete
history of dance at Yale begs to be told.
During the first three years under the Mellon grant, much remained
uncertain about the future of dance studies at Yale. We did not know
whether the university would continue to support my position and the
curriculum following the end of the grant. Happily, the administration
did. Today, we offer a robust cluster of dance courses, housed within
Theater Studies. The curriculum covers a wide range of dance forms,
vocabularies, geographies, histories and theory. The courses cultivate
interdisciplinary dialogue and are cross-listed in departments including Film and Media Studies, Art, African Studies, African American
Studies, American Studies, English, and Physics. Our instructors are
preeminent artists, writers, and scholars in the field. Through the initiative, Yale Dance Theater, we host extended residencies that enable
students to work closely with major choreographers and companies.
I have undertaken past projects with Twyla Tharp, the Cunningham
Trust, Akram Khan Company, Reggie Wilson/Fist and Heel, Trisha
Brown Dance Company, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and
Matthew Rushing, LeeSaar The Company and Gaga USA, and—this
year—Urban Bush Women. The dance studies courses are unique,
popular, and filled to capacity.
In developing dance at Yale, we have also fostered ties with the New
Haven arts community. My fellow dance faculty and I have led master classes and performance exchanges with Cooperative Arts and
Humanities High School, Educational Center for the Arts, and New
Haven Ballet. We foster ties to the local professional dance community (being a member myself), through inviting New Haven-based
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artists to teach, share their work, and perform in Yale initiatives. Elm
City Dance Collective, for instance, joined the most recent Yale Dance
Theater project. YDT’s performances are free and open to the public
and have been held in community spaces such as Coop High School
and the Yale University Art Gallery. I work regularly with Yale-China
and New Haven’s International Festival of Arts and Ideas.
Many factors have contributed to the successful establishment of
dance studies at Yale: it takes a village, as they say. Within the administration, many believed in the study of dance, including one of
our strongest advocates, associate dean for the Arts, Susan Cahan.
The chairs, directors of undergraduate studies, and faculty of Theater
Studies have been unflagging in their support for the study of dance,
as integral and complementary to the study of theater and performance—especially Marc Robinson as chair and Toni Dorfman as
director of undergraduate studies, in the early years. My wide-ranging
professional experience coupled with the fact that I had also graduated from Yale and knew the context in which I was creating the
curriculum helped as well. Joseph Roach’s mentorship of me and his
steadfast vision made the study of dance at Yale a reality. As he told a
reporter for The New York Times in 2007: “We will never surrender.
. . . Till the last dog dies. And is cremated and its remains scattered
over Long Island Sound.”
Most important of all have been the many generations of students
who have advocated passionately for the study of dance at Yale. This
includes both pre- and post- 2006: the work of the students that
founded student-led dance groups and the umbrella organization,
Alliance for Dance at Yale, and the many students who have passed
through the dance studies courses. These students have spoken up
loudly and tirelessly for the critical study of dance, appropriate facilities, and a hotline between Yale and the professional dance world.
Quite a few have gone on to establish their professional careers in
dance, as artists, writers, scholars, and administrators.
None of what we have now would exist without this tipping point, the
generations of Yale students who have acted in the belief that dancing
and thinking are wholly compatible—and insisted that their Yale education include the right to move.
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A Dancer at Hartt: Adam Miller
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
At the time of this article, Adam Miller was a faculty member at
the Hartt School Dance Division, University of Hartford, where he
taught ballet, repertory, men’s class, pointe, and partnering. At that
time, he was also the Artistic Director for Eastern Connecticut Ballet
in East Lyme and following that, Artistic Director of his own company, the Adam Miller Project. After leaving Hartt, he moved on to be
Artistic Director of Cirque du Soleil’s Kooza.
“My work is an accumulation of everything I came in contact with;
my exposure has been so broad and wide – even my childhood experience in the theater,” revealed Adam Miller about his oeuvre.
Miller has taken ballet, a nineteenth century idiom, and contemporized it for the twenty-first. Shaped by myriad influences, his signature is characterized by traditional point work, modern dance, speed,
innovative partnering, eclectic music, and video technology. Founded
in 2003 and based at the Hartt School of the University of Hartford,
his company, Adam Miller Dance Project, can be elegant, dramatic,
humorous, freewheeling, and sexy.
The child of theater-loving parents, the stage was no stranger to the
young Miller. His mother was stage manager for the Trinity Repertory Company based in Providence, Rhode Island and his father managed two theater companies. “I loved the rehearsals and am still rapt
and fascinated by it, but I also liked dance. I remember seeing Nureyev on the Ed Sullivan show when I was about ten. My mother asked
me if I’d like to do something like that and I said yes.”
Sometime later when the family moved to New York, he was enrolled
at the American Ballet Theatre School to study with Leon Danielian.
“There were many productions at ABT which used children. My first
performing experience was with the Royal Ballet’s Nutcracker with
Nureyev at the Metropolitan Opera. I couldn’t believe that I had just
seen him on television and a year later I was performing with him.”
He attended high school at the North Carolina School of Arts, which,
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he recalled, was the period that shaped him.
Returning to New York after graduation, he studied at New York City
Ballet’s School of American Ballet with Stanley Williams who excelled
at teaching men. “I wasn’t sure I wanted to be at New York City Ballet
so I auditioned for Pennsylvania Ballet and was there for five years;
then spent five years in Seattle with Pacific Northwest Ballet.” Ironically, though he left New York and Balanchine’s New York City Ballet,
he performed many of the great Balanchine roles at both ballet companies. “I actually benefited from being outside the New York scene.”
The maverick is quite evident in Miller’s compositions. “I have no
dogma or manifesto. I’m not a post-modernist or deconstructivist.”
Though influenced by many sources, his work is solidly Millerist.
“You can’t not be influenced by George Balanchine, but not for the
reasons you’d think. For me, he meant you can do anything you want.
Balanchine didn’t follow music literally; you can see it. You can do a
ten-minute canon in music but not in dance because it would be too
boring. Balanchine influenced me to use the music I love; the music
that I grew up with. I’ve also learned from Pilobolus - about weight
shifts and partnering options.” New York based choreographer Matthew Nash was also an impact. “He was helpful to me with certain
aesthetics – the reexamination of romantic ideas and reinterpreting
them with contemporary sensibility.”
Miller uses a variety of movement techniques. “I’ve never lost my fascination with the possibilities presented by pointe work – a strange,
tortuous ritual. It makes possible certain options that change the
physics of how a person can move – issues of torque and weight transition for both solo and partnering work but we often work on stages
that won’t permit point work which forces the movement vocabulary
to evolve off point. We’re flexible!”
Philosophically, Miller exudes a healthy feminism, which is also
reflected in his movement vocabulary. “I am strongly influenced by
Madam Bovary and the women in history who exert power within
societal constraints. In Giselle, she uses her influence to save a man.
How do you re-examine that pas de deux in a world of sexual equality? When I make a duet I allow the woman to initiate movement – for
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example, by taking his hands and placing them on her - but then the
man is allowed to do the lifting.”
That subtlety is clearly obvious in one of his most recent works, Kitty,
inspired by the legend of Giselle, the great, 19th century, romantic
ballet tale of love, death, sacrifice and remorse. With beautifully fluid
bodies moving through space, Miller set the work against an eclectic
soundtrack including World War I songs, and a video backdrop of
symbolic imagery. His contemporized version evokes the pathos of
the original Giselle. For him, “the story ballets have a visceral meaning that continues to weave a thread through history.”
“I’m a movie guy and a TV guy.” Comfortable with technology, Miller
is not timid using video and unique sound in his performances. Video
serves as a valuable tool for highlighting small gestures or movements
that may escape the eye or creating ambience. “I’m always ready to
throw out the video if it doesn’t work; it’s for impact not to distract.
I’m also aware of how sound can be transporting and transforming.”
Some recent grant awards will make possible the creation of a new
work that has his head awhirl. There are several ideas swirling
around. One is the Wizard of Oz, which, he says, has the potential
for film. “I can play with the location and size of people.” The other
concept might be a work inspired by Balthus, the twentieth century,
controversial, self-taught painter with a surrealist quality.
The creative process begins with various inputs – thrashing out ideas
with friends and colleagues, discerning images, critically listening to
music, and improvising in the dance studio. “Right now I’m talking to
people and looking at magazines. I’m going to flea markets and looking at old toy ads; there’s a certain color to them. I listen to a lot of
music but the final ingredient is putting the dancers in a room. They
will lead you in directions you never expected; the best things happen
unplanned – a movement or a shape. Nothing replaces creativity and
imagination, no technology does. For dance, nothing replaces the
dancer in the room!”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, April 2009.
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DanceMasters at Wesleyan:
A Pas de Deux
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
A pas de deux in ballet terms is a dance for two; the duet creates an
energy that is more than the sum of its two participants. It can be said
that The DanceMasters Weekend at Wesleyan University is the product of a pas de deux by two dance aficionados - Guilford’s Mariam McGlone and Madison resident Pamela Tatge. Of different generations,
each woman, in her own way, has given birth to this outstanding,
enduring program that draws sold-out audiences from Connecticut
and throughout the region. The two-day event offers master classes
to teachers and students by some of the most talented practitioners
working in contemporary dance.
Mariam McGlone arrived in Guilford in the early 1980’s. At a quick
glance, she could easily be mistaken for Martha Graham. Her long,
dark hair dressed in a requisite ballet bun identified her as a dancer
and made her immediately recognizable in town. Working with luminaries like Jose Limon, Hanya Holm, and Agnes de Mille, she danced
in the 1930’s and 1940’s and then taught modern dance in New York.
When she moved to the Connecticut shoreline, she sensed that something was missing and that something was dance. Summoning her
expertise and passion, she introduced a variety of successful dance
offerings under the fledgling Shoreline Art Alliance. In that first year,
she invited Pearl Primus, the African-American dancer and anthropologist to lecture at the Guilford library. The Talking Drums dance
and music troupe performed on the town green and Pearl Reynolds of
the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater taught a master class.
Over the years, the concept of the master class grew and introduced
Connecticut students and teachers to the brightest and best in professional dance from New York. Heather Watts of New York City Ballet,
Joao Mauricio Carvalho of the Paul Taylor Dance Company, Alison
Chase of Pilobolus, Doug Elkins of the Doug Elkins Dance Company
and Wendy S. Brown of Movin’ Spirits Dance Theater are only a handful of the performers who made the pilgrimage to New England to
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bring dance techniques and knowhow to Guilford.
The classes were
always so well
attended that they
were bursting at
the seams in various community
centers. Mariam’s
baby was ready for
a growth spurt but
Ronald K. Brown teaching, DanceMasters Weekend, Wesleyan University, 2015
to take that next
Photographer: Sandy Aldieri of Perceptions Photography. Courtesy of Wesleyan
University’s Center for the Arts
step, something
new had to happen. When she later met Pamela Tatge things would change.
Pamela Tatge, Director of the Center for the Arts at Wesleyan University(now Executive Director at Jacobs Pillow) and Wesleyan alumna,
trained to be an actress and actually made a living at it for two years.
She decided that “waiting for the phone to ring” was just not going
to work for her so she sought other opportunities. While living in
New York, in addition to acting and taking classes, she began to write
grant proposals – the first for Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater.
But love brought her to Connecticut. “I fell in love with a man who
worked in Middletown so we chose to live in New Haven. I knew I
could write grant proposals here as well as New York.” At age twenty-four, she became Director of Development at the Shubert Performing Arts Center. Her tenure here was followed by a decade as Director
of Development at Long Wharf. In her final year there, she was one of
the producers of a version of The Good Woman of Szechwan.
“That play was created in five different individual neighborhoods. The
writing and casting took place throughout the New Haven area; we
called this adaptation The Good Person of New Haven. I loved being
a producer. I recognized the power of the arts in neighborhoods – the
power to bring people of divergent backgrounds together. When the
position opened up at Wesleyan, I thought it was the perfect oppor-
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tunity to expand this concept. Wesleyan has a history of excellence
in the arts, particularly World Arts.” The post fit Pamela like a glove.
Her mother was a native Italian and part of the Italian migration to
Brazil. For Pamela, this meant residing in Italy for five years as well
as experiencing extended stays in both Brazil and France. A perfect
match for the World Arts focus at Wesleyan, she accepted the position
in 1999.
From the start, she began to implement her dance agenda. “I believed
that there wasn’t enough contemporary dance in Connecticut. I wanted to bring more dance to Wesleyan and position ourselves as leaders
in presenting dance in the state. Three years ago, the National Endowment for the Arts recognized our Breaking Ground Dance Series,
which brings three dance companies to the campus every year. Today,
it is the only recognized dance series in Connecticut receiving any
Federal support. In that same year, Wesleyan was named the New
England hub site for the National Dance Project, which represents
ten regions: Wesleyan represents the Northeast. I serve on the board
and have a role in determining which companies receive funding for
touring for that year.”
“I met Mariam when I was at Long Wharf where she was a volunteer.
We both wanted to make her dance masters concept bigger and better
and bring it into a real theater. In 2000, DanceMasters became part
of Wesleyan.” Since then, the annual weekend event has grown to
present 15 master classes by some of the most prestigious names in
the dance community. A choreographic workshop is now a welcome
addition as well as the Saturday evening performance, which showcases three participating companies. Mariam, now Artistic Coordinator of DanceMasters, stated in an interview with Dancer Magazine,
“The program has grown beyond anything I’d ever expected, but it is
everything I ever wanted.” Several years ago, her friends established
the Mariam McGlone Endowment Fund, which supports the DanceMasters program and the Mariam McGlone Emerging Choreographer
Award.
For Pamela, both Breaking Ground and DanceMasters are the realization of her mission to present world-class dance at Wesleyan.
“DanceMasters is a big service to dance students and dance teachers.
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We are a point of entry for the arts; we keep the prices low. We need
to make it accessible and affordable so that participants can become
part of the art economy. This two-day program has over four hundred attendees. For its entire eight-year history at Wesleyan, it is has
been completely sold out. There’s a great appetite for dance and it’s
thrilling to know you’re filling a need. For Mariam, the thunderous
applause for teachers from students at the end of a class leave her on a
high that keeps driving her even at the age of ninety-two.”
The significance of DanceMasters Weekend is reflected in its funding. It is made possible in part by the National Endowment for the
Arts, Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism, Middletown
Foundation for the Arts, Daphne Seybolt Culpeper Foundation, and
the Mariam McGlone DanceMasters Endowment Fund.
Republished from Ink Magazine, March 2008.
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Performing a Public Voice:
Defining Dance, Defining
Dance research 1956-1970
By Katja Kolcio
In the years between 1956 and 1978, federal emphasis on democracy
and cultural freedom, economic investment in education and the arts,
and the national climate of social ferment combined to create the context for modern dance to re-imagine itself. These factors stimulated
radical aesthetic investigation and deconstruction in dance, introducing everyday pedestrian movement, dancing in everyday spaces such
as walls, roof-tops, living rooms, and challenging limits and audience
expectations in every imaginable manner (described in detail by
Banes 1980, 2003, Jowitt 1988, Johnston 1998). They also stimulated
the development of the field on another level, its infrastructure. Dance
educator and director of the National Council on the Arts in Education, Gertrude Lippincott, in her article, “A Bright Future for Dance,”
published in the inaugural issue of Dance Scope in 1965, heralds the
period following World War II as “the beginning of a large-scale cooperation new to modern dance” (Lippincott 1965a:12). Her statement
reflects a “belief in collective action,” described by Bernice Rosen
[ADG] in her interview, and acted upon by the individuals interviewed
in this book. This organizational and political surge in dance lasted
through the 1970s. Like the development in choreography, it was
stimulated by the air of social activism and enabled by political-economic circumstances following the war. In the Fall 1965 issue of
Dance Scope, Esther M. Jackson, former theatre education specialist
in the Arts and Humanities Branch of the U.S. Office of Education,
and advocate of modern dance, wrote,
One of the most significant changes in the cultural life of post-war
America is the newly emerging relationship of the arts to the political,
economic, educational, and social structure of the nation…. Clearly,
the growing disposition to admit artists to responsible levels of power
and action in America of the sixties marks a major adjustment, not
only in the general attitude of the nation, but in the organizational
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structure of our society. (Jackson 1965:7)
The growing disposition took form in increased communication and
cooperation between people in the field of dance, academic administrators, and state and federal government agencies. Indeed, this
period was characterized by a number of seminal conferences on arts
in education, a proliferation of dance organizations and arts education
governing agencies at the federal, state and local levels, and a growing
recognition of the need for curricular and programmatic standards for
dance in higher education (Hagood 2000:231). This wave of activity
included the formation of the six organizations described within this
book. In this section I draw on the following interviews, and on early
documents and publications from each organization, to present the
problems facing dancers in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, and to delineate
the ways in which they began to collectively address those problems
and gradually define the unique nature of their work within a broader
social context.
Perhaps the most obvious problem was that there was no place for
people working or interested in the field of dance to share ideas. “We
all felt the need for ongoing workshops that would help us learn from
each other. We needed a clearinghouse for information” (Bernice
Rosen, ADG interview). Genevieve Oswald [SDHS] describes the informal networks that had supported research in dance previously.
The great researchers of the past, Lillian Moore, Ivor Guest and several others, had formed a little support group. They didn’t get together
but they wrote letters. They would go to a library and then come back
to their hotel and write a long letter about what they saw. They kept a
tremendous correspondence. (Genevieve Oswald, SDHS interview)
John Martin addressed the lack of formal networks for communication about modern dance in February 1929 in a New York Times article, asserting that, “Our dancing is beginning to acquire substance and
character, and the sooner its existence as a unified entity, a national
expression – if such a term can be used without chauvinistic implications – is recognized, the more rapid will its progress be” (cited
in Siegel 1987:4). He suggests a national dance congress similar to
those held annually in Germany “where all denominations of dancers
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would come together for lectures, performances, and a public airing of
philosophies” (cited in Siegel 1987: 4). 1 level.
The desire to communicate and to share ideas about modern dance
with a broader public also meant developing a language to describe
the work being done. The most prominent definition of modern dance
as a ‘point of view’ had been articulated by John Martin, a journalist
and critic by profession. His general descriptions of modern dance, as
a point of view that starts with the body as its premise, are still relevant today. Labananalysis, a specific language for describing and analyzing movement developed by movement philosopher, Rudolf Laban
1
A few potent dance organizations formed during the 1930s
garnered the collective political spirit of the modern dance community and, though they did not last, established important ethical and
political precedents for the collaborative and grassroots ethos in the
dance field in the post-war period. These organizations include the
Dance Repertory Theater, an attempt by four artists, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, Martha Graham and Helen Tamiris, to
“alleviate their individual burdens by making common cause” (Siegel
1987:5). The National Dance Conference of 1936 and the American
Dance Association formed in 1937 generated a cohesive and left-leaning political voice for dancers. Through these organizations, modern
dancers gained the attention of the federal government, particularly
on issues of international politics and labor rights. However, due to
the deepening government fear of leftist and radical political activity
and the dissolution of the Federal Theater Project, these organizations
ceased activity (see Foulkes 2002: chapter 5: “Organizing Dance” for
a detailed account). One organization that has remained vital and has
expanded its representation of dance is the the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, formed in 1885
as American Physical Education Association). Its National Section on
Dance gained autonomous recognition in 1932 to serve as a network
for dance educators. It gained Divisional status in 1965 and became
the National Dance Association (NDA) in 1973. In 1999, because of a
shift in priorities among members of NDA, a group of dance educators
initiated a new national organization, the National Dance Education
Organization (originally titled National Dance Education Association)
to focus more specifically on dance as an arts-based curriculum, while
NDA allied with AAHPERDs mission of promoting healthy, creative
and active lifestyles. Nevertheless, over the course of its various manifestations, NDA served as an example for dance organization and at
times collaborated with the six organizations described in this book.
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was both generative for dancers and served as a bridge between dance
and movement studies in general. However, by the mid-century, the
field of dance developed into areas of specialization which required its
practitioners to specify and contextualize the work they were doing to
a broader public. Dance therapist Sharon Chaiklin explains,

We often didn’t have a language to describe
what we did. A lot of people now look at
dance therapy from a developmental point
of view and it was during the 1970s that
developmental work was being done by
other psychologists. So as developmental
psychology became clearer, we began to
have language to describe ourselves in a
developmental framework. Some people
speak from a Jungian point of view and some
speak from an analytic point of view. We
can speak about dance therapy in all those
languages, but dance therapy still looks the
same when we do it.
—Sharon Chaiklin, ADTA interview
As the field expanded, there was also a need for standards or guidelines pertaining to job conditions. Fannie Isquith [ADG], who taught
dance at the 92nd Street Young Men’s and Young Women’s Hebrew
Association [92nd Street Y] commented on the conditions she encountered.

[In] 1952 or 1953…[e]very community
center, every YMCA, every complex was
beginning to reach out, to hold classes
for children or adults. But there was no
protection for the dance teacher. My
experience was that every dancer who
accepted a teaching job, had to do all sorts of
additional work….Another typical situation
involved one of our students who had been
offered a job. Her employer said to her, “I
want to see your legs!” The student said,
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“What do you need to see my legs for if I’m
going to teach? I usually wear a skirt.” And
he said, “I want to see if you have nice legs;
the children will want to make sure that you
have dance legs.” He wouldn’t hire her unless
she lifted her skirt and showed him her legs.
—Fannie Isquith, ADG interview
There were also no standards or guidelines by which to appraise or
ensure the quality of work being done in dance teaching, research,
writing and therapy. Advancement typically depended on the arbitrary assessments of employers who knew little about dance. Without
an organized representative structure, dancers had to reinvent the
wheel and prove its value in each context. This issue was perhaps
most vividly felt by dance therapists who, in order to work in medical
contexts, needed to have dance therapy understood and recognized
by other mental health professionals, to be able to develop job opportunities, to begin to set some kind of standards for this thing called
dance therapy and for what you need to know to become a dance therapist. Those objectives were fairly clear from the beginning, though
achieving them was another task. (Sharon Chaiklin, ADTA interview)
The Committee on Research in Dance, predecessor to the Congress on
Research in Dance, identified the need to codify terminology as one
of its earliest priorities. In a letter to CORD members dated February
12, 1965, CORD chairman Bonnie Bird lists two projects determined
jointly by committee members that would “not only contribute to the
enrichment of the field as a whole, but would serve to aid and stimulate still further research. The first project on that list was “The development of a Dictionary of Dance Terms to cover usage in the whole
field.”2
2
The second project listed in this letter was “The development
of a film archive in the Dance Collection of the New York Public Library to make available every bit of filmed dance which it is possible
to acquire for use by scholars, critics, performers, teachers and students, for purpose of study and research.” The list was developed at
the request of Kathryn Bloom, Director of the Arts and Humanities
Branch of the U.S. Office of Education. The letter from CORD Chairman, Bonnie Bird, to CORD members is dated February 12, 1965.
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As demonstrated by this example, the need for organization in dance
was triggered by the increased presence of dance in the larger cultural
economy that included medicine, academia, and media. By mid-century, dance programs had proliferated on college campuses across
the United States, but they had no autonomy and had developed an
unfortunate reputation for sub-standard quality. This sentiment was
most famously expressed by choreographer Agnes de Mille in 1970 in
a testimony to the Congressional Select Sub-Committee on Education
(de Mille 1979). De Mille expressed a prevalent bias against college
dance, shared by other dancers also committed to a more commercial
and less ‘intellectual’ professionalization of the art. In order for dance
in colleges to function as a productive and potent cultural discourse, it
required broader public visibility.
Finally, there was a growing recognition that in order to sustain the
relatively new and diversifying field of modern dance, an organizational infrastructure would need to be built to support its next generation. “We felt in the beginning, that the accomplished researcher
could already be published – they didn’t need the organization to invest its money in them. The persons we wanted to help were the ones
that were just doing their degrees… What we were saying to them is
that they could write, they could be critics, they could be historians”
(Patricia Rowe, CORD interview).

Defining Dance as an Independent Discipline
One of the first organizations to represent a unified voice for creative
dance in this post-war context was conceived in January 1956 by a
group of 12 dance teachers who gathered at the 92nd Street Young
Men’s and Young Women’s Hebrew Association [92nd Street Y], a center for modern dance activity. The group discussed the need to develop standards for teaching and work conditions, the need for a forum
for the exchange of ideas, information and resources, and the need to
educate the public about the value of dance in education. The meeting
gave rise to the Guild of Creative Teachers of Children’s Dance (March
1956), later known as the Dance Teachers Guild (December 1956),
National Dance Teachers Guild (1963), National Dance Guild (1966)
and currently as the American Dance Guild (1969). In many ways the
Guild (ADG), as the first forum for dancers to come together, was a
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progenitor of the organizations that followed. Many of the founders
of the subsequent five organizations were active members of the ADG.
The year after the original Guild was founded, 1957, the National
Council of the Arts in Education was formed. It built a stronger cooperative voice for arts in education across disciplines with representatives from music, dance, drama, design, architecture, painting, sculpture and graphic arts. Dance was represented by the Dance Teachers
Guild, the Dance Notation Bureau, Dance Films and the National
Section on Dance (Lippincott 1965a:12). The Council hosted three
conferences in consecutive years, in 1962 at Lake Erie College, in 1963
at Carnegie Institute of Technology and in 1964 at Oberlin College. At
the Oberlin College conference, seventeen representatives of dance
organizations and of Impulse Publications issued a “Statement on
Dance” demanding its recognition as an independent art:
The Dance Section of the Third Conference of the Arts in Education
affirms that dance is an independent art and should be recognized as
such. While dance can contribute to music, theater, and physical education, to function most effectively at the several educational levels
in today’s expanding program of the arts in education, dance needs to
be free from administrative subordination to the other professional
fields. (Cited in Lippincott 1965b:8)
The conference at Oberlin stimulated a discussion about funding for
research in dance. It was attended by Roger L. Stevens, Presidential Arts Advisor, sent at the request of the White House (Lippincott
1965a: 12). According to Bonnie Bird, plans were made to continue
this conversation at the upcoming National Dance Guild convention,
scheduled for October 1964 in New York City (Bird 1967:1-2).
The 1964 Guild conference continued the discussion on dance research. Dr. William Doty, Executive Director of the New York City
Cultural Affairs Office, attended the conference and noted that “dance
has perhaps the brightest future of any of the arts in the 20th Century.
It could set the artistic climate for this period as did architecture and
painting for the Renaissance and music for the 19th Century” (cited
by Lippincott 1965a:12). Capitalizing on this optimism, participants
at the conference created a committee that would pursue the topic of
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dance research. It led directly to the establishment of the Congress
On Research in Dance (CORD).
In 1965 the Dance Division of the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation [AAHPER] sponsored a conference at the University of Colorado at Boulder titled Dance as a Discipline. Its purpose, documented by Nancy Smith in her forward to
the conference document, Focus on Dance IV: Dance as a Discipline,
was “to consider the academic implications of dance as an artistic
discipline, a performing art, and a nonverbal form of learning” (Smith
1967: 2). This conference was a major effort to contextualize dance
within the new discipline-specific post-war academic context.
From the beginning of this period of expansion, the dance community, which includes the founders interviewed in this book, was sensitive
to the idea that organizing dance would need to reflect the unique
nature, individualism and diversity of the discipline. According to
choreographer Helen Tamiris,

We now can see that no single approach
could have possibly encompassed the rich
variety of our American heritage and
experience. This was the first great step. But
what at one point in history was a fruitful
condition can now, if continued, be the very
means of destroying our American dance.
—Tamiris 1960:37
This idea was articulated more clearly and explicitly by the 1960s.
In response to the Rockefeller Panel Report on the Performing Arts,
dance critic Marcia Siegel wrote in a Dance Scope editorial, “Modern
dance seems to be isolated from many of the Rockefeller deliberations because it has not attained the institutional solidarity which the
Report seems to equate with artistic success” (Siegel 1965:3). At the
same time, Siegel recognizes the importance of developing a structure
that would contrast the Rockefeller Report’s sole focus on large-scale
arts enterprises, by supporting vital and rigorous activity on a smaller,
independent, and grassroots level.
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The enormous vitality of modern dance must
be attributed in great part to the individual
choreographers who have impressed
their personalities and their ideas upon
their followers. Surely there are means to
legitimize these groups as well as ensure
their survival, without tossing them like so
many potatoes into some bland institutional
stew.
—Siegel 1965:6
In 1966, Siegel reiterated the need for an infrastructure that would
reinforce the particular, diverse and flexible composition of the dance
field.

Everywhere we look in the dance world
today, the dual-faceted idea of organization
confronts us. Perhaps it is unreasonably
backward to hope that dance will preserve
the creative advantages it has while
developing the organizational structures
it needs for maximum support… Dance is
fortunate at this moment because in its field
there are no precedents. Apart from Lincoln
Center there are no large institutions, no
theatres, no year-round companies, no
inflexible salary scales, no managementlabor grievances, nothing at all, in fact,
except enormous talent and a need for
recognition. Dance can build its future out
of its own rich diversity and inventiveness;
it isn’t confined by rigid traditions or by
institutions that dominate the art they
are supposed to serve. If the people who
are doing the organizing will develop
imaginative programs, the individuality
and the vitality can be not only retained but
reinforced.
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—Siegel 1966:7
In this quotation, Siegel is focusing on dance performance. Nevertheless, her sentiments can be applied to the field in general and, very
possibly, influenced her involvement in the Dance Guild and later in
the Dance Critics Association.
The dance community was also aware that they needed to define the
terms of their operational methods, distinctivenss, and position in
relation to the larger social context. This was a central concern for
dance therapists, who had been working in medical contexts on the
basis of their individual abilities and success, but without any official
titles, methodological standards, or job descriptions. Marian Chase,
who pioneered dance therapy at St. Elizabeths Hospital, a federal
psychiatric hospital in Washington, D.C. spoke of her work only as
“dance as an artform for communication” (Chase cited in Sandel, et
al 1993:13). Chase, initially against the idea of organization for dance
therapy because of the individualism and creativity of her practice,
agreed finally to help found the American Dance Therapy Association
in 1966 to define and protect the integrity of creative work within an
increasingly bureaucratic medical community.

Defining Research in Dance:
Creativity, Subjectivity, and the Body-Mind Problem
The activity described above indicates that through the 1950’s and
1960’s practitioners within the evolving fields of modern and creative
dance were coming together to assert themselves as a distinct discipline worthy of federal support and academic attention. They began
to organize into special interest groups dedicated to researching and
promoting various areas of dance activity: teaching, performance,
therapy, research. It became evident that defining a discipline of
dance within the current government and academic terrain would
necessitate a discussion of what it means to be critically engaged in
dance and how this could be assessed. The question, “What constitutes dance research?” emerged.
One definitive answer was asserted by Harlan Hoffa, Art Education
Specialist in the Office of Education, in CORDs first Research Annual
titled Research in Dance: Problems and Possibilities (1967) following
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the preliminary conference on research in dance.

I would define research quite simply:
it is objective inquiry. Research in arts
education is usually undertaking to prove
to someone else what is already known to
the researcher… Further, I would like to
distinguish between “arts performance” and
“arts research,” for unless this distinction
is made, it is literally impossible to write a
research proposal which has a chance of
being supported. Research in the arts is not
performance.
—Hoffa 1967:137
Furthermore,
We can say that research does not
demonstrate that a thing is either good or
bad, right or wrong. Research is divorced
from aesthetic judgment, from morality, and
in a sense, from logic. It does not say what
should be; it simply says what is…
It can also be said that the methods of the
researcher and the methods of the artist…
are entirely different. In the methods of
the artist, personal creativity, aesthetic
valuation drawn from sensory stimuli, and
individualized expression of emotion are
central. In research, any sense of self is
abhorred. You strive to remove the sense of
self from inquiry, for if you don’t, you will
contaminate the data and warp the findings.
—Hoffa 1967:139
This definition of research was congruent with the federal rhetoric
advocating ideologically neutral methods of research in the Cold War
period (Menand 2001:6-7; see also previous section, “The Post War
Political Economy”).
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However, the many individuals active in developing research in dance
were not content with definitions imposed from outside the discipline. This is made evident in the tone of the discussions about dance
described previously in this text. The values that were embedded in
modern dancing during the first half of the century became part of
the discourse on dance research that emerged within a broader dance
community and, although no single definition of dance research
exists, through examining the contribution of key practitioners some
shared priorities can be identified. Modern dance from the start was
a social project that prioritized the creative and expressive individual,
the communicative value of performance practice, and the power of
individuals working as an ensemble (Jowitt 1988: see chapters “The
Search for Motion,” “The Created Self,” and “Group Spirits”). The new
models for dance research embraced those notions thereby suggesting
an alternative approach to research that acknowledged the culturally
and historically specific epistemologies and subjectivities at play in a
research endeavor. As key figures in the development of significant
dance organizations, the individuals interviewed in this text eloquently testify to those values as they discuss their roles as founders, as
movable pillars, in the foundation of a platform for dance in academe.
Moreover, the conferences and publications sponsored by those organizations served to disseminate the new discourse concerning the art
of dance, the nature of dance research and the societal role of dance as
an academic discipline.
In an address at the Dance as a Discipline conference, chair of the
Dance Department at UCLA Alma Hawkins begins to suggest how
the trilogy of creativity, practice, and performance provide an alternative matrix for research in dance. Hawkins identifies two “phases
of study” that comprise dance research. “One phase has to do with
moving to create, and the other has to do with acquiring insight about
movement and dance as art” (Hawkins 1967:11). By including “moving to create” Hawkins injects a radical subjective into the concept
of “research” in direct contrast to the more conventional definition
delineated by Hoffa.
As a follow up to Dance as a Discipline, Hawkins planned a second
event, the Developmental Conference on Dance. That project was
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funded by the United States Office of Education – Arts and Humanities Program to address “the unique needs of dance” and to “[think]
through basic philosophic issues which determine policy, and [sketch]
out implications for curricular developments, teaching and research”
(Hawkins 1968:v). The Developmental Conference on Dance was
held November 24 through December 3 in 1966 and May 28 through
June 3 in 1967. Conference attendants jointly published a manifesto
for dance, as a “unique, non-verbal revelation of an aspect of living”
(Developmental Conference on Dance 1968:7).
In the following year, a description of the landscape of dance research,
collaboratively written by members of the AAHPER Dance Division,
was published in a document titled Research in Dance I in 1968. The
contributors to this document consisted of Divisional Chairs of the
Dance Division and chairs of dance departments in colleges and universities around the country. It demonstrates the attention that was
directed from within the dance community at this time toward defining, generating and documenting dance research.
In the past, the time, energy, and financial aid available to one graduate student seriously limited the dimension of a particular endeavor
in dance research. Today the work of Patricia Rowe is an example of
the interinstitutional, interdisciplinary research that is taking place.
She conducted a “Conference on Writing for Dance” and astutely
condensed the thinking of literary artists such as John Martin, Stanley Kauffman, and Marcia Siegel into a viable document. This was
followed by a conference aimed at “The Development of Guidelines
for Classifying and Writing Abstracts of Dance Research.” Simultaneously, Alma Hawkins conducted “A Conference on the Role of Dance
in Formal Education.” The results of these two projects will probably
influence the direction and quality of all dance research in higher education for decades. (AAHPER 1968: 2)
Their statement proceeds with a projection of the future significance
of dance research: “[N]ew dance research will be generated by the
explosion of knowledge in related fields” (AAHPER1968: 3). The areas
they name include neuromuscular learning, physiology, psychology
of learning, sociology, social change and new technologies of mixed
media and multilevel experience (AAHPER 1968, 3-5). The statement
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also notes the methodological specificity of dance as an academic discipline: ”In an effort to put emphasis on creativity, many institutions
of higher learning are accepting choreography with or without notation, in lieu of the traditional thesis” (AAHPER1968: 5).
Other dance scholars and practitioners of the time contributed to the
new discourse on dance research. The first CORD News I/1 (April
1969), the predecessor to Dance Research Journal, included a report
of the September 1968 CORD Membership Meeting addressing the
topic of the nature of dance research. In it, comments from dance
scholar, organizer, and choreographer Bonnie Bird assert that “Most
encouraging has been the involvement of dancers not only within the
colleges but also within the professional field as well” (Bird 1969:2).
Her comment reflects the sentiment that research in dance encompasses creative practice and that professional practitioners of dance
are legitimately conducting research. Juana de Laban in a 1970
CORD Newsletter II/2 “Report of Research in Dance” defended the
recognition of research methods unique to the field of dance and emphasized their interdisciplinary relevance. She stated that

Dance as a universal mode of expression
must accept the challenge also to devise its
own methods of research, and the need for
research in dance becomes clearer when
we survey the other inter-related fields
of study such as anthropology, sociology,
and ethnomusicology which have initially
pin-pointed the influence of dance in their
scholarly investigations.
—de Laban 1970: 23
As more dance artists and scholars became engaged in the question of
what is dance research, some of the challenges facing this emergent
field of inquiry became evident. Also in CORD News, dance educator
Marion Van Tuyl gives a straightforward description of the dichotomy
that was both the strength and the problem of dance research in the
academy:

Unfortunately, those activities labeled as
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intellectual (pure thought, truth) have, in the
development of our culture, been assigned
superior status. Dance itself, especially in
academic institutions, is a victim of such
categorizing: movement is “practical,”
cerebration is of higher, “pure” academic
worth. Persons working on research in
relation to dance have constantly to fight
against a deadening tendency to adopt the
clichés of academic jargon, and have to
struggle for language that fits the dance
territory and does not add to “semantic
pollution.”
—Van Tuyl 1970: 3
The problems surrounding the dichotomization of cerebration from
practice, mind from body, and language from action, which were
being theorized by poststructuralists across disciplines beginning in
the late 1960s, was perhaps most tangibly felt, and vividly articulated,
through research in the field of dance.
Another dichotomy that was overtly negotiated in the context of dance
research and performance was that of subject and object. Patricia
Rowe and Ernestine Stodelle describe combining subjective engagement with the formal creative act in a larger sociological context, in
their introduction to CORD’s Dance Research Monograph One.
More than any other art, the dance provides the researcher with double information. There is the form itself, rich in meaning as an abstract symbolic expression; and there are the dancers, whose interpretation of the very act of dancing – as well as of the material – is bound
up with the society of their epoch. The researcher who is sensitive to
the interplay of human relations within a given situation finds himself
tying together the creative act with its sociological inferences. Thus
it is that the more deeply one delves into “the activity of dancing” the
more clearly one sees – as through a microscope – the subtle filaments that thread man to man, and man to the environment in which
he lives. (Rowe and Stodelle 1971-1972: vii)
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In response to the dichotomization and prioritization of intellectual
over practical research, a group of college educators and other dance
professionals founded the American College Dance Festival Association [ACDFA] in 1973. The explicit purpose for founding ACDFA
was to show that very high quality dance was happening on academic
campuses (Adam Pinsker and Jeanne Beaman, ACDFA interviews).
ACDFA was based on the precedent set by another organization, the
National Association for Regional Ballet, formed in 1956, but was
more specifically geared toward college campuses. Its festivals were
intended to offer a venue for creative dance practice that would appropriately serve and highlight the performative nature of the discipline, thus challenging the afore mentioned institutional bias against
practical research and dissemination that is embedded in academe.
Thus ACDFA became another critical pillar in the solidifying platform
of dance as an academic discipline.
The last two organizations created during this period of organizational
expansion in dance, the Dance Critics Association [DCA] (1974) and
the Society of Dance History Scholars [SDHS] (1978), also address the
increasingly tangible need for legitimizing dance in ways that maintain the integrity of the discipline. Of the six organizations, DCA and
SDHS most directly position themselves in relation to conventional
academic domains of writing and history (whereas CORD arguably
covers a more expansive range of research approach). They act as
forums for questioning the assumptions and parameters that dictate
conventions of writing and historical understanding of the creative
practice of dance, informed in content and in methodology by practitioner/scholars of dance. Utilizing the foundational tools of the
academy, namely text and historical research, toward the research of a
non-verbal and non-material art, these organizations helped to solidify a place and the distinctness of dance in academe.
In addition to the six organization specifically discussed in this book,
other organizations were formed to help stabilize the dance community during this time period. They include the National Association
for Regional Ballet, founded in 1956 to support regional ballet, and
the Association of American Dance Companies, which serviced dance
at the professional company level. The Council of Dance Adminis-
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trators, initiated in the late 1960s and the National Association of
Schools of Dance, which grew out of CODA in 1981, are also part of
the movement toward organization in dance on academic campuses,
but were formed to develop administrative alliances and accreditation
and were therefore select in their memberships. The six organizations
described in Part II worked from the ground up to define the parameters of their work, and then to substantiate it as a collective community for those outside the discipline.
Thus the formation and consolidation of the six organizations considered in this book enacted a public voice that helped to define dance
within an academic rubric. The methods they used to delineate and
disseminate dance research reflected the values expressed by key
dance organizers and educators at the time, incorporating uniquely
subjective, creative and epistemologically democratic paradigmatic
approaches to the construction of knowledge.
Excerpt from Movable Pillars: Organizing Dance 1956-1978,
by Katja Kolcio, Middletown, CT,
Wesleyan University Press, 2010, 220 pp.
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Dance in
Cultural
Context
Connecticut has seen a rich proliferation of different
ethnic and cultural dance throughout the decades.
Groups and individual artists aim to preserve and promote their cultures through dance in a variety of ways
through research, education and performance.

American Dance in a
Cultural Context
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
Dance was most likely one of the very first modes of human expression. Mimicking the movements of animals required no equipment
and yet, in its simplicity, had the ability to imbue primitive humans
with the creature’s powers. Writing, visual arts, and instrumental
music required the development of tools and probably came later. It
seems reasonable to speculate that dance was one of the first art forms
to evolve.
It should then follow that dancing comes as easily to human beings as
breathing but cultural mores impose restrictions on the activity. Any
given society dictates whether there is dance and, if so, who dances
and when. In our own country, there are lingering vestiges of belief
systems that relegate dance to the status of the frivolous, at best, and
the immoral, at worst.
Both the Quakers and Puritans forbade dancing and, in fact, some
religious groups in the United States still censor it. Shakers embraced
dance as part of their worship service while the Puritan influences of
Boston and the Quaker powers of Philadelphia were both successful in
banning dance in their respective cities’ earlier histories. Performers
were forced to seek employment in New York City where there were
no restrictions. New York undoubtedly gained its foothold as the cultural capital of the country during that time.
As recently as the 1960s, the United States government forbade
Native Americans from performing ceremonial dances on their own
reservations. It was feared that the dances might unleash a host of
emotions leading to insurgency. Various dances, which are an integral part of native cultures, were almost lost forever. Fortunately,
some were secretly preserved and are performed by a younger generation of tribal members.
Because of dance’s second-class status in the United States, there is
some illiteracy on the subject due to a lack of education. Despite cutbacks in educational budgets, art and music remain in the curricula
of most schools that provide the audiences of tomorrow with a foun-
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dation for appreciation. Teachers are certified in these subject areas
but dance has no so such equivalent. In general, various attempts at
introducing dance as a bona fide subject with certified teachers into
school agendas have failed miserably even when budgets were more
ample. An overall lack of understanding about the art form is the
result.
At any school or professional performance, the viewers seem fairly
knowledgeable when it comes to most art forms. A concert audience
does know when the instruments are not in tune or when a voice fails
to reach the requisite pitch. The general public also seems to have a
reasonably good eye when it comes to viewing the visual arts. Even
with the advent of abstract painting, there appears to be an attempt
at understanding from the spectator’s point of view. With dance, the
average observer is unable to make discerning judgments.
In our culture, the same belief systems that suppress the sensual
support a strong work ethic. We are a nation of hard workers that
leads to a goal oriented rather than a process oriented society so it is
no surprise that Americans support sports. We accept the body in all
its glory - leaping running, vaulting, spinning, and bounding in the
pursuit of a goal and a score but the concept of luxuriating in movement for its own sake or for making an esthetic statement is harder to
accept. While Europe boasts a five hundred year history of dance as
a performing art and other societies integrate dance into their daily
lives, the United States has lagged far behind.
There is something of a paradox here. Ironically through its movies, America presents a dancing persona. Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly,
Frank Sinatra, Donald O’Connor, Ginger Rogers, Cyd Charisse, John
Travolta, Kevin Bacon, Richard Gere, and Patrick Swayze are our
dance icons. Somehow, though the rest of the world sees us dancing
on screen, we do not dance nearly enough. Though, on occasion, we
admire the professional dancer who becomes a superstar like Baryshnikov, the love and practice of dance does not filter down to the populace. Generally, it is still considered undesirable for men to dance and
so the lack of male dancers in the ballroom.
However, we are beginning to see some signs of change. In certain
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subcultures, dance and the male dancer are accepted. The recent
success of Riverdance, the spectacular show featuring Irish music and
step dance, is one example of the niches in our society where dance
for both sexes is acceptable. Mark Howard, artistic director of Trinity
Dance Company, an Irish step dance group, uses a bit of reverse psychology with male initiates to the form. He tells his young students
that they definitely do not have to wear a kilt. Before long, Howard
says, they want the entire experience kilt and all.
African-Americans have consistently been on the cutting edge of
dance from tap to hip-hop. A recent example is the success of the
Broadway hip-hop play Hamilton. Another cultural group that is accepting of dance is the Hispanic community. The tremendous growth
of this population and its influence on popular culture has already
accelerated the proliferation of dance in our society. Witness the salsa
sensation sweeping the country from dance clubs to Zumba.
Changes on other fronts are also at work. USA Dance Inc. is the
national governing body for DanceSport in the United States and has
more than 150 chapters throughout the country. It is also the representative organization for all social and recreational ballroom and
Latin dancers in America, ranging from pre-schoolers to seniors. Its
mission is to increase the quantity and quality of ballroom dancing in
America. Its aggressive youth and college programs have introduced
ballroom dance to a younger generation, which is the future of the art
form. With a competitive aspect to dance, it becomes goal oriented.
A scoring system similar to competitive gymnastics and ice-skating
would be a better fit for our culture. Year after year, there is speculation that DanceSport will become an Olympic event. However, to date
that has not come to fruition. Should it gain this caliber of recognition with its concomitant media coverage, commercial endorsement,
and celebrity personalities, the acceptability of dance will only be
enhanced.
The media is also contributing to dance awareness. Television programs like Dancing With The Stars and So You Think You Can Dance
are bringing dance and dance criticism into our homes. The public is
not only watching dance but also listening to the critiques of the judges that enhances their understanding of the art. If football players can
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compete on Dancing With The Stars and win, that should remove any
barriers to the acceptability of males dancing ballroom dance with its
expressive, subtle forms like waltz, Viennese Waltz, tango, and rumba
as well as rhythmic dances like cha-cha, swing, and mambo.
In the meantime, while waiting for the rest of the country to catch up,
those who do enjoy social and competitive dance do not need validation to know that they are responding to primal internal rhythms as
old as humankind. They find joy in the process and in the knowledge
that they are in touch with something fundamentally basic, fundamentally human in joining in the dance.
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Live from Stamford – It’s Dancing
with Connecticut’s Stars!
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
Color captures the eye. A prism’s full spectrum with bookends of
red and violet and all the permutations in between – indigo, lavender, sapphire, aqua, teal, lime, canary, gold, jacinthe, fuchsia, ruby
– dazzles the observer. Like exotic, tropical butterflies – each wing
a mirror of the other – adorned in radiant, deeply pigmented hues,
swirling dancers become a fluttering palette. The entranced eye traces
the seamless movement of two bodies joined as one and begins to absorb the details; the architecture of the pairs, the delicate placement
of hands, the intricate weaving of feet, and the tilt of heads. Melody
seduces the ear. Whether a pulsating Latin rhythm or a lush, romantic waltz, the music rises and swells impelling the dancers around the
ballroom, the spectators’ spirits carried along with them. Like Alice
stepping through the looking glass, entry into the elegant, chandeliered ballroom of a dance competition provides an escape from the
quotidian world.
For Connecticut residents, this arena is quite accessible. Stamford
hosts three national ballroom competitions every year and each is
open to the general public. For a modest fee, anyone can purchase a
ticket to marvel at some of the nation’s top performers. Television’s
Dancing with the Stars pales in comparison to viewing the spectacle
of ballroom dance in person.
Much like ice skating, competitive dancing is both art and sport. A
highly demanding codified, movement vocabulary must be demonstrated along with artistry and musicality. For amateur participants,
the categories are virtually limitless – beginner through championship
level, each sub-divided by age. Entrants can range from four years of
age through seventy-five plus. Though professionals face more stringent requirements, both amateurs and professionals contend in the
same divisions – International Standard, American Smooth, International Latin, and American Rhythm.
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Comprising waltz, tango, foxtrot, Viennese waltz and
quickstep, International Standard requires that couples
remain connected in a closed dance position. The four
dance American Smooth (no quickstep) is a compacted
form of Broadway dance and allows for breaking apart
a la Fred and Ginger. The International Latin category
includes the five rhythmic dances of rumba, cha cha, jive,
paso doble, and samba while American Rhythm consists
of rumba, cha cha, swing, bolero, and mambo.

The Professional

Gunnar & Daryll Sverrisson, 2007

Gunnar and Daryll Sverrisson are no strangers to the
world of ballroom dance competition. A native of Iceland, Gunnar began competing at the age of ten winning
thirteen Icelandic competitions. In 1996, he came to the
United States and began competing here. Beginning ballet at the age of three, Daryll has also been dancing most
of her life.
This dynamic married couple met while working for Fred Astaire
Dance Studios. In 2003, they began their competitive career in American Rhythm and American Smooth; the only United States couple
to win the Rising Star title in both categories. They have also been
runners-up in the American Nine Dance division for 2004, 2005, and
2006. Located in Enfield, Connecticut, their studio, Ballroom Fever,
provides teaching for the social dancer as well as the serious competitor. They also coach the University of Massachusetts Ballroom Dance
Team.
Daryll describes the competition process as three phases – “I am
going to survive this. I can do this. How can we make it better? It’s a
growth process,” she says. “It’s true that it’s hard work in the beginning but now we don’t really go to compete; we go to enjoy it. We
can’t control the judges, the floor, or the music. We hope that our
competing attracts a certain caliber of student to our studio; someone
who wants to work a little harder.”
Gunnar expresses similar sentiments. “We try to channel that competitive energy into the emotions of that dance; each dance is like a
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little play. Personality makes the dance special because
the steps don’t change. The beauty of ballroom is that you
can be completely free of inhibition! “

The Amateur
Unlike professionals who live the dancer’s life on a daily
basis, amateurs must try to fit their avocation into already
crowded lives. Milford residents, Joe and Karen McGarry
have day jobs. Karen is an office manager; Joe is a tool
and die maker. Their coaches are based at Let’s Dance in
Rhythm in Branford – co-owners Sue Woods and Karen
Pfrommer and guest coach David Don. They most recently competed in International Standard at the United
States National Amateur Dancesport Championships in
Louisville, Kentucky.

Gunnar & Daryll Sverrisson, 2007

“The feeling of the nationals is so festive; it’s such a celebration of amateur dance. People come from everywhere throughout the country,”
Joe explained. What started out as a pastime seventeen years ago has
developed into a passion. According to Karen, “It’s been an evolution.
Dancing has been such a huge part of our lives. It’s an escape from
the stress of day-to-day living. Dances are safe places - happy places; they get your endorphins flowing. The people we’ve met through
dancing are the nicest, even at a competition; they’re very supportive
of one another.”

The Organizer
For Ron, Lee and Christa Cote, organizing a ballroom dance competition is a family affair. Wethersfield’s Ron and Lee began teaching for
Arthur Murray Dance Studios in the 1950’s and 1960’s and, in fact,
met while teaching. According to daughter Christa, “There were so
many people in Connecticut who wanted to compete but didn’t have
access.” In the 1990’s, the family began hosting two competitions
based in Stamford – the Constitution State Challenge and the Northeastern Open Invitational. “My parents chose Stamford because it’s
close to New York and attracts contestants from Europe, Canada, and
all over the United States.”
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Organizing a dance competition is a daunting task involving anywhere from 2,000 to 3,500 entries. Christa says they manage through
teamwork. My father deals with the venue, the ballroom, hotel space,
music and the vendors who sell shoes, jewelry, costumes, and other
dance materials. I locate the judges, finalize contracts, and process
entries; logging everything into the computer and organizing the
heats. My mother is a more behind-the-scenes person attending to
the décor, staff, and competitors; she makes sure they all have their
numbers!
For the Cote’s, this is truly a labor of love “I ask myself why I do this
every year as I’m processing hundreds of applications. Watching
people enjoy the love of dance is why we do it. It’s not so much about
the competition; we want dancers to feel like they’re coming home to
family – a place they want to be. But you don’t have to be a competitor to enjoy the experience. Anyone can purchase tickets to attend the
competitions and all are welcome.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, September 2007.
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Dressed to Quadrille
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
If she’s dressed to quadrille, polka, mazurka, schottische, or waltz,
Kandie Becker Carle is kicking up her nineteenth-century heels at a
Vintage Dance Society ball. Committed to preserving the dances of
the mid 1800’s through the turn of the century, the Vintage Dance Society performs its repertoire in Connecticut and the region throughout
the year. For Carle, also known as Connecticut’s Victorian Lady, period dance is only one manifestation of her historical persona. As the
embodiment of the Victorian woman, her strip teas, demonstrations,
talks, and dances keep the mores and manners of that era alive.
Born in Kansas and raised mostly in the Midwest, Carle always wanted to live in New England. With talent, determination, ingenuity, and
some serendipity, she wended her way across the country following
her own adventure-filled Yellow Brick Road eventually arriving in her
personal Oz of East Haddam, Connecticut in 1992.
Like so many young girls, her performing career began with ballet
dreams but later shifted to musical theater. At Kansas State, she majored in theater arts where she performed the spectrum from musicals
to Shakespeare. With two years of college experience as a confidence
boost, she auditioned and got a role in Music Theatre of Wichita’s production of A Christmas Carol. Kandie Becker was on her way. “It was
my ticket to explore the world! I’ve made a living at it since that first
performance. I’ve never waited tables. I’m not fond of the starving
actor thing so I made my own opportunities. At auditions, I understood very early that even if I fit the type, there were so many of me.
Three hundred blond, blue-eyed dancers might show up and it’s not
always about talent. I also learned that I didn’t want to do the same
thing over and over again.” That desire for novelty and exploration
led her to embrace a variety of venues including Renaissance Faires,
dinner theaters, cruise ships, and even the circus.
“I’ve been in A Chorus Line, West Side Story, Bye Bye Birdie, The
Pirates of Penzance, Can Can, Fiddler on the Roof, The Fantasticks,
Oklahoma, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, and Tintypes which
was extremely difficult. I worked very hard to be a triple threat in
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that work. It has over one hundred songs in the production.” The
multi-talented Carle even did a stint as an elephant rider with the
Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus. Yes, Connecticut’s
Victorian Lady was once one of those glamorous gals who rode atop
the ponderous pachyderm and hung from its mouth by her thigh. “My
elephant was Siam and I had to wear two pair of tights because their
hair is very coarse. They have a vice grip but their teeth are very far
back so you don’t get bitten.” If George Balanchine could choreograph the famous Ballet of the Elephants for the very same circus,
why not an elephant riding ballerina?
It was here at the circus that she met her husband Casey Carle. He
was a 1986 graduate of the Ringling Clown College where he developed his center ring act as a bubbleologist: she, a neophyte in the
circus arena. It was love! “We decided that we were two peas in a pod
in the wrong garden so we ran away from the circus together.” After
a few short years of performing in a variety of venues they packed up
the car and headed for Connecticut to connect with his family. “When
I saw the Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, I told Casey, this
is where I want to live.”
As a New England representative for the Association for Living History, Farm and Agricultural Museums (ALHFAM), actress Kandie Carle
can be found anywhere history thrives off the pages of a textbook
- Mystic Seaport, Sturbridge Village, Plimouth Plantation, and others. Her one-woman productions – The Victorian Era (1837–1901),
The Gilded Age (1890’s), and The Edwardian Era (1901–1910) – are
vehicles for describing the history of each epoch with a flesh and
blood approach. “I try to make history human. I knew a lot about the
1890’s from my personal relationship with my grandmother. In the
Victorian Era show, I dress from the inside out. They’re reverse strips
that have been called strip teas. This is not a dry lecture on clothing
but uses clothing to talk about people – to talk about World War I and
how that changed everything – to talk about the suffragists, the status
of women, the relationships between men and women, and between
husband and wife and their children.”
Carle’s own personal collection of period clothing includes four hundred and fifty pieces of both daytime and eveningwear. These, along
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with her historical diaries, letters, and other
possessions inform her performances. “My
primary source material helps me break the
stereotypes and myths about an era. For
instance, in Gone With the Wind, Scarlett
O’Hara tries to regain her eighteen-inch waist
after childbirth. Well, not everyone had a
waist that small. There were differences in
sizes; one corset in my collection is fifty-two
inches.”
“The esthetic of the Victorian woman was
one of pale skin and an hourglass figure and
yes, some did take it too far but these were
active people who didn’t need to carry smelling salts with them all the
time. They were suffragists who fought for a woman’s right to vote
and campaigners for a woman’s right to own property. It was a slow
struggle for women to be seen as individuals and not just their fathers’
daughters. I guarantee you that if every eighteen year old girl knew
what their foremothers did to get the vote, they would vote at every
election.” According to Carle, though there is this Romantic notion of
the era, the society was a racially charged caste system threatened by
diseases little known to us today like typhoid and scarlet fever. “This
made life more precious. Not even Queen Victoria could prevent her
husband’s death from typhoid. “
Carle has said that there are so many ways of doing performance
art. She should know. Having performed the full array from intimate
settings to arenas seating thousands, she has had to utilize different
acting skills for diverse venues. However, sometimes she crafts her
messages behind the scenes as an author. “I recently wrote a play
on Elizabeth Keckly who was Mary Todd Lincoln’s dressmaker. I fell
in love with Lizzy once I discovered her in one of the American Girl
books, Welcome to Addy’s World. Elizabeth Keckly was a slave for
thirty seven years of her life and through her talents as a seamstress
and dressmaker she eventually purchased her freedom. She went to
Washington DC, set herself up in business and became dressmaker
and ‘stylist’ to the First Lady of the land.” This one-hour drama is
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currently booked around New England but Carle’s plans include touring it indefinitely, marketing it around the country to museums and
historical sites that are involved in President Lincoln’s 200th birthday
celebration in 2008 and 2009.
The road is no stranger to Kandie Carle. Look for her wherever time
travel takes you back to the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
She is there at house museums, community centers, town anniversary celebrations, antique car club gatherings, League of Women
Voters’ meetings, and libraries. Her programs about the American
Girl characters - Addy, an African American child growing up in the
1860’s, and Samantha from the Edwardian period - are extremely
popular with young girls. You will find her at vintage dances that
she explained were the primary venues where men and women met
and flirted in the nineteenth century. Connecticut’s time traveler will
guide you with knowledge infused with humor, informing our very
technological lives with another vision of time and place in the hopes
that we might appreciate that the lives we enjoy today are indebted to
those who have gone before. “We can inform every day of our lives
today if we know where we come from.”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, January, 2008
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Vintage Dance/
Raconteur of Romance
Marc Casslar is Connecticut’s Dancing Master
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
“Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to a relaxed evening of music,
dancing, and polite conversation. Gentlemen, after your dance, please
escort your partner to a new partner or to a place of her choosing for
a gentlemen would never leave a lady on the dance floor alone.” Marc
Casslar, Connecticut’s expert on vintage dance makes the salutation.
He will guide the dancers through the patterns of the quadrilles,
waltzes, mazurkas, polkas, and schottisches during the evening. The
ballroom is festooned and the couples are elegantly attired, most in
period costume. So begins a genteel evening which takes participants
back over one hundred years to the politesse of a different era.
Casslar is the epitome of the well-groomed, nineteenth century gentleman. His neatly configured beard reflects a custom of that period
while his white tie, tails, and white gloves are de rigueur for the event.
His role is that of preceptor or caller providing the same function
as a contemporary country-dance caller but in a much more elegant
manner. He has devoted years of research reconstructing nineteenth
and early twentieth century social dances making him very much in
demand throughout the vintage dance community. Indeed, he has one
of the most extensive libraries on vintage dance in the country.
He initiates the festivities with The Grand March where couples create
patterns stepping in time to the sprightly melodies of the New River
Dance Orchestra. Couples become quartets and quartets merge into
lines and then circles running clockwise and counterclockwise so that
eventually there is an inner circle of women and outer one of men.
When the whistle toots, one dances with the person opposite. This is
a nineteenth century social mixer. In more socially restrictive times,
dances were one of the few places where couples could interact with
one another. The Grand March has everyone in high spirits and eager
to dance the night away.
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The remainder of the evening is filled with quadrilles - the
progenitors of our own American square dance – involving four or more couples arranged in a quadrangle and
couple dances - waltzes, mazurkas, polkas, and schottisches. The quadrille requires a preceptor to lead couples
through its intricacies – greetings to and fro, exchanging
places, creating center stars forms, exchanging hands, dos
a dos, and other myriad combinations. (In French, “dos
a dos” translates into “back to back” – the predecessor to
the American square dance pattern of “dosido”.) The couple dances sometimes involve dance cards so gentlemen
are advised to be proactive in approaching their ladies of
interest!
Casslar talked about his fascination with the various
dance forms. “We know exactly when the waltz made its
debut in London – July 12, 1816 - because a review in the
London Times referred to it as a new dance introduced at
court.” He added that the reviewer went on to proclaim
that it was scandalous - the sensuous intertwining of limbs was hoped
never to appear again but, by the 1820’s, it was in full swing. “The
polka appeared in the 1840’s and polka mania ensued; it is rumored
to have named the polka dot - new to the fashion world. The Eastern European mazurka made its appearance in the late 1850’s.” The
waltz and mazurka are danced in three-quarter time; the emphasis
in the waltz is on the first beat and, in the mazurka, on the second.
The early, nineteenth century polka and schottische are performed in
four-quarter time; both dances are series of steps and hops.
There are many thematic concepts for these period balls. Forthcoming events include The Civil War Period (Ball of the Rebellion and
Returning Heroes of the War Between the States – sidearms, sabers,
and spurs, not permitted in the ballroom), Viennese Nights (a grand
Victorian Ball celebrating the music and dances of the Strauss family
and their contemporaries), and a Colonial Ball where participants not
only wear colonial dress but often don powdered wigs.
Casslar appears so comfortable in nineteenth century clothing that
it is difficult to perceive him as a contemporary person but he is. As
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a professional geologist, he has somehow been able to
include dance every at every stage along the way in his
career in science. His twenty-first century intellect is in
perfect tandem with his nineteenth century spirit. Casslar recalls a childhood where his father liked to dance and
he is continuing in that tradition.
In the 1970’s, while pursuing a double major in both
chemistry and geology, he worked his way through college as a technical director and house manager for music
and dance productions and also embraced English Country Dance. This was followed by a stint with Gulf Oil in
Texas and a fondness for the Texas two-step. When he
relocated to Connecticut in the 1980’s, he returned to his
love of English Country Dance and formed a performance
group, Reel Nutmeg that lasted about twelve years. But
while attending a Contra Dance in 1984, he experienced a
demonstration of vintage dance and was smitten. “I loved the workshops – the waltz, polka, mazurka, fox trot, one-step, schottische.” He
continued to pursue the genre and, by 1987, had formed the Vintage
Dance Society that includes the performing group Polite Society.
The troupe is dedicated to the reconstruction and preservation of the
music and dance from 1840 to 1925. This time frame incorporates
three distinctive eras: the Mid-Nineteenth Century (1850’s and 60’s)
where quadrilles, waltzes, mazurkas, schottisches, and polkas dominate; the Late Nineteenth Century (1890’s) when waltz and polka
retain their popularity but are more elaborate; and the Ragtime Era
(1900-1920’s) which introduced syncopated music spawning an entire
new genre of social dance like the fox trot and tango. Each era has its
own distinctive style of dance, decorum, and dress.
Polite Society has performed throughout the United States for organizations such as the American Red Cross, Easter Seals, the Connecticut
and Wethersfield Historical Societies, the Mark Twain Memorial,
the Wadsworth Atheneum, the Biltmore and Sagamore museums,
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra, the Meriden Symphony, and the
United States Coast Guard Band. They have toured extensively both
locally and internationally, including three tours to Japan.
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Films ventures include the Boyhood of John Muir for Florentine Film
productions, TR: An American Lion (a portrait of Theodore Roosevelt
for the History Channel), Chicago (for An American Experience) and
a film about the Progressive Era now in production through Bill Moyers of PBS notoriety.
The success of Casslar’s dance projects begs the question. Why are
people so eager to embrace eras over one hundred years ago? For
some, it is a love of history. For Lynn and Deborah Kessler of East
Hartford, it is a reconnection to a collective past; Mrs. Kessler had an
ancestor who fought for the Confederacy. She drew my attention to
their attire that was authentically reproduced without using any contemporary devices like zippers. As a couple they aspire to that magical moment in time when everything comes together – period dress,
music, dance steps, and venues - when they are “transported back in
time to the nineteenth century”.
For most participants, it appears to be the gentility. For Kandie Carle,
Connecticut’s Victorian Lady (Ink, January, 2008) and a mainstay of
Polite Society, the reason is simple. “People get to be ladies and gentlemen and interact with each other in a way that you don’t in everyday life.” She noted that the dances are rather simple and are basically
walking and skipping patterns. “People have fun just walking in time
to the music.”
The same holds true for Marc Casslar. His passion for dance is obvious. “If I’m not dancing, I’m not happy! I love every form of dance
and have the ability to learn it, learn it well, and teach it. But for vintage dance, I just love the romanticism and elegance of it. It resonates
with me.”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, February, 2009
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Judith Phelps: Connecticut’s
Empress of Tango
by Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
“The tango took hold of us, driving us along and then splitting us up
and bringing us back together again. There we were in the middle of
all this fun, like in some kind of dream…” From “Streetcorner Man”
by Jorge Luis Borges, 1933
Tango. The very word conjures up Hollywood images of a stealthily stepping couple, arms awkwardly stretched to the side, snapping
heads, and, perhaps, a rose gripped in the lady’s teeth. Dispel them!
Tango is about connection to one’s partner. Though it is passionately dramatic, it is subtle; each person intimately attuned to the body
movement of the other. Connecticut’s Empress of Tango Judy Phelps
explains the phenomenon. “When Europeans encountered the tango,
they saw the drama but didn’t understand the partnership connection
that allowed for the intricate footwork so they emphasized exaggerated upper body movement.” She describes the tango in her own words.
“Tango is listening with your whole body for both leader and follower.”
Phelps’ expertise in tango is the result of life avidly lived pursuing just
about every art form; drinking from each well like a thirsty traveler
on her way to her next destination where she needs yet more replenishment. On her journey, she encountered the Argentine Tango. It
seduced her and captured her spirit, making her one of New England’s
foremost practitioners and teachers.
“My mother noticed that I loved moving so she enrolled me in a small
recital school in Keene, New Hampshire,” she recalled. That was
her first experience luxuriating in the freedom of moving through
space. She eventually pursued other art forms as a visual art major at
the University of New Hampshire where she received her Bachelor’s
Degree in Art Education followed by a graduate degree at Southern
Connecticut State University. Along the way, she studied painting,
photography, weaving and just about every medium available to her
but an interesting thing happened on the way to that graduate degree.
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She met a fellow student who compared all works of art to dance.
This was a new concept that led to her immersion in modern dance.
She began to take classes with the well-known dancer and choreographer Dan Wagoner who taught in New Haven. “I realized that this
was important and that I needed to find a way to have this in my life.”
Phelps embraced teaching art that eventually became a thirty-seven
year career with the Danbury school system. She drank from another
font when she was awarded a sabbatical. “I spent that year studying
every form of dance I could find. I went to the Connecticut College
summer festival, studied with (Martha) Graham, (Merce) Cunningham, took classes with small modern dance companies, and became
interested in choreography. With choreography I could build on
dancers. I was the brush, I was the paint, I was the canvas – it’s so
immediate and direct.”
“At the end of that sabbatical I learned two things – one, that I missed
teaching and two; I became a much better teacher. I learned that
giving form to thoughts, feelings, and ideas could be expressed in
words, music, dance, and other media. It becomes alive and dynamic.
I began incorporating movement into my art classes.”
This revelation soon found its way into other professional pursuits.
She began to teach at the Center for Creative Youth at Wesleyan,
which is a summer program of interdisciplinary arts experiences for
talented high school students. “There was lots of collaboration with
musicians and other artists. The first day of class I taught smells –
how to draw it, hear it in music, and dance it in movement phrases.
Everything I do is about relationships. When I work in fabric, I’m
concerned about the inside and the outside, the shape and the color so
I wanted to do duets. I began to study ballroom because it focused on
two people but something seemed missing.”
In the 1990s, she sipped from another dance cup, the tango. “I attended the Broadway production Tango Argentino. This was so
thrilling for me; it had everything! I began going to New York and
Boston for lessons. I started running my own guided practices and
wanted to teach tango as a way of discovering the relationships that
are created in doing the dance. Although I teach the steps, what I
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really want to teach are relationships and community building.”
Tango is the soul of Argentina. It was born in the port cities of Buenos Aires and Montevideo sometime during the late 19th century. As
different cultures meshed, each brought something to its creation. African rhythms, gaucho guitar ballads, and the plaintive sounds of the
bandoneon (accordion), which was brought by Italian, Spanish, and
German immigrants, all came together in its haunting melodies. In
the early twentieth century, it found its way to Paris and eventually to
the United States and Hollywood. Late in the same century, the tango
was banned in its native country under the regime of the dictators,
crushing the spirit of its people. Fortunately, this ended in the early
1980s enabling a resurgence of its popularity.
The tango was initially performed by men; each trying to best one
another with intricate foot patterns for the attention of women. In
time, it became a partnership dance for men and women. Argentine
tango is heavily improvised which is why it is continually evolving.
Although certain patterns of movement have been codified by instructors over the years, there is no basic step.

Pablo Pugliese with his wife and
partner Noel Strazza, both from
Buenos Aires and regular visiting
teachers at Judy Phelps’ studio

The immediate difference between Argentine tango and ballroom
tango is the shape and feel of the embrace. Ballroom emphasizes that
partners arch their upper bodies away from each other while maintaining contact at the hip in an offset frame. In Argentine tango, the
opposite is true. The dancers’ chests are closer to each other and often there is contact at chest level. The embrace is relaxed, more like a
hug. For Phelps, this architecture of the dance, which is vertical with
people facing each other, is a perfect position to create a relationship.
A consummate teacher, she has distilled the patterns into categories,
the building blocks of the dance.
Tango is basically a walking dance so she begins with “All Things
Walking”, the leader executing a sacada that means removed – taking
the place of his partner forcing her to move away from him. “Turning
Things Around” involves becoming sensitized to subtle changes in
your partner’s torso creating opportunities to perform ochos (figures
eights), ganchos (leg hooks), giros (turns), and boleos (leg flicks)
among others. “Coming Around Again” enables the partners through
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subtle leads to turn completely around in a molinete (grapevine).
“Picking up the Pieces” demonstrates how couples can use all these
elements to create figures and playful interactions.
Phelps’ credentials are impressive. “I was fortunate to study with a
number of respected teachers in New York and Buenos Aires including Daniel Trenner, Rebecca Shulman, Brigitta Winkler, Erik Jeurissen, Carlos Gavito, Luciana Valle, Fernanda Ghi and Guillermo Merlo,
and Pablo Pugliese and Noel Strazza. I have been studying, teaching,
and running milongas (dances) and guided practicas (practices) since
1992 and try to be a stable leader in the growing of an Argentine
Tango Community. I especially love working with beginners in order
to introduce them to the exciting world of Argentine Tango, but I also
enjoy working with intermediate and advanced dancers who want to
be the best they can become. I currently teach group tango classes
at Yale University, Studio 544 in West Haven, and individual private
classes.” Phelps also teaches in other various locales from New York
to Boston. Visiting teachers from Argentina like Luciana Valle add to
the depth of her offerings for students.
Frequently visiting Argentina keeps Phelps close to the natal spring
from which she dips for both herself and her students. “In Buenos
Aires the level of the dancing and the sheer volume of opportunities
to dance tango is what draws people from all over the world. If you
‘speak’ tango, you can dance with anyone and instantly feel connected
to people you’ve never met and may not even be able to speak with in
a shared verbal language. It is nothing short of magical and not easily
duplicated elsewhere until the tango community is well established
and then only if the community has been built on the commitment
to connection instead of pyrotechnics and how many steps one can
do. It is almost impossible to take your eyes off the dancers in their
60s and older when they get up to dance. They have had a lifetime
of dancing to fully understand what they are dancing about beyond
the physical movements they are executing. That is one of the main
reasons I have been drawn to the Argentine Tango: plenty of room to
grow. The best part is enjoying the journey even as we are learning.”
It looks like Judy Phelps will be spending a lot of time at this oasis.
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The Connecticut Chinese Culture Association Presents

The Divine Performing Arts at the
Bushnell
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
“Harmony! In all major religions of China – Buddhism, Taoism, and
Confucianism – there is the principle of living in harmony with the divine,” William Cheung, President of the Connecticut Chinese Culture
Association, explained. In Chinese culture, the arts are an example
of connecting to the divine. This young, new President is proud that
his New Haven-based organization is the presenter for the Divine
Performing Arts (DPA) at the Bushnell Theater on March 21 and 22,
2009.
Founded in 2006, the DPA is an independent, non-profit, arts organization not affiliated with the Chinese government. This year, the company is appearing in our state for the very first time. For Connecticut
audiences, this means easy access to the stunning pageantry of the
Chinese performing arts; the spectacular repertoire encompasses five
thousand years of Chinese culture.
The DPA is an unparalleled, worldwide gathering of over one hundred
outstanding dancers, choreographers, musicians, and vocalists who
perform the music and dance of pre-modern China. A requisite for a
performer is both spiritual, as well as technical, development; therefore, many of the artists practice Falun Gong – a form of meditation
that promotes self-cultivation. By refining both of these disciplines,
they are prepared to impart the universal ideals embodied in the various art forms – beauty, harmony, and self-improvement.
From the opening gong of the performance when divine beings prepare for their descent to earth to bestow the very gift of culture and
take the stage to a rousing welcome, the audience is transported back
in time thousands of years ago. Inaugurating Five Thousand Years
of Culture appears on the backdrop. It is this scene that affirms the
longstanding belief that China owes its classical culture to a higher
source.
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From the very first dynasty of Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors
(c. 2852 BCE) to the last Qing Dynasty (1644 – 1912 CE), five thousand years of classical and folk dance unfold before the viewer. They
are accompanied by a hybrid orchestra fashioned for both Western
and Eastern sensibilities – an amalgamation about seventy years
old. Many of the traditional Chinese instruments have been adapted
to this new format to achieve better intonation, clearer tone, and a
broader range in pitch. The orchestra is organized in the same manner as a Western one – strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion
- familiar to the Western ear but allowing for the incorporation of
Chinese instruments like the bamboo flute, the two-string erhu, and
the plucked-string pipa.
Each of these carries its own unique, tonal quality evoking a variety of
emotions. The flute is a perfect accompaniment to a story of a young
boy shepherding his sheep while the erhu can be extremely soulful
capable of producing heartfelt melodies. The percussion section has
recently been expanded to include ethnic instruments acquired from
Xinjiang and other areas in China, capturing the flavor of many regions. The music for the production is completely original to enhance
the unique character of each vignette.
The superb dancing is the result of years of intense training. Indeed,
three of the world’s most acclaimed classical Chinese dancers are
members of DPA. There are allegorical, narrative, and folk dances;
each displays a different quality. China is a multi-ethnic country
with many folk dances associated with mythic heroes and agricultural-related events. Whatever the form, dancers project a poise that is
a reflection of inner beauty, concentration, and technical virtuosity
achieved through training in both Eastern and Western modalities.
The study of Chinese classical dance emphasizes body rhythm, posture, and spiritual essence as well as mastery of ribbons, fans, and
drums. Ballet influences the shapes of steps, posture and movement.
In some dances, the emphasis is on the upper body. With the legs
concealed by long gowns, the feet are actively engaged in quick walking motions creating the illusion of floating through space in an ethereal medium. Attention is focused on the upper body where delicate
arm, hand, finger, head, and eye movements hypnotically engage the
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viewer.
In other styles, the legs are clearly visible producing beautiful attitudes, arabesques, leaps, and spins familiar in ballet. Many of the
dancers are students and graduates of the prestigious Fei Tian Academy of the Arts located in upstate New York. The school is based on
the conservatory model where pupils study traditional Chinese arts,
along with classical ballet, folk dance, instrumental music, and voice.
Dancers representing the Tang Imperial Court (618-907 CE) are
draped in long, flowing sleeves that are extensions of their arms. The
result is a mesmerizing display of synchronous fluidity. Their bearing
and elegance typify this period often regarded as the golden age of
dance and the pinnacle of Chinese civilization. According to Cheung,
“The Tang Dynasty is one of the most glamorous. It was so prosperous and peaceful that it expanded its cultural influence to Japan and
Korea. It was also famous for its high fashion and drumming which is
festive but also, in the Chinese culture, dispels evil.”
Some dances are narratives that portray the many legends of Chinese
folklore. Audiences will surely be familiar with the tale of Mulan that
inspired the animated Disney movie. The young heroine was a feminist before there was a term for it. The tale strongly embodies the
Confucian duties of service to one’s parents and one’s country. According to lore, a message had gone out to the people by their leader
to fight to save the country from invaders. Mulan’s father was too old
and so she dressed as a boy and fought for ten years to save her land.
She was victorious and rewarded by the emperor who was, needless to
say, quite surprised when commending her.
The story of General Yue Fei is another well-known tale. A national
hero of the Southern Song Dynasty (1127 – 1279 CE), General Fei was
born into poverty. Despite his family’s hardships, his elderly mother
encouraged him to fight to serve his people. In one striking scene,
she is seen tattooing on his back the four Chinese characters meaning
“serving the country and loyalty.” At that time, minority nationalities
such as the Jins, were repeatedly invading central China from the
north. Yue Fei was a wise warrior and is said to have defeated an enemy of 500,000 with only 800 soldiers. Though he was later executed
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for political reasons, his reputation was restored by a later regime. A
temple was built in his memory in Hangzhou.
Other traditional tales delight, as do spectacular displays of drumming, singing, aerial arts, and the sheer pageantry of dances which
welcome spring, celebrate the joys of the Tibetan steppes, honor the
mystical phoenix, reveal hints of nomadic life in Mongolia, celebrate
the elegance of the Manchurian Court of the Qing Dynasty whose
ladies of virtuous demeanor were bedecked with elegant headdresses and chopine shoes. Solo performances by some of China’s most
prominent artists are interspersed between the various tableaux. One
of China’s most celebrated tenors Guimin Guan sings Let Me Not Regret while erhuist Xiaochun Qi performs a poignant solo Hope.
Enhancing the efforts of the performers are the costumes and special
effects. From majestic imperial robes to playful folk garb, costumes
are painstakingly prepared in sumptuous fabric to enhance each
performance’s character and tone. The creative cinematic backdrops
are digitally designed specifically for DPA and are on the cutting edge
of theater technology. There are serene pastoral scenes and animated Buddhist caves. Every backdrop complements each performance,
heightening the theatrical experience. This year DPA is bringing its
cultural vision to more than twenty countries around the world for
about 150 performances.
Tia Zhang, Manager of the Divine Performing Arts New York Company, describes the exchange between performer and audience: “In
presenting an experience that’s altogether pure and beautiful, we aim
to capture the substance and spirit of pre-modern China’s classical
culture. We would like to think that the show will provide you with
not only an artistic feast, but also a greater sense of meaning in life.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, 2009.
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Dance with
a Social and
Healing
Purpose
Dance is often used as a catalyst for learning in different
contexts and to serve different purposes. The social nature of dance is always an important function of dance
in the real world and when this social aspect is emphasized in the learning environment with inclusive and
insightful pedagogy, it can bring joy, spiritual serenity,
and healing to participants.

Prison and Performance
By Judy Dworin
How can performance make the invisible visible and bring the stories
of those who are unseen or unheard into public view? In the 27 years
of Judy Dworin Performance Project’s (JDPP) history, a primary goal
has been to bring new awarenesses to audiences concerning social
justice issues through innovative multi-arts performances. Over the
past 11 years of JDPP’s journey, a primary expression of this goal has
focused on incarceration and the issues and people affected by its
rippling effects.
In 2005, JDPP Associate Artistic Director Kathy Borteck Gersten,
JDPP singer and songwriter Leslie Bird and I were given the opportunity to lead a performance residency at York Correctional Institution
(YCI), Connecticut’s only state prison for women. Its transformational
impact catalyzed the development of a pivotal strand of JDPP’s work,
the Bridging Boundaries Arts Intervention Program for those affected
by incarceration, a program that partners with social work in achieving its goals.
The social climate behind this work is troubling. The United States incarcerates more people than any country in the world. Women are the
fastest growing segment of the U.S. incarcerated population, nearly
doubling the rate of men for the last 30 years. Eighty percent of these
women are mothers. Subsequently, there are five million children in
the U.S. who have had a parent that they lived with go to jail or prison—more than the total number of children in the entire state of New
York. 60% of women in state prisons have experienced physical or
sexual abuse and 69% reported that the assault occurred before age
18.1 Women who commit crimes are statistically more likely to be unemployed, poor, and have mental health or substance abuse problems.
The forecast for women leaving prison is also discouraging. According
to recidivism data from 15 states, 58% of women released from state
prison in 1994 were re-arrested, 38% were re-convicted, and 30%
returned to prison within three years of release.2
Amidst what may seem to be an irreversible trend, programming -
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including cognitive skills, drug treatment, vocational training, and
education (arts could be included in several of these) has had success
in reducing recidivism.3 Moreover, according to the research literature, a treatment component is significant in altering behavior and
reducing crime.
We have seen rehabilitation through arts interventions make a palpable difference in improving self esteem, self motivation, the ability to
interact socially as well as addressing many of the time management
and discipline skills that are so necessary in the world at large. Along
with this, we have been able to create performances with the women
that are nothing short of awesome. The women’s willingness to go
deeply into their own experience and choices and courageously craft
these into authentic and daring performance has been continuously
inspiring to audiences that view the work, whether they are women
living on the York compound, funders and outside guests who are
invited to attend, or the Governor and First Lady of the state.
The ten-month residency that has developed at York engages twenty
five to thirty women from September to June in a process of building
and performing an original piece that speaks to a particular theme.
The power of their message comes, in part, because they are active
participants in the work, its creation and development and its constructive outcomes. The theme is chosen each year for its relevance to
the women’s immediate lives and beyond and its challenge in bringing
them another step in their performance development. For instance,
the 2015/16 theme ‘Rooms’ supported the interpretation of constructed spaces – both actual and metaphorical – and explored the ways
these defined spaces enhance or inhibit individual identity and connection to the greater community. Such topics as ‘Will there be room
for me returning home?’, ‘cleaning out the room of myself’ and ‘imagining the world as my living room’ emerged in the women’s writings.
In the process of creating the piece, the women learn how to write
autobiographical testimonies as well as create dance, poetry and song.
They develop an understanding of how to work as a creative and collaborative community, providing a safe space for themselves and others to delve deeply into their own personal and imaginative resources.
They are required to be responsible, motivated, and timely, adhere to
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deadlines, memorize material and communicate fully and authentically to an audience. They learn to be good choosers in an environment
where most is chosen for them. They provide their audiences with a
performance that is honest, sometimes wrenching, sometimes hilarious, and always ultimately hopeful framed in the highest professional
standards. They become models and storytellers for the York community and for those on the outside who have the opportunity to see their
work. All of this helps them when they reenter the community, to do
so on a different and more balanced footing, equipped with skills that
can help them in all facets of their lives (both in and outside of prison).
Over 75% of the York women return to the residency each year. The
performance group meets monthly from September to January to develop writings for the script for which everyone gives feedback. Judy
Dworin scripts the piece from this submitted work—not all of it is
included and selections are edited and formatted in different ways to
create a through line for the story that unfolds interwoven with dance,
song and spoken word. The script is always sent to the prison administration for approval before the process work begins.
In January, the women divide into focus groups of dance, spoken
word, and song, meeting once a week through April; twice a week in
May; and three times a week in June preparing for the four performances. There is cross-fertilization among the groups—women who
are singers or dancers are also able to present a spoken word piece or
a dancer might participate in a song. Singers are encouraged to create
original songs and the dancers collaboratively develop the dance pieces. Concurrently, New London artist Guido Garaycochea leads twelve
visual art sessions creating the scenic backdrop for the production. In
2016, for the first time, composer, cellist and vocalist Robert Een was
invited as a guest artist to incorporate his innovative approach to music making through vocalizations and song. He also played an original
composition (that he performed as part of the score he composed for
a JDPP performance piece entitled Lighthouse) for one of the dances
Kathy Borteck Gersten restaged for the York dancers. We are interested in continuing to engage special guests as funding allows, diversifying the exposure that the women get to a variety of arts processes
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along with the core teaching team and 3 associate teaching artists that
are part of the project.
Teaching artists expect motivation and focus from the women. Attendance is imperative and the women are only allowed to miss maximally three times due to illness, a legal visit etc. Most of the women
do not miss any of the sessions. We also track their creative growth.
The teaching artists are working to guide the women through and
beyond previous accomplishments to engage in new challenges. Thus,
in the past, the speakers were very inhibited about physicality in their
expression. Now they look forward to including gesture and sculptural imagery in their work. In the same way, dancers were hesitant to
speak – we have included vocalizing along with the dance movement.
Kathy Borteck Gersten along with JDPP teaching artist Tracy Lombardo concentrate on the women participating in the choreographic
process and expanding the parameters of their movement expression.
The histories of so many of the women are deeply troubled and, as the
statistics show, high percentages have experienced violence and sexual abuse. The body is the harbor for this intense emotional history and
the way the dances are approached must both respect this and move
the women beyond some of the inhibitions, fears and boundaries.
In Kathy’s words:

“The women who choose to dedicate
themselves to the dance sessions always
arrive with anxiety, fear and excitement. The
only prior dance experience they typically
bring is social dancing from their life on
the outside. Some also bring cultural dance
forms to the table. All of the women have
physical limitations, whether from longterm illnesses such as diabetes, current
medications or inactivity, which can make
the elements of movement challenging. At
first there are no quick timing changes, level
changes are kept to a minimum, moving
through space is cautious, and partnering
is guarded. The emotional limits created
by their past and present experiences effect
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their openness in shaping and body contact.
One must always remember that they are
living in an institutional setting in which
contact is prohibited and trust is measured
and I, as a teaching artist, must always
take this into account. And yet with and
despite all of this the women continually
push themselves and challenge themselves
to do more, be better and truly listen to
one another. By the time the performances
occur they have collaborated on creating
original dances, critiqued and offered
positive suggestions, and are dancing with
commitment and beauty.”
Each year there are new avenues to try and we encourage the women
to take risks and try different approaches. As one woman describes
about the process; “There’s a lot of creative independence. It’s deep
and eye opening.” This kind of openness is crucial for their overall
growth.
Sometimes petty arguments or rivalries arise in the group. We try to
bring these into the open, work them through, and discuss how these
can distract the process and weigh it down. We consult with a social
worker from Mental Health when it seems advisable, who sometimes
intervenes to help facilitate a solution. This partnership with Mental
Health is and has been enormously helpful.
The core teaching team discusses plans for the sessions on the hourlong journey to York and evaluates growth and development of the
women and the piece after each session on the ride back home. These
informal ‘meetings’ are invaluable to the smooth and effective flow
of the program. There are also paired meetings with the TA’s in each
of the three arts areas (spoken word, dance and song) that occur
throughout as well as several full staff meetings. The project is a large
and complicated one, and these meetings keep it all on track.
Additionally, the Director of the project is in consistent communication with the York administration about schedule, space, visiting lists
for the performances and the numerous details that arise in making a
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program such as this possible in a prison. This program requires the
time and attention of a very busy York staff and many aspects push
some of the typical protocols at the prison. We are always mindful
of this, paying strict attention to what is needed and required. It is a
privilege to be allowed to do this work in the prison; we are appreciative of the stretch that it necessitates on the part of the prison administration each step of the way.
For the performances, the women are allowed to wear tie-dyed
T-shirts with a design that has been selected by JDPP teaching artists
from artwork that the women have submitted for this purpose. After
the performances are completed, the freshly washed T-shirts are sent
to the families of each of the women by JDPP along with a family photo that has been taken on the evening that the families attend. This
serves as a positive reminder of the experience. For many families this
is the first time they have seen their loved ones perform for others and
share some of the stories, dances and songs that they present. There is
a reservoir of talent among these women, most of it previously unrealized both by themselves and their families and peers.
A wide corridor of the prison school provides the performance venue
where there are no set elements except for the backdrop of artwork
that the women develop with Guido Garyacochea. There are three
mikes placed downstage right, center and left that support the storytelling that takes place. The elements are pared down and essential—the stories, dances and songs are presented as a collage, cohered
and scripted around an organizing theme and layered to allow the
audience to share in the myriad of emotions that infuse the work. The
women present powerful images that tend to stay in the spectator’s
memory for a very long time thereafter. Perhaps this results from the
surprise of seeing such free, open and honest expression in a place
that is typically thought of as constraining and controlled. A response
by State Troubadour Kate Callahan after seeing the 2016 Rooms performance expresses it beautifully,

“Tonight as I drove to the York Correctional
Institution in Niantic, I had a knot in my
chest. My first time in a prison, I anticipated
aching for the women I might meet. Fast-
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forward to my drive home, the energetic knot
released, replaced by echoes of liberation.
Judy Dworin’s Performance Project created
a platform for the women of York to express
themselves over the course of a year and
tonight, give an incredible performance of
dance, spoken word, song, and visual art.
To me, it was perfect. A true gift back to the
Universe from women whose universes have
been altered, some permanently. I have no
photos, couldn’t bring a cell phone in, or a
pencil to capture inspiration. Just the imprint
of a world, ironic in its ability to give the gift
of freedom.”
Examples of the work that may have contributed to Kate’s response
are as follows: In Rooms, the women not only journeyed deeply into
their own personal histories, but they also chose to address what is
going on in the world outside in a more concentrated way than in
the past. Toward the end, there was a piece presented in the frame
of a news report that focused on the violence that is occurring in our
country. When it was initially written, it noted the shootings in San
Bernardino and Planned Parenthood. But nine days before the performance, the mass attack in Orlando occurred and that was immediately added to the text that became that much more impactful. The
women ran into the space and addressed the audience both from the
stage and audience area: “This is not the same world I grew up in. I
remember when children were safe to go to school, parents were safe
to go to work and families were safe to go to church.” The women
asked, “How has our world become so violent? Can we get back to
how life used to be?... and ended as a chorus: “Stop the violence and
bring back the gentleness, bring back the world we once knew.”
The performance concluded with a brilliant slam poetry piece that
turned the idea of fearing those in prison to those in prison fearing for
those of us on the outside.

The pendulum of violence that perpetually
swings
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Traumatizes me and I’m not in fear of any
risk you will see
Because we are in here to make out there a
safer place for you, not me
Movie theaters, restaurants, and schools
were places for learning, loving and fun
Yet again it is none of us that everyone is
running from
It was an incredibly important step that the women not only were
thinking, writing and creating through the lens of their personal lives,
but also extending that lens to include the world outside and the problems that exist there. One of the women described an audience viewer’s response to the concluding spoken word piece: “My friend said
it’s a shame the world couldn’t hear that piece. Everyone needs to
hear it.” And a proud grandmother exclaimed, “If this doesn’t change
the world, nothing will!” Finally, one of the women commented; “The
performance as a whole felt different from previous years when
most pieces reflect[ed] the past- what we’re stuck in. This year was
pivotal—it had a different feel – people were learning to let go, move
on and learn from it. It was very moving.” The fact that many of the
women continue from year to year, provides a track of their growth
and development that they can clearly see.
This is further encouraged by the wrap-up session with the performers at the conclusion of each performance run. The women fill out an
evaluation questionnaire commenting on their experience as well as
discussing it within the group. Some of their responses from a previous year include:

“This is the most honest, raw and helpful
group I’ve ever participated in where the end
result unites our common bonds.”
“The long hours of rehearsing and the
emotional growth as well as the impact we
are able to have on others are different from
anything I’ve previously experienced.”
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“Performing itself was the hardest part
because a piece of me was now open for the
world to see and vulnerability is never easy.
It was well worth it though.”
“It is still hard to tell my story because of the
guilt I feel. It is overwhelming and emotional
to me. But I took the first step to healing.”
Ninety-five percent of these women will return to their communities
from York. This program becomes an important step in their growth
as individuals in the present and in their preparation to return home
in the future. Testimonials, ongoing dialogue between teaching artists
and participants, and the solicited and spontaneous feedback from
families, stakeholders and correctional staff, continuously shape the
evolution of this work. The prior year’s program evaluation also gives
a retrospective voice to subsequent undertakings. The additional tool
of video documentation, selectively shared with a proscribed group of
viewers, invites additional perspectives, feedback and enhanced reach.
In 2014, Jess Thorpe, Lecturer in the Arts in Social Justice at the
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow was granted a Winston
Churchill Travelling Fellowship to spend the summer observing the
Judy Dworin Performance Project at York. Jess is also a co-founder
and steering group member of the Scottish Prison Arts Network, an
organization set up to help support creative activity in all prisons
across Scotland. In a letter sent to Dworin at the end of her stay she
remarked:

“It feels as if you have started something
real and vital at York CI—something that
is both broad and deep. It’s exactly the kind
of radical and insightful work I hoped to
see and I am full to the brim of energy and
insight to take home.”
And a further quote from Jess’ blog about one of the York performances:
“Maybe I can take this opportunity to use this project (a project
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which is not my own in a culture that is not my own) to offer something of a response to this…
It is not about entertainment -although it is important to find
enjoyment in it
It is not about showing-off - it takes a brave person to stand up
in front of others
It is not a soft option – it requires a huge amount of hard work to
create something authentic
It is not a treat – from the beginning of time human beings have
used creativity to respond to the world around them and to reflect
their experiences. It is part of who we are.
In York CI today we are reminded of the potential of performance
as a radical act of community. Inspired by the ‘self’ but ‘unselfish’ at
its core. In choosing to share their stories with a room full of other
women in a similar position, these performers are opening the space
for a vital moment of dialogue. They are creating a space to be ‘heard’
‘acknowledged’ ‘counted’—they are being reflective, taking ownership,
working together, trying to understand, telling it in their own words
and listening to the words of others. Isn’t this what we want?”
The growth that we see happening in the women at York is definitely
something that we do want. We also feel that the richness of what they
produce in performance can be part of a wider discussion concerning
best practices in the criminal justice system. Incarceration is finally in
the foreground of our national discussion these days, and the insights
of those who have experienced incarceration directly can make a
valuable contribution to that discussion. Additionally the work that
we have begun at York ideally should have follow through and support
in order for the women to sustain its important effects as they face
the challenges of returning home. For this reason, we have, whenever
possible, engaged women who are now released and were part of our
York programming in JDPP’s performance work that speaks to issues
of incarceration.
In 2006, my professional Ensemble performed Time In, the first piece
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developed at York, that we then took out in its entirety to the public
with approval from the Department of Correction. It was presented
at Charter Oak Cultural Center in Hartford. The piece was performed
to standing room only audiences and its impact was palpable with
talk backs lasting as long as the performance itself. We invited women who had formerly been incarcerated to be part of the talkbacks to
lend their real life perspective to the discussion and this enhanced the
exchanges enormously. Several women have been part of subsequent
pieces, Dreamings (2008) and Meditations from a Garden Seat
(2013) and a group of women from Community Partners Resettlement
Program participated in the sound score for Meditations.
In 2012 we were able to initiate a program that engaged a small group
of formerly incarcerated women in a singing group, Women on Our
Own, working under the direction of singer/songwriter Leslie Bird.
The women were paid for rehearsals and performances and brought
their songs and spoken word pieces to the community in more informal settings and venues. In 2014, six formerly incarcerated women
joined JDPP’s professional Ensemble to bring the words of those still
behind the razor wire and those who have returned to the community
out to an even wider public audience. The one-night-only performance at Hartford Stage that December sold out three weeks before
and had a waiting list of 175. Audiences were again extremely moved
and the conversation about incarceration and its effects that followed
was an important dialogue. Since then the piece has toured through a
NEFA touring grant and otherwise to an estimated 2,500 viewers.
For the women participating, In My Shoes was another huge step. As
one of the women explains;

“When we performed In My Shoes, when we
stood at the microphone delivering our lines,
when we danced our experience, when we
sang out our songs at Hartford Stage, we
were in the spotlight, baring our souls. The
house lights were off and we could not see
the audience. I like to think that through
the darkness the audience was able to see
something that at one time we, ourselves,
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weren’t able to see - the light inside of us.”
Performance has the power to move and create change—inside and
outside of prison walls. Performance teaches, inspires, and helps us
to imagine possibilities that we did not think could exist, encouraging
us to think outside the box and see things from new and fresh perspectives. Performance is rejuvenating—it can travel to the deepest
and darkest places and help us to come up for air with hope and with
vision. My experience of performance in prison, perhaps one of the
last places one would expect to experience creative transformation,
has been filled with some of the most transformative moments in
my artistic career. And that has inspired an innovative comprehensive arts outreach at JDPP to populations affected by incarceration,
whether they be children with parents in prison, fathers or mothers
in prison and their families, or women and now men returning to
the community. Performance can take an issue head on and incite
change. This experience of performance inside and outside of prison
is ongoing proof of that. The sequel to In My Shoes, Brave in a New
World, speaks out about the difficulties of coming home from prison
juxtaposed with the voices of children expressing the fears they face
and the courage it requires to be a child separated from her parent in
prison. The production opens in Hartford in September, 2016. JDPP’s
vision truly does continue with emboldened clarity to promote healthy
and constructive change in our communities and in our world.
Footnotes:
1. Parents Behind Bars: What Happens to Their Children? David Murphy and P. Mae Cooper ChildTrends, Citing Sources: [http://www.
childtrends.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/2015-42ParentsBehindBars.pdf] [October 2015]
2. [Unattributed]: Citing Sources: [ https://csgjusticecenter.org/reentry/facts-trends/ ]
3. From Prison to Home: The Dimensions and Consequences of
Prisoner Reentry Jeremy Travis, Amy L. Solomon, and Michelle Waul
p.17 [2001]
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Dance and Yoga
by Sandra Kopell
It is common for dancers to become yoga instructors. The attraction is
obvious as both forms focus on the physical body. A major distinction
between the two, however, is that in dance the body is a vehicle of artistic expression. In yoga the body is a vehicle of transformation that
leads one toward a state of liberation. Yoga can also be a therapeutic
modality.
I had dabbled in yoga for many years but modern dance and choreography were my passion.
It was only after I discovered and began to study the Iyengar* method
of yoga that I felt a similar pull on my body, mind, and spirit that I did
while dancing. It felt like home. The foremost principle of this school
of yoga is its focus on optimal musculo-skeletal alignment for each
individual student. As I continued to teach, create, and perform in
Connecticut I found myself traveling to Boston, New York, and various centers to study with Iyengar teachers.
I had the good fortune to participate in a two-year yoga teacher
training program in the Boston area with one of the foremost Senior
Iyengar instructors in the world: Patrica Walden. Peentz Dubble, another advanced instructor (and dancer) led the program as well.
Although my favorite aspect of dancing was moving, especially moving in space with abandon, I am not drawn to the most commonly
taught types of yoga in the United States: vinyasa, flow, or power
yoga. These methods rely on moving from one asana (pose) to another
with varying degrees of speed while on a yoga mat. While I may occasionally include some connected poses in my teaching and personal
practice I prefer to focus my attention on one asana (pose or posture)
at a time.
Following are some of the key similarities that I have noticed between
the disciplines in the study of specifically dance, and yoga. Please
note that when I use the term “ Yoga” I am referring to
alignment-based forms, and “Dance” to Modern Dance. I
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am also limiting this article to the class and teaching experience.

Variety
Dance: There are certain established features of a style that repeat,
but a good class always has surprises and one always learns something new. The choreography is varied.
Yoga While certain poses and practices show up frequently in yoga
there are no set “routines”. (I don’t think I have ever taught the same
sequence twice in twenty-five years of teaching yoga.)
Nor have I ever experienced an exact repetition of an asana sequence
in the many classes and workshops I have attended

No “warm-up”
By this I do not mean to indicate that yoga practitioners/dancers
should practice their respective forms without proper muscular
preparation.
Dance: Classes start with simple movements (these might be plies,
tendues, roll-downs) that are immediately performed with artfulness
and expressiveness. Dancers do not wait for the more complex combinations to actually “dance.”
Yoga: There is no verbal or psychological separation between the
beginning portion of a class and what follows. The word “warm-up”
is not used. Every action is conscious and deliberate. In this way from
the very first moment the mind is established as an equal partner of
the body.

Linking
Dance: A well-structured class has both artistic and kinesthetic logic
to it. For example, some part of a port-de-bras might appear in a
phrase that moves across the floor, or perhaps while lying on the back
or jumping, etc. Elements of the class thread themselves throughout
the way a leitmotif appears in music. And then there may be stark
contrasts that somehow made complete sense.
Yoga: One of the most useful skills I learned from my Iyengar in-
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structors was how to construct a class with what is known as “linking.”
An entire class may be built around one or two specific actions of the
legs, or the spine, etc. The poses are then taught in a way that emphasize these connections. They might show up in standing poses, inversions, backbends, forward bends, or twists. The result is that students
focus very intensely on what they are doing. They are led to more
profoundly understand themselves and the asanas. Concentration is
enhanced and the practice is contemplative.

Home Base
In both forms, the return to a seemingly simple position is grounding
both physically and mentally.
Dance: Dancers learn to stand, and to move away from standing,
usually from first position, either in parallel or with legs turned out.
“First position” is the seed of all the movements to come.
Yoga: tadasana, also known as samasthiti, or in English, mountain
pose, is the seed pose of all the other asanas. Students learn to stand
with exacting attention to its form and subtleties. Often students are
instructed to return to this pose however briefly, before doing something else, rather than just performing a pose from a random point.

Breath
Both forms include the proper timing of the breath with the physical
practices.
Dance: All methods care about the use breath, but in particular the
Limón /Humphrey techniques teach specific use of inhales and exhales during certain movements.
Yoga: Breath control, known as pranayama is its own branch of yoga
study and practice that I will not expand on here except to say that
a good yoga practice will enhance the ability of the spine and ribs in
order to create space for the diaphragm and lungs.

Teaching and mirroring
Teachers in both forms are able to give a demonstration as she or he
faces the class.
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She or he may use the word “left” while using a part of the body on the
right side; the effect is one of reflection, and is less confusing for the
students. Students may also be invited to look at her/his demonstration from another vantage point: the back, the side.
Dance: After the demonstration of a movement phrase the teacher
closely observes the students perform the movements, sometimes
with verbal coaching. If it seems like a good idea, she/he may have the
students repeat the movement after giving constructive criticism. The
teacher does not dance along with the class.
Yoga: After a brief demonstration, the teacher watches the students
do the pose, usually with some verbal coaching. The instructor offers
helpful suggestions either on an individual or group basis based on
what she/he has seen arise. Sometimes hands-on assists are used.
If she or he deems it a good idea, the teacher may stop the class so
that everyone can look more closely at the teacher, or possibly some
students. The asana might be repeated in order to deepen understanding. The teacher does not practice along with the class; that is
separate.

Ease
Dance and Yoga: Long term and dedicated practice lead students
to greater ease in what they do, even as challenges continue. This is
expressed in The Yoga Sutra of Pataljali **:
The practice of yoga will be firmly rooted when it is maintained consistently and with dedication over a long period.” Pada I, Sutra 14
and
The physical postures should be steady and practiced with ease. Pada
II, Sutra 46
As skill improves, ease comes. And that is very liberating indeed.
* Named for its founder B.K.S. Iyengar, 1918-2014
** The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali was recorded sometime between 200
B.C.E. and 200 A.D. Consisting of 196 sanskrit aphorisms it is a guide
for moving towards the state of liberation. It brilliantly illuminates the
nature of human psychology.
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Becoming a part of the Sacred Dance Guild
By Marcia Miller
I became a member of the Sacred Dance Guild
when my friend gave me a gift membership. It
seemed like a nice organization, and since I
direct a dance group at my church, it was very
appropriate. For several years I received the
newsletter and read about SDG’s activities.
Then, in 2004 I learned they were going to have
a Festival in Connecticut so I volunteered my
time. That experience changed me as a dancer
and as a person.
I spent many hours with the planning committee, organizing and seeing what I could do to
help. I found out that planning a Festival for over one hundred and
fifty people is quite an undertaking. I spoke with my dance group at
my church, The Jubilation Dancers, and talked them into attending
the Festival and sharing several of our dances.
The Festival began and I was changed. I met people from around the
world who loved to dance, not all of them trained dancers, some who
just felt called to move by the Spirit. I come from a fairly conservative background in dance and in church, so it was a big change to me
to see people chanting, doing body prayer, teaching me many different ways to “dance.” Although I am still more of a tap, jazz, theatre
dancer, I have come to accept dance in so many different forms. It
has shown me that dancers can praise God through dance in many
different ways, and it can be very meaningful. I have seen how dance
can move people, how it can work to bring people from all walks of life
together to act as a community. I have seen the power of dance work
to heal broken spirits.
The Sacred Dance Guild has broadened my view of what dance can
do in our burdened world. It works to promote sacred dance in the
world. It works to spread the message of sacred dance as an art form
as well as a personal discipline. Dance can literally change lives, I
know because it changed mine.

Becoming a part of the Sacred Dance Guild
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Dancing To Ease Disease:
Tango With A Beneficial Beat
By Joseph A. O’Brien Jr.
More and more doctors are writing an unusual prescription for their
patients with Parkinson’s disease: Go out dancing and call me in the
morning.
A growing body of research suggests that dance, notably the tango,
can improve balance, strength and walking ability in people with
neurological disorders, including Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s
and other forms of dementia, as well as multiple sclerosis and
stroke.
“People who dance do better over the long term,” said Dr. Joy Antonelle de Marcaida, medical director of Hartford Hospital’s Movement Disorders Center in Vernon.

Dance is among the therapies that de Marcaida uses to improve
the lives of her patients. Other treatments she has available include oral and intra-intestinal medications, deep brain stimulation
and botulin (Botox) injections, all of which have demonstrated
some benefit to patients by slowing down the progression of neurodegenerative disorders.
But why dance?

The short answer is that research has shown it can slow the progress of some neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s,
which afflicts an estimated half-million people in the United States
and for which there is no cure.
“This is not your traditional Western approach,” de Marcaida said
of incorporating dance therapy into the more familiar therapies
like medications, radiation and surgery.
Dance therapy has been gaining acceptance because researchers
looking for new avenues of treatment have found that it works.

At the heart of all movement disorders is a breakdown or discon212
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nect in the proper signaling between our brains and the peripheral
nervous system that controls our muscles. The problems manifest
themselves in balance and gait problems, poor coordination, involuntary or irregular muscle movements, tremors, tics and other
repetitive movements.
In the case of Parkinson’s disease, the problems begin when certain clusters of neurons in the midbrain start to die. Researchers
examining the benefits of exercise on our health noted not only the
cardiovascular benefits and lower incidence of diabetes, but that it
also had a positive effect our nervous system, both mentally and in
terms of movement.

Researchers noticed that while all exercise proved beneficial, some
forms were better than others. Dance proved better than walking and treadmill workouts for Parkinson’s patients. Research by
Gammon Earhart, a professor of physical therapy, neurology and
neurobiology at the School of Medicine of Washington University
in St. Louis, found that the tango proved better than the waltz and
fox trot, even better than tai chi, in improving movement in patients with Parkinson’s disease.
At the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital in Canada,
the researchers also found that the Argentine tango seemed “particularly helpful for improving balance and functional mobility in
patients.” It seems that the “specific steps that involve rhythmically walking forward and backward” engage our “working memory, control of attention, and multitasking to incorporate newly
learned and previously learned dance elements.” It kind of kick
starts your mind-body connection as and your partner move.
Dance as a treatment for Parkinson’s is widely accepted and is
endorsed by the American Parkinson Disease Association.

At the center in Vernon, dance instruction is based a program
developed by the Mark Morris Dance Group of New York in collaboration with the Brooklyn Parkinson Group, a nonprofit organization that runs programs benefiting Parkinson’s patients and their
families, friends and caregivers. Through the program, patients get
to explore and create movement in a variety of dance styles including the tango.
Dancing To Ease Disease: Tango With A Beneficial Beat
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De Marcaida sees the benefits in her patients.

David Popick, 34, of Ellington, was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease a year ago. He has added dancing to his regimen of exercises
shown to benefit those with Parkinson’s. He came to the center for
the first time in May and plans to continue with the program.
“I feel differently when I dance,” Popick said. “It’s like I can move
again like I used to.”

Beyond the benefits of better coordination, de Marcaida said
dancing seems to make her patients happier. She thinks part of the
success has something to do with the social nature of dancing. But
there is also a proven physiological response.

“The music is an integral part of this program, it activates neuronal
connections in different parts of the brain,” she said.
She acknowledged that dancing is not a cure for Parkinson’s, but
said it can enhance the quality of life for people living with the
disease. And a whirl around the dance floor is a lot more fun and a
lot less expensive than a trip to the pharmacy. With a prescription
for dancing, de Marcaida said, “we can give a treatment that’s not
$100 a pill.”
Reprinted with permission from Hartford Magazine, July 2016
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So You Think You Can’t Dance!
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy

Janet Carrus’s philosophy in life is to play it forward. Through the
establishment of the Gerald and Janet Carrus Foundation, she finds
projects that need attention and then makes them happen.
“I want to do something that does not have all that red tape and bureaucracy people have to deal with to get something accomplished. I
like to focus on groups that do not have their political power base, that
are overlooked by society and that is going to make a difference now.”
Funded independently, her movie Musical Chairs is only one of her
projects that brings attention to those who face life’s challenges. Set
in the world of ballroom dance, disabled dancers in wheelchairs are
confronted with many of the same challenges faced by the able-bodied. The incentive for the movie was her personal experience with
ballroom dance.
Her concept for the movie Musical Chairs began in 2004 when she
was asked to organize an event for the Center for Discovery in Harris,
New York, which treats patients with various disabilities. She had
seen some wheelchair dance on occasion and wanted this event to be
inspirational so she incorporated a wheelchair dance demonstration.
When she saw the rousing reception by the audience, she realized that
the phenomenon of wheelchair dancing needed to be brought to a
larger audience.
“I always liked to dance.” I would often take a lesson as a break
when my husband was ill. Then I found an amazing dance teacher
Edgar Osorio who is an independent instructor based in New York
City. I started in 2008 and took lessons a few times a month but I was
really in the mindset of not really doing it. Then, one day my teacher
said, ‘I entered us in a competition in January’ and I answered, I can’t
do it!” Her rule in life is to sleep on it so she began to wonder why
wouldn’t she do it? What was stopping her? It wasn’t time or money. It didn’t quite fit in with her modus operandi that was to have no
regrets when her life was over. So she entered the competition and
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placed first in twenty-two out of
twenty-four dances.

Members of American Dance
Wheels, circa 2013

The gauntlet was thrown. “I
decided to give it a shot!” Over
the next two years, she and her
teacher practiced all four styles
of dance – American Smooth, International Standard, American
Rhythm, and International Latin
– a total of nineteen dances.
They competed in thirty-seven
competitions throughout the country and placed second in the United
States over almost five thousand couples. They also represented the
United States in various international competitions.
“I started the movie in 2011.” Drawing from her own personal experiences she engaged the best of the best for every aspect of the movie.
Though not a documentary, everything is portrayed as genuinely as
possible. “Whatever I presented I wanted it to be authentic. I didn’t
want to put something out there that wasn’t true to the medium.”
She employed her teacher Edgar Osorio to choreograph all the major
dance sequences ably assisted by Benito Garcia.
Aubree Marchione, one of the most knowledgeable choreographers
working with wheelchair dancers, created dances for the disabled.
She works closely with the American DanceWheels Foundation, a
non-profit organization that trains individuals with and without disabilities in the art of Wheelchair Ballroom and Latin Dances. American DanceWheels was co-founded in the early 2000s by nationally
and internationally recognized coach and adjudicator Sandra Fortuna
who wrote the first syllabus, Wheel One, which codified the steps and
rotations for able-bodied and wheelchair dancers to perform in social
as well as competitive situations. Coached by Fortuna of the Universal Ballroom Dance Center in Collingswood, New Jersey, Marchione
and her partner Nick Scott were the first Americans to ever represent
the United States in the world Paralympic Dancesport Championships
in 2009. They are featured together in the film Musical Chairs.
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Carrus called upon Kitty Bloom for costume design as well as ballroom dance couturiers Doré, Designs to Shine, and A&D Couture.
Susan Seidelman directed the film. Whenever Carrus competed she
heard the Voice of Ballroom, Connecticut’s John DePalma who emceed the event. “His voice was like a ‘blankie,” she said, so she also
invited him to participate in the film as the emcee.
He commented on his experience. “Well, talk about type casting. In
my real life, I am emcee for about thirty ballroom dance events annually and organizer of two competitions in Alexandria, Virginia and
Scottsdale, Arizona. My wife Marianne Nicole was also in the film as a
judge. At the Virginia competition, we had two big screens in the ballroom suspended from the ceiling. I told the audience of 1200 that we
had just been in the film Musical Chairs. Then we played the trailer
and brought out three of the couples in the film and they danced one
of the routines. The audience was on their feet with a standing ovation and we introduced Janet. We blew the roof off the place. What a
great night!” DePalma is also co-owner of Metropolitan Dance Center
in Stamford, Connecticut.
Musical Chairs is based on the character Mia (Leah Pipes), a young
woman ballroom dancer who is struck by a car and becomes paralyzed
from the waist down. She feels that she and her dance dreams are
broken. Armando (E. J. Bonilla), a talented, novice dance instructor,
is attracted to Mia and is determined to help her; a rolling trashcan
inspires him. Armando takes Mia into a swimming pool and it is here
that she rediscovers her love of movement. Freed from her chair, she
dances to a waltz and realizes that dancing is still possible. Armando
urges, “Dancing is about emotion. It’s about how you feel when you
move and how that movement makes you feel.” Her commitment to
her art form resurfaces and she decides to dance and compete again.
Aside from the triumphant return of Mia’s spirit, the film also focuses
on other issues like class and gender. One of the wheelchair dancers
is transgendered. Armando is a young Hispanic man from a working
class family while Mia is upper class and well cared for by her parents.
Armando is skeptical about approaching Mia. But his father encourages him, “Open your eyes. There is a whole world out there! You
can’t have your dreams over night. What’s the fun of that?”
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Members of American Dance Wheels,
circa 2013

Carrus explains, “The
whole point of the
movie is not to show
the disability; but to
show people what
they need to fulfill
their human spirit
and to inspire them
to overcome boundaries. I know from
my own personal experience that it took
me awhile to breathe
into the joy of dance
without getting
caught up in what I look like, whether I am doing it right, whether I
look funny, all this stuff, which as an able-bodied person can only be
magnified by someone with disabilities. It’s about reinventing yourself. In the movie Mia has to reinvent herself. You are a person not
attached to gender, class, or disability.”
“My experience with ballroom dance was the inspiration for the film.
Why shouldn’t the disabled community have that experience as much
as the able-bodied community. Susan Seidelman’s direction is amazing and she really got it, the wheelchair dancing aspect. According to
the Screen Actors Guild, we had the largest number of disabled actors
in a film. I am very pleased with that.” The film also received positive
reviews from leading critics like Roger Ebert and recently received
Best Picture Award and eight other nominations at the Massachusetts
Independent Film Festival in 2013.
Always moving forward, Carrus is now in partnership with Susan
Farricielli, adjunct professor in the School of Architecture at Yale University, who is developing a better wheelchair. Farricielli is a sculptor
and industrial designer who teaches Materials for Architects and is a
critic for chair design and product design classes. She explained the
evolution of her new wheelchair.
“Our new technology debunks preconceptions about motion for peo-
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ple in wheelchairs. One is that the only way a person in a wheelchair
can move is with the wheels. By adding springs to the seat, we can
enhance a user’s posture and allow them to flex and move with greater
freedom while maintaining stability in their chair. We also found that
the seat actually increases a user’s ability to propel and puts less strain
on the user’s shoulders. Those who have tried the KiSS seat have said
that they were more comfortable and felt it helped strengthen their
core muscles.” (KiSS is an acronym for Kinetic Innovative Seating
System, LLC.)
Ultimately, dance is about transcendence. Carrus explains, “Dance
is the only thing other than my family that I have devoted myself to
completely. It is the only thing I have ever done just for me where I
get the primary pleasure for it. I love the discipline of it. Competition
is intimidating but now I dance for the sheer pleasure of losing myself
in it. It is my own personal pleasure, my own achievement that gets
me to a happy place. I’m lost in it.” Carrus believes that the disabled
community should have that same experience.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, August 2013.
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Dance Schools,
Academies,
Programs
The 1950s ushered in an economic boom that contributed to a
mushrooming entertainment industry. More families watched
dance on their televisions, in movie theaters or on the Broadway stage, and multitudes of dance schools grew to provide
training. Hundreds of thousands of Connecticut children who
were introduced to dance, and many aspired to become the
next Cyd Charisse, Fred Astaire, Martha Graham, Alexandra
Danilova or even Shirley Temple.
Since the 50s, a wide variety of dance schools (pre-professional
schools and academies, private and commercial schools, community schools and programs, and performing arts magnet
schools) continue to cultivate Connecticut’s youth by offering
diverse dance training in tap, jazz, modern, ballet, ethnic dance
forms, and contemporary urban dance styles.

Truda Kaschmann and the Hartford
Conservatory of Music and Dance
By Susan Murphy and Susan Palmer
This is a two-part synopsis created by Susan Murphy and
Susan Palmer. Part I, by Susan Murphy former Dean of
the Dance Department for the Conservatory, details the
history of the Hartford Conservatory along with memories of people associated with Truda Kaschmann and the
Conservatory.
Part II, by Susan Palmer, outlines the history of the Hartford Conservatory and Truda’s relationship to the school,
along with memories from people associated with her
Dance Company and classes.

History of the Hartford Conservatory by Susan Murphy
Founded in 1890 at the Hartford Theological Seminary as
the School for Church Musicians, The Hartford Conservatory became the independent Hartford School of Music
five years later. In 1934, Truda Kaschmann, a student of
German Expressionist dancer Mary Wigman, brought
modern dance to the school. It later became known as The
Hartford Conservatory and provided a community dance
program in music and dance for all ages and levels, and
an accredited two- and three-year post-secondary immersion program in music, dance, theater and recording arts.
The Conservatory was an active part of the musical life
of Hartford, and the home of orchestral and vocal groups
that formed a major part of the arts scene in the first half
of the twentieth century. Sacred and secular classical
music performances and premieres of avant-garde works
were presented under The Hartford Conservatory sponsorship in collaboration with the Wadsworth Athenaeum’s Chick Austin and other Hartford notables.

Truda Kaschmann teaching at Hartford College for
Women circa 1980
Photographer—Peter J. Crowley
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In 1934, Ms. Kaschmann, also student of Rudolf Laban, brought modern dance to Hartford and began the dance department at The Hartford Conservatory, creating a vibrant dance program. Over the next
75 years the dance program grew to become an intensive professional
training program, preparing students for careers in dance performance and dance pedagogy. Students were given student teaching
internships opportunities, choreography, and performance experiences in various venues across the region.
Graduates went on to professional performing and teaching careers,
opening dance studios, forming dance companies and creating faculty positions. The Conservatory dance department became actively
involved in the Hartford community; teaching and performing in
annual events, such as: The Ted Hershey Marathon, The 5x5 Dance
Festival, The Hartford Symphony and The American College Dance
Festival. The Conservatory also collaborated with area dance companies, schools and university dance programs.
In its last twenty years of operation, the dance department offered a
signature holiday performance with its original choreographed version of Duke Ellington’s Jazz Nutcracker with the New England Jazz
Septet. The Conservatory sponsored many master dance artists and
artist in residency programs with Jacques d’Amboise, Savion Glover,
Adam Battlestein, The Momix Dance Company, and Michael Montanero from Cirque de Soleil.
The Hartford Conservatory had a national and international student
body of one hundred students of varied ages and experiences. The
Conservatory’s acclaimed faculty consisted of active master teachers
and performers. Dance artists that have been part of the Conservatory as students or teachers over the past 75 years include: Rebecca
Lazier, Margarita Froman, Douglas Boulivar, Jeanne Giroir, Alexa
Melonopoulos, Clare O’Donnell, Truda Kaschmann, Alwin Nickolais,
Sonia Plumb and Kim Stroud, a former Martha Graham dancer.
In 2011, after 120 years the Hartford Conservatory closed its doors.
The Conservatory alumni have remained active artists and arts supporters in their communities, never forgetting the modern dance
pioneer Truda Kaschmann’s vison for dance and The Hartford Con-
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servatory.

Memories
Studies with Truda by Susan Murphy
I met Truda at Hartford College for Women in 1983. As I began my
studies with modern dance with her, she suggested I enroll at the
Hartford Conservatory. I performed with her dance company, in
youth performances as well as holiday performances, and my Dance
Pedagogy studies were with Truda at the Conservatory.
Dancing with Truda, I learned the freedom of expression. I learned
what it really meant to create and how to use space, breath, and many
improvisation skills. I also learned how to be a compassionate teacher
by observing how she interacted with young dancers with both discipline and positive encouragement. Dancing with Truda meant dancing with a true pioneer. She opened the world of modern dance to me.
A special time for me with Truda was meeting her out on the Trinity
College quad having private dance history lessons. Truda would pull
out her notebooks with yellowed papers that were her original journals from her years with Rudolf von Laban. There were notes from her
time with Mary Wigman and her time studying at Bennington College. She shared quotes from many of the pioneers of modern dance.
During those wonderful moments, I realized that I was learning my
modern dance history from someone who experienced the pioneering
moments of modern dance first hand.
A lasting and memorable moment for me was having the opportunity
to perform a duet with Truda during our holiday performance.

Truda by Peter J. Crowley, Photographer
I worked with Truda at the Hartford Conservatory in the 1970s. There
was an immediate connection. At the Conservatory between routines
and classes, Truda and I talked of life and art and how they are the
same thing. She would say, “Dancer’s bodies and their movements are
as if they’re playing their instrument.” Words punctuated by glances,
eyes rolled then approving the dancers’ work, I photographed. Seeing
movement she liked, her eyes looked to me knowing I had captured
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the motion and emotion. Much of our conversation was non-verbal.
She, showing a dancer how to move quietly, directs me to the spot and
time of the next image. I would spend time the next week looking
through the images with Truda and under her instruction we would
decide what worked and what did not.
After taking some time out, I returned to Connecticut after about five
years. It was a difficult time in my life, I reconnected with Truda and
it was as though time had stopped. Everything was the same in our
friendship. Truda brought me back from a dark place. With her support she helped to restore my creative instrument, certainly not my
body. I took her Dance History class at Hartford College for Women.
She would tease me about not participating in the movement section
of the class. We would laugh, she knew I didn’t dance; I was auditing
the class. The class always started with her asking me where we left
off at the last meeting. I would meet her at the desk and briefly tell
her where this class should start and we would always share a laugh.
One assignment was to write about a dance performance. I went to
see Allen Ginsberg read at Trinity College. Allen read a metronome
keeping time, the audience swaying to the Beat. When the papers were
returned she did not have one for me. She smiled and told me that I
had gotten an A but she kept the original, for she always kept something from a student or artist who she knew would be famous and do
great work.
Truda, her friendship and inspiration stay with me. At the end of a
session with my intern a week or so back I told her to, “Remind me
what we were working on when we would meet next”. A warm feeling
and a tear passed over me, a visit from Truda.

Truda Kaschmann by Claudia Bell Gwardyak
As a child, in the 1950/60s, I took classes with Truda at the Hartford
Conservatory. It was my mother’s idea. She was teaching music and
some movement at the Conservatory herself and probably got to know
Truda that way. My mother had spent two summers in France and
had travelled with her sister through Europe. She spoke German
and some Italian, as well as French. This was in the early 1930s. My
mother was also very interested in contemporary music and art, hence
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would have known about Modern Dance.
The war was on everyone’s mind; I remember that. Truda had a German accent. But the most wonderful thing was that she accompanied
her instruction on the drum – a large round, flat drum. We learned
meters that way and we could move however we liked – improvisation!
We always started with warm-up exercises. She did not use either of
those words, not even the word “exercise”. She just instructed us in
the movement. She wore a long skirt and had knobby feet that supported her every movement. She smiled at us and was very encouraging. I loved to dance with her.
I never performed with Truda but when I became the Director of the
Conservatory, I felt that I was well prepared to support the Dance
Department. I learned about dance from the point of view of a dancer
and, later on, from the point of view of a supporter.
Truda Kaschmann was a wonderful teacher. As her student, you
could not go wrong. She was so encouraging that I never was inhibited to improvise in dance and could probably do it to this day!

“Heels Together Toes Out!”
Memories of Truda Kaschmann by Susan Beaucar-Palmer
“During World War I, a student of Mary Wigman, one of the first German dancers to break with ballet traditions, opened a studio in Kassel,
Germany, where Truda Kaschmann lived. Truda was entranced by
the kneeling, falling, swirling movements, the beat and swish of bare
feet, and the dances of gaiety and despair. One day, unable to sit and
watch any longer, Truda joined in.” (Dorothy G. Horowitz, the Hartford Courant, October 15, 1978)
Discovering Mary Wigman was the beginning of a long and illustrious
performing, choreographic and teaching career for Truda. She received her diploma from Rudolf von Laban’s dance academy in 1926
and began teaching and performing in Germany. In 1932, the year
after her daughter Marlene was born, Truda went to Holland to study
with Mary Wigman. Her husband did not object. “My daughter says
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that I was the first liberated woman; I say my husband, Joe, was the
first liberated man.”
The year after the Nazis came to power in 1933, the Kaschmann family came to Boston in 1934, and then moved to Hartford to be closer
to Dr. Kaschmann’s family. Truda began seeking out venues to teach,
perform, and study in Hartford. Truda participated in the Bennington
Summer Dance Festivals in the 1930s. She studied with Jose Límon,
Hanya Holm, and Martha Graham. Truda travelled to New York and
Boston to study when time allowed.
At the time she came to Hartford, The Hartford School of Music was
in operation. An ever-transforming school, Truda was welcomed to
the faculty. It was the oldest school of its kind in Central Connecticut
and was organized in 1890 under the auspices of the Hartford Seminary Foundation by its Founder and President, Dr. Charles Hartranft.
Originally called The School for Church Musicians, the name was
changed to The Hartford School of Music in 1895. Mrs. Archibald A.
Welch was the first President of the Board and largely responsible for
the school’s early development and growth. It was incorporated as a
non-profit institution in 1908.
In 1926, the school moved into what was once the Welch residence on
Asylum Avenue and in 1961, through the generosity of the Goodwin
Family, the residence next door was added to the campus. The school
then became known as The Hartford Conservatory. The title of Hartford Conservatory of Music and Dance was adopted in 1981 to recognize the school’s deep involvement in dance as well as music.
Truda Kaschmann introduced Modern Dance into the curriculum in
1934. This was the first music school to offer modern dance as part of
its regular curriculum. Under her guidance and direction, the Conservatory’s dance program expanded over the years to include ballet
and jazz. As the Dance Department developed, it outgrew its space. In
1956, the modern dance department dropped enrollment because they
felt that they did not have enough space.
In the early 1980s, executive director John Cox intensified community
outreach programs. He raised scholarship money, which enabled Asylum Hill residents to attend the school, and he started having students
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from the Conservatory perform at neighborhood institutions.
It was during this time that the school was home to four resident
dance companies - Truda Kaschmann’s Hartford Conservatory
Modern Dance Ensemble, Karen Whitley’s Connecticut Jazz Dance
Company, Evan Williams & Company, and the Margo Knis Dance
Ensemble. The hope was that students would have many performance
opportunities. (Sections of the above information were provided by
Marilynn Huntington from publicity information contributed by Judi
Tolomeo.)
Truda established the Hartford Conservatory Modern Dance Ensemble and a Junior Dance Group, which engaged high school students in
informal performances. Her teaching spanned the ages of 4 and up.
Age was not limited in her dance classes. Truda became the consistent
base that gave the dance department its strength.
Truda’s choreographic career in Hartford began in 1934/35 when she
came to Hartford. Beginning with the weekly soirées that occurred
in Hartford, she shared many talented dancers such as Sophie Kenig
with the Angelo Sisters’ Hartford Ballet. Truda quickly became a part
of the growing arts scene in Hartford and began collaborating with
A. Everett “Chick” Austin at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Truda began
her performance career in Hartford with choreography that was very
dramatic and involved. Ballets with a specific story line, such as “Eight
Column Line”, “Lament”, and “Clay Ritual” graced the stage. As her
career changed, Truda discovered electronic music. She began collaborating the SEMI, (Studio of Electronic Music) with musician Pamela
Molava creating performance pieces based on emotion and connection with the sounds, beats, and theory behind the structure of the
music. Truda’s last dramatic work was the reconstruction of “Danza
de la Muerte” and “Danza de la Vida”.

Memories
My recollections of Truda Kaschmann by Grayson Hugh
In 1970, I was looking for a day job. Playing piano in a black gospel
church on Sundays and in clubs with my band afforded me some
money but not enough to pay all my bills. My father, Ivor Hugh,
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suggested I contact teacher Truda Kaschmann at the Hartford Conservatory. He had collaborated with her in the past as narrator for
some of her concerts and suspected she would like my improvisational
abilities for her dance classes. I went to see her, and we hit it off immediately. Truda took care of me as a young struggling musician, even
bringing me sandwiches made with dark German bread at the end of a
long day of classes.
From 1970 through 1976, I played for all of Truda’s modern dance
classes held at The Hartford Seminary and in the basement of the little church on the corner of Sisson and Asylum Avenues. I also played
for her classes at Miss Porter’s School in Farmington, Connecticut.
Truda was a lovely person and marvelous teacher. As a German Jew,
she and her surgeon husband had survived the Holocaust and there
was a deep strength in her. I remember attending the Shiva gathering
at her home when her husband passed.
Truda loved my playing, and I loved her. I know some of my antics
exasperated Truda sometimes, though. More than once, when I’d be
carried away during an exercise, singing and playing (maybe I was
writing a song in my head) she would yell “Grayson, stop! stop!” But
she always admonished me with a laugh and a smile. I did love her.
I performed many a concert with her company over the years, at
schools and in public spaces. She knew she could always rely on me to
provide exciting music for whatever she was doing and I was happy to
create it, in each moment.
In recalling his time with Truda, Grayson was reminded of one of
Truda’s first accompanists, Betty Allen. Betty was a student at the
Hartford Conservatory at the time and became an internationally
known operatic mezzo-soprano. She collaborated with Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copeland, and Virgil Thompson.
Susan Beaucar-Palmer
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Truda by Lenna Young Andrews
There is not a lot about Truda that I could find online, but I did come
across a few items. This was written by Maggie Roberts, through the
Yale National Initiative as a curriculum guide titled, “Putting Poetry
on its Feet”. “Truda Kaschmann’s dance class met for an hour and
a half; she devoted the last 20 minutes to different kinds of improvisation. One form of improvisation was dancing to poetry. Mrs.
Kaschmann would recite a poem to us, allowing time between lines
for us to move about. Each interpretation was correct in her eyes, and
so we valued our own interpretations and our self-confidence and
creativity grew.”
I could not have said this any better than Maggie did: we valued our
interpretations and our self-confidence and creativity grew. Right-on!
This is how I try to teach my mixed media art students now.
Truda was a true modern dance pioneer. Alwin Nikolais was her most
famous student but she was so proud of every one of her students.
My sister Kathy took classes with her, and my mother did as well for
many years, before we did! When I was a youngster, I took so many
classes from Truda for 25-30 years with my parents’ encouragement
and a lot of driving to and from. Truda truly brought Modern Dance to
the Hartford Conservatory, formerly known as the Hartford School of
Music.

Remembering Truda by Mark Mindek
Have you ever experienced a teacher who could see something in you
that no one else could? Someone who instilled joy through example?
Someone who could find the one good thing about anything no matter
what it was? For many years dance students in Hartford Connecticut
were blessed with just such a teacher.
Truda Kaschmann did all of these things and more. As one of these
lucky blessed students, I can attest to it. Of course Truda taught us
dance technique. (Most dance teachers can do that.) But Truda also
taught things that are not so teachable. She taught us to believe in
ourselves and in what we were doing, to create, to connect with an
audience, and to perform.
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I remember my first class with Truda like it was yesterday. (Actually,
it was 44 years ago.) I literally crept into the room and hid in the back
of the class. Since I was a beginner, I was afraid that the class would
be too difficult for me. I was expecting to come face to face with some
taskmaster who would stop me mid-step and embarrass me in front
of the whole class for my lack of experience. Thankfully what I found
was exactly the opposite. Instead, leading the class was a lovely lady,
of uncertain age who had an infectious smile that lit up the room and
let everyone know that we were going to work hard but it was going to
be fun.
After the warm-up and as I was preparing to make my first trip across
the floor, Truda grabbed me by the back of the neck and gently lifted my head so that it sat squarely on my shoulders. This is the best
dance correction I have ever received. I pass it on to my students and
I still think about it every time I step foot on stage. Speaking of stage,
at the ripe age of over 60 I am still performing full time. I very much
credit Truda for this. When I met Truda she was probably in her
seventies. She taught multiple classes every day and nothing, I really mean nothing, slowed her down. Witnessing Truda’s energy and
enthusiasm planted a seed in me that showed that dance really could
be a way of life, my way of life. When other teachers thought that,
due to my late start and only average talent, a dance career was not a
possibility, Truda taught me to find my way. I am only one of a long
list of dancers who went on to have careers because Truda let us know
we could. Words are powerful things and a little bit of encouragement
can go a long way. I always try to remember this whenever I teach
and wherever I go.
Truda provided us with some wonderful performance opportunities.
We performed in libraries, in theaters, in museums, on outdoor stages, and in site-specific spaces. By teaching us the value of improvisation, Truda taught us to think as dancers and to make adjustments
for any situation we found ourselves in. She prepared us to perform
under any circumstances. Some of those circumstances were pretty
difficult. Sometimes the audience was seated all around us, sometimes we were performing on grass, sometimes there was a pillar
smack in the middle of the performance space and sometimes we even
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performed on multiple platforms and stairs. My very favorite performances occurred at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Because Truda was so
respected in the arts community, her dancers were allowed to interact with art installations. We were actually able to touch the art and
express in dance how the art touched us. It was a truly unforgettable
experience.
Truda made great contributions not only to dance but also to the art
of accompanying dance. She guided many amazing young musicians
in this art and an art it is. A really fine accompanist, one who really
understands dance, can make a dancer jump a foot higher than they
normally could by giving just the right musical accent at just the right
time. Truda was able to help these musicians do just that. My personal favorite accompanist was Grayson Hugh. Grayson would open
up the lid of the grand piano which was used for our class and, much
to the horror of any classical musician who was standing by, would
empty his back pack onto the strings, slam down the lid, sit at the piano bench and make the piano sing like it had never sung before. By
the way, if you happened to see a garden hose or any number of found
objects on the floor in the front of class, you knew that Grayson was
about to play them!
Truda also gave us the opportunity to explore both electronic and
acoustic experimental music. Collaborations with cutting edge composers gave her dancers an invaluable exposure to new music. Thanks
to Truda’s collaboration with Peter Harvey, her dancers were able to
perform in large-scale productions like “The Play of Mary” and “John
the Baptizer” at the Cathedral of St. Joseph in Hartford. Few modern
dancers are fortunate enough to get the opportunity to perform works
of this scale in such an awe-inspiring venue.
I could go on forever sharing my time with Truda with you, but I will
leave you with one of my very favorite memories. Truda taught many
classes every day. Her energy was always high. Her focus and her
smile were always present. What did she attribute her great energy
to? She attributed it to a little secret. Truda always carried a little
bottle with her, a little bottle filled with milk and just a little bit of
coffee. You would often see her taking little sips between classes. I
don’t know if something as simple as this would work for everyone,
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but it sure seemed to work for Truda. I will always remember that
little bottle of coffee and I will always remember Truda. Sometimes
it is the little things in life that keep us going. Sometimes it is a little
bottle of coffee or sometimes it is a person in your life who shows joy
by example and who lets you know that you have value and that, no
matter what anyone else says, you can do anything you want to do and
be anyone you want to be.

Truda by Susan B. Palmer
“Heels together toes out”, were the words Truda started every adult
class with. Her children’s classes began with everyone sitting in a
circle. Each student would get up as their name was called, shake Truda’s hand and she would say, “Good afternoon”. This was followed by
a response of, “Good afternoon, Mrs. Kaschmann” and a curtsy.
Truda was very encouraging to all of who studied with her. She felt
everyone could be taught to dance. She was able to recognize innate
talent and certainly made it very clear that “there would be no egos on
stage”.
My first encounter with Truda was after moving from Massachusetts
to Connecticut. My mother was looking for dance classes for my sister
and me. A neighbor recommended the Hartford Conservatory and
Truda. My sister started classes with Truda a semester before I did.
For Truda’s children’s classes, there were no big recitals but rather a
“watching day”. For my sister’s class, the students were dancing to
music that was improvised on the piano, drums, tambourines, and
sticks. The theme for the movement was “sticking to glue”. The students moved about the stage sticking to each other and to inanimate
objects. There was such a freedom to the movement.
I too remember Truda sipping her “energy drink” of milk with a tiny
bit of coffee. It was kept at room temperature throughout the night
and she sipped it between classes. The milk, in an old-fashioned glass
milk bottle resembled a Starbucks Frappuccino. On occasion she
would bring half of a sandwich wrapped in wax paper, in a brown
lunch bag or an apple that she’d slice slowly. This was her sustenance
from 3:30 to 10:30 pm.
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Truda’s classes always began with the phrase “heels together, toes
out”. She then began a quick series of stretches and slowly went into
technique. With each theme and variation, she would stop and explain
its origin and purpose. Graham, Laban, Wigman and once in a great
while she’d say this is a “Kaschmann”. Truda completed each exercise
with us while we mirrored her. She started left, we started right. She’d
stop after the second series and watch, always with a smile. The end
of class was reserved for improvisation. Truda would read poems,
give us phrases, rhythms, and feelings to move to. We would mirror
each other, “catch a phrase”, and “steal a shape” and when that was
finished she’d often have us close our eyes and put our hands behind
our backs. Truda would come behind us and place in our hands rocks,
leaves, tree branches, silk scarves, and other objects to feel. She
would then put the items on the piano or show the pianist the item
and we’d find movement while the accompanist would create music.
She never used notes or notebooks; all of her movement came from
within her and somehow she remembered everything we had done the
week before.
Truda almost always had an accompanist. But when no accompanist
was available, Truda accompanied the class with sticks, tambourines,
or drums. She collaborated on many occasions with storytellers and
poets, including Ivor Hugh a narrator for the “Churkendoose”.
Truda’s choreography started with a thought, an idea, and a piece of
music. Although she may have thoughts of its form, it always started
with improvisation. This would lead to structure. It was all created in
the studio. Truda created very few movements outside of rehearsal.
It took patience and confidence for the dancers to create movement
within this framework.
Truda’s choreographic career began in a more dramatic fashion with
full-length ballets such as “Eight Column Line”, “Clay Ritual”, and
“Lament”. As the years passed, the times changed and Truda changed,
her choreography changed. Truda knew that new ideas, especially if
abstract, could put an audience at bay. “Give them a little of what they
want and then introduce something new”, she would say.
Dancing with Truda not only fulfilled the dancer’s inner desire to
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move and dance but also nurtured their intellectual creativity. The
German-based improvisational style empowered dancers to create
from within their minds and souls. Truda would often say, “A dancer
can never be a choreographer if they don’t know how to improvise.
That’s how you learn to find movement”. Improvisation for Truda
and for her dancers was also a way to know each other, to learn to feel
each other’s presence and reactions, which helped create a sense of
depth and to bring about inner feelings while performing.
Truda made it a point to know her dancers and students well. It was
important to her to bring forth their strengths in their movement.
She respected their intelligence and creativity and the uniqueness she
saw in each one of them. Her positive attitude was reinforced with her
statement “Never say I can’t, always say I’ll try.”
With a longstanding and respected career in teaching, Truda touched
the hearts of many students. Her performance and choreographic
career in Hartford are of significance as well. In her many years in
Hartford, Truda never slowed down. She never stopped creating or
moving.
I had the good fortune to spend many hours with Truda, teaching,
performing, and in conversation. Her kind heart was most memorable
for many of us; we knew she cared about us not just as dancers but
also as people. Time with Truda afforded me the ability to teach, to
move and to create and brought to my life memories and friendships
that will last a lifetime.
Today we can only imagine a time when Hartford was opening its
doors to the arts - traditional ballet, abstract modern dance, magic
shows, puppetry, circuses, races, theaters, and more. All was new
and in a whirlwind of excitement that laid the foundation for our arts
community today.
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Margaret Bisceglie and Young
People’s Creative Dance Theatre
By Cathy Prins, Sue Prins, and Holly Pemberton.
Margaret Bisceglie (1930-) has been a pivotal
influence in dance and dance education in Fairfield County, Connecticut for over fifty years.
Recognized and cherished by generations of
students for her exploration of self-empowerment and self-discipline through dance, Bisceglie believes in a dance education grounded in
a philosophy of grace that emphasizes a consideration of others, and moving through life in
harmony with all other beings. Bisceglie’s use
of expressiveness and improvisation intensified
the emotional power of Young People’s Creative
Dance Theatre’s (YPCDT) works. This approach,
which Bisceglie nurtured from the outset of her
career, signals much about where dance would
go in the later part of the twentieth century
in America. Although many local Connecticut
newspapers have written about YPCDT performances and Bisceglie’s contributions to the
community, this essay, as part of the Connecticut Dance Alliance’s Dance History Project, is
the first attempt at a thorough retrospective of
this teacher, philosopher, and choreographer’s
work in the Connecticut dance community, and
of her impact upon her students.

Beginnings
Margaret Bisceglie 1997
Born March 25, 1930 in Frenchpark, Ireland,
Margaret (Peg) Bisceglie spent her childhood
years in NYC and Long Island, although her connection to County
Roscommon, Ireland remained strong throughout her life.

Early on, Bisceglie trained in the Cecchetti method of classical ballet
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and served as an apprentice with her first teachers, Jocelyn and Victoria Swoboda, in Nassau, NY. Though she had an opportunity to perform and teach there, in the mid-1940s, young Peg Bisceglie chose to
continue her dance studies in NYC at Ballet Arts at Carnegie Hall. In
Ballet Arts’ own words, “After WWII, Ballet Arts was a mecca for some
of the greatest teachers in the country” and Peg Bisceglie studied with
several of them, including teachers Edward Caton, Aubrey Hitchens
(both dance partners with Anna Pavlova), and, most prominently,
Vera Nemtchinova. Nemtchinova, a star of Serge Diaghilev’s Ballets
Russes, became one of New York’s best-known ballet teachers, though
in the words of The New York Times, Nemtchinova’s “career diverged
from that of the other Russian émigré dancers in that she was in a
sense a self-made dancer … her performances were usually considered poetic and expressive.” Bisceglie’s training also included daily
three-hour classes with Chester Hale (an impresario with twenty two
companies of his own, and many star pupils, including Lucille Ball), as
well as private scholarship classes. These teachers comprised a constellation of early influences for Bisceglie. She was drawn to work with
them because of their expertise and their humility as artists.
Historically speaking, the period following WWII and going forward
within the dance world of NYC was one of dramatic change and the
continual emergence of distinctly American innovative forms of dance
arising out of rebellion against codified European traditions. The
import of dancers from the great classical ballet schools of Europe
had brought the founding of dance troupes and schools to America
but with an American flavor: works using non-representational forms
where the dancer’s movements represent something of a different nature; an emphasis on teaching and performance highlighting individualism more than the European emphasis on individual submission to
the academy; and most of all, perhaps, a spirit that had been ignited
by Isadora Duncan of breaking the confining mold of European technical and aesthetic mastery. This was the stew of American dance, as
state of the art during the time period that Bisceglie studied in NYC,
and those swirls and eddies of independence, courage, individual
philosophy, and inspiration infuse Bisceglie’s school and philosophy
of dance education to this day; and her students are beginning to find
their place in the continuity and larger landscape of American dance.
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Bisceglie’s dance education continued with summer workshops in
Theater arts at Fordham University, including directing, choreography (Hound of Heaven), costume design and lectures on community
theater with Margaret (Margo) Virginia Jones. In sum:
Peg Bisceglie made a bold decision to pursue a lifetime of dance
education. While performing had its place, it was the feelings she
experienced while dancing that she wanted to teach. She knew as a
young dancer this was her calling and she pursued this mission with a
passion.

Brooklyn, NY
1947 Bisceglie formed her own interracial dance company, “Brooklyn’s Littlest Dance Theater,” located in Crown Heights, which she
called the crossroads of culture, where parents brought their children
to study with her. Brooklyn, then as now, was known for its cultural
and economic diversity.
Throughout these years, she taught dance in many schools around
NYC.
Also during this period, Bisceglie earned her teacher’s certification
from the Dance Educators of America and participated in yearly master classes and summer programs. She remained a member well into
the 2000s.
With a stature of only five feet, she was fearless in celebrating diversity, calling on her unwavering connection to God and her ability to see
the veins of gold in every individual.
1951 Brooklyn’s Littlest Dance Theater was chosen to perform an
Easter Sunday special on a live national television program broadcast
by CBS network, offering a glimpse into her humanitarian calling.
This was a full-length story ballet entitled “Faith”; a story about a
crippled child.

Early Years: Weston, CT (1960s)
In the early 1960s, “Mrs. B.,” as she came to be known to her students,
moved to Weston, CT with her husband and young family, and began
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teaching classes out of her home studio on Newtown Turnpike. Her
“Theater in the Woods” was built in a clearing at the top of a small
rise behind the studio. For children, their parents, and the adolescents who soon began to form the core of the dance troupe, this venue
quickly became a magical performance space, where one could dance
in a setting connected to the natural world. The stage was large, the
trees offered shade, and nature provided the rest: scenery and lighting. Here, Bisceglie helped young artists cultivate the qualities of
grace, physical strength, self-discipline, self-awareness, and creative
collaboration.
Those years also saw the creation and refining of some core works of
what, over time, became a repertoire of ballets that were inherited,
cherished, and performed over decades by generations of dancers. To
list just a few:
Night on Bald Mountain (1968), story adapted by student, Lucy Meehan
Stonehenge (1969)
Three Silly Witches (1969)
The Girl Who Wouldn’t do her Homework (1969)
Positive and Negative (1969)
The Runaway Orphans (1969)
Clouds (1969)

Middle Years (1970–1980s)
These were years of expansion and often intense performance seasons
at venues around southwestern Connecticut. Dancers performed at
public spaces around the state where dance could be brought to people who might not otherwise be able to share in these performing arts.
Mrs. B. found opportunities for her dance students to participate in
alternative art festivals, liturgical ceremonies, and community service
events, including elder care performances, elementary school workshops, and social justice causes, highlighting such issues as alcohol
awareness, domestic violence, and human rights struggles. Notable
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performances included:
First Earth Day celebration on Jesups Green, Westport CT (1970)
First Community Halloween Performance, Weston High School
(1970)
First Levitt Pavilion performance (1977)
Collaboration with the Four Seas Players in Chinatown NYC (1977)
United Nations Friendship Ambassador dance tour in Romania (1979)
Collaboration with the Four Seas Players in Chinatown NYC (1980)
Collaboration with Romanian playwright and poet Ioan Serban (1981)
Collaboration with composer Winifred Keane, Pequot Library Southport (1982)
Both Mrs. B. and her husband insisted on giving back to their community, and these two civic role models were at the heart of the local
school system. Over time, a philosophy of dance and community spirit
solidified at the core of the dance troupe.
New works included:
Stonehenge (1970)
Keystone Cops (1970) story adapted by students, Tim and Chris Meehan, John and Christine Bisceglie
Mutatis (1976) choreography by Margaret Bisceglie
The Ghetto (1977) choreography by Margaret Bisceglie
Irish Mist (1978)
African Mystery (1981)
Mao (the cat) (1982) choreography by Margaret Bisceglie; adapted
from original score by CT Composer Winifred Keane
1977 These years also saw expansion beyond Connecticut. In 1977,
the dance group spent the winter rehearsing in Chinatown, NYC in the
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basement of the Transfiguration Church on Mott Street, every Saturday afternoon.
Dancers took the train and subway every Saturday after ballet class
in the morning. The rehearsal season culminated in a weekend of
performances at Pace University, where the dancers were part of the
“Cave of Spiders” performed with the Four Seas Players, founded and
directed by Sister Joanna Chan M.M., a renowned director and playwright of Hong Kong and NYC. YPCDT would have the opportunity to
perform two more times at Pace with the Four Seas Players; “Mending
Heaven”(1980); “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” (1984).

1979
Especially important to the dance group in these years was the twoweek performing tour of the dance repertoire in August of 1979 in Romania as part of a cultural exchange sponsored by the United Nations,
Friendship
Ambassador Foundation; a non-profit organization promoting inter-cultural exchanges. At that time, Romania remained behind the
Iron Curtain. The exposure of Weston’s dancers to communist Romania, and the Romanian audiences’ exposure to more western dance
forms performed by American citizens, was an exciting experience for
both cultures. Several of YPCDT’s signature pieces, including “Mutatis,” “Night on Bald Mountain,” “The Ghetto,” and an audience favorite, “Soul Man,” were performed on the tour.
Mrs. B.’s dance studio became a haven for creative, sensitive individuals who were trying to find their way during challenging times within
their own lives. She has nurtured these young artists, enabling them
to find their own path to self-expression.

Later Years (2000—)
2012 Mrs. B’s dancers had an opportunity to honor her for her years
of dedication to the Connecticut community with a dance performance at the Weston High School Auditorium. Over thirty of her
dancers, spanning the ages fifteen through sixty, participated in
the celebration. Many of her students have gone on to perform and
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choreograph professionally, while others are teaching or working
in the performing arts. They all report that their experiences with
YPCDT continue to influence how they engage in their personal and
professional lives. The festivities included an afternoon of dance at
the Weston High School Auditorium on August 4, 2012. The dancers’
early training allowed them to come together and perform some of
the original choreography from Mrs. B’s fifty-year span of teaching,
as well as new professional works from her former dancers. Many
of the pieces in Mrs. B’s extensive repertoire were co-created by her
students. The August celebration allowed the dancers to experience
together the long-term impact of being a part of such a meaningful
learning experience with Mrs. B.
At age 86, Bisceglie continues to teach a substantial number of young
dancers in the same space, which has remained unchanged for more
than 50 years.

Philosophy
Bisceglie has always been an independent thinker. She remembers
tapping into her own moral conscience at age 4, when she became
aware of social injustice and where “God was the only thing I could
trust.” This spiritual connection guided her to inspire others to tap
into their inner wisdom. She utilized her gifts of teaching dance as a
self-discipline tool to enable this self-expression and empowerment.
Bisceglie designed choreography that would allow for the most expressive freedom for her dance students, while also considering the
most appropriate repertory for the space and audience. The well-being of her students has remained her first priority.
1966 Mrs. Bisceglie’ s basic philosophy has not changed in over 50
years.

YPCDT Philosophy
Dance—an extension of the spirit, a prayer reaching out embracing
life, exploring the universe, questioning, answering, questioning,
putting form into shape into space; never ending motion, patterning.
The dance of the clouds, the sun and the wind, the sea, the earth and
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the moon, mountains, rivers and streams, animals large and small,
dance to the music of the spheres.
Grace—An attitude; a consideration of others; a moving through
life in harmony with all other beings.
Our goal—For the student to acquire a graceful self-expression
through physical and emotional self-discipline without inhibiting the
spontaneity necessary for creative intellectual development.
We combine the study of classical ballet with its discipline and contemporary dance philosophy in a class environment designed to stimulate exploration, encourage self- expression and develop self-control.
Our workshop sessions nurture not a sterile conformity, but seek to
realize instead an awareness of self and others. Through this awareness we achieve greater understanding, mutual respect and a unity
that supports creative development.
Each student must discipline her or himself to: Regular attendance;
Daily practice Attentiveness in class Good nutritional habits
Adequate rest
The student assumes these responsibilities in order to assure progress.
—Margaret Bisceglie

Liturgical Dance in the Community
Norfield Congregational Church Weston, CT St Francis of Assisi
Weston, CT
Notre Dame of Easton, CT
First Church of Christ, Redding, CT Unitarian Church of Westport, CT
Margaret Bisceglie Taught in These Schools
Montessori School in Wilton, CT; Weston Public School (elementary)
Choreographed musical theater at Weston Middle School and WHS;
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Pre-school programs at: St. Charles Borromeo Catholic church
(Bridgeport), Coleytown school (Westport), St Francis of Assisi
(Weston), Unitarian Church (Westport), Temple Israel (Westport),
Episcopal Church of our Savior (Chinatown NYC)

Events
Annual Halloween performance, Weston High School Auditorium
1970–2010
First Earth Day celebration on Jesups Green, Westport CT, April 22,
1970 Alcohol Awareness program Coleytown public school, Westport,
CT hosted by Gov. E. Grasso
Stamford Arts Festival Westport Nature Center
The Discovery Museum, Bridgeport, CT Round Lake Auditorium,
Round Lake, NY
Norwalk Emergency Shelter fundraiser (Westport Country Playhouse)
Southport RR station mixed artist event
Annual Rites of Spring Festival (Weston Commission for the Arts)
Founded by artist Lisa Lindsay Daugherty and Margaret Bisceglie in
2000.
Westport Arts Festivals Westport Arts Center Gallery
St Peter’s Church, Citicorp Center, Lexington Ave, NYC (with composer Winifred Keane, BMI)
University of CT, Storrs performance collaboration w/ W. Keane BMI
Silvermine School of Art, Norwalk, CT
Elderhouse, nursing home, Norwalk CT
Christmas Program, Yerwood Center, Stamford, CT
Professional Artistic Collaborations
Ed Thompson, Music Director at Unitarian Church, Westport CT
Playwright, Kay Arthur “The Unthinkable” (April 1991)
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Interpretive Dance Ensemble of Saratoga,
NY director Lili Loveday, Producers and Directors, Dorothy and Ed
Bryce
Four Seas Players directed by Sister Joanna Chan M.M., Chinatown
NYC Film department at Fairfield University 1979 (African Mystery)
Professor Ralph Nazareth /Poet
Peter Felsenthal /Poet
Dale Shaw of Clay Place, Norwalk, CT
Glen River/ musician; artist and Gus Moran/ painter (Rock Opera/
film) Hannah deKeijzer – Green Chair Dance Group
Winifred Keene/ composer
Tom Hooker Hanford Musician/ singer songwriter Lily Loveday dancer/choreographer
Miram Hertzson dancer/choreographer
Members of Native American Nipmuc Tribe (Rites of Spring Festival)
The Circle of Motion Project (Eurythmy dancers)

Reflections on Dance
Margaret Bisceglie
Honoring differences, bringing unique gifts forward.
“Dance is a way of life. It is the foundation of being a well-balanced
participant in life itself. It is having awareness of being in touch with
Self as well as the entire universe around you. Performances are an
opportunity to share our gifts with an audience and the experience for
the audience is as important as the dancer.”
“Classical ballet technique is the foundation that supports the dancers
in their self- expression through self-discipline; but improvisation
is the experience that so brilliantly fosters creativity which leads to
co-creation and community vision.”
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Importance of Community Service and Social Justice
The YPCDT under Margaret Bisceglie’s direction is a unique opportunity to experience the act of creative thinking and problem solving
with the primary focus on self-awareness and the feeling of dance.
Dance allows for a deep exploration of relationship between oneself,
the others with whom one encounters and the surroundings in which
one exists. Mrs. Bisceglie feels strongly that each of us must take responsibility for our participation in community, staying in touch with
our feelings and our impact on others. Her school continues to offer a
safe, supportive environment to explore this creative process.

Young People’s Creative Dance Theatre under the direction of
Margaret Bisceglie
Young People’s Creative Dance Theatre (YPCDT) under the direction
of Margaret Bisceglie was created in 1960 in Weston, CT. For more
than 50 years, YPCDT has been creating, collaborating, and performing original works guided by a philosophy of self-expression and
community service. Generations of dancers feel gratitude for the opportunity to explore the creative process in a supportive environment
while developing the awareness of being in touch with Self as well as
the universe around them.
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Starship Dance Studio: Joyce’s Joy
By Barbara Ferreri
Malinksy

If you’re a student at Starship Dance Studio and want to become a
star, owner Joyce DiLauro certainly has the experience and teaching
skills to get you there. Then again, if that’s not your goal, she certainly
wouldn’t mind. For her, dance is a journey: learning a language that
allows both performer and audience the joy of luxuriating in dance’s
movements and rhythms.
DiLauro was born into a dancing family and began her dance journey
at the age of five. Her mother was a tap dancer who performed professionally during the late 1930s and 1940s at hotels, theaters, and
USO events. She reminisced about her childhood. “My mother rented
space from The Aims Point Boat Club in West Haven and that was my
haven. On Saturdays I would spend hours taking classes or watching
her teach all day.” In high school, DiLauro focused solely on ballet
becoming a member of The New Haven Civic Ballet comprising ballet
schools from all over the state.
By the 1960s, the United States was becoming more literate about the
world of ballet. George Balanchine of New York City Ballet renown
and his muse Suzanne Farrell were making headlines while the dancing phenomenon Rudolf Nureyev had defected from the Soviet Union
and began a partnership with The Royal Ballet’s Margot Fonteyn. “It
was an exciting time to be in New York so I moved there after high
school and began to audition.” DiLauro was accepted into the prestigious Joffrey Ballet School and then later the American Ballet Theatre
School while adding a bit of jazz to the mix at Luigi’s Jazz Center on
Broadway. One particular audition is a treasured memory. “I loved
the freedom and exhilaration of moving across the floor at a fast pace,
staying on the rhythm, doing the steps correctly and smiling with
sheer joy, your heart pounding and then the teacher saying, ‘Let me
have La Petite go first and watch how she travels all the way across the
floor’.”
“I supported myself by working the four to ten o’clock evening shift
at J. C. Penney’s. In fact, a few times, J. C. and I rode the elevator
together. I got off on the 7th floor but he was going to his penthouse.”
After many years of study in New York, by 1969, DiLauro’s focus shift-
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ed. “Love was in the air. I met my husband,
we fell in love and got married and, yes, we
went to Woodstock!” Back in Connecticut,
she began to raise a family and founded
Starship Dance Studio in 1980.
If you’re a student at Starship Dance Studio
you could begin to dance as early as age two
with a parent and continue with pre-ballet,
ballet, and pointe work leading to professional status. DiLauro even provides an adult
ballet class for the sheer joy of providing older
dancers freedom of expression in an open
environment. Starship uses the method developed by Agrippina Vaganova (1879-1951)
who established the pedagogy that was the
foundation of the Soviet Ballet. “Our teaching
trains a child to develop good body placement
and strong muscles with a progression of
skills.” The school also offers modern and jazz
dance.
At Starship, in addition to acquiring dance
Starship Dance Theater’s The Magic Toy Shop, Dancer- Kenichi
proficiency, students become members of an
Ebina 2000
extended family - the DiLauro family and a
Photographer—Harold Shapiro
local community of supporters of the arts.
There is no separation between life and art
in the DiLauro household – no commute. It’s all there on a beautiful
plot of land set on the picturesque West River in Guilford. Joyce’s
ballet studio is connected to her home. While having tea with her in
the kitchen, strains of ballet music can be heard while one of her four
faculty members is teaching a class. Her husband Raffael, an artist
and designer, has a painting studio on the second floor where he can
simultaneously be engaged in designing and fabricating sets for future
productions. Daughter Danielle, an art therapist, helps with photographs and public relations. Son Justin, a writer and producer in New
York, does the videotaping.
If you’re a student at Starship, you have several opportunities a year
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to perform. Last year, the Guilford Green was transformed into a
magical forest inhabited by Starship sprites for the production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream sponsored by the Shoreline Arts Alliance.
A summer Shakespearean production on the Green is an annual event
for this multi-faceted arts organization. DiLauro’s summer “Fairy
Camp” takes place right on the grounds of her home where students
romp along the banks of the river through the woods, archways, and
gates surrounding the property, embellishing their dances with arts
and crafts.
Winter brings The Magic Toy Shop, known throughout the region for
its lavish sets and costumes, engaging and humorous choreography,
story narrative, and diversity of its cast. The enchanting story is now
in its eighteenth season. It originally took place in the DiLauro’s home
with the audience perched all about for lack of space while Raffael
flicked household lights for dramatic effect. In 1988, at the urging of
parents and Max Showalter, DiLauro established a company, Starship
Dance Theater, which enabled her to expand her productions.
The Magic Toy Shop is not The Nutcracker. “Everyone does that; I
wanted to do something different. I was inspired by the music from
La Boutique Fantasque by Rossini and Jeux d’Enfants by Bizet. The
story is set in the 1890s in the Italian Alps where a former Sicilian
puppet master has become known for his mechanical dolls with
remarkable lifelike qualities. They become so famous that they are
going to be sold so Jack-in-the-Box urgently wakes them all. They
magically come alive and tie up the Shopkeeper and assistants. The
Shopkeeper throws the payments back to the buyers and realizes he
would rather have his dolls. They are still all together – one big happy
family.
One big happy family is the hallmark of Starship. DiLauro’s inclusiveness is school policy. “Family involvement in the The Magic Toy
Shop is key to our mission and existence. We have open auditions
for those seven years old and up and include everyone who attends,
including disabled children. The Metrose/Marione family –mother,
father, and two daughters - played the Russian family for years. I’ve
had a dad partner his oldest daughter while the youngest played the
role of a baby doll; their mother helped make costumes. Dr. Aaron
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Tessler, who’s a local psychiatrist, has played the Shopkeeper for
many years. We have performers from the Educational Center for the
Arts in New Haven and welcome participants from neighboring communities.” Presented at the Nathanael Greene Community Center in
Guilford, she schedules the presentation in concert with the inauguration of the holiday season. The Guilford Green is ablaze with candlelight, holiday glitter, and bustling with festivities – the tree-lighting
ceremony, the singing chorales, and the opening of decorated, historic
homes.
Service to community is her priority. For many years, she choreographed Guilford High School productions. In 1988, she was one of
the founding members of the Connecticut Dance Alliance, a non-profit, tax-exempt organization incorporated for the purpose of organizing
and strengthening the Connecticut dance community. In 1996, she
was one of the first participants in New Haven’s first International
Festival of Arts and Ideas and has been involved every year since. For
her years of community service and commitment to the arts, she has
received the United to Serve America Diamond Award for outstanding
community service and the Shoreline Arts Alliance’s Bravo Award.
Though she has trained dancers who have gone on to professional
careers, she reminds us that dance skills are transferable to life skills.
“Dance enables students to benefit from the confidence that comes
from learning something new and becoming comfortable with their
abilities which builds self-esteem, self-discipline, and an ability to
stand up to life’s pressures with more poise and confidence.”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, December 2010.
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History of the Artists Collective,
Dance Department
By Dollie McLean, Founding Executive Director
The Artists Collective’s founding was initiated in 1970 by internationally acclaimed alto saxophonist, composer, educator, and community
activist Jackie McLean with his wife Dollie McLean, and co-founders
Paul Brown, Ionis Martin, and Cheryl Smith as an interdisciplinary
arts and cultural institution serving the Greater Hartford area. It is
the only multi-arts and cultural organization of its kind in Connecticut
emphasizing the cultural and artistic contributions of the African Diaspora. Artists Collective programs expose students and the community at large to great and too often overlooked artists of the past and
present. The Collective continues to offer the highest quality training
in the performing arts-dance, music, theater, and visual arts.
The Artists Collective has received numerous state and national
awards during its 47-year history, including Harvard University’s
Project Co-Arts as one of six exemplary community art centers in
the nation and was included in the Safe Havens report published by
Harvard University. In 2010, the organization was presented with
the President’s National Arts & Humanities Youth Program Award by
First Lady Michelle Obama at a White House ceremony.
The dance department, planned and conceptualized by Dollie McLean
has been under the direction of co-founder Cheryl Smith. The dance
department is an integral part of Artists Collective programming since
its inception. The Artists Collective pioneered the addition of Master
Choreographer, Lee Aca Thompson in 1974, and was the first organization in Connecticut to develop and execute the concept of production and presenting youth ensembles to the public beyond a “recital
format.”
The Artists Collective was and still is the only institution of its kind to
utilize the art and culture of the African Diaspora as part of its curriculum for at risk youth. As a result, forty seven years later, the appeal
and countless successes of the Artists Collective have reached beyond
the low-income community it was founded to serve, touching the lives
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of youth and families all over Connecticut from every race, religion
and socioeconomic background.
Through its innovative concept and program, the Artists Collective
was the first in Connecticut to present the greatest international and
American dance companies of the African Diaspora. Artists Collective Dance Ensembles perform for many of America’s music masters,
celebrities and political leaders.

Timeline 1970 - 2016
The Artists Collective master choreographer, Lee Aca Thompson’s African Piragramac Dance Technique is utilized throughout the Artists
Collective’s Dance Department.
Founder, Jackie McLean invites The Artists Collective’s Performing
Dance Ensemble to open for his concert at the Smithsonian Institute
in Washington, DC. * Performance is in their archives.

The Artists Collective’s Performing Dance Ensemble
has opened concerts and or performed for:
Dizzy Gillespie, Abbey Lincoln, Sun RA, Taj Mahal, Bi Konte
Griots of Senegal, Bill Cosby, Little Jimmy Scott, Maya Angelou, Angelique Kudo, Katherine Dunham, Pearl Primus.
Oedipus the King, Hartford Stage Company: Choreographed by
Kevin Jeff, Music by Rene’ McLean
Americans For The Arts Congressional Breakfast, Washington, DC
President Bill Clinton (two times during his administration)
First Lady Michelle Obama The National Youth Arts
Awards: White House, Washington, DC
Harvard University Graduate Arts in Education Department: Artists Collective presented teaching techniques and
performances for the John Landrum Lecture Series.
Chief Bey, Master Percussionist - for the Artists Collective’s first
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Yaboo Rite of Passage Çeremony and ongoing instruction
and accompaniment for African Percussion and Dance
workshops.
Since 1970 the Artists Collective has presented the following Professional Dance Companies and Dance Master
workshops
Artists Collective student
performance at the Bushnell Center
for the Performing Arts circa 1985.

Master Percussionist Bonga Gaston, Jean Baptistes,and dancer Mari DaSilva - Haiti
Babatunji Olatunji - Nigeria, West Africa
Rosemarie Giuard - Ivory Coast, West Africa
The Hatfield Group - Jamaica, WI
Mahlotini and Mahotella Queens - South Africa
Jelon Viera and Dance Brazil - Brazil, South America
Dos Alas “Two Wings” featuring the Cepeda Family - Bomba Plena, - Puerto Rico, La and Mantanzas - Rhumba - Cuba
Mor Thiam, master percussionist for Katherine Dunham, Dancers
and Drummers du Senegal, West Africa
Dancers and Drummers of Sierra Leone - West Africa
Malik Folk Performers - Trinidad and Tobago - WI, As a part of
the Artists Collective’s Master African Percussionist - Lion and Master
Choreographer - Michael Lucien
The National Song and Dance Company of Mozambique Southern Africa
Babacar M’Bye and Sing Sing Rhythms - Senegal, West Africa
Fendika and the Debo Band - Ethiopia, East Africa
DANCE AFRICA AMERICA Chuck Davis, founder of Dance
Africa,
Walter Nicks, Modern Dance master workshop - Katharine Dunham Technician
Dan Maloney, Modern Dance master workshop - Martha Graham
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Eleo Pomare, Modern Dance master workshop
Marie Brookes Children’s Dance Theater
Philadanco - Modern Dance - Joan Myers Brown - Artistic Director
Joseph Holmes Dance Theater Company
Jubilation Dance Co. - (featuring the AC Performing Ensemble)
Kevin Jeff - Founder/Artistic Director, Choreographer
Fascinating Rhythms Tap Dance Concert - featuring - Savion
Glover, Dianne Walker of (Broadway’s Black and Blue), Josh Hilberman, Urban Van Casselle (SRO)
Urban Bush Women
Rennie Harris Pure Movement Jazz Tap Hip Hop - featuring -,
Urban Van Casselle, Josh Hilberman
Urban Tap Caravan
Dianne McIntyre Sounds and Motion - Dianne McIntyre Choreographer - Featuring Famadou Don Moye and members of the
Art Ensemble of Chicago
Nanette Bearden’s Contemporary Dance Company Nanette
Bearden Artistic Director, choreographer, former Artists Collective
student Kriscia Hudgens - company manager, performer - (Artists
Collective Performing Ensemble invited to perform 2 years in a row
during the Company’s season in NYC)
Mickey Davidson and Friends - Mickey Davidson, Artistic Director, Choreographer - LindyHop and Dance (featuring the AC Performing Dance Ensemble) performances in Hartford and NYC
Forces of Nature - Artistic Director, choreographer - Abdel Salaam
Ronald K. Brown - Featuring Nneena Freelon
Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Co., Cleo Parker Robinson - Artistic
Director, choreographer
Deeply Rooted Dance Theater - Artistic Directors - Kevin Iega
Jeff and Gary Abbott
Soul Street Dance Company
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How One Connecticut School Went
From Funeral Parlor to Top Arts
School in the Nation
By Ed Wierzbicki
Nearly 20 years ago, I made my first visit to the Greater Hartford
Academy of the Arts at its original site, just past Colt Park in Hartford,
heading south on Wethersfield Avenue.
I pulled into a parking lot protected by a tall, chain-linked fence. It
acted like a divider between a worn-out apartment building in the
deteriorating neighborhood, and the old funeral parlor that had been
resurrected as Hartford’s arts magnet high school.
The school has come a long way since then. Last month, it was honored as the nation’s top arts school by the Arts Schools Network.
As I walked around front in those early days, I wasn’t sure what to
make of the school. To my memory, there wasn’t even a sign with the
school’s name. Funky panes of colored glass gave off a meditative
vibe, a reminder that this was once a mortuary. This was a curious
twist: a place for grief was converted into a community that requires
soul.
Inside the doors, and just past the teacher’s lounge, a short hallway
brought me to the building’s hub. Two pristine dance studios made a
no-nonsense statement: this is where we begin. I still remember the
expressions on several young dancers as they gripped the barre. Their
postures evoked tenacity, concentration, and pride.
Upstairs and beyond, a maze of tiny classrooms behind rickety doors
were already in action. Although each space appeared far too small
to adequately train anyone really serious about the performing arts-they were bursting with energy and questions and curiosity.
It didn’t take more than one short visit to recognize that this tiny arts
school -- this diamond in the rough -- had more than enough soul.
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From FunerNow approaching its 30th year,
the Greater Hartford Academy of
the Arts, a program of the Capital Region Education Council,
has gracefully evolved. Today it
serves nearly 800 students from
60 school districts. Students can
attend either full-day or half-day
programs on two spacious campuses: at the Learning Corridor
near Trinity College, and the Colt
Gateway building, not too far
from those original digs where
53 high school students first
Don’t Let Them Tame You, Greater
Hartford Academy of the Arts
Choreographers’ Showcase
Photographer—Rich Davis

launched the Academy in 1985.
The Arts Schools Network, which bestowed the honor of top arts
school, is an international organization devoted to arts education, and
at its annual conference held this year in Denver, Colorado, Academy
Principal Jeff Ostroff and Kim Stroud, Director of the Arts accepted
the prestigious award.
“It means a lot to be recognized by ASN,” Ms. Stroud told me. “This
is the largest, if not only, international organization specifically for
schools such as ours. To receive this annual award that is only given
to one school as recognition by schools like ours, across the nation
and beyond, is huge for us. It is validating to feel that we are offering
stellar arts education in these times of dwindling and disappearing
support.”
The award recognizes GHAA’s stand out record of overall excellence,
including faculty and student achievement, community recognition
and involvement, arts and academics integration, curriculum innovations, and continuing growth and development.
Stroud explained a critical difference that sets the Academy apart
from most other ASN arts schools. “Unlike so many of our peers, we
do not audition,” she said. “We offer classes for beginners and nurture
them to college preparedness. We audition for all shows across de-
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partments and we also offer classes across departments to allow our
students to explore their many talents.”
Discovering one’s talents, and then learning the process to develop
them, is one of the biggest challenges for students attending the arts
magnet. The journey includes risk-taking, rigorous training, and
learning to collaborate openly within a diverse and sometimes competitive community. It’s a lot to juggle when you are also trying to fit
in, keep up with academics, and just be a teenager.
The school has come a long way from its early years of music lessons
in former embalming rooms, little more than a simple dance floor
to hold all-school assemblies or prepare for a major musical. “The
Academy has helped me become passionate about life and everything
about it,” Bump(student) said. “It’s given me a place to appreciate
art and the beauty of life, and how I can help to make others see the
world the way I see it.”
Reprinted with permission from WNPR News, November 2014

The Greater Hartford Academy Dance Department
By Alexa Melonopoulos, Chair of Dance Department
For over 30 years, the Academy has been at the forefront of dance
education in the state of Connecticut offering its students “a climate of
professionalism which encourages all students to expand their technical knowledge and creative abilities as dancers”. The dance department promotes a supportive environment that encourages effort, hard
work and risk taking so that each student confidently uses their talents to reach their full potential and to foster respect for dance and for
the diversity and passions of the individuals within it. The curriculum
consists of multiple levels of ballet, modern dance and composition as
well as additional coursework in repertory, dance history, conditioning, production and elective courses in tap, jazz and other styles.
The faculty at the Academy are considered ‘Core Artist Instructors’
– professional working artists who frequently perform and exhibit.
These teachers share their knowledge and experiences with students
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and serve as a link to the larger arts community. The school appreciates that professional enhancement is essential to the growth of a
teacher and should be ongoing, rewarding, and shared. As working
artists, the faculty regularly connects with new practices and resources in their art forms to enhance the arts as an essential component of
education. The classrooms and studios at the Academy are bolstered
by the fact that working artists teach by knowing – their discipline
and the creative process – as professionals, and provide an important
connection between their students and the greater arts community.
The Academy has deep connections to some of the most prominent
dance companies in the state with faculty members performing with
the Hartford Ballet, Works/Laura Glenn Dance, Judy Dworin Performance Project, Scapegoat Garden, DancEnlight, Full Force Dance
Company, Sonia Plumb Dance Company and the Martha Graham
Dance Company.
Through Choreographers’ Showcase and other programs at the school,
students have had the rare opportunity to present work from the repertories of internationally known artists from Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane
Dance Company, Martha Graham Dance Company, Limon Company,
Pilobolus, Urban Bush Women, Camille A. Brown, Brian Brooks and
New York based Decadance, Syren Modern Dance, The Dash Ensemble, and Gallim Dance among others. To have dance experiences with
choreographers of this level and esteem is exceptionally rare at the
high school level and provides the students with unique and special
skill sets as they prepare for college and beyond.
The Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts’ Choreographers’ Showcase
performance also provides the greater Hartford community with an
exceptional concert every fall. Presented in the beautiful Theater of
Performing Arts, a state of the art theater fully capable of producing
professional level performances, it is the only performance in the area
that brings nationally recognized and local choreographers together to
expose audiences to a diverse content of movement styles and genres.
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Eastern Connecticut Ballet: Aspiring
to Excellence for 25 Years
by Lise Reardon
By sharing the beauty and power of dance with students and audiences alike, Eastern Connecticut Ballet has played a leading role in
the arts in the region for a quarter of a century. Offering the highest
caliber instruction, the school challenges students to reach their full
potential as dancers, both in the studio and on the stage.
Founded in 1992, ECB is the only fully nonprofit organization in the
region devoted exclusively to dance. In addition to promoting the art
of dance through education, ECB has a commitment to community
service, performance, and outreach. Today 300 students, ages 2 to
adult, learn original and classical ballet repertory at the pre-professional dance training school in East Lyme, Conn. Its alumni can be
found in many top-tier college and university programs and dance
companies; they excel in the performing arts and other fields from
science to law.
ECB’s success as an organization reflects the combined talents and
creative drive of two women: Ms. Lise Reardon, founder and executive
director; and Ms. Gloria Govrin, artistic director.
An educator who majored in dance at The Juilliard School, Ms. Reardon earned a bachelor of arts, cum laude, in elementary education
from the University of North Carolina. She performed with the Ruth
Page Ballet Company, the Chicago Lyric Opera Ballet Company, and
the St. Louis Ballet. When she moved to Connecticut with her husband, the classically trained dancer brought her love of ballet with her.
In 1980 she began holding classes in a studio in her East Lyme home.
Ms. Reardon directed the Riverledge School of Ballet and the Ballet de
Jeunesse for 11 years. The school eventually outgrew the home studio,
and in 1992 it moved to its current home, an 8,000-square-foot dance
center on the Boston Post Road in East Lyme.
That same year, the State of Connecticut granted ECB nonprofit status, enabling it to apply for grants, seek donations, and build a base
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of support. The school also began awarding
financial assistance to deserving students.
Step by step, in the same manner that dance
students develop their strength and technique
over many years, ECB was establishing its
own identity and its potential to serve the surrounding communities.
The arrival of Artistic Director Gloria Govrin in 2009 was a turning point for ECB. A
veritable force in American ballet, Ms. Govrin
brought with her a lifetime of experience as a
professional ballerina and a nationally known
dance educator. A product of the School of
American Ballet and the New York City Ballet,
Ms. Govrin is the embodiment of a “Balanchine Ballerina.” The legendary George
Balanchine choreographed many high-profile
roles for her during her years as a soloist with
NYCB. Upon retirement after 15 years onstage, Ms. Govrin opened her own school and
Libby Flunker, Eastern Connecticut Ballet, 2016
company in New Hope, Penn., and became
Photographer—Mark Ross Photography
head teacher at the Rock School, which was
then the official academy of the Pennsylvania Ballet After eight years as associate director of the San Francisco
Ballet School and a year at Minnesota Dance Theatre, she brought the
Balanchine tradition to eastern Connecticut.
Today ECB offers instruction in ballet, modern, jazz, tap, Pilates,
natural stretch, and creative arts for young children. While passing
on a body of knowledge to their students, ECB’s artistic director and
instructors are playing an important role in the evolution of dance in
the region and in the future of dance itself. As mentors, they provide
connections and recommendations so that high school students may
be eligible for summer programs with companies in New York, Boston, and elsewhere, as well as for college dance programs and scholarships.
All of the faculty members are former dancers who studied at institu-
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tions such as The Juilliard School, the School of American Ballet, and
the Boston Conservatory; some have performed professionally with
such companies as the New York City Ballet, the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater, and the José Limón Dance Company. Two of ECB’s
current faculty members were trained here in Connecticut, earning
degrees in ballet pedagogy from The Hartt School of the University of
Hartford.
From the beginning, ECB has presented public performances every
year. Since 2002, it has performed its unique version of The Nutcracker at the Garde Arts Center in New London. About 100 ECB
dancers share the stage with guest artists from the New York City Ballet and other leading companies. The five performances — three for
the public and two offered free for schoolchildren — draw audiences
totaling more than 6,000 people. ECB provides 500 free tickets to The
Nutcracker to local families in need as well as U.S. Military families.
Over the years, no less than 90,000 people have experienced this live
event.
In the past two decades, ECB has presented The Carnival of the
Animals, The Young Person’s Guide To the Orchestra, The Magic
Toy Shoppe, Sleeping Beauty, The Ballerina Swan, and many other
ballets designed for young audiences. Faculty and students conduct
ballet assemblies in schools and libraries and participate in regional
arts festivals. ECB’s Youth Company also performs for school audiences with the Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra.
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Dancing on Dixwell with Bowen
When Angela Bowen-Peters walked across the stage at Sheridan
Middle School, I knew I was watching a great teacher. She brought her
Performing Group, as she does periodically, to a city school to show
youngsters what dancing is like and to convince them that the pleasures and satisfactions of dance are within their reach.
“Everyone can dance,” she said. “Your body is an instrument: practice on it, get it ready, play it and it will perform for you.” She started
walking, her mauve cotton dress flowing loosely about her.
“Dance movement starts with everyday activities, like walking down a
street, exaggerate your stride, stretch your arm and you are dancing!”
(She showed her audience, sliding into a graceful pose with deceptive
ease.) “Lift your arm to scratch your head, and stop half-way there.
Look at you arm. You are giving shape to space. You are dancing.”
The students in the Performing Group went through exercise routines
and then a selection of dances. As Angela Bowen-Peters introduced
the boys and girls, with a short description of the gifts and handicaps
or the aspirations of each, it was clear that a special kind of loyalty
and respect bound the students and their teachers.
Her tall, graceful bearing and her articulate manner command respect. Both seem to come naturally, but she will tell you that they are
the results of training and discipline. There is no arrogance in her
manner; she conveys an inner strength born of hard work, suffering
and faith. The source of her faith, she insists is her husband Ken Peters, who kept her going more than once when she wanted to give up
on New Haven.
Ken establishes a different kind of strength. Unable to use his legs
since he developed multiple sclerosis eight years ago, he has become
the business manager of the Bowen-Peters School of Dance, and he
also teaches drum classes. There is gentle, visionary quality about
him, despite his solid appearance and his readiness to laugh. Even as
he itemizes the obstacles they have faced in enlarging their school, he
makes light of the discomforts without minimizing the needs.
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Sixteen years ago, Ken and
Angela created the dance school
in a small storefront on Dixwell
Avenue. Today they have close
to 300 students studying ballet, jazz, Afro and tap. Until last
Fall they had always operated in
crowded quarters, which limited
their room for movement and the
number of classes that could be
given simultaneously.
Now they have a building with
enough space to double their
Bowen Peters School students, New Haven, 1980
enrollment. The three floors of
Photographer—Virginia Blaisdell
studios, costume and dressing
rooms and offices provide a variety of spaces done in an austerely handsome style. Large windows,
skylights, ceiling lights hung in shades the size of beach balls, create
an atmosphere of open air. Sturdy, exposed beams or pipes and textured walls give character to the different rooms.
This new space has proved both a blessing and a nightmare. Although
there was a long waiting list when enrollment was limited to 200, they
cannot double enrollment overnight. There are 100 new students this
year, but 50 more are needed to meet the costs of the new facility.
Angela explained her mixed feelings about the school’s success and
the demands for more classes and more space. When a small operation grows, all kinds of other things happen. More classes mean more
instructors, more bookkeeping and, in general, more administration.
“I never wanted to be a public institution.” She protests after outlining
the range of her responsibilities.
She still wants to know every student who comes to classes and she
struggles to see that administration does not cut too much into her
dance time. Although she would like to have four hundred students,
she is moving very cautiously toward that goal.
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Struggling to Dance
Angela Bowen started dancing when she was fourteen because her
mother thought that ballet lessons would improve her posture. Being
a tall girl, she tended to slouch. The lesson did correct her posture, but
much to her mother’s distress, Angela fell in love with dancing.
After attending Boston’s Girls Latin High School, she went to Emerson College. Her mother still hoped that she would choose a “respectable” career such as speech therapy “because intelligent people don’t
waste their time dancing!”
Angela, however, continued to study and teach dance. For six years
she traveled throughout the United States and Europe, dancing with
professional companies. When she met and married Ken Peters, she
found a person whose faith matched her love of dance and who encouraged her to start her own school.
The Peters came to New Haven with a dream of creating a center
where black children could be introduced to the world of dance. In
the early sixties, they systematically investigated the possibilities of
such a venture between Boston and New York. They contacted NAACP
headquarters in Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport, but only New
Haven responded. Dick Lee was mayor and James Mitchell was his liaison with the Black community. Both agreed that the Peters program
would be an asset to the city’s neighborhoods. In 1963, the Peters
moved to New Haven . . . .
Angela Bowen-Peters is quick to point out that although black dance
companies are not new, they have achieved greater prominence today.
The flow of talent and technique between those who used to be in
the isolated worlds of black dancers and white dancers has become a
flood. “Blacks now do more ballet, whites do more Jazz. Everybody
now does everything; it is more like the rest of life.”
Reprinted from New Haven Advocate, February 1979
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A Moving Experience
By Ken Carlson
February and March seem to bring snow every Saturday. One by one,
parents and their children trudge in from the slush and icy walkways
as dusk falls on Audubon Street. Some have driven more than 30
miles to be here. My wife and I are here with our daughter. All the
kids walking in from the cold have special needs ranging from learning disabilities to physical challenges that make it a struggle to event
walk. We have all come so they can join teenage members of the New
Haven Ballet in the rehearsal studio and dance as part of organization’s Shared Ability Program.
Brad Roth is the group’s director and is responsible for the choreography. After the students pair up with the special needs visitors they’ve
gotten to know through weekly rehearsals, the teams warm up and go
through a series of exercises. Roth moves actively among them, calling
out suggestions and positive reinforcement over the music. Like an
artist with a fresh canvas, he watches for the patterns that develop
from the wide range of talent and challenges that his dancers possess- how their movements can be shared organically- with the result
fueling the crux of their performance as part of New Haven Ballet’s
annual spring performance at Cooperative Arts and Humanities High
School in May.
As a parent watching the rehearsals, I watch for special moments, not
in far-reaching leaps and turns, but in subtle connections made between the dancers, as well as the joy they receive from this physically
expressive art form, and at times, the simple act of play. One moment,
the focus is a gentle ballet-influenced gesture with their arms and
hands reaching out with their fingertips. The next, it’s time to let loose
and boogie to Pharrell Williams’ “Happy”.
The process is not always easy and expectations need to be realistic.
There are times when the kids with specials needs get frustrated, get
tired, need to take a moment before they return to the floor. At times,
the New Haven Ballet students get confused by the direction their
counterparts have chosen, or lose their sense of give and take, or their
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focus in connecting with their
partners. For all the romantic
ideas a program like this offers,
no one ever said performance
was easy. It requires work, the
ability to rebound from setbacks,
and especially in this atmosphere, patience.

New Haven Ballet’s shared ability
program
Photographer—Jeffrey Kerekes

One of the intriguing facets of the
program for Roth is the relationship that blossom between the
dancers and how those relationships are expressed on the stage.
“I like it because it’s a two-way street ”Roth says. “the ones with disabilities don’t know a lot about dance, but the ones who are here two
or three years pick up more and more. They’re so present, heartfelt
and not self-conscious; all these things we try to be when we dance. To
be so present with the audience is what these kids bring right away.”
As Lisa Sanborn, New Haven Ballet’s artistic director, describes it,
the Shared Ability Program is part of the organization’s community
outreach mission.
Praising the work of her volunteering student, Sanborn says, “These
kids (NHB students) are here early in the morning for technique class.
Then they have rehearsals all afternoon. Then they stay every week
until six because they want to do it.”
The program, which is in its seventh year, is administered by the ballet’s office manager, Ruth Barker, a former dancer.
“There is no other program like it,” Barker says. “We wanted it to be
pen so it (dance) cold be enjoyed by everybody.”
As the rehearsal winds down, the special-needs dancers get a chance
to spotlight the moves they’ve worked on with their partners. Applause rings out from the group, and from the parents. They say
goodbye, put on their winter coats, and exchange a series of hugs. As
a parent who has attended several of these rehearsals, I feel the pride
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of the work daughter has put into it, and the joy that goes with seeing
her happy.
But I also think back to the end-of-year performance last May, when
I was seated next to audience members who had no connection with
this program, no day-in/day-out familiarity with it. I remember the
emotion reaction to the standout moments and the looks on the performers’ faces. And I remember the final bow being met by a powerful
wall of applause and the tears the men and women in the audience
shed in thanks for what had been shared.
Republished from the Arts Paper, May 2015.
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Dance Haven: A Brief History
In 2011, Dance educator Dea Illian began offering dance classes for
children and adults under the name East Rock Dance School. The
classes were held at The Fitness Haven, operated by Deborah TroutKolb, located at 938 State Street in the East Rock neighborhood of
New Haven. Two of the instructors who helped establish the program
were Christopher DeNofrio and Laura Manzella who had attended
Boston Conservatory together and had gone on to have careers in performing and teaching. In addition to offering technique classes, the
studio also established a seasonal choreography workshop for adult
dancers known as Dance Theater Lab. In 2014, The Fitness Haven
and East Rock Dance School moved together to a studio at Erector
Square where they remained in a partnership under the new name
Dance Haven. After two years at that location, Dance Haven relocated
to West Haven and is currently holding classes at The First Congregational Church on the Green. Dance Haven is still directed by Dea
Illian; Dance Theater Lab is organized by Dea Illian and Laura Manzella.
Significantly, Dance Haven offers classes for adults in different styles
that are often difficult to find in Connecticut along with workshops in
choreography. The Dance Theater Lab has become not only a workshop, but also an experimental dance group that provides opportunities for dancers of different backgrounds and ability levels to come
together and explore dance-making. Dance Haven’s mission, along
with Dance Theater Lab, is to build the dance community and raise
visibility for dance in Connecticut.
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The N.A.D.I.N.E. Project,
Ledyard, CT
By Janet Mansfield Soares
The NADINE Project (New Artists Dance in New England) was created to encourage young professional choreographers and support
their work in a congenial environment. This ‘playground’ residency
for making dances is under the mentorship of its founders, Libby Nye
and Janet Mansfield Soares. Established in 2010, since then, four-day
residencies have taken place in sessions at the Dragon’s Egg in Ledyard, Connecticut, where dance artists enjoy the generosity of rehearsal
space and living accommodations. Interested participants may contact the directors by email. There is no fee and no money changes
hands. Choreographers are then invited by invitation to make their
own work and serve as performers in the work of others. Nye teaches
daily contemporary technique classes in preparation for choreographic sessions guided by Soares. Together, they coach works-in-progress
toward completion, then showcasing the participants’ work and promoting future performance opportunities.

Co-Directors’ Biographies
Libby Nye danced with the José Limón Company and American
Dance Theater at Lincoln Center. She directed and choreographed
for her own company in New York, and has taught and reconstructed Limón works throughout Europe, Canada, and the United States.
Ms. Nye has taught at the Juilliard School, the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Center, and the José Limón School along with colleges and
universities throughout the United States. She has coached the José
Limón Company, developed the dance major at Pomona College, has
taught on the faculties of the University of the Arts in Germany, Connecticut College, Harvard University, and The Boston Conservatory,
the Eastern Connecticut Ballet School, and Brown University. She is
now on the faculty of the Hartt Community Dance Division in Hartford, CT.
Janet Mansfield Soares, choreographer, teacher, and author of
Martha Hill and the Making of American Dance (2009) and Louis
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Horst: Musician in a Dancers World (1994), was a member of the
José Limón Company after graduation from Juilliard and taught
dance composition there from 1962 to 1986. She is professor of dance
emerita, after serving as chair and artistic director at Barnard College,
Columbia University. Founder and director of DANCE UPTOWN,
a Manhattan dance concert series presenting professional choreographers from 1967 to 1990, directing her company DANCES/Janet
Soares, from 1974 to 1994 presenting over 100 dances in concert and
received numerous commissions and grants for her work. She is now
completing a biography on director/choreographer, Martha Clarke, as
well as guest teaching and participating in national conferences.
Choreographers supported by the NADINE Project: 2011-2016 Under the direction of Libby Nye and Janet Soares
Kathryn Alter, Marie Brown, Cristin Cawley-Gill, Heather Childs, Melissa Chisena, Angie Conte, Aaron Samuel Davis, Melissa Faller, Daniel Fetecua-Soto, Annie Fox, Kelly Garone, Beau Hancock, Julia Kelly,
Nicole Lemelin, Kelly Pochemus, Christine Poland, Lior Schneior,
Lonnie Stanton, Laura Teeter, Jennifer D. Yackel, Christy Williams.
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Dance
Organizations
The desire to cooperate, collaborate, and network has
been an important focus for the creation of Connecticut’s dance organizations. Many dance studios and institutions operate in isolation and alliances between
them can increase performance opportunities with
workshops, showcases and festivals; develop shared
resources and expertise in all aspects of dance, and offer
professional development for teachers.

The Evolution of the
Connecticut Dance Alliance
1999 - the present
By Jill Henderson
In 1999, under the auspices of
the Connecticut Commission on
Culture and Tourism, the state’s
dance community joined together in a series of think tank sessions to examine the needs of its
community. The result was the
creation of the CONNECTICUT
DANCE ALLIANCE, a not-forMartin Luther King Day of Dance,
profit, tax-exempt organization
Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts, 2012
incorporated for the purpose of
organizing and strengthening the
Connecticut dance community, building audiences, and increasing the
awareness and presence of dance in the state.
From the outset, the premise has been that if the dance community
engages in dialogue and shares its strengths, resources and heartfelt
commitments to this most energetic and dynamic of art forms, it will
continue to grow and flourish. Through a statewide membership, the
combined energy and activism of the participating dancers, educators,
choreographers, directors and presenters served to reinvigorate and
strengthen awareness and support for dance throughout the state.
CDA’s Board of Directors has always comprised the leadership of Connecticut’s major companies, dance academies, college dance departments, dance presenters, non-professional troupes, and independent
teachers and choreographers. The first President was Brett Raphael,
1999-2009, who shepherded the organization through its first decade,
followed by Jill Henderson, 2009-12, and then Robert Reader, 20122014, and now Barbara Ally, current President.
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In addition to building the statewide membership base for the organization, the Alliance Board originally identified a statewide festival
for all interested professional and non-professional Connecticut
dance companies and ensembles, as a major priority for 2000-2001.
In October 2000, with the help of a $10,000 Strategic Initiatives
Grant from the Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism,
the Alliance presented its first festival. Entitled Connecticut Dance
Alive! it was co-sponsored by Connecticut College and the Garde Arts
Center in New London. Over thirty-five dance companies, schools,
and independent choreographers were showcased along with master
classes and panel discussions open to members of the dance field and
the general public. At the same event, vendors and presenters from
around New England participated in a Dance Mart to publicize programs and products relevant to the dance community. An opening
dinner featured guest speakers John Ostrout, Executive Director of
the Commission on Culture and Tourism and Samuel Miller, Executive Director of New England Foundation for the Arts. Lifetime
achievement awards were presented to Ernestine Stodelle, Martha
Myers, and Jennifer Tipton for their pioneering work in dance both
in-state and nationally. Chris Arnott, Managing Editor of New Haven
Advocate, had this to say about the event:
Technically, this was a superior festival event. CDA
proved a lot, from believing such a widespread
event could happen to actually making it
happen and having an audience there to prove
it happened. All this networking and gawking
among dance companies can only help further the
diversity of themes and styles, but, as we were
shown over and over for hours, there’s already
enough variety and talent in current Connecticut
dance to sustain days, weeks, months, years of
more CDA festivals*.
The success of the Festival and the organization’s membership drive
led to the holding of a second statewide festival in April 2003, at the
Bushnell’s Belding Theatre and the Greater Hartford Academy of the
Arts. In addition to numerous master classes, workshops, and showcase performances, the Festival featured a commissioned work by
* Chris Arnott’s full review of the first CDA Dance Festival in the year
2000 is on page 281.
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Kathryn Manger, Hartt Community Division,
Senior Gold Medalist at the first CDA Connecticut Classic, 2011

eight Connecticut choreographers, Geographical Preludes, set to original music by Connecticut composer, Neely Bruce.
Subsequent to the establishment of the organization, a statewide print publication entitled Dance Alive! was created to inform all
members of our community and the general
public of important events and issues and
serve as a clearinghouse for resources and
job openings. This was replaced by the CDA
website; an electronic newsletter, “Newslinks”
(established in 2008); and now a monthly
email blast, Facebook page, and Twitter, allow CDA to reach a wide on-line audience.
Throughout the years of our existence, CDA
has created and presented numerous events,
networking meetings and performance opportunities. Several events became firm annual favorites such as the annual Martin Luther
King Jr. Day of Dance ––a day celebrating
the African American dance tradition and
held in Hartford and New Haven alternately;
the Dance Educators’ Forum, a one-day workshop exploring differing
issues of dance pedagogy (now replaced by the Dance Educators Network); and the CDA Awards event designed to acknowledge distinguished achievement in the field featuring a showcase performance
and networking reception. Over the years, Distinguished Achievement
in Dance Awards have been presented to the following dance heroes:
2000 Martha Myers, Ernestine Stodelle, Jennifer Tipton
2001 June Kennedy, Enid Lynn, Mariam McGlone
2003 Lee Lund, Betsy Mahaffey, Pilobolus Dance Theatre
2005 Pamela Tatge and Wesleyan University’s Center for the Arts
2006 Sharon Dante, Judy Dworin
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2007 Susan Matheke, Kim Stroud
2008 Noble Barker, Cheryl Smith
2009 Kathy Borteck Gersten, Olivia Sabulao
Ilano-Davis, Catherine Fellows
2010 Barbara E. Feldman, Dee Dee
Handy-Morris, Dorothy Silverherz
2011 Connecticut Ballet, The Ted Hershey
Dance and Music Marathon, Michael Uthoff
2012 Carol Autorino Center for the Arts, Saint
Joseph University; Deborah Goffe, Earl Mosley’s Institute of the Arts
2013 Linda Burns, Brad Roth, Elena Rusnak
CDA Distinguished Achievement in Dance
Awards, L-R Michael Uthoff, Laura Glenn and
Brett Raphael, The Kate, 2009

2014 David Dorfman, Tracy Dorman, Thomas
Giroir

In 2011, CDA founded and developed a very
successful summer scholarship annual competition, the “Connecticut
Classic”, a competition for pre-professional classical ballet students.
The judges were always prestigious individuals in the national and
international ballet world and each year many summer scholarships
were offered to acclaimed schools on the East Coast and across the
country, plus several cash prizes. The event took place at Westover
School, Middlebury, for the first three years and then, as it grew in
size, moved to the Warner Theatre, Torrington in 2014. The weekend
event took place over two days and comprised a day of master classes
on the Saturday, with the judges teaching, and the junior and senior
competitions on the Sunday. Additionally, Healthy Dancer seminars
and panels on Planning a College Career designed for students, parents, and teachers were presented.
The Connecticut Classic was created by CDA in order to reach out to
the ballet studios in the state, and owing to its overwhelming success
and growth, in 2015, the competition became an independent organization that will move the event into the next phase of its development.
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In the four years it was under the auspices of CDA, the number of
participants had doubled, and the CDA board felt it was time to let the
Connecticut Classic move on and to focus its attention on other statewide goals for dance and dance education.
Another way in which CDA has endeavored to contribute to the Dance
Community is through student scholarships. Sometimes these have
been donated in memory of much-loved dancer or teacher. The most
recent, the Elena Delvecchio Rusnak Dance Education Scholarship
is in memory of Elena Rusnak, a dedicated and passionate dance
educator and an important member of the CDA Board of Directors.
Before she passed in 2014, she offered to give an annual scholarship
to a student embarking on higher education with a dream of becoming
a dance educator. The first two awardees have been Emily Aubrey of
the Hartt School Dance Division, University of Hartford(2015), and
Jade Johnson, a dance major at Naugatuck Valley Community College(2016).
CDA’s current project, The Dance History Project, has been one of
its primary endeavors since 2014. This ambitious statewide project
was created in partnership with the Connecticut Historical Society
and with funding from the Connecticut Humanities Council, Edward
C. and Ann T. Roberts Foundation, The Greater Hartford Arts Council, and the NewAlliance Foundation. A Connecticut dance history of
this kind has never been attempted before and with its innovative,
crowd-sourcing process, it could prove to be a nationally recognized
initiative. Through grass roots networking, the project endeavors to
capture and share, through the art of photography and scholarly writing, a cultural and historical documentation of the rich and vibrant
dance heritage in our state.
The project has an ever-growing collection of images on the project’s
open Flickr site and currently has 2,000 images.
The collection in no way represents a comprehensive or chronological
history of dance in Connecticut; rather, it is a collection of snapshots
and portraits of Connecticut’s dance culture and history as represented by 2,000 photos. In addition, the project’s team has gathered
a compendium of 75 essays, articles, and memories representing
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diverse dance stories that are truly unique, each one a Connecticut
original.
The culmination of the project is the creation of a touring exhibition
entitled “Connecticut Dances”. This exhibition is curated, designed,
and produced utilizing the on-line photographic collection of images
and includes selections from the project’s compendium of contributed written material. The goal of the Dance History project’s touring
exhibition is to bring to life the valuable part dance has played in the
cultural vitality of Connecticut. The content of the exhibit represents
a thematically and historically organized portrait of Connecticut’s
significant dance heritage, representing a wide variety of dance forms,
important historical dance events, the work of individual dancers,
choreographers, companies, and the impact of schools and teachers
on the field of dance. The exhibition will open in Hartford at the Connecticut Historical Society on Thursday, January 19, 2017 (snowdate:
Thursday, January 26), and then will be toured around the state as
an educational resource at major dance events, performances, conferences, festivals, schools and various other community sites, including
libraries and museums.
In addition to the Dance History project, other initiatives of CDA
include the further development of regional network consortiums to
increase communication, partnerships, and opportunities for Connecticut’s dance community; dance education programs; and a statewide Newslinks project.
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Connecticut Dance Alive
A Festival for the Entire Connecticut Dance Community
Written By Christopher Arnott
I got in shape for Connecticut Dance Alliance’s dazzling and exhausting Connecticut Dance Alive festival in New London by taking part
in a panel discussion in which dance critics for various Connecticut
newspapers tried to explain—to a potentially antagonistic but in fact
rather polite room full of dancers, choreographers and promoters—
why we don’t take them and their work more seriously.
I ended up taking the side of the fleet- of-foot rather than Fleet Street.
Although I was perhaps the writer most familiar with the state’s
“small” dance scene— all the local, community, school and non-profit
companies in the state— and began arguing the foolish editorial policies of my critical cohorts at the Courant, Day, et al. I’m vowing now
to step up this newspaper’s dance coverage, not because I was bullied
but because I was convinced. The obvious place to start is with the 30,
count’em performances I saw on Oct. 21 during a two-hour afternoon
showcase in Myers Hall at Connecticut College and a four-hour “gala”
at the Garde Arts Center.
The showcase danced the gamut from the dour, twirling wonderful
“Wind Episode” by a Connecticut College dance department quartet,
to the City Arts Youth Dance ensemble’s erratic yet effervescent “A
Random Path,” to Dances with Joy’s brisk tambourine-enhanced tantello; to Miss Porter’s School’s engrossing “Shattered— Pieces of Me,”
to Brass City Ballet’s “Familiar Song,” which redrew the old-fashioned
tango as a dramatic eye-contact emotional event; to Kathryn Kollar
& Co.’s well-structured but mostly improvised “In the Shelter of Each
Other,” which rested comfortably on a base of prop chairs and live
piano/violin music; to another New Haven troupe, the ECA Dancers, “ …falling into universal step,” again to live music (composed by
fellow arts-magnet students), to the Dance Extension’s tap-happy,
cartoon-costumed “San Francisco Jive,” to WORKS/Laura Glenn’s
gloomy, operatically grand solo tribute to departed Connecticut choreographer/dancer/administration Ted Hershey; to Toby Billowitz and
Danica Holviak’s “Condensation,” in which a man in blue and a wom-
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an in green hoisted each other about to acoustic guitar accompaniment; to the Hartford Conservatory’s “Now We Are Free,” an interactive ensemble piece in which facial expressions came to mean as much
as the leaps and struts; to a trendy hip-hop trio named Soul Beat and
it fast-paced, non-aggressive paean to old-school breakdancing, “The
Joint,” performed in loose khakis to deafening applause.
Then we went to dinner. Whew. Eight down. Twenty-two to go.
The Garde gala was even longer than threatened, but flew right by.
Silo Chamber Dancers’ “Air for the G String.” Music by Bach. Not a
strip-club routine, as the title may suggest, but an elegant assemblage
of five adult woman in flowing yellow gowns, lining up with statuesque precision to lilts by J.S. Bach.
Albano Ballet Company of America, Inc.’s “The Strauss Waltz.” Company founder, Joseph Albano (a co-founder of the Hartford Ballet) not
only choreographed this straightforward, brightly lit, balletic waltz,
but also designed the colorful costumes.
Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble’s “ascending.” One of the state’s
smartest—and moodiest—modern dance companies performed a
doom-laden, ritualistic journeying-spirit piece, with flailing hair and
limbs and the loss of one dance character to “the other side.”
Woodbury Dance Company’s “The Evil Queen and Poison Apples.”
The first work on the evening program to make elaborate use of props,
sets and costumes. A big basket teeming with a nest of red vipers, a
black tutu, and an apple accepting silver-clad guy.
Momix’s “Tuu.” One of the famed movement troupe’s most concise acrobatic love duets. The audience applauds mid-movement as if they’re
at a circus.
Desert Moon Dancers’ “Rasket el Assaya.” At one of the conference’s
seminars that day, a member of this troupe bemoaned that lack of
respect or understanding given to certain cultural dance traditions:
“They think we’re strippers.” In truth, this was friendly and folky, and
fully clothed, traditional Egyptian (belly) dancing— women subtly
shaking their bootys until a hulking, turbaned male emerges with a
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big stick and does a slashing solo turn. Old-world sexist, but amiable
and strangely hypnotic.
Ballet Theatre Co.’s “The Dying Swan.” Maybe that’s why people don’t
flock to ballets— too many of the titles give away the endings! This
young white swan expired gracefully with a simple, intense let-it-go
directness.
Dances for 2’s Libertango.” Those romantic tango interpreters Willie
Feuer and Susan Matheke arranged for live musical accompaniment
by the great Connecticut composer Neely Bruce (Convergence) on
piano and Peter Standaart on flute.
Nutmeg Ballet’s “Raga.” Colorful kids bouncing about in balletic unity,
to a score by Philip Glass and Ravi Shankar.
New Haven Ballet’s ”Er e Dayabal.” Choreographer Noble Barker’s
genre-bending blend of classical ballet and industrial metal music,
with a quintet of young female dancers lightly leaping about and
through a Huxley-esque set of doors and thresholds. At one point, all
we were shown was the young female dancers’ backs. A first-step bit
of obfuscation still reaching for a coherent statement about classical
discord. Yet in the context of a statewide dance concert, a daring calling card and a true standout exhibition.
Sonia Plumb Dance Co.’s “She’s Mad.” As ever, I find Sonia Plumb
too obvious, too slick and too trendy. But admittedly, in a short quirky
burst on a program with so many other companies, the Plumb bunch
is a lot less maddening.
Brass City Ballet’s “Signs of Life.” A newborn child, essayed by a
grown sky-blue-leotarded man, replete with world-globe beach ball.
Too cutesy for many, but fine if you’re “up with people.”
In Good Co.’s “The Good Brother.” The first piece of the long evening
to aggressively use spoken text, a narrative about symbolic PerfectStorm-type human-loss disaster, with inspired dramatic ensemble
work by a four-person cast. This was one of the most somber works I’d
ever seen from choreographer Mary Barnett, a New Haven new-dance
mainstay since the 1980s.
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Somali Hay & Co.’s “Boung Song—Court Dance.” Jettisoning the “&
Co,” we got the ornately dressed, tall-gold-crowned Somaly Hay in a
studied solo glide, a traditional Cambodian appeal to the higher spirits.
Pilobolus’ “Duet.” The staggering sensual woman-on-woman movement piece, performed by the famous troupe’s two Rebecca (Anderson
and Stenn) to yammering medieval Norwegian folk songs.
Sankofa Kuumba Cultural Arts Consortium’s “Sowing Seeds.” A brief
excerpt from an hour-long ethnic dance & music exploration called
The Journey. There was more sax and percussion than dancing, but
the dance was vibrant, old, nutty, and cheery.
Starship Dance Theater’s “Five Were Wise.” A classical, Hellenic bit of
poetic posturing to a vivid Vivaldi score.
WORKS/Laura Glenn Dance’s “Redemption.” Glenn continued the
tribute to the late Ted Hershey that she had begun in the afternoon
showcase with a subdued, mournful 1998 piece choreographed by
Hershey himself.
D’Valda &Sirico Dance Co.’s “Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?” The
event’s only burst of splashy, Broadway-type Terpsichore, crisply yet
humanly pounced, spun, kicked and akimboed by a dynamic male
trio, making good use of the otherwise unwelcome dance rhythms in
George Michael’s version of the Great Depression standard.
Eastern Connecticut Ballet’s “English Folk Song. Suite— Two Movements” Smiley, gracious, ballet-beautified ceremonial jigs.
School of Dance Connecticut/Hartt School’s “Family Portrait.” With
the largest ensemble of the evening—16 youth pursuing their BFAs in
Dance—modern dance veteran Peggy Lyman created a massive, mysterious tour-de-force about family, community, security, social ills,
anger, love and physical spirit. “Family Portrait” was awe-inspiring.
Chalasa Performance Co.’s “Icarus.” Featured Jahain Clark in a
quiet fantastical solo piece (which she also co-choreographed and
co-scored). A flowing sheet became a cocoon, a shelter, a looming
obstacle, but mostly a gorgeous set of gossamer wings, controlled with
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gentle precision.
New England Ballet Co.’s “Concerto in G.” A large amount of girls in
tutus. After all that stuff, this was just plain gleeful and fun to experience.
Technically, this was a superior festival event, CDA proved a lot, from
believing such a widespread event could happen and having an audience there to prove it happened. All this networking and gawking
among dance can only help further the diversity of themes and style
but, as we were shown over and over for hours, there’s already enough
variety and talent in current Connecticut dance to sustain days, weeks,
months, years of more CDA festivals.
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Short History of a Long Story
Dance Alliance of New Haven and its Roots, 1965 -1980
By Barbara E. Feldman During the 1970’s, an extraordinary convergence of modern dancers,
choreographers, dance enthusiasts, master teachers and promoters
transformed New Haven into the center of a dancing universe. Aspiring dancers, professional teachers and guest artists from all parts
of Connecticut, and as far away as Northampton and New York City,
found their way to New Haven to study, teach and perform. The dance
scene was exploding – at once magnetic, inspirational and nurturing.
The following is a short history of a long story.
The roots of the 1970’s modern dance scene in New Haven and the
Dance Alliance of New Haven were planted in the early to mid 1960’s.
In past conversations with my longtime friends and dance colleagues
Dee Perrelli and Emmy Devine, I learned that what ultimately evolved
into the Dance Alliance of New Haven and Dance Alliance Company
began with a master class series organized by Southern Connecticut
State University Professor, Billie Barrow. Such notable trailblazers as
Charles Weidman, Lucas Hoving, Paul Taylor and Donald McKayle,
among others, were guest teachers. By 1965, David Riefler, the parent of a young dancer, proposed the establishment of a dance club to
oversee the expanding guest artist series. He also suggested moving
the classes to St Paul’s Church in order to make them more accessible
to the entire Connecticut dance community. The move was accomplished, and David, with a small contingent of volunteer dancers,
administered the Modern Dance Club.
By that time, the legendary Lucas Hoving was serving as guest artist.
While teaching, Lucas suggested that a group of the advanced dancers
create a performing company, and he generously offered to choreograph their first dance piece. And so the New Haven Dance Ensemble
was born.
In the spring of 1969, I returned to New Haven in search of modern
dance classes. I found my way to St Paul’s Church where I took a
Modern Dance Club class with Dan Wagoner. Dan had just inherited
the guest artist series from Paul Taylor with whom he had performed.
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Electrifying and challenging,
Dan’s classes inspired everyone.
He moved with passion and the
speed of light. His spirit was
contagious; his choreography was
groundbreaking. Dan continued
to teach for a few years, sometimes trekking to New Haven
twice a week, until he became too
busy with his touring company.
By 1970, class size had grown and
the Modern Dance Club packed
its bags once more and moved
Ciona, Pilobolus, circa 1973
to the Church of St. James the
Apostle. A dance floor and other
renovations to the basement allowed us to offer three levels of adult
classes, two nights per week. The New Haven Dance Ensemble also
utilized the space for its rehearsals.
With the success of classes and an active performing company now
well established, our core volunteer staff, spurred on by the wonderfully gifted and energetic Natalie Harris Wheatley, began to explore
ways in which we might entice other exciting young companies to
perform in New Haven. Natalie, who danced with Martha Graham in
the 1930’s, had long ago left New York, married and raised her family
in Hamden, Connecticut. Under her leadership in 1971, we launched
and incorporated the New Haven Dance Theatre, a producing organization. In January of 1972, New Haven Dance Theatre presented
its first season at the University Theater at Yale. Frantically sanding
and patching areas of the severely damaged stage floor (there was
no dance floor to be found), we prepared for the Viola Farber Dance
Company, Dan Wagoner and Dancers, and Gus Solomons Jr. and
Company. The following year, New Haven Dance Theatre presented
Pilobolus at Lyman Auditorium. Tickets cost $2 and the performance,
one of the company’s first in Connecticut, was sold out. We were off
and running! Many innovative companies and choreographers followed in the ensuing years, bringing new approaches to choreography
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Journey, Barbara Feldman, Yale University, New Haven, 1983
Photographer: Joy Bush

and improvisation,
fabulous dancers,
gifted musicians and
stunning multidisciplinary projects.
By 1975, Emmy
Devine and Sally
Hess, members of the
original New Haven
Dance Ensemble,
were dancing and
touring with Dan
Wagoner and Dancers. Several Ensemble dancers decided to pursue careers in New York City, and others
were actively teaching and choreographing at area colleges and universities. Company members Jo Linton and Joanne Koob spearheaded an effort to revitalize the Ensemble by inviting several of us to join
them. The company was renamed the Dance Alliance Company and,
thanks to renewed energy, our collaborative group continued to choreograph, teach and perform. Several guest choreographers, including
Karen Levey and Risa Jaroslow, contributed pieces to our repertory. By the end of the 1970’s, Jo, Joanne and I had left the company.
However, dancers Judith Robison, Janet Brodie, and an influx of new
dancers, continued working together.
The year 1975 was also a pivotal year for the Modern Dance Club and
New Haven Dance Theatre. Classes were thriving and were frequently
taught by Mirjam Berns, Karen Levey and Emmy Devine of Dan Wagoner’s company, and by Viola Farber dancers Ande Peck and Larry
Clark. Among the dozens of visiting artists during the 1970’s were Viola Farber, Dorothy Vislocky, Sharon Kinney, Amy Spencer, Pat Catterson, Wendy Perron, Anne Koren, Willie Feuer, Jeff Slayton and Daniel
Nagrin. At this point, the volunteer staff recognized the wisdom and
practicality of formalizing a relationship between the teaching and
producing entities. Simultaneously, as the performing company
changed its name, the Modern Dance Club and the New Haven Dance
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Theatre merged to form the Dance Alliance of New Haven. The Alliance continued to offer classes and workshops with guest artists, often
providing opportunities to perform in pieces by acclaimed New York
choreographers such as Nancy Lewis, Andrew de Groat and Kenneth
King. In addition, the organization produced numerous performances
by small touring companies and added a few classes taught by Connecticut based professionals. The Dance Alliance of New Haven and
the Dance Alliance Company eventually moved two more times, first
to Trinity Church Parish House, and ultimately, in early 1980, to the
Educational Center for the Arts on Audubon Street.
Were it not for the Dance Alliance of New Haven and Dance Alliance
Company, many of us would never have crossed paths and collaborated. The legacy of the Alliance, and its predecessor organizations, is in
the countless dancers, choreographers, teachers and audiences that
were touched and inspired. For me, the final and most important gift
was the encouragement I received in 1980 from Kenneth King while
working with him on his piece “Generator” in New Haven. Impressed
by all the accomplished dancers in rehearsal, he urged me to form
my own company, providing heartfelt encouragement similar to that
which Lucas Hoving gave to a small group of dancers back in 1965. I
took his advice, and Barbara Feldman and Dancers moved on into the
next century.
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Connecticut
Notables in
Dance
Connecticut has had an enormous wealth of dance notables; those who inspired us through performance, as beloved educators who open young minds and hearts, and
as choreographers, scholars, artists or presenters who
have innovated, promoted, advocated and advanced the
field of dance.

Why do I dance?
I have to—I need to. To heal. To feel.
By David Dorfman
My mom was ill (MS). I danced,
at times frantically, to encourage her to take a step. Once after
seeing me dance, she walked a
few relatively pain-free paces
before her body remembered she
couldn’t. I love those moments of
inspiring others to do what they
didn’t think they could. I’ve also
danced so many times for my dad,
who was secretly a performance
artist at heart. I dance for loss
with joy. I dance until I can’t. I
am alive. I feel lucky.

David Dorfman (center) teaching a class at DanceMasters Weekend,
Wesleyan University

When I told my mom at age eight that I wanted to open a dance studio, James Brown was my idol, Soul Train, my visual bible. But the
courage to enroll in formal training eluded me until I was a college
junior. Two years later, I was introduced to Martha Myers and the late
Daniel Nagrin, my “dance parents,” through Connecticut College and
the American Dance Festival. Thanks to Martha’s wild directives and
Daniel’s bold knee drops in performance at age 63, I propelled myself
through an MFA at CC and then on to New York City.
I have always been interested in grassroots movements and the rights
of the disenfranchised. If I hadn’t become a dancer, I think I would
have been a social worker or therapist. I believe in the healing power
of art—and dance in particular. I see the body as a political and emotional force. I love using mine as an expressive power. There is too
much normalcy and puritanism in our culture; dance artists need to
shake things up and enable people to see other possibilities for their
bodies and lives.
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Much of what I do artistically has the intent of being somewhat subversive or underground or alternative. It’s a dissenting voice that I’m
interested in. I believe that we need to see the world in different ways.
We can’t get stale—that is death. I want to pleasantly challenge an
audience to leave the theater changed in some way. “Invite and indict,”
I say. My company does this by being fluid, honest, muscular, funny,
risky and frisky, using my motto of “sweet non-irony.” Courage has
now found me; we can dance our lives out loud!
I love people. In the last year alone, my company has led workshops
from Tennessee to Tajikistan, Alabama to Armenia, with folks in mental health facilities and senior homes, with young dance professionals
and sublimely mundane dance doubters. To get the whole world dancing is my form of kinetic diplomacy. A Soul Train line is one incredible universal language.
Republished from Dance Magazine, March 2015.
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I Always Wanted To Be A Dancer
The Story of Truda Kaschmann
by Margaret L. Dillon

It is a Thursday evening during the summer of 1982. It is very hot
and humid. Most people are moving slowly, laboriously. The usual
sound of birds’ chirping is absent. A woman with chin-length grey
hair curled slightly towards her high angular cheekbones climbs the
steps to Cheney Hall at Hartford College for Women. Beneath a calflength grey skirt, tights stretch around brown weathered feet. Strong
feet for such a slight, slender woman. She looks self-assured. Firm
shoulders cap long slim arms carrying Burlap bags filled with books,
loose papers, art cards assorted instrument, a colorful round container( resembling a Currier and Ives cookie tin), and a small glass bottle
of her lifelong energizer, café au lait, which she will sip just before she
rehearses her Ensemble later in the evening.
She enters a large, empty room lined on two sides with windows
that overlook the still, green campus where she has taught for forty
years. Quietly she crosses the wooden floor. In the corner, she rests
her bags, one by one, on the ledge behind the grand piano. In just a
few minutes, she has combed her hair, smoothed on her leg warmers
and pushed a large sweep broom across the floor. Dancers begin to
arrive. She greets them by name. She welcomes them. As the room
fills, she weaves in and out of clusters of colors and shapes. Bodies of
all ages, shapes and sizes begin warming up. In the corner, the pianist
and percussionist take their places. As one last dancer hurries into
the room, the woman walks to her place at the front of the room. Her
chest expands as she takes a deep breath; her feet instinctively move
into first positions; she lifts her head, smiles and without a word,
stretches her left arm to the ceiling. This gesture seems to envelop
her dancers who, quite magically, are all in unison with her. It is the
beginning of a night of dance with Truda Kaschman, the woman who
introduced modern dance to Connecticut in the early 1930s and who
continues today at age 77, to teach, choreograph, and direct a dance
ensemble.
Truda, as she prefers to be called by students and colleagues alike,
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(the children curtsey and address her as Mrs. Kaschman), is well
known in modern dance history. She is a talented choreographer and
high esteemed teacher whose contribution to the development of
modern dance in Connecticut spans forty-eight years and encompasses work with many prominent artists, including actress writer May
Sarton, and famed Wadsworth Atheneum Director, A. Everett “Chick”
Austin. She studied and danced with many early modern dance
pioneers, including Martha Graham, Lois Horst, Doris Humphrey,
Charles Weidman and Jose Limon , and was an active performer at
the Bennington College Dance Festivals during the 1930s. She has
trained hundreds of Connecticut many of whom have become profession performers, choreographers and teachers. The most famous of
Truda’s students is internationally-acclaimed choreographer Alwin
Nikolais, whose dance career began in Hartford when he asked Truda
– whose knowledge of German dance and use of percussion intrigued
him—if he could accompany her dance classes. According to Nikolais, Truda replied yes of course, but first you must dance. And so he
began his career in Hartford, studying and performing with Truda,
the two of them bringing audiences a very new and exciting form of
dance. Nikolais believes that if Truda had gone to New York to develop her career, she would be a major dance figure in the United States.
But Truda is happy having contributed so much to Connecticut, where
her talents as a performer, choreographer, and teacher have earned
her the honorable title of “Modern Dance Matriarch.”

***
Truda Frackenheim was born in Kassel, Germany, in 1906. She began
her modern dance training in her hometown with Hildegart Dunkel,
a student of Mary Wigman’s, and traveled to Hamburg to study at the
Dance Academy of Rudolph van Laban. Here she received a diploma
in 1926 at the age of twenty-one. Reflecting upon her training with
Laban, Truda remarks:

What most attracted me to him was his
interest in creating a style of dance that
stressed individual interpretation rather
that story telling. Unlike ballet, his technique
consisted of swings that propelled the body
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into space without tension or strained
effort. He invented studies and structures in
improvisation, a then revolutionary concept
in dance.
Truda’ strong attraction to this new German modern dance, done in
bare feet and consisting of primitive shape-making and freedom to
follow natural movement impulses, precipitated some tension and
conflict in her family life. To Truda’s father, a physician, dancing
could only mean “ballet” the formal, respected, classical European dance form that required strict discipline. Yet he had raised his
daughter to be physically strong and competitive and before Truda began dancing she excelled in Long-distance running, gymnastics, and
horseback riding. When it cam to art though, this “Spartan” father
expected Truda to be sophisticated. Music and art were part of family
life. Truda remembers the strains of her mother’s piano melodies. In
fact, her earliest memories of herself as a dancer dates back to a girlhood memory of a family drawing room concert:

Before television and radio my parents went
to relatives’ and friends’ houses for concerts.
People would gather together to play trios
and quartets and everybody sat nice and
quietly and listened, and I couldn’t sit still. I
would dance end everybody said “ Truda will
dance”. So I always thought I was a dancer
and never ever wanted to be anything else. It
is always a joy and never seems like work.
Truda: The Dancer and Choreographer
After convincing her father that she would continue her study of
ballet if he allowed her to study modern too, Truda’s spirit for dancing
soared and her involvement in dance led her to audition for membership in a modern dance company in Hamburg. This was her first professional position as a dancer and she was excited about the adventure
and freedom performing would offer. But both personal and political
events altered this youthful career. She met ( at a masquerade ball),
fell in love with (“we fell love that first night”), and soon married (in
July, 1927) Joseph Kaschmann, a young physician.
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Consequently, her parents’ fears that she would choose dance over
marriage were allayed. After marrying, Truda taught dance at local
orphanages as a volunteer while her husband practiced medicine. In
1931, her daughter Marlene was born; in 1933, when the Nazis came
to power, the Kaschmanns left Germany for the United States. They
spent a year in Boston, where Truda studied and performed with Jan
Weer; in 1934, they moved to Hartford, where Dr. Kaschmann’s ancestors had first settled in the 1860s.
Immediately upon arriving in Hartford, Truda joined a small group
of artists and poets and began teaching German modern dance technique and movement for the actor to the members of the Avery Apprentice Theater, then under the direction of poet/writer May Sarton.
At the request of the Wadsworth Atheneum’s Director, A. Everett
Austin, she also began teaching movement to his architecture students. She became an integral part of a lively arts oasis that sustained
Hartford during the 1930s and made it a thriving cultural center that
attracted national attention. Theater, Dance sculpture, poetry, and
painting flourished during the decade. Among the diverse offering
were the first Picasso Retrospective in the United States, held at the
Wadsworth Atheneum; the Gertrude Stein-Virgil Thomson opera,
“Four Saints in Three Acts,” which opened at the Avery Memorial
Theater in 1934; a dance performance by Ruth St Denis, whose barefoot dance troupe was the first to tour the Orient; the Hartford Festival’s Paper Ball, with mobile sets designed by Alexander Calder in
1935; and the premiere of a George Balanchine ballet entitled “Filling
Station.”
Truda’s early artistic endeavors were] nourished in this experimental
atmosphere. She quickly revealed herself to be a dancer and choreographer of unusual talent and exuberance. Her flair for innovation and
experimentation and her knowledge of the “new modern dance” that
rejected conventional ballet and emphasized spontaneous improvisation, individual creativity, and often primitive movement was quickly
embraced by the Avant Garde community spiraling around her. “It
was not long before she was recognized as ‘Miss Modern Dance’ in
Connecticut,” says Alwin Nikolais, and “on an extremely high, professional plane.” Truda’s instinct that modern dance should be strong,
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stark, and motivated by internal feeling led her to study in New York,
particularly with Martha Graham, and to perform at the famous
Bennington College dance workshops. Commenting upon her early
exposure to American modern dance, Truda explains, “It was quite
different from the German style,” and says she tried to take advantage
of “everything that was here.” More specifically, she reveals that Martha Graham was “my special love,” that Louis Horst “taught me more
than anybody else––about dance, music, painting, are in general,”
and that John Martin “educated me so thoroughly in the field of dance
history and criticism that I still remember many of his lectures and
teach them to my students.”
Infusing the Hartford arts community with a new spirit and art form,
Truda and her young accompanist-student-partner, Alwin Nikolais,
made a dashing dance duo. In 1939, they premiered Truda’s first
maker work, Eight Column Line, a modern ballet (every thing was
called ballet then) about the rise of dictatorship in Nazi Germany. Nikolais remembers that it was a popular theme at the time. For Truda,
though, Eight Column Line reflected a personal saga. Though she and
her family left Germany just as Hitler came to power, she remembers
well her feeling of intimidation, or revulsion toward the tone and atmosphere that began to pervade the lives of German Jews.

I felt hurt, offended, insulted. I am a proud
woman. It hurt my pride, and I decided I
would not live that way. I told my husband
we must go.
Eight Column Line refers to the common practice of reserving
full-column heading for political or social events of a startling or
nationally-significant nature. For Truda, this ballet was an important dramatization of the social, political, and moral dimensions of
dictatorships. Premiered by the Wadsworth Atheneum’s Patron’s
Association’s Association, “Friends and Enemies of Modern Music,”
under the auspices of Mr. Austin, Eight Column Line featured music
by Ernest Krenk and was directed by Paul Vellucci with ten soloists
from The Hartford Symphony Orchestra. Setting and costumes were
designed by Austin.
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While well attended, the premiere was, according to Truda’s recollection, “puzzling to many people. They were confused by the style of
movement they witnessed in this ballet. Its strong and primitive percussive movement and it’s politically-charged theme startled Hartford
audiences.” Nikolai describes Truda’s early performance as controversial yet successful. He attributes her success partly to her choreographic originality, partly to the support of other artists, but primarily
to the superior quality of her dancing. “She was a great dancer, a great
performer; her body was extraordinarily flexible and she was remarkably inventive.”
In 1934, Truda formed the “Truda Kaschmann Dance Ensemble” and
begin to choreograph many children’s works, including Prokofiev’s
Peter and the Wolf, Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, Alice in Wonderland, The Prodigal son, and Churkendoose, a popular dance about an
eccentric animal that is part chicken, part turkey, part duck, and part
goose. Initially a misfit, Churkendoose gains heroic status by teaching children to accept all beings on the basis of inner character rather
than outward appearance.
Tyl Eulenspiegel, a children’s peace about a young German peasant
of the fourteenth century, who is full of tricks and pranks, is a work
Truda remembers with pride.

“At the end of the story, he is hanged and his
soul rises. It is very difficult to dance and
no one ever successfully choreographed it,
not even Balanchine; but we had a great
performance. My youngsters did cartwheels;
we created a marketplace, even had
authentic medieval costumes.”
Truda’s Babar, Another children’s peace charmed Hartford audiences
and was described by a 1954 review:
Choreography exceedingly well chosen for necessary narration
through pantomime on the one hand and pure dance on the other. It
is continually inventive without exceeding the grasp of a child’s mind.
Adult audiences have been fortunate to be presented with numerous
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modern dance pieces Truda choreographed after Eight Column Line.
Lament, with music by Virgil Thompson and Clay Ritual, featured
strong performances by Truda. Over the years her Ensemble members
have performed such favorites as Pagliacci, which premiered in 1952,
and featured nationally-known contralto Betty Allen; Hindemith, with
music played by Walt Devanny; The Man With The Blue Guitar; Hartford in a Purple Light; Sweep the Wind; Pulse Beat; and Spiral 3.
Fantasia, Truda’s most well-known contemporary dance is set to the
music of George Rochberg It is a compelling dance for which she
was awarded choreographic honors. She describes its genesis in the
following way:

“Fantasia was choreographed because I
could not hear it without seeing movement.
My grandson gave me the record as a gift
and I got so interested in the combination of
atonal, rhythmic energy and lyrical, melodic
fragments that I could not listen to it without
seeing dance.”
Truda read many of Rochberg’s articles on modern art and music and
as she read became intrigued with his views on the role of intuition
and reason in creativity. She describes the ‘cosmic’ feeling she derived
from the music:
It was the flow of the music. It has an urgency to it that is almost a
cosmic thing. I really had the feeling that there was something like
electricity in this music. First, it would be quiet; then there would be
this upsurge of energy and that is
what I tried to interpret. It made
me move a certain way as if they are driven, and I think that is what
we did in the dance.
In Fantasia Truda gave her dancers freedom to interpret some of
the fragments that connect the lyrical flow of the piece, thus allowing
them to create their own solos and duets as a way of exploring original
movement responses. Often, dancers’ compositions had to be changed
to fit the whole, but Truda respected the style and temperament of
each dancer. As a result, Fantasia integrates individual compositions
with structured and technically precise group segments.
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Recently, I spent an evening in rehearsal with Truda as she directed
her Ensemble in a recreation of Danze de la muerta, a piece originally
choreographed by Jose Limon at Bennington College in 1937. She
remembered how exciting it was to dance in it and decided to go back
to the music. “The ideas of the dance are same” she remarked, “but
the movement is all new.’ When I asked her to explain her approach
to choreographing, she answered:

When I choreograph, I like to have my
ensemble members participate in the
actual creation of the dance, and I use my
dancers as a potter uses clay. I like to form
them. I have to have them there. Some
choreographers go home and they think of
something they want to do and make notes
and drawings. I can’t do it that way; I have
to have my material there.
Truda’s spontaneous approach to choreography often involves thinking about a theme or idea and perhaps listening to a particular piece
of music. But there is no set movement in her mind when she begins
a new piece. What happens depends greatly on the impulse of the
moment, the personalities and moods of the dancers who attend the
rehearsal. Truda might begin by telling her dancers to “take position
off stage.” Then she will instruct one of them to begin to improvise
to a piece of music. And she will watch intently and quietly. Once
some movement motif emerges, she will say, “Now someone else enter
and do something very different.” If there is a dynamic change in the
music, another dancer may enter of a group interaction may develop.
This is the process Truda uses to give a dance its initial outline. As
the improvised movement evolves and the dancers begin to hear the
music clearly, Truda becomes more lively and demanding. Her choreographic directions (yelled with a German accent from off stage) are
spirited, emphatic, demanding. As she begins to see themes emerging
and energy building, her critical awareness heightens and her highpitched voice confronts them: “You can’t solo too long, now; you must
begin to be aware of each other; you can’t just think of yourself.” And
then, when dancers are working in a group, she notices when they are
working and alert and when they are just mushing around.” When
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she thinks they need some new surge of energy ( which is often), she’ll
say: “Now take that group dynamic and develop it, go somewhere with
it, do something exciting. Good, that’s good, develop it more. Stop.
Let’s start again.”
After this initial improvisational experiment, Truda will often demonstrate and interpret some of the different movement qualities and
energies she observed, some of the connections that worked. Then
she will have the dancers return to their positions off stage and begin
again, following the pattern that was created and the movement that
was defined. Once the overall structure of the dance is established,
dancers then begin to work on refining movement sequence to specific counts and rehearsing solos, duets, trios, and full-group sections.
Out of this emerges a single Truda Kaschmann dance. By the end of
an evening rehearsal, the outline of a dance has been established; and
the dancers have had time to internalize the music, experiment with
movement qualities, sequences, and structures as well as contribute
ideas and respond to feedback. A dance is in progress. Under Truda’s
careful eye, this process continues, sometimes for weeks. Every piece
that Truda choreographs inevitably has a section that is improvised
by one or more dancers and is likely to change from performance to
performance.
As a choreographer, Truda works with concentration and vigor. But
when dances tend to take long periods of time to finish, she become
frustrated:

When the idea is fresh or I’ve really loved
some music, I work quickly and feel sure
of what I want. But when dances begin
to run into problems, I lose patience and
enthusiasm. I can’t stay with one dance for
a long time. I am eager to finish and do
something new.
She feels, too, that she must always be concerned with providing audiences with a variety of themes and movement styles. And that inevitably means compromise:

When I first began to choreograph, my dance
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was very stark compared to everything
people were accustomed too. I had to
compromise; people would have left, just
walked out—and they did. As a woman I
had to build self-confidence. I remember
at a dress rehearsal for Eight Column
Line. Mr. Austin watched and afterwards
he came over to me and said, “Well, who
did the choreography?” I said, “Why, I
did.” He had never heard that a woman
could choreograph. Never. He thought that
someone in New York had composed my
dance.
Truda’s persistence in choreographing and performing as serious
artist at a time when modern dance was considered unconventional—even hedonistic by some—ensured the establishment and development of modern dance in Connecticut an accomplishment Truda is
proud of:

I enjoyed bringing modern dance to
Connecticut. It was different then; a woman
simply didn’t go off and leave her husband
in order to establish her career. Hartford has
been good to me. I made friends and it was a
place where I could experiment and grow. I
went to New York; I went to Boston; I danced
at Bennington with Jose Limon, Hanya Holm,
and Martha Graham in the summers, but
Hartford was always my home. It was never
really isolated either; it was stimulating. Still
is.
Though Truda’s fame as a performer and choreographer may be
limited to the state of Connecticut, her status as an inspiring teacher
is nationally-known. She has traveled throughout the country giving
workshops for children and offering master classes for adults. Teaching is her forte and she takes pride in making dancing a joy for students.
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Truda: The Teacher
Truda Kaschamann leaves a long legacy as a teacher. She has taught
hundreds of students over the years––children and adults––and has
seen many of her students develop professional careers throughout
the United States. Her contribution to the field of dance education
has a long and varied history. She has taught extensively in Connecticut’s schools, colleges, and communities. Her three most prominent
teaching positions have been at Miss Porter’s School (1943-1976),
where she taught Jackie Bouvier Kennedy and was later invited by
her to a reception at the White House (“a high point of my life”); the
Hartford Conservatory of Music and Dance (1935-present); and Hartford College for Women (1940-present) Today, she is simultaneously
directing dance programs at both of the latter institutions, in addition
to directing her own Dance Ensemble. She has conducted workshops
and master classes for professional dancers and teachers at Radcliff
College, Wellesley College, Trinity College, and Yale School of Drama. Students and teachers alike attest to her “vibrancy, energy, and
intuition.”
Just what is it, you might ask, that makes Truda such an outstanding
teacher? She seems to me to have just the right combination of talent,
spirit, and love––a gently and enthusiastically given. She has a vast
amount of knowledge, an incredible memory and a remarkable intuitive sense that enables her to engage and stimulate her students. She
hardly ever talks when teaching (except to relate a poignant idea or
anecdote to the moment). She moves and keeps her students moving.
Her early training in Wiman and Laban technique in Germany provided her with a strong and sound technical vocabulary and a fresh
approach to improvisation. Her later training in the United States,
particularly with Graham, developed, refined and expanded her technical skill. Today she teaches what she calls “Kaschmann technique”
because, as she says, “I have taken everything everybody has taught
me and made it my own and changed it according to the needs of my
own body and students.”
Truda’s classes are fun. They include stretches and warm-up exercises, plies, short phrases and long combinations across space, rhythm
studies, and improvisation— all taught with contagious exuberance.
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These classes make dancers push themselves beyond what they can
do to what they need to do to be stronger, better, and more creative.
Warm, challenging, and demanding, she teaches dancers of all levels
and backgrounds, showing no special favoritism for ‘trained’ dancers
(“I love to teach anyone who wants to dance.”) and rather relentlessly
correcting “ballet arms or affectations that inhibit free movement.”
Often extending her leg far above the heads of her students, she awes
them with her physical strength and grace. She maintains a smooth
flow of energy as she leads combinations across the floor, showing no
signs of fatigue while around her students thirty to sixty years younger
breathe heavily just trying to maintain the momentum she establishes, the energy she demands. She works with her dancers but also has
a wonderful sense of humor that eases the physically demanding pace
of a class just at the right moments. Transitions from one combination
to another seem precisely timed though I sure that happens intuitively
too.
Perhaps the most striking example of her teaching expertise is that
she can—within a single class and without elaborate verbal instruction—teach a beginning dancer combinations that require concentration and precise body placement. How does she do it? By example, by
repetition, by positive reinforcement, by sheer will. Doing it, dancers
realize, is easier than learning to do it, or worrying about not being
able to do it. In fact, Truda seems not to acknowledge inability. I
don’t think I’ve ever seen a student who didn’t improve under Truda’s
training. Her method of instruction always seems to work, even for
the most timid, inexperienced mover. If she notices that a new dancer
is having difficulty, she will say: “Now, there is the step. I will do it;
then, you do it with me.” Then, as the student moves along, she will
stop, watch closely, and say, “Good, that’s much better. See you can
do it.” Truda’s demands on her students are definite. She believes the
body is an instrument that is strong, flexible, and supple, it must be
trained to be alert and open in every respect––open to criticism, open
to correction, willing to learn and to work. “I build up their energy
from nothing and at the end of a class they leap and jump and they
spring and they keep on going.”
The sustained energy of Truda’s classes culminates in an improvisa-
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tional study during which the dancers practice creative-movement
making. Improvisations range in complexity and structure, but all
dancers can participate with ease. For advanced dancers, Truda’s
improvisations are a welcome relief before the rehearsal that will follow class. For less experienced dancers, they provide an opportunity
for exploring movement qualities, spatial relationships, and human
interaction. Truda believes everyone in her class must improvise. She
never asks, “ Do you know how to improvise?” or “ Have you ever improvised?” She simply says: “Now, start together in a cluster, get into
an interesting shape, begin breathing and when you feel the energy
take you, break out of the cluster and do your own dance.” Amazingly, no one hesitates or backs away or even seems very self-conscious.
There is such a positive spirit in Truda’s teaching that dancers are
eager to respond, to please this old woman, to release the power she
has created in them. I remember hesitating, not only as a beginning
dancer, but even as an experienced one when my connection to the
teacher was not possible or secure, when I felt a judgmental eye rather
than a nourishing spirit. I Truda’s classes, everyone leaves feeling
stronger and rejuvenated.
When I asked Truda how she decides upon improvisational structures, she looked and replied:

I very seldom plan improvisations. There are
times when I go to class and know that today
we will do a certain thing–– perhaps a poem
I want the dancers to interpret. But often I
just say, “Let’s improvise.” Maybe the way
they line up or the way one of the dancers
is standing makes me think of something. It
may lead to a rhythmic improvisation or a
character improvisation. It really varies from
class to class.
Truda’s improvisational structures give students the opportunity to
explore new ways of moving of creating spontaneously, of responding
to the unexpected. Though they are fun (‘fun with awareness”), Truda
does evaluate them and often reminds her student that improvisation
is more than self-indulgence by such comments as: “ You can’t only
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think of yourself. Notice what is happening
around you and become part of it.”
While it is difficult to say precisely what
makes Truda so inspiring and successful at
teaching improvisation, many students say it
is the electricity she generated. Truda herself
describe it as some kind of intuition.

If there is electricity in a class
it is based on intuition. I don’t
know I am creating it. I know
that there is such a thing as
electricity that goes from one
person to another, at least I
compare it to electricity or
magnetism. I don’t know what it
is; I look at them and they want
me to do something with them
and here I am and I do it.

Truda Kaschmann, 1942. Photo
appeared in the Hartford Times
announcing Ms. Kaschmann’s
promotion to director of the dance
programs at the Hartt School in
October, 1942.
Courtesy of the University of Hartford Archives & Special Collections

What Truda’s students refer to as “electricity”
and what she herself identifies as ‘intuition’
has influenced students of all generations.
Even Nikolais, who is considered one of
America’s most gifted and inventive choreographers, assert that Truda’s approach to improvisation had a lasting impact upon is own art:
Truda introduced me to improvisation. It was new to the United
States, My exposure to all this was through Truda. What I learned
from Truda was what I believed modern dance to be… You see, Truda
established a pattern with me that never left me, and this is the idea
that a dancer, modern dancer reached fruition through improvisation
and creativity, not just technique, and this has held on to me throughout the years.
The cultivation of creativity Nikolais refers to points to yet another
aspect of Truda’s artistry. For her, dance is never an isolated art form,
“The ideas, moods, rhythms of music, or narrative tales, of dramatic
poetry, even of painting, have a natural kinship to dance.” There are
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very few teachers who relate dance to other art form so consistently or
inventively as Truda. This integrating works with children and adults,
with dancers and nondancers, and it fosters human connections that
are essential to dance and to life.
In Hartford it is not difficult to find a Kaschmann-trained dancer
eager to elaborate upon her experience as a student of Truda’s. Nancy
Savin, formerly of CT Public Television, who was cast in the role of Peter in Truda’s famous 1950s productions of Peter and the Wolf, offers
this insight:

Truda’s greatest contribution was the sense
of freedom and free-flowing movement.
She did not demand strict structure; she
prepared you to allow the flow of your
imagination and flow of your body. She
created ease and relaxation in dance for
those who were willing to discover it.
And Susan Fleischmann, a former member of Truda’ Junior Dance
Group, adds:

The Junior Dance Group was the focal point
of my adolescence. I was bold because of
dance, because she urged us to be inventive,
to be strong, to improvise.
She introduced me to the poetry of Wallace Stevens, the music of
Charles Ives. At the end of the year, she had a tea. We went to her
garden in real clothes and pretended to be ladies. The feeling I had of
dancing together, of integrating, created a trust that has never happened again.
Recently, I spent some time with Truda’s current Ensemble members,
including Connie Kolesco, who has been with Truda for seven years.
When I asked her why, she answered:
People have come and gone. The reason I stay? It’s just Truda; there’s
just something about her. You learn dance but you learn other things,
too, and you can perform regardless of age. It’s her whole outlook, to
enjoy life and not to look at the bad side. That part of her has become
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part of me.
Another Ensemble member adds: ‘Oh, my, it’s her get-up-and-go; it’s
her spirit, really, her spirit that is most important.”
Dancers leave Truda, too. In fact, one of Truda’s few laments is that
many talented dancers who reach creative peaks under her mentorship leave her just at the time she could most challenge them. They
leave for a variety of reasons, but most often in order to shape their
own careers. It is not an uncommon phenomenon. But Truda feels
ambivalent about dancers’ departures and quietly remarks:

I don’t mind if someone leaves for new
experiences, but I feel hurt when they forget
it was I who taught or inspired them to
dance. They become established or famous
and never mention me, except Nik, who is so
famous; he is one who always remembers
me.
And Alwin Nikkolais, who began his dance career with Truda back in
1934, does remember her––fondly and sensitively––as a dancer, as
choreographer, as a teacher, as a person”:

She’s of remarkable intelligence. Also, she’s
a very compassionate person and I think this
combination is what is essential for an artist
and great teacher. You can’t teach if you
don’t have compassion or intelligence . . . . I
think there was always a charm about her,
and of course, she had whimsical quality, too.
She seemed fragile but had extraordinary
strength physically. Her charm is a bit of the
artist and, secondly, she has this lovely little
accent, which adds flavor. I
mean, how
could you lose?
Turning to Truda at the end of one of our many interviews, I ask,
“What makes you such a successful choreographer and teacher? Such
an inspiring teacher?
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I think it is because I love so much what I am doing. I am happy
when I dance and I feel alive and energetic when I am teaching. It
never occurs to me that I am old and if I don’t look in the mirror, or
look in the mirror from far away, I just see the shape and it looks all
right. I think my body is still a very good instrument for
me. It
serves me very well.
“And how, Truda,” I venture, “would you like to be remembered?”
“Oh, she quips shyly, turning her head, “I never thought of that. Maybe as somebody who gave people a little fun.”
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The Passionate Pursuits of
Angela Bowen
by Jennifer Abod
From the inner city streets of Boston, to star dancer, to founder of
Connecticut’s beloved Bowen-Peters School of Dance, to black feminist activist, to distinguished writer and professor, Angela Bowen has
had many influential identities, and in each one, she has encouraged
all around her to reach their fullest potentials and embrace their true
selves.
Angela Bowen has confronted racism, sexism, and homophobia for
over six decades, transforming her own life, and the lives of those
around her.
Angela Dorithia Bowen was born February 6th, 1936 in Boston. She
was the sixth of seven children; her father, Charles Bowen, who made
his way north fleeing the racist conditions of South Carolina, delivered
all of his children at home. Bowen’s mother, Sarah Allen Bowen, came
to Boston by ship from St. Croix when she was just a teenager. She
was able to manage the cost of passage because her father gave her
a goat, which she raised and then sold for a ticket. When Angela was
two years old, her father died and Mrs. Bowen went to work in other
people’s homes while trying to keep her family out of housing projects, which she was able to do.
Angela was a bright student who excelled in sports. She was among
the few black girls admitted into Boston’s prestigious Girls Latin
School. After one year she left to attend Roxbury Memorial High
School, which was closer to The Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts.
Fourteen was late to begin the arduous demands of classical ballet,
but in 1956, two years after she began, Angela danced the pivotal role
of the Black Swan at Boston’s Hancock Hall; nearly sixty years before
Misty Copeland, the first black ballerina performed the role before a
national audience. Lewis (1921-2004) provided young black boys and
girls with a world of music, excellent training and exposure to classical and African dance traditions. Lewis received a MacArthur Fellows
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Grant in 1981. Bowen
was her right hand
assistant until she
was twenty-one.
Upon high school
graduation, Bowen
received a scholarship to Emerson
College, quite the
accomplishment
given the times.
Angela Bowen, Bowen-Peters School, New Haven, 1979
Much to her mothPhotographer—Virginia Blaisdell
er’s horror, Bowen
attended college for
only two years; she wanted to dance while her body was young. Mrs.
Bowen had high hopes for Angela. “Our people don’t need dancers,”
she said. “We need doctors and lawyers and teachers.” Sarah Allen
died from a heart attack while at her job as a domestic worker; that
is when Bowen left Lewis’s school with her dance partner for professional opportunities. They made their way to the “Great White Way”
during the era of No Blacks on Broadway. “We knew they wouldn’t
take us, but we auditioned anyway - over and over again, just to be
in their faces,” says Bowen. The only opportunities for them were in
Europe. They tried out for the historic “Jazz Train” and toured in Italy
and Germany.
The wooden floors at the famed La Scala Opera house were rough
and splintered, worn from donkey carts rolled onto the stage during
operas. The producers refused to provide sandal soles to protect the
dancers’ feet. Angela, one of the youngest members of the company
threatened the producers with a boycott unless they received sandal
soles. Some members of the troupe were against her position, nevertheless, Bowen recalls, “what were they going to do, fire us all?”
Bowen says, “It took only one night before they had the sandal soles.
They were too cheap to get them. They were willing to let us suffer.”
Bowen loved dancing and being on stage; however, the conditions and
pay were not good, and she missed the lively political conversations
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she was used to.
Bowen received advice from an older fellow dancer. He told her that
she “really didn’t belong there,” and she agreed. While she loved the
dancing and being on stage, she had set her sites on creating her own
dance school, and she returned to Boston. There she married Ken
Peters, a drummer, and together in 1963 they opened The Bowen
Peters School of Dance in New Haven, Connecticut. Bowen Peters
provided the city and the state with cultural enrichment for children
and parents through their classes, performances, and presentations
and all during the tumultuous and dramatic years of the Civil Rights
Movement and Black Empowerment.
Bowen brought visiting choreographers to set their dances on her
students, and African students from Yale University helped teach the
Bowen Peters dancers and drummers, initiated Black History and Culture programs in the public schools, and instituted Teacher Training
Programs throughout the state. She served as arts advocate and liaison to the community, business, corporate, state and national leaders.
In 2008, the Mayor of New Haven, John Destefano. Jr., issued a Proclamation “for a Lifetime of Commitment,” declaring April 2nd to be
Bowen Peters School of Dance Day. The Bowen Peters school of Dance
saved and changed forever the lives of inner city children and their
parents for nearly twenty years.
Bowen’s legacy continues through the untold numbers she has influenced. Among her students are state and federal Judges, Teachers, Religious Leaders, Artists, and Dancers, an international Water
Choreographer, and the director of the Alvin Ailey School for young
people. Lucretia Mack, Bowen’s first prima ballerina, and who quit
dancing for marriage, recently wrote to Bowen to tell her that she
passed along everything she had learned from her to her son Brooklyn, who is a classical dancer who tours all over the world. Last year
he last danced with Misty Copeland.
Bowen received many awards including:
•The Women in Leadership award, YWCA
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•The Nannie Burroughs Award
• Business Woman of the Year, The National Association of Negro Business and Professional Women’s Clubs
•The Arts Award, Arts Council of Greater New Haven, Bowen-Peters
performance of “Lena” choreographed by George Howard ,WGBHTV, Emmy Award
• Honoree, Celebration of Women in Dance, The Thelma Hill Performing Arts Center
• Honoree, Black Women of Connecticut, Connecticut Humanities Council and the Connecticut Historical Society
In the early 1980s, Bowen made the most difficult decision in her life
when she decided to close the school to join the feminist movement
and the women who were inspiring her to become a writer, activist,
and social justice change agent. She moved back to Boston to be near
her children’s grandmother and became a grant writer and event coordinator for Casa Myrna Vazquez, a battered women’s shelter.
When there were few out black feminists, let alone lesbians, Bowen
spoke about revolutionary feminism, black lesbian and gay life, lesbian parenting, and honoring diversity nationally and internationally.
She spoke at rallies and marches at the State House and on national
radio and television programs. Her voice was clear and strong against
a Massachusetts state ruling, which prohibited Lesbians and Gays
from adopting foster children. Bowen was a mother and a foster
mother.
In her speeches she focused on coalition building, gay and lesbian
pride, the importance of “owning your own life, and the intersection
of racism, sexism and classism.” Bowen spoke at over sixty colleges,
and universities, she was frequent keynote speaker at conferences,
clubs and organizations, including The Girl Scouts of America, and
appeared on local and national radio and television shows including
Black Entertainment Television and on WBZ, TV Boston on the first
National Coming Out Day.
Bowen served as Co-chair of the National Coalition of Black Lesbi-
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ans and Gays with its founder A.
Billy Jones, and was the Editor of
Black/Out, the organizations national magazine. She spoke at the
first International conference for
Women in Nairobi, Kenya, in the
Netherlands. In Italy she was a
featured speaker at a Conference
on the influential Black Lesbian
Feminist Poet Audre Lorde.

Angela Bowen teaching, Bowen-Peters School, New Haven, 1979
Photographer—Virgina Blaisdell

Angela was selected to be the
Keynote speaker at the first
LGBTQ graduation ceremony at
Cal State Long Beach. Dr. Bowen dedicated her speech to her
Mother.

In 2012 Bowen’s book “Out of the Blue: Aleta’s Stories” a semi-autobiographical fictional collection of short stories was published and
is now being taught in university classrooms. Bowen retired due to
illness in 2010. Her life is the subject of a feature documentary being
distributed by Women Make Movies: “The Passionate Pursuits of
Angela Bowen,” 2016.
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Eiko and Koma
Wesleyan Inaugurates Eiko and Koma Retrospective

By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
Time is not Even, Space is not Empty
Eiko and Koma on stage
Still…motionless
Silent…the silence of memory pregnant with
the past
…a flute
…a drum
…a chant
Ashen…blanketed with white makeup –
defining shape and altering reality
Nude…reflecting nature and human origins
Awakening…nascent, glacial movement –
feeling, grasping, becoming
Primordial…mingling with the basic
elements – water, earth, fire, air
Intertwining…with each other becoming one
with the earth – twigs, grass, rice, feathers
Morphing…evolving and devolving –
creating and dissolving shape
Entranced… seducing the audience into their
vortex
Released…from their ethereal plane,
returning to earth to the here, to the now, to
the cacophony.
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To witness a performance by Japanese-American artists Eiko and
Koma is an experience unlike any other. It is easier to explain what
Eiko and Koma are not than what they are. They do not perform codified movement and are non-narrative artists. What these choreographers/dancers offer is an idiosyncratic, organic movement characterized by extremely slow motion, connection to nature, and a minimalist
esthetic weighted with emotional content. They are unique.
Dance is both motion and stillness. In their oeuvre, they employ both.
Stillness carries equal weight, analogous to the negative space in Japanese visual arts that is as important as the image.
Their technique was born out of the chaos of post-war Japan when
artists of every discipline were redefining themselves. Eiko Otake and
Takashi Koma Yamada were seeking to create something avant-garde. In 1971, they each studied at the Tatsumi Hijikata studio in Tokyo
where they eventually formed an exclusive partnership. Although
they studied with both Kazuo Ohno and Hijikata, masters of movement known as Butoh, they do not consider themselves Butoh artists.
They respected their early teachers but still sought other ideas. “We
were very bad students of Ohno and Hijikata. We believed in the freedom of the individual and left the country very early,” Eiko clarified.
Much of their movement uses the floor where rising, reaching, grasping, and flailing movements suggest a sense of both becoming and
unbecoming - evolution and devolution. Their kinetic vocabulary
extends to the face exaggerated by an expansive repertoire of expression.
They draw audiences into their world that alters perceptions of time
and space and creates places where human form and landscape
become indistinguishable. Inspiration comes from myriad sources
including nature, costumes, and music. “Through dance, we present
archaic landscapes, eons older than the world we occupy, in which we
can rediscover our essential selves,” Eiko explained.
Although they considered themselves fully formed when they left Japan, they continued their quest to further define themselves as artists
by exploring the work of colleagues. In Germany, they studied with
Manja Chmiel, a disciple of Mary Wigman, the well-known pioneer of
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Expressionism in dance. As a woman artist, Chmiel was a role model
for Eiko. “Manja was an independent spirit who wanted to do her
own work. She was a strong technician and we took modern barre
work with her. She advised us to stay together because we worked so
well together.”
They worked in Rotterdam with dancer Lucas Hoving, an exponent
of modern technique, who urged them to go to New York. “He told
us that modern dance was a wide field with great breadth. We didn’t
study Weidman technique with him per se, but went to his classes.
Without him we wouldn’t have come to America.” They arrived in the
United States in 1976 and made their New York debut at the Japan
Society with White Dance to rave reviews. While here, they worked
with West Coast artist Anna Halprin. “We liked the way she worked
in small groups, with discussion, and individual exploration.”
Despite their interaction with Western artists and the bits and pieces
they may have gleaned from them, Eiko and Koma have remained
true to their origins. Their Eastern esthetic dominates transporting the viewer into another realm that transcends the here and now.
Performances feel more like a meditation on the nature of existence
and humanity’s relationship to earth. Birth, death, and the cycles of
nature are the gist of their offerings.
Performance pieces have been created for sites as well as theater. Every one takes about a year to create. “Each time we make a piece, that
one is important.” Despite that proviso which is true for most artists,
Eiko spoke about some of those that have particularly resonated with
her. “Night Tide (1984) was the first piece where we used total nudity. This was a dance about love; (we were) two mountains making
love. It really freed us. We were never fully frontal but used the buttocks and back because they were more sculptural and androgynous.”
“Land (1991) was a big collaboration and both our children performed
in it.” Land was made in association with Native American musician
Robert Mirabal who was raised and lives in Taos, New Mexico, the
tribal home of the Taos Pueblo Indians. New Mexico was also the
site of the first nuclear test. In Land, they revisited the site creating
their own landscape, a site of perseverance. In preparing for their
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retrospective, they have adapted Land to Raven by incorporating the
image of a raven, recognized as a source of power and myth, giving the
work a new meaning at each site performance.
“I liked River (1995). It was a lot of energy working with environmental activists, researchers, administrators, park officials, and adventurous presenters. River is done at dusk when it’s dinnertime; the fish
come alive, the birds, animals, and bats. We are the strangers. It’s a
very special place but scary: later, the river becomes nameless dark
water. I feel how the river runs and never stops. It brings us in and
brings us out. Water is in our bodies; we all have been dancing in water. We then float downstream and the audience is left with the river.”
River has been performed in nine different waters.
In performance, Eiko is focused on “holding my line, my body, or the
space around my body, existing in the moment as a dancer”. Other
works include Grain, Thirst, Wind, Breath, When Nights Were Dark,
Be With, Offering, Cambodian Stories, and Mourning. “The titles are
explicit and implicit,” she noted.
At the time of writing this article, under the aegis of Wesleyan University, Eiko and Koma have created a retrospective of almost four
decades of their work. When I asked how it felt to look back on thirty-eight years of collaboration she said, “It’s exciting and scary. We
can never see dance; it can never happen again. Although I enjoyed
editing our medley, it is only a window. We can never really look at
the work; our work is a performance, which disappears every time we
perform. It is nice, however, to see material of the work now; to see
what has been of consistent interest to us – nature, leaves, potatoes,
flags, wind, Japanese ink, nakedness, silence…”
How this retrospective will impact future endeavors remains to be
seen but one thing is clear. Whatever emerges from this glimpse
backwards, these artists will continue to produce finely crafted,
poignant statements. Like a carefully constructed haiku adhering
to minimalist rigors of structure, Eiko and Koma with the barest of
embellishments will continue to surprise, to offer us the embodiment
of their art - themselves.
***
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At the time of the writing of this article (2010), Wesleyan University
has had a seven-year relationship with Eiko, which began in 2002
when she presented Offering, a response piece to September 11, 2001.
In the spring of 2006, she began teaching Delicious Movement and
has continued to teach every year since. The concept for the retrospective originated from Sam Miller, a Wesleyan alumnus who has
been active in nurturing dance through various organizations. He is
interested in creating a retrospective model for the performing arts.
Wesleyan University began the Eiko and Koma project that comprises
new commissions, restagings of old work, the publication of a catalog,
video compilations, panels, and workshops. In the next three years,
different phases of the project will be presented in New York City and
other cities across the United States, including a “living” installation
at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis in 2010. Wesleyan University Press is publishing a book by Eiko and she will continue to teach
at Wesleyan. Pamela Tatge, the Director of the Center for the Arts at
Wesleyan commented, “We are so grateful to have served as the incubator of the Eiko and Koma retrospective and look forward to the idea
of audiences being able to discover the life’s work of other performing
artists in this way in the future.”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine.
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Tony Dovolani:
Dancing With Connecticut’s Star
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
He wears spandex, rhinestones, and sequins, requisites of professional, competitive ballroom dance where he’s garnered World Championship titles. He’s a television star, movie celebrity, teacher, adjudicator, and entrepreneur. But, above all, Tony Dovolani is Stamford’s
family man next door.
Captivated by movement, he was already folk dancing at age three in
his hometown Prishtina, Kosova. In 1989, his family was granted political asylum and moved to the United States. When he attended the
Fred Astaire Dance Academy, he knew that he had found the passion
that would eventually make him a success on the world dance stage.
He joined ABC’s popular program, Dancing With The Stars, in season two and has been a fan favorite from the very beginning. Past
partners have been Stacy Keibler, Sara Evans, Leeza Gibbons, Jane
Seymour, Marissa Jaret Winokur, Susan Lucci, Melissa Rycroft, Kathy
Ireland, Kate Gosselin, Audrina Patridge, and Wendy Williams. This
thirteenth season is his twelfth appearance as debonair Dovolani, the
gentleman competitor who exhibits intensity on stage yet demonstrates patience and sensitivity when working with students.
I caught up with him at home after just returning from Hollywood
following his latest show with partner Chynna Phillips who is married
to Billy Baldwin. Tony and Chynna had several promising weekly
appearances. She was clearly expected to become a contender for the
prized, mirror-ball trophy but, during their final dance, she completely froze forgetting the routine. It happens to everyone in any field. A
momentary lapse of concentration can cost a game.
With such a gifted student, Dovolani was naturally disappointed by
their premature dismissal. Viewers, who take part in the process by
phoning in their votes, were clearly unforgiving. “I thought that they
would overlook the hiccups but there was no room for error. Chynna
understood one hundred percent. She embraced the entire process –
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the time it takes, the content and pride in everything she did. She still
stayed in character and never veered away from the true spirit of the
dance.”
Each season, Dovolani assumes the challenge of taking a non-dancer and producing one capable of performing a variety of dances,
each demanding different skills. He often begins the process by just
having contestants walk to music. “I look for rhythm, explore the
sports they’ve done. There are many ways of teaching. If one way
doesn’t work, I try something else. Some people understand through
language, others through their everyday life activities. I try to find
something they can relate to. It’s a matter of perspective. We put
limitations on ourselves without exploring other possibilities.” In
choreographing routines for his students, he seeks and emphasizes
their strengths and minimizes their weaknesses. “It’s the job of every
teacher.”
Teaching dance requires two skills – method and artistry. He instructs students in the techniques of ballroom that has its own vocabulary. The dance patterns are just the beginning. There are foot
actions to be taught as well – heel leads, toe leads, rising and falling
by flexing the feet. Orientation of the body on the dance floor like
shoulder alignments, hip positions, and connection to one’s partner all necessary components in the presentation of this dance form – are
part of the training.
Though they might not realize it, Dovolani is also their drama coach.
Each ballroom dance is a slice of theater because each dance has a
different character. Originating in Cuba, the rumba is slow and sensual. The American jive and swing are bouncy and playful. A passionate intensity between partners must be cultivated for the tango that
comes to us from Argentina. Lyrical romance must imbue the waltz
that originated in Austria. For those classic American foxtrots, sass
is a necessary ingredient. Steps without intent are hollow. They lack
the requisite emotive qualities that spark responses from audiences or
judges.
His own reputation was achieved on the competition dance floor
where he earned numerous awards in the American Rhythm cate-
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gory – mambo, cha-cha, rumba, swing, and bolero – from which an
aggregate score is determined. While appearing on Dancing With The
Stars, he was establishing himself as a world competitor. In 2005,
he won the World Rhythm Championship and United States Open
Rhythm Championship with partner Inna Ivanenko and the Ohio Star
Ball American Rhythm Championship. 2006 was a banner year for
him. He and partner Elena Grinenko took first place in the World
Rhythm Championship and the United States Open Rhythm Championship making them undefeated. He was also the Emerald Ball
Open Professional American Rhythm Champion and PBS America’s
Ballroom Challenge Rhythm Champion. An Emmy nomination for
outstanding choreography Jive, Dancing With The Stars, added kudos
that year.
Though you may not be a devotee of the ballroom community, you’ve
probably seen Tony Dovolani and professional partner Cheryl Burke
as animated characters in Pixar’s Toy Story 3. In the scene when
Buzz Lightyear is switched into Spanish-language mode and becomes
“Spanish Buzz”, he dances a classic Spanish Paso Doble with Jessie
the Cowgirl. Pixar got in touch with ABC who recommended Dovolani and Burke to do the dance sequence. “We were so excited the first
moment when we learned that we were going to work with Pixar. The
company went to England to have the Gipsy Kings record You’ve Got
a Friend in Me in Spanish. Choreographing a routine for them was
pretty amazing; it was fun.”
There were some adaptations that had to be made to the choreography to accommodate Jessie the Cowgirl’s wide-brimmed hat. Burke
had to keep her arms closer to her body and, in some sequences, keep
her arms lower. Through the magic of electronic animation, the final
product is a delight for both children and adults. Partner Cheryl commented that she and Tony would have this bit of film immortality for
the rest of their lives. (This segment can be viewed on YouTube.) Toy
Story 3 has become the top grossing, animated film world-wide and
won the Oscar for Best Animated Film in 2011.
Other film credits include the Latin bad boy competitor Slick Willy
in the hit film Shall We Dance. Dovolani was a dance instructor for
the movie and had the privilege of coaching and working with Rich-
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ard Gere, Jennifer Lopez, and Stanley Tucci. Other professional work
includes co-hosting segments on EXTRA and corresponding for Good
Morning America.
When he isn’t appearing on Dancing With The Stars, he teaches and
makes personal appearances around the country on behalf of Fred
Astaire Dance Studios. He and fellow dancer Maksim Chmerkovskiy
are partners in the dance studio Come Dance With Me with locations
in New York, New Jersey, and soon to be Stamford, Connecticut.
When the glitz and glamour fade into the background, Dovolani heads
home to Connecticut. “I love Connecticut! I’ve lived everywhere and
Connecticut has everything – four seasons, water on Long Island
Sound, skiing on Mohawk Mountain, and plenty of golf courses; I love
to play golf. It’s close to New Haven and New York. One of the best
drives anywhere is the Merritt Parkway. There’s a balance of nature
and culture and it’s the best place in the world to raise a family.”
Tony and his wife Lina are proud parents of Luana and twins Adrian and Ariana. He believes that it takes a village to raise a child so a
decision was made to create an extended family environment with relatives in close proximity to one another. “My brother and sister live
here and we’re all involved in raising our children.” The Dovolanis
attend public school. “Just because I’m on Dancing With The Stars,
I don’t want my children to be sheltered. I want them to experience
everything which is why we live in a blue-collar city.” He was soon to
be off with his children to buy fish for a newly purchased aquarium.
Star-spangled Dovolani is living the American Dream. His hard work
has rewarded him with success but his family remains the most important thing in his life. “All success aside, I would not be where I am
without the support and love of my wife, children, and family. They
are the reason I push myself everyday and drve myself to be the best
in the art and profession that I know as my passion. Dancing is life
yet my family is my soul.”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, January 2012
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Gloria Govrin: A Balanchine Muse
by Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
“Ballet is woman.” George Balanchine
George Balanchine (1904 – 1983), one of the greatest choreographers
of our time, changed the very nature of ballet with his neoclassical
choreography. It is well known that many of his ballerinas inspired
his work. Gloria Govrin is one of the prestigious few muses. Govrin,
Artistic Director of Eastern Connecticut Ballet in East Lyme, recently
received a request from New York City Ballet to impart her knowledge
to a new generation of dancers. She demonstrated and discussed the
intent behind Balanchine’s choreography of her signature roles as
Coffee, Hippolyta, and Soloist in the Brahms-Schoenberg Quartet for
a new generation of dancers as part of an ongoing project for the cameras of the George Balanchine Foundation’s Interpreters Archive. Envisioned and directed by dance historian and former member of New
York City Ballet Nancy Reynolds, the goal is to capture Balanchine’s
original intentions through coaching sessions by veteran dancers on
whom he choreographed his great roles. The documentation includes
both interviews and videotaping to insure optimum preservation.
Govrin studied at Balanchine’s School of American Ballet from the
age of twelve. Balanchine noticed her almost immediately pulling her
aside after class to ask her age. “I said fourteen. He was planning a
tour to Australia and had me in mind to go along. But he said, ‘you’re
too young: you’d need a tutor and your mother would have to come.’ I
knew right then and there that I had to get out of high school as fast as
I could so I graduated at sixteen. By then, I was 5’ 10”. I was accepted
into the company when I was seventeen. There were no women dancers at that height then. I was the tallest girl ever and took a lot of heat
for that. Balanchine never saw anyone my size move the way I did. I
was a strong dancer with a strong personality.”

Gloria Govrin, as Coffee in George
Balanchine’s The Nutcracker
Soloist, New York City Ballet,
Circa 1964

“My debut was to perform the lead in Western Symphony in Los Angeles. Suddenly, Diana Adams was sick and couldn’t perform her role
as the Scotch Girl in Figure in the Carpet. Someone came to me and
said you have to try on this costume because you’re doing this tomor-
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row. We rehearsed the dance in Diana Adams’ bedroom. When I got
on stage, I forgot the whole dance and made it up. Mr. B said, “Very
good; you didn’t run away.” In the same evening, I did do the lead in
Western Symphony. That was my entrée into dance!”
Her height and stage presence would be to her advantage later in
her career with New York City Ballet where she achieved the rank of
Soloist in 1963 earning the sobriquet “Big Glo”. “Balanchine molded
my career because of my height. There were many roles that inspired
his choreography. In a Midsummer Night’s Dream, I was Hippolyta,
Queen of the Amazons, a huntress with bow and arrow.” In this role
she was described as a “strongly jumping and turning Amazon”.
Because of her commanding stage presence, Balanchine cast her as
the Queen Mother in Jerome Robbins’ The Cage, based on a matriarchal insect society in which males are killed after mating. “As Queen
of the Bacchantes in Orpheus, I take off his head,” she exclaimed with
excitement as well as frustration. “Finally, when he cast me as La
Bonne Fée, the Good Fairy, in Harlequinade, the day was saved and
I felt feminine as I also did performing the Harp Solo in Raymonda
Variations.”
Balanchine’s The Nutcracker premiered in 1954. The role of Arabian was based on the Ballets Russes version. An Arab on a carpet did
some steps and then a bird character brought him a hookah. The first
thing Balanchine changed was the tempo of the music because it was
too slow; it was his belief that he shared with his dancers that “the
music is always right”. He was a classical pianist with an encyclopedic knowledge of the subject. He also changed the choreography. In
1964, Balanchine created an entirely new dance on Govrin for that
variation, which would become known as Coffee.
Govrin shared pleasant memories of working with him when they
collaborated and improvised a variety of possibilities. “It has a split
and backbend; we experimented with taking my leg and reaching for
it with the opposite hand, going through it, twisting on the floor, and
ending seated like a pawing cat. What we finally set is still done today.” Somewhat later, she learned that the entrance in Coffee is based
on a Georgian folk dance, drawn from Balanchine’s native roots.
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Well received on opening night, critic Allen Hughes of the New
York Times wrote: “It presents Ms. Govrin as an exotic temptress
in bare-midriff costume. It is an excellent short dance that manages
to include toe dancing, a split, a backbend in which the toe touches
the head, and other things – all blended into a unified composition
that is graceful and beguiling. In Coffee, Ms. Govrin has received
one of the most unusual and flattering assignments she has ever had”
(12/12/64).
In the role of the Siren in Prodigal Son, he told her to imagine her
long, velvet, red cape as a boa constrictor. In 1966, Balanchine designed the Brahms-Schoenberg Quartet, the first abstract work for
the stage of the New York State Theater that replaced the New York
City Center of Music and Drama. In the Allegro first movement,
Govrin recalled his direction. “That first sauté entrance has to be like
you’re shot out of a cannon.” And that’s exactly what she did. According to the critics, Margo Miller of the Boston Globe found that
“a thrusting wave of sound…bears Govrin on its crest,” while Clive
Barnes, Chief Dance Critic of The Times, considered her to be “intense
and flashing” in the role (4/22/66). Of all the ballets Balanchine created on her, this is her favorite.
Nancy Reynolds observed, “Looking at the solos Mr. B made for Gloria reminds us once again of his uncanny ability to mold his choreography to reflect the special abilities of the dancer(s) he has chosen to
create for.”
In addition, Balanchine created other roles on her including Firebird,
Don Quixote, Clarinade, and Trois Valses Romantiques. She danced
principal roles in a host of other ballets such as Western Symphony,
Apollo, Episodes, Four Temperaments, Stars and Stripes, and Liebeslieder Walzer, as well as Jerome Robbins’ Fanfare, and Lew Christensen’s Con Amore.
Govrin’s performing career spanned fifteen years (1959 – 1974). Balanchine also saw something else about her. “He asked me if I wanted
to teach and I did. I taught all through my twelve years at the School
of American Ballet from children to intermediate. I had a high jump
so I also taught the men’s class. He saw something in me that I didn’t
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see in myself. He put me on a path that the rest of my life would
take.”
When she retired from the stage and teaching at the School of American Ballet, she formed her own company in New Hope, Pennsylvania
but it was very stressful and a financial struggle. “One day, I heard
from Ricky Weiss, Artistic Director of Pennsylvania Ballet, who
invited me to teach and so I closed my school after twelve years and
relocated to Philadelphia.” From there, she ventured west to teach at
San Francisco Ballet. Eventually, she was drawn back east to be closer
to family and, in 2010, accepted the position of Artistic Director at
Eastern Connecticut Ballet located in East Lyme.
Reflecting on her time with New York City Ballet, she shared many
thoughts and feelings. “It was the best of times. Balanchine was in
his prime, choreographing two ballets a year. He knew every dancer
and he taught class every morning. Everything was tailored-made for
each dancer. He was very open and took everything from his dancers. Older dancers in the company were already formed; we were his
grand experiment. We knew we were working with a genius. Anybody
who danced with him quotes him. It wasn’t a job; I would have paid
to do this. With Mr. B you didn’t think about anything. He always
said that the future is now.”
“As a man, an artist, and teacher, he taught me absolutely everything
that means anything to me. He taught me to teach and learn – things
you remember fifty-years later. He always told us to squeeze the last
bit out of every step like toothpaste, how to move in different tempos, to try to do the impossible. He was an extraordinary person who
loved dancers and treated them like family. There was a great sense
of loyalty. When he recognized that I could teach, I would take his
class and then go teach mine to both children and adults and, when I
do teach, he is sitting on my shoulder.”
As Artistic Director, Govrin brings to Eastern Connecticut Ballet not
only her extraordinary performing and teaching experience but also
a connection to the Balanchine Trust, which grants permission to
perform his ballets. She has obtained the Trust’s approval to have her
students perform segments of Raymonda Variations – the opening
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waltz, five solo variations, and the coda. “I have a group of promising
twelve and thirteen year old girls who will be perfect for this.”
A select group will also go to New York this spring to take class with
a member of the School of American Ballet and see a performance
of New York City Ballet’s Serenade. For many, it will be their first
experience attending a live performance. “I want to introduce them to
more than Youtube,” she added.
This project will insure that the choreography of George Balanchine
will continue as he envisioned it. Other legendary dancers who have
taken part in this project include Allegra Kent, Maria Tallchief, Edward Villella and others from companies around the country. As the
last to have had direct contact with Balanchine, their contributions
will serve to preserve the oeuvre of this twentieth century master. As
Govrin explained, “I can teach you the steps but someone has to teach
the intent.”
For further information go to easternctballet.com
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, April 2013
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Tina Bush,
A Bowen-Peters
Alumna

Tina Bush, New Haven, 1981

Tina Bush grew up as a student of Angela
Bowen at the Bowen-Peters School in New
Haven. She began her professional career
with the JUBILATION! Dance Company
and went on to dance with the Joyce Trisler
Danscompany, Forces of Nature Dance Theater Company, Jean Erdman Dance Theater
Company, The Jamison Project, ETHOS,
Seraphim Dance Company, Amy Pivar Dance,
Earl Mosley’s Diversity of Dance, and several
other New York-based dance companies. Tina
has performed in numerous productions for
television, stage, and film and has assisted
choreographers such as, Carmen De Lavallade, Shirley Black-Brown, Charles Moulton,
Milton Myers, and Judith Jamison. She has
choreographed works for the Thelma Hill
production of Women in Dance, Tango for
the Virginia Opera’s Junior Company, La Fete
(a cabaret production) in Bregenz, Austria, Crossing Over (a dance
dedicated to the loving memory of her mother) and 3 of 1 In The
Midst of CHAOS.
As a dance educator she has taught dance at the Berniece Johnson’s
Cultural Art Center; Premiere Dance Theater; Connecticut Ballet
Theater; Detroit Public Schools Dance Program; The University of the
Arts Summer Program; Poly Prep Woodward; Studio Seibi in Japan; Musical Theater Works; NJPAC; AileyCamp Too; and The Ailey
School where she is currently the Rehearsal Director of the Repertory
and Performance Workshop, Student Performance Group.
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First Q&A: Alfred Uhry/Martha
Clarke
By Pat Grandjean
Two of Connecticut’s undisputed stage masters take on the enigmatic Shakers in “Angel
Reapers,” opening in Boston and New York City this month.
It’s safe to say that any collaboration between Pulitzer Prize-, Tonyand Oscar-winning playwright Alfred Uhry (Driving Miss Daisy),
and visionary choreographer Martha Clarke, 67—co-founder of the
dance troupe Pilobolus, MacArthur “genius” and 2010 recipient of
the highly prestigious Samuel H. Scripps/American Dance Festival Award for Lifetime Achievement—is destined to be, at the very
least, intriguing. “Intrigued” is probably the best word to describe
Clarke’s reaction when Uhry, 74, approached her at what she recalls
as a “lavish Thanksgiving party” (“It was only the second time I’ve
seen him in my life,” she says) to ask, “How would you like to do a
piece on the Shakers?” Six years later, the collaboration of the two
Litchfield County residents has “lurched into life” (Clarke’s words) as
Angel Reapers, a dance theater piece currently on tour in the Northeast. The show heads to Boston’s Cutler Majestic Theatre Nov. 15-20
and New York City’s Joyce Theater Nov. 29 through Dec. 11.
How did the idea to do Angel Reapers get started?
Clarke: I was at this lavish Thanksgiving party and saw Alfred there
for the second time in my life. Right, Alfred? And he said, “How would
you like to do a piece on the Shakers?” I thought the idea of working
with Alfred Uhry would be wonderful. Many years later, it’s lurched
into being.
Uhry: Over the last six years we’ve had a lot of opportunity to work
on it, which is great. We’ve worked on it together in the studio, as well
as had umpteen meetings where we fumbled around. I’ve rarely done
anything where I’ve had this much prep time.
What prompted you to ask Martha to do it?
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U: About a thousand years ago when our children were little, my wife
and I rented a summer house up in New York State, about 10 minutes
away from the original Hancock Shaker community. I’d take my kids
there several times a week. In the gift shop I found books about Ann
Lee, and this is long before the Internet, so I researched her in the
library. I became fascinated with her and saw immediately that her
story had theatrical possibilities. But I also saw just about as immediately that it was not a play, that it was too far out there to be a traditional play.
What about Lee fascinates both of you?
U: I’ll go first; okay, Martha darling? She was sort of a Joan of Arc
figure in a very bizarre way, a poor young woman in England who had
multiple stillbirths. She’d be in labor for three or four days, and the
babies were all born dead. Then God came to visit her, Jesus, Pope
Paul II—everybody came to visit her. They told her to not only be celibate, but to preach celibacy as much as she could. And she did.
C: She did this also as a result of losing four children at birth. It was
the dramatic and tragic events of her life that were the explanation for
all that.
U: She founded the Shaker community. Shakers are “shaking Quakers,” that’s what they were called. They shook, and they danced, and
they were totally abstinent—there was absolutely no sex at all. No
talking, no fondling, not even of yourself. In place of that, they would
have these prayer meetings where they would serve spiritual wine and
get drunk . . . which was really, no wine.
C: Although it is rumored that they did drink “spirits,” as in Holy
Spirit.
U: It was pretty strict. The sexes were not allowed to communicate
in any way. Men lived on one side of the building, and women on the
other; they used separate staircases. They never spoke to each other.
Even within your own sex, you weren’t allowed to have much social
congress. People did their work, and the communities thrived, and
they did wonderful things.
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Reading about them, it sounds like they were progressive in many
ways, but . . .
C: They were matriarchal, which is extremely progressive.
. . . it sounds like their lifestyle increased the mystification
of sex.
C: Absolutely. There’s nothing like denial to make you want something.
U: It’s like, “From now on, you’re never going to think about your left
hand . . . Don’t think about your left hand. Don’t do it.” So there you
go.
C: Which is why there’s currently, probably only two Shakers left.
There were three, and I think one died.
U: Lately, they’ve been fighting people who want to join. Originally,
they took in anyone: abused women, runaway slaves, escaped prisoners. They took in a lot of orphans, but when these kids became
teens, they left. They did get married couples—we have one pair in our
show—whose farms were failing, and if these people would tithe their
farms over to the Shaker community, then they would be able to keep
their land. But they would have to live in the community as brother
and sister. Some people were able to do that.
Ann and her own husband did that, right?
C: He left. Ann’s husband said, “If you don’t sleep with me, I’m out of
here,” basically.
U: For the first few years, we did all of that biographical research, but
Martha made me realize we had to distill it. We couldn’t be biographical; we just didn’t have time.
C: And also, it didn’t lift off the page as much as when we started
thinking of it as a “tone poem.” I call it a “tone poem on the Shakers”
now. In a certain sense it’s put together very viscerally and not linearly.
U: All of the show is based on our research—everything we do, we can
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trace to the Shakers—but it’s more an emotional temperature of how
it was.
I know people have done works on the Shakers before. How does your
piece differ?
C: I haven’t looked on purpose, because I don’t want any influence
from other people.
U: What we’re doing is strictly about a wonderful project that ultimately had to fail. You can’t deny your sexuality, that’s how we all
got here. That’s what the story’s about: suppressing your desires and
trying to find other ways to satisfy them, and the ultimate failure, no
matter how good your intentions are, of such a thing. To my knowledge, there’s never been a play about the Shakers. Ours deals emotionally with what went on, the high and low spots.
C: And we use the wonderful Shaker music from the 18th century—
they wrote more than 2,000 hymns. For me, on a very abstract level,
to do a piece that was just based on rhythm and foot-stomping was
quite fascinating, as a director-choreographer. There is a rhythmic
drive that moves through the piece that was a wonderful challenge for
me.
U: The music was all conceived by the Shakers to be a cappella. We
have a wonderful music director named Arthur Solari who, out of
these thousands of Shaker songs, has distilled about 20 that cover
the range from spirited and lively to plaintive and beautiful. The one
that’s famous is “Simple Gifts.” No lyricist that I can imagine could
write these now, they’re too remarkably interesting and on the nose
for the Shakers. When I found there’s a song in a community where
sex is forbidden called, “A Companion to Stiff I Will Not Be” . . . yes,
it’s a laugh, but can you imagine?
We thought about this a lot, about celibacy and what it means. I think
along the way we all realized that there are times we’ve had our bodies
take us somewhere we didn’t want to go. I mean, at certain times you
find yourself being led around by your sexual parts and you think, “If
I didn’t have to have that in my life—if I could have gone through college, say, without those urges—what might have I accomplished?” It’s
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within the human spectrum, don’t you think, Martha? I mean, most of
us are never going to do that . . .
C: Do what?
U: . . . Give it up. For our whole lives, I mean.
C: Depends on how much of a pain in the ass our partner is!
U: But I think it would take an incredible amount of courage—I can
only speak as a male-type person—to do it. It’s like a diet on steroids.
It would be a huge commitment to say, “I’m not going to think about
it; I’m not going to do it.”
As a woman-type person, would you agree with that, Martha?
C: Yes. I have great respect for the community of the Shakers, leading
that ordered, lovely life. I’ve often thought it would be nice to have
been like Dolores Hart, over in Bethlehem. But the idea of celibacy
doesn’t work for me.
I wonder if Freud would describe what the Shakers did as
“displacement”—you put your sexual energies somewhere
else.
C: What is wonderful about the dance and song is the sublimation.
Wonderful, crazy worship scenes were witnessed, and there were testimonies from people who saw the Shakers saying that what they did
simply looked like “Bedlam.” We have a section of the piece we call
“Bedlam.” The audience may not know the reference, they may feel
the whole thing is bedlam. But the sublimation obviously brought out
extremely physical exercise, jumping and howling.
How is Angel Reapers structured? Does it have scenes, or
acts?
U: It’s hard to characterize. I would say it’s split in thirds: one-third
dance, one-third music and a third text. Maybe leaning a little more
towards dance.
C: I would call it “movement.” There are no identifiable dance steps.
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It’s not going to be based on a vocabulary people are accustomed to.
We did research, but we didn’t try to do anything historically accurate.
It is a somewhat abstract structure, however, there is a dramaturgical
curve.
U: We have 11 people in the cast—six women and five men—and we
tell lots of different stories within that little group. We have a young
couple raised by Shakers who fall in love with each other. We have a
runaway slave. We have Ann Lee and her brother William who gave
up his married life to join his sister. We have a couple who gave up
their marriage to become Shakers, and we have a woman who, I think,
killed her husband. We have all these stories.
C: And they were developed with the company members, so that the
company, which is exceptional—there are two actors and nine dancers—we talked about what was important to them. So the back stories
of the characters were built on who the performers are as well.
U: We have these actors who can really move and dancers who can
really act . . . and everyone can sing! It’s pretty remarkable.
What is the role of text? Is there dialogue?
U: There’s a tiny bit of dialogue; most of it is confessions. That was
big in the Shaker community. Most of the speaking that was done had
to do with explaining to the community why you’re there . . .
C: Ann Lee wanted that; it was a necessity to say why you were there .
..
U: . . . because you had to forswear everything. We have distilled all of
that.
Any parallels between the Shakers and organized groups in the present day?
U: Certainly there are parallels to communities like Jim Jones or
Waco, any of those heaven-on-earth communities. This was truly
pure-at-heart, it wasn’t some lascivious thing started by someone so
they could sleep with all the young girls in the world.
C: Also, it was a very inventive community. Mother Ann invented the
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round saw, the clothespin, the concept of selling dried seeds in packets. They were very inventive in how to sustain themselves. The flat
broom . . . they were really responsible for things we use everyday.
U: Ann Lee said, “We build chairs for angels to sit in.” It was a wonderful experiment that ultimately had to fail. That’s what the underpinning of this project is. It wasn’t the only religion with vows of
celibacy, but this one actually engaged the two sexes living together. It
was a remarkable experiment. I think that anyone who would undertake it is very brave. And it’s very touching. At first it’s snickery, but
you get over that pretty quickly when you realize what these people
did.
The other piece that’s fascinating about our production because it’s
historically accurate is, our performers are completely costumed
from head to toe. You don’t see a single bit of flesh except their faces.
They’re completely covered, including their hands.
C: And women’s dresses were made so that there’s kind of a white
shawl or bib-like thing, so that you couldn’t see the form of a woman.
It was an early American burka.
U: Men had on three-piece suits and buttoned-up shirts, so they were
completely covered—yet the Shakers really encouraged nude dancing.
They thought that if you were nude, you were invisible. Your body
wasn’t a sexual object, it was just your body. It was just sort of odd, bizarre. There’s naked dancing in the show, for all types. We have male
nudity, female semi-nudity—we get there.
C: What we don’t have is a lot of jokes.
U: You mean, you took out all my one-liners?
What have been the greatest challenges in getting the piece
the way you want it?
C: The challenges are the same as in writing or directing a traditional
play: it’s really pacing, clarity, musicality and wonder.
U: And how to keep the involvement with the characters when they
don’t say all that much.
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C: We want you to feel that you know them, and yet we’re giving very
little literal info.
U: You’re learning quite a bit through music and movement. There
aren’t any sitdown sessions where they talk about how they feel.
C: It’s the old thing, body language. We built storytelling into the
movement through trial and error. With all my work over many years,
I try to find vocabulary per subject matter, so that I don’t strain to
apply Martha Graham or Merce Cunningham technique. It usually
starts from what the subject matter is about and what the emotional
intent of the scene will be. There is no movement that is just a pretty
move for movement’s sake. If you don’t understand what it’s trying to
say, or tell, I don’t use it. Fundamentally, this work is very earthy, very
rhythmic, with a lot of stamping and polyrhythms. I built a company
vocabulary, and it’s extremely limited, so I try to find the emotional
expression within the limitations.
You can’t suddenly have a woman do a pirouette as a Shaker. The
usual dance vocabulary doesn’t apply; you work more from the emotional states and what we were trying to say about the characters.
The physical and abstract part of the movement came out of trying to
realize through physicalization what we were trying to say specifically,
emotionally.
U: As the playwright, I find that the less you say in this piece, the
more the audience will provide their own interpretations of what you
mean. There’s quite a bit of actual quotes from Shakers, confessions
from Mother Ann. And there’s a lot that I wrote. But now I can’t remember which is which anymore. It’s all intertwined. I utilized all the
Shaker text I could find. Like all theater, it’s entertainment, but you
have to bring something to it.
C: It’s not Hairspray.
U: It’s not?

That might make an interesting double bill, actually. A
mindblower. How long is the production, by the way?
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C: It’s about 75 minutes. We don’t believe in long, except for life. How
we sustained thinking about it and working on it for 6 years, I have
no idea. But it’s always been a pleasure to get back to and the rehearsals, the process, has been one of the most fascinating I’ve ever been
involved with.
U: And we have the best company in the world. It was built around
these people.
C: They’re so committed, so generous, so focused . . .
U: And talented. Martha said the other day, “We’ve got a room full
of racehorses here.” And that’s what we have. Being a complete klutz
myself, to watch these people work is remarkable. The control these
people have over their bodies—I wonder if I’m in the same species.
C: What’s wonderful is that they really understand and have brought
an intelligence to the work that is not just technical. They’ve brought
a real understanding and sensitivity to the characters that they’re
playing.
U: I would say that 85 percent of what I wrote is from being in rehearsal and observing and listening and watching and thinking, “She
would be the one who would say this, he would be the one . . .” It all
just flowed together.
C: The making of it was extremely organic.

It would be cool if you could time-travel and observe the
Shakers directly, without being involved . . .
U: For a day-and-a-half, maybe . . .
C: But, you know, Alfred, I don’t think of them as a joyless community
whatsoever . . .
U: Not at all. The piece begins with them just sitting there, laughing.
C: We’ve kind of compacted 50 years of Shaker history into this rather
abstract work.
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U: Yes, I would say we go from about the late 18th to the mid-19th
century.
C: And the time curve is not at all important, it’s just information
on what we read. During Ann Lee’s lifetime, I think the rhythm and
dancing was less codified than some of the structure we were going for
in the piece.
U: That was a stumbling block for us for a long time.
C: In the 1830s, there was a revisitation of Ann Lee’s spirit. That’s
when the dancing became more codified. That’s been the most interesting thing to deal with.
Angel Reapers has been staged before, correct?
C: We did this as a work-in-progress at the American Dance Festival
back in 2010, and had three performances. And now we’re doing a
small tour of New England, starting with shows at Dartmouth and the
University of Connecticut. We’re in Boston for a week and New York
City for two.
Would you say there’s a theme to the piece beyond what people are
seeing on stage?
C: I don’t think we’re slinging home a “message.” Do you, Alfred?
U: The last speech we have in it, the brother says, “My soul is an
angel, my body is a man, and they’re fighting all the time.” So that’s
really what it’s all about.
Reprinted with permission from Connecticut Magazine,
November 2011
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A Life Filled With Ballet

Nutmeg Conservatory’s Kunsch is in no mood to stop
By Tracey O’Shaughnessy
Joan Kunsch remembers the date. As she recalls it, her pale blue eyes
search upward through the airy dance ceiling at Nutmeg Conservatory. She grabs her midnight blue Lycra dance pants to her chest and
folds her hands together.
It was November 18, 1959, and Kunsch’s future was being decided.
Her parents had gone to see Kunsch’s dance teacher, Charlotte Elton Cross, in Litchfield. Kunsch had been taking ballet from Cross
for nearly five years and, at 17, knew she could not live in a world in
which she did not dance. Her parents, strict Lutherans, needed to
know: Was Kunsch good enough-so good that they should allow their
eldest daughter to pursue a career in dance, as she desired?
Of yes, Cross told them. She was plenty good. “I had chills all over,”
say Kunsch, associate director and national audition tour director at
the Nutmeg Conservatory. “They had wanted me to be a doctor or
a lawyer.” Instead, armed with the encouragement of her venerable
dance instructor, Kunsch went on to have a career in dance that has
spanned her entire life. At 73, she continues to teach six days a week.
“When you finally know what you’re doing, why stop?” says Danbury-born Kunsch. “I had to have a life in ballet. There was no question about it.”
Kunsch has now been at the Nutmeg Conservatory for twenty-seven
years and is in no mood to stop. A convert to Catholicism, she divides
her time between dance instruction, poetry, and devotional readings
and practice. The Torrington artist and writer has had poems published in the U.S., Norway, England and India.
A frequent guest teacher in Scandinavia and the Netherlands, Kunsch
is also fluent in Norwegian, a language from which she has translated
several contemporary poems.
All of this, she says, is underscored by her faith and her unwavering
passion for classical ballet, which began at age 4 when her mother
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took her to see a matinee presentation of Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger’s 1948 classic “The Red Shoes.”

Joan Kunsch, Associate Director,
Nutmeg Ballet Conservatory, 2002
Photographer—Dr. Howard
Mortman

“I wanted this from the beginning,” says Kunsch, a slender woman
with an elegant long neck and close-cropped salt-and-pepper hair. “I
knew I was going to fall in love with dancing no matter what. Whatever is wired in me accounts for it. I didn’t know I could love dance
more, but I do. The feeling of the movement is intoxicating.”
And Kunsch, who appears as spry in mind as she is in body, seems to
remember all of it with uncanny precision: the Mother’s Day in 1950
that her mother took her see the Ballets Russe de Monte Carlo at New
Haven’s Shubert Theater, the dances that were presented- which
included Rimsky Korsakov’s Ballet “Scheherazade” — and the impresario who staged it —Sergei Ivanovich Denham.
“I was on the edge of my seat,” recalls Kunsch. “but in my family, the
idea was if you loved something, you only did it on Saturday night.
You didn’t play during the week.”
As a result, Kunsch said she came to ballet late— at 12 — too late for a
professional career. She says she did not realize that until the end of
her four-year program as dance major at Butler University.
But once she realized it, she says, “I was able to switch my passion
overnight to teaching,” a “miracle” that Kunsch attributes to “the Holy
Spirit.”
From there, she began teaching throughout the Midwest and South
— in Fort Wayne, Ind.; Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Jackson, Miss.; Springfield,
Mo.— before she returned to Connecticut in 1987, working first for St.
Francis Church, before she came to Nutmeg Ballet in 1988.
“The bottom line is love,” says Kunsch. “You don’t feel it in every ballet school, but you feel it here. We want every student to understand
that we love them for where they are and we help unlock who they
could become.”
Kunsch, says Sharon E. Dante, founder/executive director of the Nutmeg Conservatory for the Arts, “has been devoted to the arts since her
childhood in Waterbury and has the energy of a twenty-five year old.
Every ounce of her soul is devoted to teaching and loving the arts.”
Republished from The Republican-American, August 4, 2015
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Libby Nye - Dance Reconstructionist
By Barbara Ferreri Malinksy
Before the twentieth century provided a notation system and film,
dance was passed down through oral history, each generation passing its knowledge on to the next. Notation systems are limited; they
illustrate only technical elements. The motivation, spirit, and intent
still require interpretation and the dancer’s body is the instrument for
transmitting that knowledge to future disciples. Dance reconstructionist Libby Nye is a high priestess of the church of modern dance.
A New London native, Nye’s first experience with dance was ballet.
“I did it because all my friends were doing it and I really didn’t like it
at first.” Her father insisted that if she started something she had to
finish it and so she did. Curiously, she continued to return to ballet
here and there. Her connection with her primary ballet teacher, the
Russian- trained Kyra Lisanevich, had a great deal to do with her
continuing her dance studies. Movement was clearly an enjoyable
experience but something about ballet just did not fit her personality. “I preferred the men’s classes – the big combinations and the big
movements. They felt right to me not the small ones.”
When she was fourteen years old, she had an epiphany. She attended
the American Dance Festival at Connecticut College and witnessed
modern dance. “I saw Lament for Ignacio Sanchez Mejias based on
the poem by Garcia Lorca that Doris Humphrey choreographed for
José Limón and I knew that this is what I had to do in my life! I studied every summer at the American Dance Festival after that. People
came from all over the world to study there. Students camped outside
in tents to be able to study with these greats.”
The antithesis of ballet, modern dance is a uniquely American dance
form that evolved during the 1930’s. The troubling times of the
Great Depression were an impetus for dancers to address the issues
of contemporary life through a new form of movement. They wanted
to assert their independence from the European model of ballet with
its own codified movement vocabulary and its fanciful themes based
on fairy tales and royal courts. Movement pioneers like Doris Humphrey, Martha Graham, and José Limón blazed those new trails. New
kinetic experiences were in the making. Toe shoes were cast off baring
the feet and movement was created using the body against the floor.
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Martha Graham based her technique on the “contract and release” of
dancers’ core muscles while Humphrey employed “fall and recovery”
– a drop and suspend motion. Both movement styles worked against
gravity, utilized the floor, and incorporated contemporary themes.
Smitten by both artists, Nye fought for and completed a double major
in Graham and Limón techniques while a student at Juilliard in the
1960’s. This gave her the opportunity to work directly with these
iconic masters. “An artist must be a part of her time. Ballet, for me,
seemed external and artificial. I knew modern dance was where I belonged. I knew it was right for my body. One could express things on
a very deep level because it’s so rooted in the ground; it comes from
the earth – the ground - like the Native American dances. We may
leave the earth (in some movements), but we come back down.”
Graduation from Juilliard was her ticket to explore the world and
perform with her mentors. She became a member of the José Limón
Company and, in 1963, traveled to Southeast Asia on an official State
Department tour and recalled performing “from palaces to rice paddies”. As principal and soloist with the Limón Company as well as the
American Dance Theatre at Lincoln Center and her own company, she
has had a remarkable performing career.
When she left the stage, transmitting the language of modern dance
became her mission. She taught and reconstructed Limon works
throughout Europe, Canada and the United States and has been on
the faculties of international festivals as well as European and American Schools. She established a dance major at Pomona College in Claremont, California where she was Director and Artist-in-Residence for
many years. For the past thirteen years, she was Professor of Dance
at the Folkwang Hochschule Essen (FHE), a conservatory in Germany
where she taught and reconstructed Limon repertory and was also
guest teacher for major dance theaters.
“I love teaching; I love pedagogy. I can really change a body. I was
comfortable in Europe because there had been a tradition of modern
dance.” The non-balletic, German Expressionist dance movement
came to a screeching halt with the outbreak of World War II. Founded by Kurt Jooss, the FHE relocated to England during the war and
returned to Germany afterwards. “I loved the school because it was
such an international environment and the students were so serious
about learning modern dance but it was located in a small town and I
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missed the city.”
In Germany, retirement is mandatory at age 65. When that time
came, Nye could have continued as a guest consultant but decided
otherwise. “I choose to come back here to southeastern Connecticut. The American Dance Festival at Connecticut College established
modern dance on the shoreline. When the festival moved to Duke
(University), it left a gap. I’d like to see a modern dance renaissance.
I want to create a company here; a repertory company that will preserve some of the historic modern dances but also create new work.”
Nye’s plans are as grand as her movements. Observing her in the
studio, she voraciously consumes space displaying an expansive intensity that is derived not only from the visceral technique, but also from
the committed woman within. She is planning a company based on a
great repertoire with a widespread reach.
She has come full circle. Home is now New London where she bought
and renovated a building on Bank Street near her former childhood
ballet school. “I’m a reconstructionist. I renovate buildings and I
renovate dances.” Located in East Lyme, Eastern Connecticut Ballet
(ECB) was her professional base where she taught modern dance several times a week. In addition, she was also an adjunct faculty member of both the Boston Conservatory and Harvard University where
she taught Limon technique. She currently teaches at the Hartt School
Community Division in Hartford.

Libby Nye, in a movement from
Limón’s Choreographic Offering
1982
Photographer—Maurizio Cattaneo

“Her ‘top four’ list of reconstructed dances would include Concerto
Grosso (1945) by Jose Limon, a majestic piece that is currently in
production. “I performed this work in 1963 at the American Dance
Festival in New London to great reviews. To be able to present it
fourty-eight years later with Daniel Soto who is my former student
and current member of the Limon Company is very gratifying.” Other
works on her wish list include Doris Humphrey’s The Call / Breath
of Fire (1929) that is literally a call to something new; Lamentation
(1930), Martha Graham’s study in grief; and, by co-choreographers
Doris Humphrey and Ruth St. Denis, Soaring (1920) – a visualization
of flight.
Nye is quick to say, “I am not a museum.” In fact, there are plenty of
plans for new works. Nye’s credo is that “you can only move forward
in a more creative and inspirational way if you understand the past.”
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Gene Schiavone: Photographer to
the Acrobats of God
By Barbara Ferreri
Malinksy

When Martha Graham choreographed Acrobats of God in 1960, she
told her composer Carlos Surinach, “I want to describe dancers as the
most beautiful things in all God’s creation…”
Gene Schiavone communes with the Acrobats of God on a daily basis.
His camera captures their essence – their artistry where the human
body is the instrument of expression. Imbued with the subtle nuance
that each performer proffers, the Acrobats of God bestow the gift of
transcendence, transporting us from this world to another.
When this Old Saybrook resident was growing up in Queens, New
York, he never imagined that he would be one of the world’s prominent photographers of ballet stars. Reminiscing about his childhood,
he claimed, “It was great growing up in Queens! I took the bus everywhere. I’m a city person.” In high school, he developed a passion
for photography but never really pursued it beyond the hobby stage.
Instead, his path led to a career in finance.
In 1970, he married Ellen Waltze, a ballet aficionado. By the mid1980’s she became very involved in various fundraising projects for
New York City’s American Ballet Theatre (ABT), one of the world’s
great ballet companies. In 2003, with a deepened commitment, she
accepted her election to the Board of Trustees where she served for
four years. Her first endeavor was to establish the Costume Fund to
finance the replacement of worn costumes. She continues to head
this committee having successfully raised hundreds of thousands
of dollars. Schiavone was inevitably drawn into the dancers’ world,
developing an appreciation for their rigorous training and service to
an art form.
By the 1970’s, they had moved to Old Saybrook but it didn’t deter
them from continuing that link to the ballet community. In fact, their
strategic position between New York and Boston enabled them to
commute to both Boston Ballet and ABT. By 1997, he was retired and
looking for a challenge. He revisited his interest in photography and,
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because of his wife’s involvement with ABT, began a yearlong tour
with ABT II, the company’s secondary troupe of youngsters. Eventually, he had the opportunity to photograph the main company.
Black and white film and a primitive darkroom served his early needs
but when designing his home in Old Saybrook he framed out and
plumbed a more elaborate one that was never used because of his
transition to digital photography in 2000. At present, his personal
archive includes about 180,000 images.
Photography demands different techniques for diverse subjects; documenting ballet requires a specific set of technical and intuitive skills.
According to Schiavone, there are three ways to photograph dancers.
“You can put them in front of a backdrop – either black or white, photograph them on the stage with what’s in front of you and then crop
the photos, or get the dancers out of the studio into real life.” Each
presents its own challenges.
Posing dancers in front of a backdrop is probably the easiest because
it’s the most controlled. On stage, it’s a different matter. He explained, “Everything happens in time to the music. It’s all about timing and you have to know what the timing is. You have to anticipate
the jump. You listen to the music, watch the feet and when the feet
are in the right position you take the shot.” A typical, motor-driven
camera just won’t do in this setting. You might get ten shots and yet
miss the dramatic point. Photographing ballet in this context requires
both an eye for dance technique and choreography and an ear for
music that he has cultivated over the years allowing him to produce
world-class photos.
The third option – taking dancers out into the world beyond the studio or stage – appears to be one of his favorite and innovative devices.
He enjoys touring old cemeteries for their historical interest and iconography. “Just the other day I was researching mausoleums to shoot
a scene for American Ballet Theatre’s upcoming Romeo and Juliet.”
Harkness Park in Waterford is another of his preferred sites. “There’s
an old mansion there with gardens, and ivy growing up stone walls,
and columns; the classicism of it is traditional and ballet is traditional.” The two elements complement one another and he feels that the
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scale of the architectural elements of the park don’t overwhelm the
dancers.
One of his special gifts appears to be the ability to draw out the personality of the dancers. Setting ABT’s Nicole Graniero seemingly
floating on a sea of daffodils in Harkness Park or seating Boston
Ballet’s Karine Seneca, draped in ankle-length tulle, on the steps of
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, or perching New York City Ballet’s
Ana Sophia Scheller lakeside in Central Park are portraits that defy
convention. Viewing a performer outside a typical theatrical scenario
makes for an intriguing image - a visual oxymoron of sorts demanding
a fresh look at a conventional subject.
The mood that each representation seeks to evoke - glamour, pathos,
passion, or bravura - is achieved by taking about 1,000 photographs.
The one that is deemed “just right” – there are never any perfect photographs because artists are never quite pleased with themselves – is
one that is whittled down to about 150 and then 30 or 40 make the
final cut. He described the laborious process, “The Artistic Director
approves about one third of those and then the dancers have to sign
off on them too.” A three-hour shoot can easily translate into 10 hours
in the photo lab.
His skill is in demand throughout the world and has taken him to
the most prestigious ballet companies and festivals – ABT, New York
City Ballet, Boston Ballet, Bolshoi, Kirov, Munich Ballet, Royal Ballet,
National Ballet of Canada, the Mikkeli Ballet Festival in Finland, the
Youth American Grand Prix as well as other companies and international events. His photographs are published regularly in The New
York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal and major
papers and magazines here and abroad.
Mention just about any etoile in the constellation of ballet stardom
and he has photographed them – Paloma Herrera, Ulyana Lopatkina,
Alessandra Ferri, Marcelo Gomes, Diana Vishneva, Ethan Stiefel, Gillian Murphy, Roberto Bolle, Irina Dvorovenko, Anastasia and Denis
Matvienko, Nina Ananiashvili, Svetlana Zakharova and more. He
lives in the firmament of the stars and understands the ephemeral and
evanescent nature of his subject matter.
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He recently came upon a photograph of Anna Pavlova, the great
Russian ballerina who appeared at the Parsons Theater in Hartford
in 1911 and 1913, and realized that people would have heard about
her fame and dancing skills but that there would have been no visual
record of her if someone had not taken that picture. The ballet companies who engage his services own his photographs. “I never sell
my photographs but I sometimes give them to dancers because they
belong to them. They work their whole lives and never get to see their
work,” he revealed.
His future includes both teaching and continuing to produce a body
of fine work. He is currently mentoring two young women who were
former dancers – one with ABT and one from Pennsylvania Ballet.
“ Right now my goal is to build a body of work – my personal best.
Each year, I compile a book of my favorite photos but I’m not interested in publishing a book.” But he teased, “When I’m too old to hold a
camera, I might work on that.”
His philosophy reveals his understanding of documenting a transient
medium, “Each photograph is a moment in time which has immediately become the past. Ballet is a visual art form steeped in history. It
is my hope that these photographs will help preserve that history.”
When I asked him what his best photograph was, like any artist, he
replied, “The next one!”
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, July 2009.
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Kim Petros: Connecticut’s Rockette
By Barbara Ferreri
Malinksy

“I’ll never forget getting that phone call. It was so overwhelming! I
dreamed about it since I was a young girl,” recalled Kim Petros. That ring
was her invitation to join the world-famous, eye-high kicking Rockettes.
Hailing from New Milford, Connecticut, Petros started dancing at the age of
four. “I was a shy child so my mom put me in dance. Once I got on stage, I
realized I loved it.” Since that first experience, she was unstoppable; exploring all forms of dance like tap, modern, and ballet that she took three times a
week. In her pursuit of the best, she studied throughout the area. Jeri Kansas, a former Rockette, was one of her teachers and obviously had an impact
on her. She travelled all over New England with her parents to various dance
competitions. “I don’t know how they did it.”
When it was time for college, she was admitted into the prestigious New
York University dance program that is quite small and therefore very competitive. “I actually auditioned for the Rockettes in my freshman year. I
made the callback, but didn’t go even though it was something I always
wanted to do. Education is important to me and my family so I decided to
stay in college and finish my degree.”
With college nearing completion, she began applying to dance companies.
“I auditioned for ballet, but I was too tall. They’re looking for dancers about
5’ 5” and I’m 5’ 7”. (The Rockette range is 5’ 6” to 5’ 10.5”.) I auditioned
for the Rockettes in May which was one month before graduation and got
in.” For the first four years, Petros was in the touring group. She travelled
throughout the country visiting different cities every year. “I loved bringing
the Christmas Spectacular to people all over and the joy that comes with
that.”
A day in the life of a Rockette demands a passion for dance and excellence.
Rehearsals begin at ten in the morning until five in the evening, six days a
week. The exacting precision of the troupe comes from breaking the music
down to each beat. Petros explained, “ Every count to the music and every
step is measured. That’s what’s so amazing about the Rockettes.” For example, on count one, a dancer’s head must be in a certain place; on count two,
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the elbow must be aligned; on count three, the hip placement must be angled
exactly to match the others and so on until everything is in sync. “We keep
doing the same eight counts until everything matches exactly. There are
challenges every day and new numbers every year.” A Rockette must also be
dedicated to the group where the troupe is the star.
One of the most exciting, exacting, traditional dances is the Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers. There is minimal scenery to distract the audience. It’s
all about the formation precision of the dancers who have only a few stage
markers to guide them. The illusion that everyone is the same size is
achieved by placing the tallest women in the center and the shorter ones on
the ends. “Each year, you may be in a different spot which is a choreographic challenge. Although we look outward, we use what we call a ‘guiding
eye’, looking right and left, to make sure we’re in line with the girls next to
us.” Wardrobe uses over 15,000 red dots per season to brighten the cheeks
of the wooden soldiers in this number.
This year’s production will celebrate eighty-five years of the Rockettes in
New York. There will be a retrospective featuring their most extraordinary
costumes through the decades. “Each costume has music and dance that
goes along with those styles.” More than 1,200 colorful costumes are worn
in the Radio City Christmas Spectacular. Each of the Rockettes must change
eight times during each show and, in a few of the changeovers, they have
only seventy-eight seconds to make that alteration.
“We’ve also updated the Twelve Days of Christmas with a fast-paced tap
routine.” Another audience favorite is New York at Christmas where the
Rockettes board a real double-decker Gray Line bus taking audiences on a
tour of Manhattan. The bus weighs an amazing seven tons and is thirty-four
feet long and twelve feet high. In the course of the eight-week run, it travels
approximately thirty-seven miles onstage! Off-stage, the bus hangs twenty-three feet in the air for storage.
“This year we’re doing a video game number where we become part of the
game. It’s great to be a part of this because of new technology.” Embracing new special effects, the Christmas Spectacular is taken to new heights
incorporating 3D elements interacting with live performance that has never
been done before in a live theatrical setting. More than one million pairs of
3D glasses will be distributed to patrons for this experience.
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The Living Nativity continues to be a vital part of the production. During the
eight-week run, the animals drink 450 bottles of water and eat 340 bales of
hay and 560 loaves of seven-grain bread. Let Christmas Shine celebrates
and honors the Rockettes as the stars of the show as they sparkle with 3,000
Swarovski crystals.
The recent history of the high-kicking dancer began in mid-nineteenth century France with the raucous can-can performed at venues like the Moulin
Rouge. Women kicked high, flinging up their flaring petticoats, which was
considered shocking in a time when an excessive display of ankle was considered dissolute. However, they were not synchronized. At the nearby Folies-Bergère there were examples of women kicking in unison. These were
resident groups trained by the British choreographer John Tiller. Inspired by
the Parisian follies, Florenz Ziegfeld brought some of Tiller dancers to his
Ziegfeld Follies in New York. It was here that an American, Russell Markert, had the opportunity to witness emerging synchronized dancing.
Markert’s famous comment was destined to come to fruition. “If I ever got a
chance to get a group of American girls who would be taller and have longer
legs and could do really complicated tap routines and eye-high kicks…they’d
knock your socks off!” He founded such a precision group in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1925, which originally performed as the “Missouri Rockets”. The
group was brought to New York City by S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel to perform at
his Roxy Theater and renamed the “The Roxyettes”. In 1932, the troupe left
the Roxy Theater to open Radio City Music Hall and became known as the
Rockettes.
Markert gave synchronized dancing its own unique American signature.
The beloved Rockettes are part of the tapestry of New York. The Christmas
Spectacular is one of the most watched live theatrical productions in the
United States with over two million viewers every year. They have become
a piece of Americana, appearing in some of the most prominent events in
America’s rich cultural life such as national television specials, the Superbowl Halftime Show, the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade, and the NBC
Tree-Lighting Ceremony at Rockefeller Center as well as Presidential inaugurations.
For Kim Petros, becoming a Rockette was a dream come true. In fulfilling
her aspiration, she also became part of an American institution which is part
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of the fabric of American life steeped in an almost one hundred year history.
“It’s so great looking out at an audience of 6,000. We can see about the first
fifteen rows; seeing the little kids smile makes all the hard work worth it. I
would advise young dancers to take as many dance classes from a variety of
teachers and get as much performing experience as they can to expand their
technique and range of dance. You couldn’t be a Rockette without extensive
training in different styles and ballet is the basis of all dance.”
Petros has been a Rockette for eleven years (at the time of writing this article) and plans to continue for at least eleven more. “I love Connecticut and
would love to go back there to live some day.” But for now, she is enjoying
being part of a legendary, select group of talented, athletic dancers and hearing the applause of 12,000 hands.
Reprinted with permission from Ink Magazine, December 2012.
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Enid Lynn:
Educator, Visionary, Leader
By Debra Collins Ryder When the doorbell rang at the Rosenthal home in Manchester, Connecticut, a
very young Enid Lynn (Rosenthal) would skip to the door with the greeting:
“do you want to see me dance?” Years later this young dancing door opener
would become one of the most influential American dance educators of the
twentieth-century. Throughout her nearly thirty-five years as teacher and
director of the School of the Hartford Ballet, Lynn generously opened doors
for so many other young people.
The dynamic Enid Lynn still answers doors and enters rooms like a tornado of infectious energy, without taking a breath; Lynn thinks and speaks at
breakneck speeds with the precision of a surgeon. The resolute and tenacious
Lynn “never gave mediocrity a chance”, observed a friend, which has served
her well throughout her career.
Enid Lynn’s own ballet training began in Manchester, CT with former
English ballerina, Sonia Morrison, who encouraged young Miss Lynn to
supplement her ballet study in New York with Cecchetti protégé, Vincenzo
Celli. Soon Enid enrolled in the newly established Hartford School of Ballet,
where she discovered her love for dance education, quickly taking on the
responsibility of teaching children’s dance classes at the age of fifteen. Enid
was however drawn to the energy of the modern dance scene and the Graham
technique, and began training at the Martha Graham School. Many years later as a longtime ballet pedagogue, Enid would describe herself as “a modern
dancer trapped in a ballet school.”
Modern or ballet, Enid would open the next eventful chapter of her life in
1971 with the departure of Joseph Albano from the directorship of the Hartford School of Ballet; the energetic Enid Lynn was the obvious choice to lead
the school into its next phase. Along with Joyce Karpiej, Sharon Dante, and
business counsel and support from James Hodson and a passionate Board of
Directors, a new Hartford Ballet and the School of the Hartford Ballet would
reemerge. After Michael Uthoff was hired as artistic director in 1972, the
quality and influence of the Hartford Ballet and the School of the Hartford
Ballet (SHB) expanded. Through Uthoff’s inventive and diverse company
repertory and Lynn’s unique ballet pedagogy, innovative teacher training
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courses and the beloved Program for City Youth, they together
created a template for how a ballet company and school could
fully collaborate.
Enid once said that the best advice she ever got was from
Moshe Paranov, who recommended that “I surround myself
with people who were smarter than me”, quipped Lynn; and
she did just that through the 1970s & 80s, amassing an extraordinary faculty, who helped Lynn develop numerous cutting
edge programs and an inventive curriculum for SHB. Some of
the brilliant and committed faculty surrounding Lynn included: Verena Chase, Diane Fleming Brainard, Truman Finney,
Rosi Docal Pizzuto, Linda Burns, Ceci Taylor, Wang Shao
Pen, Ambre Emory-Maier, and so many others. Enid’s endless
energy helped to lead this creative team in developing programs
like: the Children’s Labanotation Program, Dance Teacher
Certification (a transitional teacher training for former professional dancers), and eventually the establishment of a Bachelor’s in Fine Arts
degree in Dance at The Hartt School.
In the mid 1980s a former taxicab barn was artfully redesigned into spacious
dance studios that helped the school and company grow exponentially. The
hiring of the next Hartford Ballet artistic director, Kirk Peterson, signaled a
next phase for SHB in the 1990s. New faculty would reenergize the school,
and the reputation of SHB and Enid Lynn would garner respect worldwide
until financial issues shuttered the Hartford Ballet Company. Enid continued
to promote the school through its transition into Dance Connecticut, when
former leading dancer from the Martha Graham Dance Company, Peggy
Lyman, joined Lynn in directing the fledging Hartt Dance Division at the
University of Hartford. In 1994, Lynn and Lyman installed one of the first
and only collegiate degree programs in Ballet Pedagogy. Together they established a prestigious undergraduate collegiate curriculum that continues to
challenge young performing artists and future dance teachers.

Enid Lynn, 1969
Photo courtesy of the University
of Hartford Archive and Special
Collection
Photographer—
Edward Saxe Studio

Outside of Hartford, Enid Lynn is widely respected in professional and academic dance circles. Charter and founding member of the National Association of Schools of Dance (NASD), and longtime treasurer and president,
Enid has generously assisted others in establishing collegiate dance programs
like the Ailey/Fordham University B.F.A. dance program.
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Enid Lynn’s quick wit and curious mind often travels at the speed of light;
and yet, she has always been a very pragmatic arts administrator, who was
able to influence city leaders and build community support for dance and
the arts here in Hartford. She and her mother, longtime school administrator, Hattie Rosenthal, ran a nurturing yet serious ballet school that helped
so many students “realize their dreams”, and each and every one of those
students feels personally connected to her. Former students and faculty
members gush with heartfelt gratitude for her generosity. Even though she
was known to teach a pretty serious ballet class in high-heeled red boots with
every detail of a ballet syllabus memorized; Enid Lynn will be best remembered for her humor, imagination, ingenuity, kindness and terrier-like tenacity in creating one of the finest ballet schools in the country that opened the
door to a world of dance for thousands.
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An Interview with Alwin Nikolais
by Susan Beaucar Palmer
From a recorded interview November 11, 1992
Although his time in Hartford as an artist was short, it was
nothing less than memorable. The beginning of his choreographic career was with Truda Kaschmann, his first modern
dance teacher. He always remembered her and gave credit
to her for setting his foundation. She never forgot him, their
works together, their friendship or his appreciation of her
part in his beginnings in the art of dance.
Q: “I’m just going to ask you to speak a little bit so I can set a level on
the recorder.”
Nikolais: “One two buckle my shoe; three, four shut the door; five, six
pick-up sticks; seven, eight lay them straight; nine, ten, big fat hen;
and I am Alwin Nikolais.”
Q: “How do you like to be identified, choreographer, dancer?”
Nikolais: “Well, I work in multimedia, which means, I’m both choreographer, designer, director and so forth. Lighting designer, costumes, I do the whole “shebang”. I’m sometimes referred to as the
father of multimedia. Which, I’m not. Multimedia went way back to
the primitive times.”
Q: “You can be considered the father of multimedia within a certain
time frame.”
Nikolais: “Well, not necessarily. As a matter of fact I had a fight with
Clive Barnes once because multi-media doesn’t mean it contains all
the other arts. It just means that it utilizes more than a couple of arts.
He complained that I didn’t use the voice in one of my pieces. I said it
wasn’t essential that I did. That it was still multimedia but I have used
voice and do use voice in my pieces quite frequently.
Q: “So did he ever come around to your way of thinking?”
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Nikolais: “Yes, he’s off and on again, it all depends on his mood.
We fight, but we also get along. I like Clive but I don’t think he’s the
smartest person.”
Q: “I’m directing Truda’s Dance Company and teaching some of her
classes. I studied with her for a very long time.”
Nikolais: “She was a good teacher.”
Nikolais: “Truda got a very strong interest suddenly in Graham
Technique. When she went to Bennington, she switched her interests
almost entirely to Graham. I, on the other hand, went my own way
and studied with all of the “big four” at that time Graham, Humphrey,
Weidman, and Holm. And of course Louis Horst and John Martin and
all these people. So although we came back together in Hartford and
worked together, I had my own school and my own studio. By that
time Truda and I were colleagues and we gave concerts together and
became partners in this sense, but I also did my own thing and had
my own group. And she did her own thing and had her own group.
And then on occasion, we’d mix them.”
Q: “Eight Column Line was that her idea or your idea?”
Nikolais: “It was neither; it was Chick Austin’s, A Everett Austin’s
idea. He was at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Well. I don’t remember
whose idea for the piece, the subject wasn’t his idea. The idea of
Truda, I and Ernst Krenek doing a piece together was Chick’s and
he financed the whole thing. It was a good success at that time, but
it was impossible of course, because modern dancers were always
poor. We couldn’t assemble an orchestra to play it and also it was very
new music. It was a Schoenberg twelve-tone technique. After Truda
and I finished a day’s choreography, we worked very cooperatively, I
would record the rhythms of what we were doing and I would annotate them. I would write what we were doing at a particular measure
or a set of measures. Then Ernst Krenek who was going around the
country lecturing would receive these notes. Within two or three days
he would send us back a “piano kind of score” of what he was writing.
I hated it because I couldn’t understand the twelve-tone technique
and, of course, after a while I began to understand it and then loved
it. When he (Krenek) got the orchestra together in Hartford for the
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actual performance, it was quite beautiful.”
Q: Do you think that “Eight Column Line” was Truda’s most major
work?
Nikolais: “Yes, I think so, because Truda was not strongly oriented to
choreography.”
Q: “She was a fantastic teacher. Her choreographic style seemed to
begin with everyone finding the movements for the pieces.”
Nikolais: “That was a peculiarity of the German technique you must
understand. She was my first modern dance teacher and I didn’t know
what modern dance was. I assumed that this was what modern dance
was because we always had an improvisation section after the technique class. And this was peculiar even with Hanya when I studied
with Hanya and became Hanya’s assistant. I think there was a fight
once on Broadway. Hanya had her Broadway dancers improvise.
They were strictly professional dancers and had to be told what to do.
They didn’t like the idea of improvisation. They said who’s the choreographer and so forth. But she finally got them to do what she wanted.
But what often happened was, we would improvise or I would have
the dancers improvise and then when I saw something that seemed to
be in the direction of what I wanted, I would extract it from what they
were doing and I would begin to use it as basic material.
Q: “Is that how you’ve choreographed throughout the years and do
you still choreograph like that?”
Nikolais: “No, my God, no. Sometimes I do. Sometimes I’m very, very
strict and I indicate exactly what I want the dancers to do. As a matter
of fact I’ve done pieces where I’ve actually manipulated the dancer’s
arms and legs and bodies. I began to tour the world and so the whole
process of choreography was geared to international professional
performance.”
Q: “Dance in Hartford, is there one significant person that it began
with? Can you tell me its evolution, did you watch it evolve?”
Nikolais: “I was born in Southington, Connecticut and I was taken to
see Mary Wigman. She was Truda’s teacher. I fell in love with what I
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saw Wigman do. And of course Southington was a small town much
smaller than it is now, but it’s still small. I tried to find someone who
had worked with Wigman. I would come into Hartford every two
weeks with a singer friend and a drama director. On Asylum Avenue
there was a surrounding of apartment buildings. Well actually, there
were apartment buildings surrounding a wooden studio and this was
the headquarters for the semi-weekly soirées. Different people would
perform and this was quite nice. I happened to be able to go to those
things and one of the evenings was devoted to Truda. And of course
I immediately latched on to her. Then I came as often as I could to
Hartford to study with her.”
Q: Who were the other people who were involved at that time?
Nikolais: “I don’t remember others. There was one woman who was
quite a good friend of Truda’s and who was involved. She was not a
professional. Her husband was a veterinarian. Sylvia Ludins was her
name. Her husband was also a very good photographer and it just occurred to me that he has a source of photograph material that would
be quite valuable for historical record.
Q: “Did you study with Truda after your time in Bennington? Did her
classes change from German modern to Graham. If I were to try to
figure out what type of technique she was teaching, what technique
would I look to, or is it something she began to create on her own?”
Nikolais: “I studied with Truda when she was very strongly still imbedded in the German technique. As a matter of fact, it was a technique which was very peculiar to the German school and was not at all
American in its content. I went to Bennington three successive summers. The first summer was in 1937 and second 38, and then in 39 it
went to Mills College in California. And I went there too. So about in
1938 I began to go much more my separate way from Truda. Truda
and I danced together whenever we could. We made up programs
some of them were from our studies in Bennington. Truda was an excellent dancer. I think she was more of a dancer, although, she liked
to teach. She really worked very hard. The point of it is, in modern
dance you couldn’t dance unless you choreographed or unless somebody did it for you. When we (Truda and Nikolais) worked together,
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we worked cooperatively in duets but if there were solos each one did
his own. And so we made up programs that way. And we didn’t dance
that much we danced maybe once or twice at the Avery Memorial.
Sometimes it would be just the two of us. Sometimes we would grab
dancers from our schools and put them in action. As a matter of fact,
that’s how “Eight Column Line” was done. We got dancers from each
company because each one of us had what you’d call a company. They
were really not professional dancers in the best sense of the word. But
they were strongly devoted and they delivered a good job.”
Q: “What school where you associated with at that time?
Nikolais: “It was the Hartt School. I was at the Hartt School. Truda,
was with the Hartford School. Then she went to teach in Farmington
at the fancy school. Miss Porter’s. That’s where she taught dance to
very fancy socialites including Jackie Onassis. That was quite a highlight for Truda.”
Q: “Truda was invited to tea at the White House and was quite proud
of going. It appeared according to an article in the paper, that others
from Miss Porter’s School were also invited and in attendance at the
tea.
Nikolais: “I wasn’t aware of that. I thought Truda went alone. It is
more likely that Jackie Onassis would invite others rather than single
one teacher out. She would not have considered that in good taste.”
“Back then there were a couple of ballet schools. Dolly Parker, she
was married to Ted Parker. She was one teacher and then there was
an Italian school. But Chick Austin was the “big bad boy” of the arts
in Hartford. He was also a wonderful man and a wonderful stimulation to all of the arts. He was married into the Morgan family and was
completely charming with very movie star good looks. He could wheedle money out of anyone. It was he who raised the whole quality of the
Wadsworth Atheneum and painting and it was he who commissioned
the “Eight Column Line”. We also danced in his magic shows a couple
of times, Truda and I did.”
Q: “These were actual magic shows that he (Chick) did?”
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Nikolais “They were magic shows with the most expensive equipment.
Chick would get plastered half way through and louse up the acts.
But he was so charming in doing it that he would sell out every show.
People would be so amused seeing these expensive things exposed for
what they were.”
Q: “Did people come to these shows because they didn’t know what to
expect because of his behavior?”
Nikolais: “They knew what to expect. They knew he’d get drunk and
that he would be charmingly funny when he did. It was all an impromptu kind of affair from the intermission on. He was always surrounded with great contemporary painters. They flocked to Hartford
because they could sell paintings. Of course, Chick had a wonderful
eye for all periods of painting. As a matter of fact, he designed our costumes for “Eight Column Line”.”
Q: “When all of this was happening at the time, was there a sense that
this was something special?”
Nikolais: “Yes, when Chick did something the whole town got excited.
Because they knew that he tried to get the best he could, and it was
always a big social event. There were big parties in the big houses. I
know after our show Chick gave a party at his house. It was a wonderful little Italian place. He was magnanimous. Anything that came to
his head that he thought would be fun to do or would be an interesting thing he would do it. For instance once he gave a party for Grace
Moore after her concert and this was when I first met him. He saw
me in the lobby. I didn’t know he knew me but he came over he said,
“Would you like to come to a reception for Grace Moore?” I said I’d
love to. So I went with him and a friend to the Morgan house. When
the reception was over, there were still about twenty people left. He
said, “Now you all come over to my house for supper.” His wife said,
“But Chick, we have no food.” So my friend said “I just cooked a whole
ham. If you want to give me a car, I’ll pick it up and we can contribute it to your supper”. Which he did, it was magnanimous that way. I
saw his wife at another show a few days later and she told me she had
enough left over for her cook to make timbales.
Q: “Federal Theater, you arrived at Federal Theater in 1936 and cho-
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reographed your first works at that time?”
Nikolais: “Yes I did, I had a friend who was appointed the director
of the Negro Federal Theater, which was originally called something
else. In other words there was a group existing. Gilpin Players I think
is what it was called.”
“Michael Adrian had worked in Hollywood as a film director and
so forth. I had worked for him for several years in a little theater in
Southington, Connecticut. He got the job as director of the Negro
Theater. It was called the Negro Theater then, which is terminology you don’t use now. I did just two pieces with him. One was “The
World We Live In”, or it was also called, “The Insect Comedy” and the
other was the “Sabine Women”. One of these, I think it was the “Insect
Comedy” was done at the Poli’s Theater and the other was done at the
Avery Memorial and they were fine players. I know we rehearsed in
the black Baptist Church in the north end of Hartford. For me this was
a most unusual experience. I’d never been with black people before
and I found it quite exciting. A wonderful experience. I was there as
choreographer.”
Q: “What sort of relationship was there between the white leadership
of the theater and the black performers and technicians?”
Nikolais: “Well I don’t know we didn’t have that feeling of separation.
I don’t think that any of the players were capable of doing the direction. Adrian himself was also a very good stage designer; he took over
the whole thing of designing scenery and costumes and then directing
as well. I wasn’t paid. I was just invited in by Adrian to do the choreography.”
Q: “And you had never done any choreography before that.”
Nikolais: “Not really, not really, I had just begun to create a little. I
had done a lot of direction with Adrian in Southington and at The
Little Theater, which is what we had called the Drama Center. So I
had a sense of theater and when the occasion arose to move people in
the sense of choreography, I didn’t find it difficult to do. As a matter of
fact I got a couple of good notices from Ted Parker at the Courant.”
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Q: “Was this some sort of turning
point for you? You said you had
been working in theater and yet
this took you into the world of
dance.”

Alwin Nikolais lifts Truda Kaschmann, circa 1939
- Courtesy Wadsworth Atheneum Archives

Nikolais: “Oh yes. I was interested in theater in any form. But in
the very deepest part of my mind,
I probably wanted to dance. I
was already in my early thirties
then, or late twenties. I was also
interested in designing and in
Southington we built our own
little theater. We scraped down
an old burned fish market and
made a little theater of it. We did
plays which didn’t require royalty
payment. So along with Michael
Adrian, I very often directed parts
of things or whole little plays.
One play, for example, had two
life-sized marionettes. It was a
two-character play. These were
real marionettes manipulated
from above, from very precarious
cross beams.

Q. “You found yourself in Hartford working with this theater company. Could you talk a little about the two pieces you did the Sabine
Women and the Insect Comedy?
Nikolais: The World We Live In, which was also called the Insect
Comedy”
Q: “Because of the movement or the costumes?”
Nikolais: “In both plays, there were mass movements and they required almost choreographic direction rather than just straight directorial devices. I had an eye for that and it was Adrian that gave me the
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job of doing that. They were historical plays. Both of them are part of
drama history.”
Q “Were they changed at all to meet the needs of the Federal Theater?”
Nikolais: “No they weren’t. They were played pretty much as according to the translation we used. I remember going to all the rehearsals.
I stuck my aura in several places. I remember I did a tap dance. I
choreographed a tap dance for two of the boys. There were laws which
governed the treatment of the Sabines. I had these big wooden volumes made and had the boys tap dance on these volumes. They were
very talented young men.”
Q: “For a lot of the black performers and technicians working behind
the scenes who came into the Federal Theater Project, this was an entry into work that had been difficult for them to find because of racial
barriers. Talk a little about the actors in the Federal Theater Project.”
Nikolais: “I don’t know there were several who were well trained, who
had studied acting, voice, and diction. They had stage presence and
fairly professional control. They were quite easy to work with and
quite fun to work with too. I don’t know what happened to them afterwards but the White Federal Theater then was formed in Hartford.”
Q: “So there were two theaters?”
Nikolais: “There were two, yes”
Q: “Were they running simultaneously or did one close when the other started?”
Nikolais: “I really don’t know. I know all of a sudden the white theater
dominated. It was not the best in the world.”
“They were second rate players most of them. The black theater had
some qualities that were very endearing whereas the white theater
had some pretense and guile. They were looking for big time Broadway possibilities. The black company had no such aspirations. They
worked very simply.”
Q: “Is there anything you were working on in that period with the the-
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ater company in Hartford, the Hartford Federal Theater that filtered
into your work as it developed? Is there anything you can trace back
to that period?”
Nikolais: “No I don’t find that I have been greatly influenced by
anything of that sort. My relationship with other artists and so forth
did not in any way rub off into what I did as a choreographer in New
York.”
Q: “How about in your own work?”
Nikolais: “I made a complete turnaround in 1953. It was a complete
redefinition of choreography. I threw out all the other stuff and of
course that’s actually where my reputation comes from and I became internationally known on my own terms. By 1968 I did my first
performance in Paris and was an enormous success. From then on I
toured internationally every year.”
Q: “How important was Federal for the artist at the time?”
Nikolais” “It was enormously important. “
Q: “And what of the time when Michael Adrian brought you to the
Hartford Theater?”
The Hartford Marionette Theater was a WPA (Works Progress Administration). They were permitted to engage a non-WPA person as
the director if they couldn’t find a one with the WPA to do it. Fortunately, I had experience with Marionettes and I got the job. I was still
in Southington and I was going back and forth to study with Truda
two and three times a week. So with this job I was able to come to
Hartford to live. I worked in the Marionette Theater for three years.
During that time I worked almost constantly with Truda and at the
same time I was working with these professional actors and stage
technicians in the marionette theater. We were performing in the
schools during the winter and in the parks during the summer. This
was quite a big experience and I think that this along with classes and
performing with Truda was the biggest experience. I think my work
with Federal Theater was secondary in importance for me. I think my
relationship with the black theater was a very profound experience
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because I didn’t know black people. I was very often offended by the
white company because they were very often typical of the non-successful actor who puts up guile and pretense. They were often hard to
get along with although they were fun people. I was drafted. I don’t
know what happened after my year there. There were occasional
attempts at new plays. New York was the place for new inventions and
new things.”
Michael Adrian was not a big wheel in the white company. I have forgotten if he directed any of the plays in the white company, he might
have. Gertrude Gondero was head of the Connecticut Federal Theater
and she was a good friend of Adrian’s. We had no relationship with
any other theater group. Each theater was on its own.”
Q: “There was another one of your works that premiered in Hartford,
Imago
Nikolais: “Yes Imago was done for a Jewish group in Hartford. It was
done for the community center and it was just revised recently and is
back in the repertoire. It was commissioned by them.”
“After I had a couple of years in Bennington, I opened my own studio
in Hartford. Ann Randall who was a drama teacher rented the space
from me to teach drama classes to children and adults. We became
associated and I worked with her on her productions. She used poetry
of contemporary poets and would stage them. When it came to staging
I was the expert, so I found myself directing these movements. She
directed the speech and I worked with her on several different things.
She was very good. I learned a lot from her particularly in the business
of coordinating speech with motion. If you were just dancing, it would
be one thing, but if you engaged in speech as a part of the event then,
of course, it had to be a shared dynamic. The judgment of that was
very ticklish and I was very good at that. I still enjoy doing it. This all
occurred almost simultaneously, with work for Federal Theater in the
late 30s.”
Q: “It was quite a formative period for you.”
Nikolais: “Yes it was. I was busy, busy, busy, busy. I worked all day
at the little cottage at the park that the Capitol sits in. It was a little
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wooden cottage. It wasn’t the pump house. It was the caretaker’s
house I guess. It was completely isolated and Hog River went right
past it. It was utterly charming. And they gave this to me as a marionette headquarters. The marionettes were really quite something. I
had five professional actors, five union stage hands, and a seamstress,
a wood carver and a couple of work shop people. There was a specially
designed truck that we used to do plays in the parks.”
Q: “What happened to the marionettes?”
Nikolais: “I don’t know what happened to them. The head of the
park department was a very strong Catholic named James Dillon.
We found ourselves very often playing for or performing in Catholic
schools. There was a whole trunk full of wonderful marionettes. I was
absolutely furious when I discovered that he had given them over to
the nuns in one of these Catholic schools. They wouldn’t know what
to do with them and I don’t know what school. If you could find them
and steal them for me I would love it. They had very complex string
and manipulation and someone would have to know how to do that.
They were quite sophisticated.”
Q: “You were always ahead of your time.”
Nikolais: “I always seemed to be running to catch up with myself.”
Q: “Did it feel that way?”
Nikolais: “Well in a way.”
Q: “When did you start with the tape recorder, in the 1950s?”
Nikolais: “Yes 1953, well probably before that. Whenever it was invented, that’s when I used it. I used the tape recorder and the Moog
Synthesizer.”
Q: “Do you still have those tapes?”
Nikolais: “I think so; well they’re so incorporated into pieces. The
first tape recorder I got was not tape it was wire. It was a wire recorder. And if the wire broke you simply made a knot. And then later on
came the tape. And then if the tape broke, I probably negligently put it
together backwards and I liked that sound better, so I began to ma-
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nipulate the tapes. I was already schooled because I was a musician
first, of course. I was already schooled in music concrête and making
music out of strange sounds from everywhere. I recorded them on the
tape and manipulated them and then later on I had to use the dancers
to help me with that. I discovered Robert Moog and the Moog Synthesizer and I bought the first one that he made that’s now in a museum
in Ann Arbor.”
Q: “How did the dancers help you?”
Nikolais: “Well because I used a lot of percussion instruments and
strange sounds. I even went to automobile junk yards and got U
bolts and gas tanks, brake drums, and all that sort of thing. I brought
them in to the studio and made sounds, and had the dancers make
the sounds. The only trouble is if they did that, they wouldn’t dance.
They had to play so we would divide in half. Half the dancers would
dance and the other half would play the brake drums and what not.
So when the tape recorder was invented it relieved them from that
and they were all able to get on stage. This I did in the Henry Street
playhouse in New York. Although, I know the automobile parts I did
in Hartford. One of the reasons I never returned to Hartford, which
is a rather tragic one, was my eviction. In the long run, this was best
for me. I was in the invasion and I had left my studio in Hartford
rented. In 1942/43 was the Barnum fire in Hartford. With the fire and
the neglect of the fire officials in New York to inspect the tent, there
was a sudden rush to all the buildings in Hartford to inspect them. I
had the tower in the old Brown Thompson Building. There was only
one exit so they evicted me from that while I was in the invasion. The
first letter I got while there was notification that I had been moved
out of the tower. In the meantime, my mother had died and the family
house was sold and so I had no place to go back to in Hartford. I never
returned. I think it was probably my intention to return. I didn’t, and
it was really very good for me. I went back to my big four teachers
Hanya Holm, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman and Martha Graham. Even Louis Horst. Within a short time I realized I was eating
bouillabaisse and getting indigestion esthetically. I preferred Hanya’s
teachings to any of the others and within a year I became her assistant. I found an apartment in New York and developed from there.”
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Q: “You were working with sound before 1953?”
Nikolais: “Oh yes, whenever the tape recorder was invented, I used it.
I was always experimenting with it. As a matter of fact, I have a sound
studio here with three machines and I interplay them.”
Q: “Are you still working on pieces?”
Nikolais: Not recently because I’ve been unwell for almost a year now,
but I will be. Except I’m a little bit tired of electronic sound. I would
like to go back to the music concrête, which is free sound.”
Q: “With acoustic instruments?”
Nikolais: “Any kind of thing and kind of sound device. Creating separately then recording it and using it that way. Not using the synthesizer.”
Q. “I’m curious as to how you saw Truda as a person and as a friend?”
Nikolais: “Oh I loved her. She was a very dear friend. We were together so much because when she wasn’t teaching and I wasn’t teaching
we would be rehearsing something together. When I first went to
her I was the only boy she had in class. There were two others that
appeared occasionally and when she did the Tercentenary, the three
of us dressed in little tin outfits. We were industry rising out of the
Connecticut River. The river was represented by about thirty girls.
They were dressed in blue voile, swishing all over the stage. Truda did
several pageants outdoors. I very often danced in those pageants in
the parks,
Q: “Did you and Truda consider your work political at this time, were
you trying to be?”
Nikolais: “No, well there was a certain amount of it. I was a country
bumpkin. I was very innocent about communism and that sort of
thing. When I went to Bennington, I found it was quite influenced
in several areas by leftist thinking. I was very shocked because I had
always felt that communism was a no, no. I was very upset when I
discovered that Louis Horst’s assistant was a very strong communist.
He told me one day, that he admired one of the girls because she was
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one of the greatest little communists there was. I suddenly became
much more sophisticated about the leftist thinking which was very
strong, but not amongst the big four. Not with Martha, Doris, Charles
or Hanya. I mean they were socially sympathetic, but they were never
strongly associated with a communist group of any kind. But then
with the rise of Hitler we were all very concerned. As a matter of fact
“Eight Column Line” had to do with the rise and fall of a dictator. I
played the role of Hitler in it. Although, really it was a representation
of Hitler. I did some pieces that were oriented toward “beware of the
boogie man” type of thing.”
Q: “Did that create any problems for you in the post-war era?”
Nikolais: “No, because the whole country was concerned with that”
Q. “So you were never cited by McCarthy?”
Nikolais: “No as a matter of fact there were organizations, like for instance; I was president of the Arts for Defense group in Hartford. That
was where the artists were supposed to be gathered together to offer
free help toward propaganda against Hitler and Mussolini, as well as
the general rise of dictatorship. We were all anti-dictatorship but not
necessarily against communists. Although, communism was quite a
prevalent thing, particularly in New York where the strength of the
political aspect of communism was strong. I was living in New York, I
was never a part of that, nor was I associated intimately with anybody
who was.
Q: “It was a frightening time for many artists.”
Nikolais: “Yes but that was a little later when McCarthy came in, but it
was not the early 40s it was, later on, I think, it was after the war.”
“In 1953 I evolved a whole new concept of dance. Remember the
dance I came into when I got out of the army was expressional dance
and it had a lot to do with interrelationships of boy/girl and psycho-dramatic passion. I had been in the invasion and I had seen this
extraordinary bombast of bombs in the air and the whole multi-media
of invasion coupled with death. The experiences I had in the army
were such that, when I came back, I didn’t want to do the little boy/
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girl stories anymore. So I began to search for a new definition of dance
that wasn’t based on expressionism. I changed the whole basis and
decided dance was the art of motion not emotion. I began to formulate a technique based entirely on that. I’m now writing on the whole
concept. I’ve been doing that since 1953. And of course, that is what
gave me my international reputation. By 1956 I had established it
in the United States. Then it wasn’t until 1968 when I danced at the
international festival at the Champs-Élysées in Paris that I won all the
prizes and became internationally known and toured internationally
from then on. So that’s still going on.”
Q: “Do you feel you’ve gotten the recognition in this country that you
deserved?”
Nikolais: “No nobody has. I was astonished at the size of the obituaries that they gave Martha. They never treated Martha very well you
know. She was recognized as one of the great artists, but her obituary
was one eighth of a page on the cover of the New York Times and a
quarter of a page inside.”
Q: “Any regrets?”
Nikolais: “The only thing that I regret is when I came back to United
States after the war; I had no association with Truda. We saw each
other only once or twice. Although in my biography I always credit her
with having been my first teacher and also that I learned my German
Technique from her. She always appreciated that. She always said “Of
all the students I had, you’re the only one that’s ever credited me.”
That was very sweet. All teachers have that happen. Not that you want
credit for it, but you want to feel that you contributed something to
everybody you teach over a long period of time. It’s an investment
and when they have success you feel this is a part of your reward, your
dividends. Particularly if you’re a good teacher and I’m a very good
teacher. You feel you’ve “mish-mashed” into the heart and soul of
each person and they very often don’t know it.”
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Treasured
Dance
Memories
The influences of dance mentors, outstanding teachers, remarkable choreographers and
performers are remembered for their lasting
influences on the lives and careers of many
individuals in the Connecticut dance community. By personally recalling their significant contributions to the dance field, their spirit, commitment, and exquisite talents are shared and
memorialized.

Finding Martha
By Mary Barnett
I talked my way into the American Dance Festival. When
I called one May morning in May 1973 and asked if a complete beginner was welcome to apply, I was told…” No,
dear.” I hung up the phone and just stood there, in my
parent’s shabby bedroom, like some freight train of spontaneous ambition forced to a sudden and complete stop
in the middle of some god forsaken corn field somewhere.
My future was gone. It was as if I hadn’t even existed.
The next morning I picked the phone back up and heard
my voice stutter, “I’m sorry…I really am… but you don’t
understand… I have to come. This is what I am going to
do for the rest of my life.”
One month later, I was headed down the highway from
Providence, R.I. with my first dance teacher, Kathy Eberstadt. We hit the place on I95, near exit 3, where the highway rises up and forks in two, a long, bushy V- shaped
stand of trees, caught in the middle.
“Vulva, vulva, vulva!” sang Kathy in full voice. “We’ve
come to the vulva. That means we are half way to ADF.”

Martha Myers teaching,
Connecticut College, 1974

I’d never even heard that word before but it was prescient.
I didn’t met Martha Myers that summer but I did fall in love, find my
greater and lesser trochanters and saw Paul Taylor and Jose Limon
and Alwin Nikolais and Murray Louis and Alvin Ailey and fell in love
with each and every one of them. And I watched spellbound as the Erick Hawkins Company danced naked on Palmer stage in Angels of the
Innermost Heaven. I couldn’t speak for hours afterwards. I just lay in
the wet grass and stared up at the sky.
We roamed all over campus in our leotards, our second skin, feeling
superiorally alive and enfranchised; fully realized physical beings
having a heady spiritual experience, instead of the other way around,
as people are wont to say today. We felt we owned the place because
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suddenly, finally, we were fully THERE for the first time, fully alive
inside these happily aching bodies that we could no longer take for
granted. Come August, I wanted nothing to do with college anymore
but had decided to move to NYC and become a full-time dancer. I
would support myself by selling ladies belts at Saks 5th Ave and dance,
dance, dance.
That lasted 6 months.
I came back to ADF the next summer and saw the newly formed Pilobolus bring the house down with the premier of Untitled, the dance
in which two Alice in Wonderland-sized women lift their voluminous
skirts to reveal two naked men curled beneath like early embryos.
They heralded another revelatory, unconventional birth. I fell in love
again. The third summer back at ADF, I gave in and transferred to
Conn, finally convinced that dancing and college could go well together because… I’d met Martha.
Martha Myers was 5 ft 3(?); a force of nature; a loving and driven and
scatterbrained genius of creative potential and fire and fierce nurture.
She made dance matter. She taught me to follow a thread: of movement, of thought, of psychic free association that became my surest
way of knowing and being and sharing myself with the world. This a
gift I would not have discovered without her demanding it. During
years of performing, making dances, running a company, developing
as a writer, having a family late in life, and now at 61, happily pursuing a counter-cultural, out of the box life in the Episcopal church, I
have always followed the thread that Martha first told me was there to
be discovered. Like many, many lucky others, each in our own way, I
became more myself through knowing and loving Martha Myers.
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Martha Myers:
Pioneer Mover/Shaker
by David Dorfman
I write today as a dance professional solely due to a certain Martha
Myers. She took a chance on me back in the spring of 1979, when as
a supremely novice dance man, and a recent college graduate with a
business degree, I traveled to Milwaukee to audition for the masters
program at Connecticut College. My new pal Stuart Pimsler, now for
years a wonderfully successful Minnesota dance man, had at that time
just received an MFA from Conn, and he recommended I contact Martha. Via letter and telephone, Martha tried everything in her power to
dissuade me from taking the “leap” into dance. Quoting Paul Taylor
and anyone else she could conjure at the moment – “Dance only if you
have to!” – and other such noble deterrents that actually only served
to strengthen my resolve.
So, armed with basically nothing, I danced for her at UWM, where she
told me point blank that I didn’t have enough experience/training to
enter a graduate program (I had been dancing for about three years at
that point and performing whenever I could), but that she would consider letting me take classes as a part-time grad student, and assess
my progress as I moved along. Martha had me at “part” and “time”. I
packed my bags, picked up my Midwest life and moved east. I had just
been admitted to a one-year prestigious MBA program in the Midwest
to which I immediately wrote a letter of deferral – just in case my
newfound love faltered.
It didn’t!!! I remember the night it all came together for me. I had
been practicing Daniel Nagrin’s jazz styles moves over and over and
over each and every day during SUMMERSCENE ’79, and making my
first solo – and I was exhausted. With little money (I had left my job
abruptly) and little true caloric nourishment (I was living on dance,
literally) I had fallen asleep uncharacteristically early. My mother
woke me with a call from the Midwest. She has just seen a special on
TV about a certain Paul Taylor, and she now understood why I wanted
to dance. Of course, that made me very happy – as did the fact that all
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I wanted to do was to learn. I love
that feeling -thanks Martha!
Martha told me to see every
dance ever made and I took that
charge seriously. I almost burned
my own lane into I-95, driving
down to NYC every chance I
could to rejoin with Stuart and
friends and see every dance ever
made. Martha’s deanship at ADF
brought me there for two pivotal
summers, where I continued my
Martha Myers leading students, Connecticut College, 1974
dance-viewing quest, continued
my study with Daniel, and began
creating dances so that I could learn more about creating dances. The
likes of Bill T. Jones in his early days at ADF influenced me greatly with his love for speaking and dancing, body politics and prickly
issues of the world, along with the mesmerizing Kei Takei, with whom
I ended up touring around the world. And then back in NYC, seeing
Trisha Brown live and on video further set me on the path of mixing
abstract and figurative to carve an aesthetic. I was fortunate to also
dance with the poetic Susan Marshall for a number of years. Daniel’s
amazing verve and dramatic power at age 63 make me vow to give it
my all at 23! Now 60, I too want to dance forever like Daniel did (I
danced with him for his 90th birthday).
But it was Martha with her uncanny ability to always want more from
life, from dance, from a dance, that egged me on to continue to find
ways to improve every aspect of myself – as a person and a dancer/
dance maker. Her Experimental Movement Labs at Conn were nothing short of grand psychotherapy inspired by what she was experiencing at that moment in her life. In those once a week classes, I literally
had the feeling I could do anything!!! Her insatiable appetite for body
knowledge through somatic practices both informed my early dance
learning, connected me with an unsung hero of “release technique”,
Collette Barry, and even caused me to seek out Feldenkrais and BMC
help for my mother as she moved through her life with MS.
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To this day, Martha spirits our entire family. My wife, Lisa Race, who
met Martha shortly before we moved to New London 12 years ago, has
been profoundly influenced by Martha’s choreographic tutelage and
her deep friendship. Our fifteen year old dancing son, Samson Race
Dorfman, who had a very close relationship to Gerry, Martha’s incredible late husband, recently quoted Martha in his 9th grade graduation
speech, saying that Martha told him to never do anything half way –
do everything all the way – no matter what it is.
We live a few blocks from Martha and Gerry’s old house. We moved
to this neighborhood largely because of my fond memories of visiting
them when I was in graduate school here from ’79-’81 (she did let me
enter the program!). Not a day goes by that I don’t thank my lucky
stars for knowing Martha - she changed my life. Her life, from its conservative Virginia roots, was all about change - her accomplishments
so vast and radical that it would fill volumes – TV personality, educator, choreographer, writer, dean, etc. etc. Suffice it to say, I am humbly one of so many for whom Martha Myers will always be a revered
name - a life-long friend and mentor, with the sharpest mind, most
generous heart and ever nimble body – whose fierce encouragement
for change and growth has changed the dance world, inside and out.
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A Remembrance of Elena Rusnak
by Deanna Russo

Elena Delvecchio Rusnak, 2014

Elena Rusnak was more than a Professor of Dance-she was a mentor
and an inspiration to her students. As an advocate for the Arts, Elena
promoted the dance program at Naugatuck Valley Community College
and essentially built the program from the ground up. Her dedication
to dance came from her heart-it was her passion. It is because of Elena
and her program that I was able to be one of the first in the state of
Connecticut to receive a Unique Endorsement in Dance Education
K-12. The courses that I took with her allowed me to not only get
this certification, but also to see dance in a whole new way. I had
been dancing for sixteen plus years before Elena asked me to join the
Terpsichorean Dance Ensemble-and like many dancers who entered
her program, I thought I knew so much-boy, was I wrong. Elena
pushed me to not only dance the steps, but to feel the movements and
understand where they came from. She taught me how to choreograph
and use the entire space. She taught me to use my breathe as I
danced and moved. And she finally was able to teach me to ‘keep my
shoulders down’ as I performed (and I fought her on that for three
years!).
Elena Rusnak will always remain a true inspiration to me. I recently
choreographed a modern piece and incorporated some ‘Elena’ inspired
movements. As I taught the choreography to the dancers each week
I found myself telling them to ‘breathe’ and ‘feel one another around
them’-these were all points that Elena would tell me as I learned her
choreography. I did not share with anyone that I had choreographed
the piece with Elena in mind-at the performance my mom (who
also took with Elena) said ‘she felt her in the movement’…I had
accomplished my goal. And so did Elena.
Her legacy will live on in the future choreography of any dancer that
had the opportunity to work with this inspiring woman.
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In 2013, Elena was awarded a CDA Distinguished Achievement in
Dance Award. Below is the letter of recommendation that James
Robey, MFA, BFA, currently Chair of Dance at Webster University,
St. Louis, wrote in support of Elena’s nomination.
March 21, 2012
To the CDA Board of Directors:
I am writing to recommend Elena Rusnak for the Distinguished
Achievement in Dance award. I first met Elena in 2003 at the Connecticut Choreographer’s Forum. At the time, I was new to the state
dance scene and Elena graciously—and generously—offered support,
encouragement, and opportunities. Over the following years, I have
worked with Elena as a guest artist both performing and choreographing at Naugatuck Valley Community College (NVCC) and as a participant in CDA events sponsored at the NVCC facility. Currently, I am
teaching a course at NVCC where I get to see daily the tireless passion
and breadth that she brings to her students.
When you walk into the studio at NVCC, you cannot miss the giant
whiteboard that, complemented by the various posters, charts, and
informational articles posted around the room, is at the heart of the
dance program. From Laban Movement Analysis explanations of
time, space, and energy to compositional explanations of the gestural,
connotative, and denotative to anthropological lessons of historical
context, the whiteboard demonstrates her ambitiousness to educate
her community college students, not merely to be prepared for fouryear university programs, but to actually be a step ahead.
In addition to the vibrant dance program she has created, Elena’s
innovative leadership to help bring dance certification to the State of
Connecticut and establishing the Formal Pathways to Dance Certification K-12 is worthy of deep respect. Her impressive contributions to
Connecticut and its organizations are provided in detail on the included document of her history.
In today’s media-saturated culture where we idolize only the most
commercial and high- profile personalities, I am proud that CDA
honors distinguished, significant, and dedicated achievements in
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dance. If we were to take a moment to calculate how many lives were
touched and enhanced from Elena’s passionate work as a teacher, administrator, artist, and innovator over the many years she has served
our community, we would likely be awed and inspired by the power
of dance and the arts, as demonstrated through her work, to impact
lives. I know I am.
It is for these reasons that I whole-heartedly recommend Elena Rusnak for your consideration for the CDA 2012 Award for Distinguished
Achievement in Dance.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
James Robey, MFA, BFA
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Helyn Flanagan
Dancing Through Life and Inspiring Thousands Along the Way
by Lisa Matias
“5,6,7,8!” These iconic numbers filled my childhood as “Miss Helyn”
counted down to the start of our routines. Inspiring as her booming
voice was, it was her huge blue eyes and raised eyebrows that really
got each of us excited to dance. She has impacted thousands of dancers and teachers for decades, leaving a legacy of performers, studio
owners, and pupils who will never forget their precious lessons with
Miss Helyn.
“Point a finger at Helyn and she’ll cry.” Miss Helyn’s mother decided
dance classes were the answer to help her shy daughter come out of
her shell. It’s hard to imagine her ever being shy, but certainly those
lessons did the trick and all who have had the honor of learning from
her are the better for it!
During the depression, when Helyn was just 11 years old, she would
roll up the rugs in her living room and charge the neighborhood kids
twenty five cents for tap lessons. This was not only her way of helping
her family in tough times but building a business that would grow to
over seven hundred pupils a year. Helyn was not only a dancer, but
a talented singer and radio personality as well. Helyn and her siblings performed on live radio shows as children until her brother’s
voice changed. At that point, she and her sister went on to form the
Modernettes trio with a fellow singer and would travel to NYC nearly
every night to perform. Her father would then drive them home while
they slept in the back seat. She would get home, shower and teach
until it was time to drive back again that night. A few highlights of
her professional life included studying with Eleanor Powell’s dance
instructor, teaching comedian Totie Fields, being singled out by Bill
“Bojangles” Robinson when he asked to visit her Hartford studio and
regularly performing on National Radio Shows with Oscar winner
Ed Begley and comedian Louis Nye. Eventually she had to choose
between singing and dancing, but not before she was written up in
VARIETY as the highest paid girl in show business for saying the word
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“apostrophe” for a radio commercial.

Helyn Flanagan, 1970

The Flanagans were a household name in
Hartford and there was pressure to travel
more. Not wanting to give up her dancing or
be too far from home, Helyn decided to focus
on her teaching. She not only taught her own
students, but teachers and students around
the country, touring with organizations such
as Dance Caravan, Dance Masters, and the
Professional Dance Teachers Association.
She continued to access her musical talents
by writing and producing several albums
of original music for dance routines. At
the height of her studio’s success, she held
her recitals at The Bushnell, selling out two
performances each year to standing room
only crowds! Her students have gone on to
work on stage and screen, become Radio City
Rockettes, perform on Broadway, and open
their own dance studios.
Miss Helyn endured many struggles throughout her life, facing them
all with strength, grace, and a sense of humor. She was widowed with
two small children in 1959, lost her house to a fire in 1963, had breast
cancer at age seventy five, oral cancer at 94, and a heart attack at
95. And yet, at 97, she dances on, still teaching weekly tap classes to
adults, and continuing to expect perfection from her students.
Miss Helyn has been a second mother to so many of us over the years.
Her studio was a place where you were expected to work hard and
give it your all; a place to get away from your worries. We knew that
dancing is what had helped her get through life’s challenges and she
always reminded us that it could do the same for us in facing whatever
life brought our way. We were a family. She was always tough and
warm at the same time, offering hugs and encouragement and often
an entertaining story. Whenever she walked, or rather, tapped into
the studio in her lavender or turquoise tap shoes, we knew the work
was about to begin. She inspired us to be the best we could be.
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When I was fifteen, I was diagnosed with a structural deformity in my
ankles that would prohibit me from going on to the performing career
that I had hoped for. That difficult event coincided with Miss Helyn’s
decision to close her studio. Needless to say, I was devastated on
both accounts. Having been a teacher for her already, she assured me
that it would all be okay. She generously gave me all the numbers of
the students that I had been working with and told me I would find a
place to rent and open my own studio. Seeing as everyone always did
what Miss Helyn told them, I proceeded to do just that and like her,
at an early age, I opened a school. Now, thirty three years later, she is
with me every time I walk into my studio. Just before my fall registration last year, she called me to wish me good luck and offered a step
that she had come up with recently. As she dictated it to me over the
phone, not only with proper technical names, but also the appropriate
sound effects of how the taps should sound, tears streamed down my
face. Miss Helyn’s spirit continues to inspire all of us as her wisdom
and wit fills each interaction with laughter and insight. How lucky we
all are to have her in our lives.
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Ernestine Stodelle, 1912-2007
By Gail Corbin
In 1974, I was a dance major at the Hartford Conservatory of Music. One of my teachers suggested that I enquire about a course that
Ernestine Stodelle was teaching in New Haven, Connecticut that was
close to my home. Seeing her standing in front of the class I was
struck by her beauty - a shock of white hair, her steely but warm, welcoming, blue eyes, and her melodious voice following the lifts and falls
of her body as the music filled the studio. I was experiencing movement where time, space, form, and spirit were one. I was transported
and she was leading us there and we were going with conviction.
During that summer course, Ernestine taught us the technique and
philosophy of Doris Humphrey, the Modern Dance pioneer that I
had read about in my dance history class. Ernestine was an original
member of the Humphrey group from 1927 to 1935 and Doris was her
mentor as was Charles Weidman, Humphrey’s partner.
We spent our days listing to Ernestine talk with great passion about
dance, music, art, literature, philosophy, theater and what they meant
in relation to dancers. She was the most articulate and knowledgeable
teacher with whom I studied. I knew that what I was learning was
deep and special. The richness of the art would take root, feed, and
grow with me forever. I continued to study and work with Ernestine
for many years. At first, I was a performer in her dance company, taking part in the reconstructions of Doris Humphrey’s works – many of
which would have been lost forever if it weren’t for Ernestine’s talent,
stellar memory, and fervent desire to keep these classic works alive.
I was the body she worked with in bringing back such solos as “Two
Ecstatic Themes” and “The Call and Breadth of Fire”. I always felt
and continue to feel it a great privilege to be able to carry forward this
legacy of master works from our dance past.
Through the years, I taught in her studio and traveled with her as an
associate to teach this technique and Humphrey repertory to dancers
all over American and Europe. Her expertise in dance brought her
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great renown throughout the world. Through
her books, articles, lectures, and classes she
enriched the dance world.
Ernestine would often quote Doris Humphrey
who said, “Dance is in the physical world but
also in the imagination.” She would speak
of movement as ideas, not literal stories but
movement that expressed and communicated
those ideas. “All movement is inspired by
ideas. They don’t have to be ‘grand’ but ideas
are what all art is about and what the early
Modern Dancers strived for in creating this
‘New Dance’.”
Ernestine taught and worked with countless
students from children to professionals. She
would tell them to ‘dig deep’ to find the essence of what they were expressing, the truth
of the movement. She was able to bring out
the artist in everyone she worked with. Her
theatrical sense was impeccable. As a performer and choreographer she gave concerts
that were wonderful and enlightening and
lifted the level of dance as a theater art in everything she endeavored. She had a very keen
programming sense down to the last details.
Ernestine Stodelle, circa 1960
I absorbed it all and found myself as a dancer
and as an artist. Her coaching sessions and direction were always full
of gems to live with and work by. They have stayed with me to this
day. Now as I continue this work and legacy on my own, I hear her
voice in the studio always.
Ernestine retired from teaching at age 91. Even at that age, she was
still able to do most of the movements - her mind, voice, and thoughts
clear and strong.
She died at age 95 still thinking about dancing and the world.

Ernestine Stodelle, 1912-2007
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My Mother, June Kennedy
By Amy Valente, her daughter
June was born in Little Rock Arkansas to a mom who was a dancer,
and dad was an artist. So her love of dance and dance training started
there. It’s only by chance that she happened to meet and fall in love
with her roommate’s brother in Washington DC… who happened to
be from New London, CT. They were married in 1941 and June was
whisked to Connecticut never to look back. Only when she was in the
company of her sister would you hear her southern twang!
In 1952, after four of her six children were born and through the urges
of her neighbors, she decided to open a school of dance. Her Dance
School ran from 1952-1971… as the last two children were born.
While running her school June started her own dance company, The
June Kennedy Dancers, who performed in schools, colleges, churches
and art galleries. She also choreographed for other dance companies
and musicals for area theatre groups, colleges, and high schools. In
the 1960s she was the incorporator and director of Southeastern
Connecticut Dance Arts Council and also on the Board of Directors
for Pro-Dance, New Haven. She ran the box office for the American
Dance Festival at Connecticut College and began mentoring many
dancers and other artists. She worked tirelessly to bring Dance to
everyone.
In 1970, she was appointed to the Connecticut Commission on the
Arts as Dance Consultant, which is when she began to be recognized
for some of her work including her role as Dance Movement teacher
and lecturer at Connecticut College, Trinity College, and various other
colleges, plus Effort Shape (Laban) workshops offered by Pro-Dance.
She was a field faculty member for Goddard College, helping approximately six Master’s Degree Candidates in dance; an advisor for
the development of dance programs in the Connecticut Performing
Arts High Schools; a visiting artist for Artists in Schools programs
throughout the state called Project, Create, and Rescue; a performance auditor and evaluator for other Master’s candidates in performance and choreography; a touring consultant and dance consultant
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for the New England Foundation for the Arts; designer, developer
and administrator for all of the Connecticut Commission on the Arts’
dance and movement programs, including Connecticut Tours and
Summer Institutes for Movement Exploration; directed dance showcases …. And the list continues. Always tirelessly working to support
and bring dance to everyone. She left the Commission on the Arts in
1979, and in the same year, became choreographer/dancer/teacher
for an intergenerational modern dance group called Womanspan.
1980-1994, she continued her teaching as teacher/ facilitator for Creative Movement as relaxation and stress management; as meditation,
as an educational tool, as art, and movement for older adults. She
taught individuals or groups in private studios or in institutions such
as churches, hospitals, libraries, senior centers, independent living
homes, health care centers not only in Connecticut, but also in New
Hampshire, Colorado, and New York.
1988-1995, June was Co-founder and Co-director of Arts Synergism a multi-arts organization offering performance and education services.
1988-1995, she was choreographer/dancer /co-director of Channel
Dancers another inter generational (27-76) professional modern
dance performing group.

June Kennedy Circa 1970

In 1992 she became director, dancer choreographer of The Golden
Belles (a line dancing group of all seniors), The Magic Dreamers (a
creative movement performing group), and was a teacher of Creative
Movement, Line Dance, country western line dance for Groton Senior
Center, Ledyard Senior Center, and the Mystic Community Center.
Her performing groups performed all over the state. 1990-1995, she
was Facilitator/ Director for creative arts workshops featuring a
multi-arts approach led by two to five working artists representing
music dance, visual and literary arts.
June was an amazing advocate for dance, she served on the Board of
Directors for Barbara Feldman and dancers, Kathryn Kollar and Co,
and the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble.
Amongst the most satisfying work I do or did, besides teaching, is my
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work at the Connecticut Commission on the Arts, increasing the number of dance companies from the four that existed when I first arrived
in 1970 to the thirty that existed when I left the commission.
June was never sympathetic to dance being placed within colleges’
physical education departments for the purpose of educating educators, but finally she felt gratified as dance is now more often offered as
a part of the arts department curriculum.
June was honored by many organizations… The Connecticut Dance
Alliance and Trinity College’s Theater and Dance Department were
among them. Her final honor, at age 83, was from MIT honoring
Outstanding Older Workers. She finally hung up her dancing shoes
at age eighty seven… but still could be found taking a plié or a grand
battement in her kitchen.
June Kennedy has opened so many opportunities for so many in
the Connecticut dance world. Those who knew her knew her to be a
nurturing, intelligent, extraordinary woman with never-ending energy, diligently working for everything in dance and movement. All the
while, she raised six kids, had nineteen grandchildren and ever growing numbers of great grandchildren who all thought their “memom”
just dabbled in dance!
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Two under-celebrated Connecticut
dance teachers
By Joan Kunsch
Arlene Holmes Coffey of Waterbury (1909-2002) and
Charlotte Elton Cross of Litchfield (1910-1998).
Arlene Holmes Coffey taught classical ballet and ballroom dance in
the Waterbury area for many years, in such venues as the Women’s
Club on Central Avenue and the Elton Hotel on the Green.
She was a role model and life-transforming inspiration for a number
of classical ballet students, and in her ballroom dance classes she
brought many young ladies and gentlemen from mischief to courtesy
to actual grace. She and her husband, J. Freeman Coffey, toured in
Vaudeville with Bob Hope and Milton Berle, among others. She was a
member of the Dance Educators of America.
Arlene Holmes Coffey was modest and extremely humble about her
own achievements, yet she gave her students performing opportunities and kept our dream alive. She taught us how to deal with less
than ideal training circumstances with an upbeat attitude. She always
provided a pianist for us: Mrs. Harold Rearson. Decades later, she
made the effort to attend productions that included my choreography.
Charlotte Elton Cross came into my life along with my driver’s license.
Students of Arlene Coffey would car pool from Waterbury to Litchfield
every Saturday to train in a sunny carriage house converted into a ballet studio with excellent flooring, barres, mirrors and sound system.
It was a new voice providing new imagery, increased understanding
and a wider circle of classmates.
Our local performing opportunities included Mrs. Cross’s choreography for (among others) excerpts from Samson and Delilah and Cinderella. We were encouraged to assist in making costumes.
For a number of years, Mrs. Cross held the position of Ballet Mistress
and Choreographer for the Chatauqua Opera in upstate New York,
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and each summer some of her ballet students were privileged
to travel there in order to study and participate in performances.

Charlotte Elton Cross, circa 1930

Charlotte Cross was a Vassar graduate, and had studied
with Ruth St. Denis. She cared about the development of
our personal values, broadened our cultural viewpoints
and exposed us to experiences and possibilities lying in a
sensed but still unknown artistic milieu. It was Charlotte
Cross who, on a November night in 1959, convinced my
parents to allow me to enter training as a dance major at
Butler University, a turning point that has led forward
through countless additional contacts and mentors into
my joyous life as a teacher-choreographer in classical
ballet.
To both of these teachers, my boundless gratitude.
Charlotte Elton Cross of Litchfield (1910-1998).
written by her daughter, Charlotte Cross Mathey
To tell you the truth, I don’t know much about my mother’s performing career in dance (not having been there!); I only know about
the teaching, which she did ever since she was in Litchfield until she
retired to Guilford.
Her training with Miss Ruth St. Denis and the influence of her performing and touring with that company (I believe before she finished
college at Vassar) remained with her all her remaining years.
Most of the young girls in Litchfield took ballet with her, and she had
classes at one time or another in Harwinton and New Milford. Some
came from other towns to Litchfield and she had recitals each year in
the Elementary School gymnasium on West Street. She made many of
the costumes, as several of the mothers didn’t have the skills for that,
and I remember going to Dazian’s theatrical fabric store in New York
(long gone) to buy materials. She was very inventive in using materials that cost practically nothing, but on stage were quite effective,
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and she figured out a way to make tutus from several long four or five
inch wide pieces of tulle which she would gather and sew on and then
gather again until the skirts were very fluffy. Thinking back on it, and
having once seen her class notebooks, one has to admire her organization.
She was most of all a very good choreographer, though sadly, she
never had the caliber of dancers to really show it off. Her five years as
ballet mistress and choreographer for the Chautauqua Opera were of
course high points for some of her students who were privileged to be
part of that. Not to forget the exercise classes she gave for the women
of Litchfield, who (all that were left of them at the time) showed up for
her memorial service in Waterbury. I believe she never left off dancing—the last I knew she was supervising line dancing at the place she
was living in Guilford just before her passing.
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Remembering Kira
by Libby Nye

In Memory of Kira Lisanevich-Ivanovsky 1911-2016
Founder of the Kira Lisanevich Ballet Studio in New London
I started taking classes with Kira Lisanevich in New London in 1948,
at the age of eight and continued until my first year in high school in
1955. I was always amazed by Kira’s beauty, and the memory of her
line and exquisite dance quality has stayed with me always. Kira gave
an inspirational and very strict classical ballet class but always ended
class with a wonderful Russian folk dance combination. In some classes her beautiful Afghan hound, Silky, would sit quietly in the middle
of the studio during barre. I have been talking to friends who also
remember how hard we worked for performances. Rehearsals would
take place in the early evenings, after classes, and including Saturdays
and Sundays.
Beautiful sets and costumes were designed by her second husband,
Donat Ivanovsky. I remember my mother sewing for weeks, not only
for my costumes but also for students whose parents did not sew. We
were very fortunate to have master classes with Dimitri Fokin, a brilliant dancer with whom Kira performed in Calcutta. He was a graduate of the Moscow Ballet, and both Kira and Demetri were members of
the Russian European ballet troupes of the 1920’s.
Kira had danced with the prestigious Colonel W. de Basil’s Ballet
Russes de Monte Carlo near the end of the company’s reign, and she
was younger then the other dancers in the company. In the 2002 film
of the Ballet Russes de Monte Carlo, there is a photo of Kira partnered
by Leonide Massine who was also the best man at her first marriage
to Boris Lisanevich. While she lived in New London, Kira used to go
regularly to New York to visit Balanchine.
At the time, although inspired, I did not realize quite how remarkable
she was and how unique her background. Connecticut has had wonderful teachers but certainly not one with her kind of resumé. When
she left New London in 1955, just as I was entering high school, I was
so desperately sad. I missed her and needed her for my most import-
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ant years of training. In 1955, she moved with her second
husband to California and continued teaching, and raised
her two daughters, Lala and Milou.
I only discovered her remarkable history when I visited
her in Monterey in 2003 when she was 89 or 90. The last
time I had seen her was in my first year of high school
when she left for California, when I was probably thirteen
or fourteen years old at the most. In Monterey she was
teaching in an art gallery and when I walked in and saw
her – still demonstrating with this perfect body, beautiful
feet and upper body – I just lost it.
Kira continued to teach until her last few years. She
stopped going to the studio because of the stairs eight
months before she passed on, early in 2016. She was one
hundred and four.
She taught until her last year but even then she still went to the studio
every day while her daughter Milou taught.

Kira & Boris Lisanovich,
Hungarian Dance, circa 1920

She was such an important part of dance in New London when I was
a child. Her daughter Lala is my age and is still a good friend. Lala remembers that Kira and her first husband Boris Lisanevich left France
before the war to go to India as an adventure, performing throughout
the Far East. This adventure probably saved their lives but many photos and personal belongings were lost in the war.
My career took me to Juilliard, majoring in dance, and then to join
the José Limón Company. I still teach at age seventy six and owe my
continuous love of dance to the wonderful training I had from Kira.
The Amazing Teaching of Kira Ivanovsky
By her daughter, Milou Ivanovsky
Kira’s creativity was flowing with endless varieties of dance combinations for ballet class that were always challenging, musical and
interesting. Her choreography was masterful and a joy to dance. It’s
hard to know just how many students Kira taught over her 65 + year
teaching career but it certainly was in the thousands.
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She was a tough teacher – demanding that
students follow the rules of classic ballet,
pay special attention to upper body carriage,
beauty of movement, expressivity, and the
use of head and arms. She fervently held that
each student could rise above and beyond
their physical limitations, and past their own
limited thinking. She was genuinely caring
and sincere, and people sensed that.

Kira & Boris Lisanovich, circa 1920

It was all about love, discipline, hard work
and perseverance. She also understood that
it was critical for students to perform. “Class
is important but it’s the stage work that really helps them to grow as
dancers,” she used to say.
She had a great artistic eye – her sense of color and gift of combining costuming, lighting and décor on stage created magical worlds.
Her attention to detail was impeccable, and she had she a keen eye
for observing life and bringing it to the stage. This and her sense of
humor and fun brought forth many comedic ballets that depicted the
funny side of life.As a young dancer in Paris in the 1920’s, the theatrical experience and knowledge Kira acquired through performing
with a number of European troupes, most notably, Col. W. de Basil’s
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, played a great role in shaping her choreographic gifts. The many, original works she created for her ballet
schools in New London, Monterey and Pacific Grove, as well as Ballet Fantasque, the non-profit company she founded are imbued by
this experience. For this reason, the training and creative work Kira
brought to Ballet Fantasque’s repertoire as well as her earlier school
productions remain unique; a part of “old world” tradition that remains fresh and timeless in its beauty and appeal.
Kira Ivanovsky - Obituary
May 30, 1911 – February 2, 2016,Monterey
Kira passed away peacefully in her home at the age of 104 on Tues-
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day, February 2, 2016. She was born in St. Petersburg,
Russia, to Boris Scherbacheff and Nadejda Gurgenidze.
Kira studied ballet first with Maria Nevelska in Nice and
then Lubov Egorova and Olga Preobrajenska in Paris. She
danced in the renowned Col. W. de Basil’s Ballet Russes
de Monte Carlo and other prestigious ballet companies,
touring all of Europe.
She first met her dancer husband, Boris Lisanevitch, in Monte Carlo,
and after their marriage in London, they traveled throughout England
before leaving together on a dance tour of India, Ceylon, the Java
Islands and China. In 1937 they settled in Calcutta, India, where they
opened The 300 Club, one of the first integrated social clubs in India.
While in Calcutta, Kira studied the dances of India and continued to
perform, but felt isolated from the greater ballet world she loved.

Libby Nye, Kira, and Milou
(Kira’s daughter) 2003

After World War II, finally convinced that she and her husband had
come to a parting of the ways, she left for the United States, settling in
New London, Connecticut, where she opened a ballet school and met
her second husband, Donat Ivanovsky, an artist, who partnered with
her in staging unique ballet performances for her students, building
elaborate sets and designing marvelous costumes. In 1957 they moved
to Monterey, California, and Kira opened the Ivanovsky School of
Ballet. In 1974 she founded Ballet Fantasque, a nonprofit ballet company comprising students and professionals. Kira trained hundreds
of students, some of whom went on to major ballet companies and
centers of dance. A pioneer in dance on the Peninsula, she brought
unique ballet training of French and Russian influences, and choreographed in a diverse range of styles including character dance, ethnic
and interpretive dance. A lover of nature and animals, she was also a
gifted photographer. She inspired all with her no-nonsense work ethic, vigor and optimism. Kira is survived by her loving daughters and
grandson, Xenia Lisanevich, Milou Ivanovsky, and Nick Dargahi, and
her beloved dog, Oliver. She will be deeply missed by all who knew
and loved her.
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The Day I Met Alwin Nikolais
By Ruth E. Grauert

In early September 1941, the German Siege of Leningrad had created
much anxiety in the free world, not only for the desperate plight of the
native Russians, but also The Hermitage, where Katherine the Great
had preserved many of Europe’s great masterpieces, was in peril.
The arts community of Hartford, led by Wadsworth Atheneum Director Arthur “Chick” Austin, had formed a committee called “Artists for
the War Relief of Russia.” And, early that month they had organized a
cocktail gathering to raise money.
At the time, I lived in a large house that all of the residents cooperated
to run (my share of expenses was $18 per week as I recall). Because
our house was spacious, and we were all for the relief project—and because two of our residents were White Russian refugees—what better
place to have the fund-raising “tea” than our house?
When I got home from teaching school, the affair was in full swing.
I got my required cocktail and looked around for a place to sit. All
chairs were occupied, but on the floor sat a man in his early 30s who
observed my dilemma. He indicated the floor beside him and said,
“Why don’t you sit here?” So I did, with cocktail in hand. “Oh,” he
said, observing my movement, “Are you a dancer?”
I said, “Well, I’ve had a semester with Martha Graham and one with
Hanya Holm.”
“Oh, my Gawd!” he said, “You have got to come down to the studio.”
I looked him over. My very first impressions—a lanky guy with big,
graceful hands, thinning dirty blond hair, and a receding chin. I said,
“I’ll see.”
So I inquired. I learned he was the darling of the Hartford artists—he
was a man who danced!!
I went to his studio to investigate. In the attic loft of the Brown
Thompson Building (the prestigious Hartford department store of the
day) Nikolais had a decent-sized dance space with a cot in one corner
and alcove kitchen and sanitary facilities out in the attic. There were
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eight of us all told. We had class, the familiar Holm floor series and
centripetal and centrifugal circles and lots of great jumps to end with
(I loved to jump). Then we went directly into repertory. What I didn’t
know was that just because I showed up, I had joined his company.
(That was the beginning of a life-long association.) The first thing we
did was a pavane that he had choreographed for Eight Column Line,
an anti-war opera. That was a “body buster,” performed entirely off
vertical—a minimum 30 percent lean!! And absolutely in unison à la
Nazis (this was after all 1941). Nik also included the pavane in all his
programs as a separate dance.
***
Some research notes On Eight Column Line:
There is considerable confusion about the date.
Nik’s bio on Wikipedia indicates that Eight Column Line was Nik’s
first ballet, commissioned in 1940 in collaboration with Truda
Kaschmann, his first modern dance teacher. (It makes no mention
of it being an anti-war opera.) Read it here: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Alwin_Nikolais.
Nik’s bio on the Nik-Lou Web site indicates 1940 as well: http://www.
nikolaislouis.org/NikolaisLouis/Nikolais.html
In 1940, in collaboration with Truda Kaschmann, his first modern
dance teacher, Mr. Nikolais received a commission to create Eight
Column Line, his first ballet. The work was presented at one of the
events of the Hartford social season that counted Salvador Dali and
Leonide Massine as honorary patrons, and was well received.
However, the Nikolais Chronology (from Athens) has it premiering
on May 19, 1939! And if the Athens Archive has a press clipping page,
and has this in its 1937 folder:
A page devoted to Chick Austin, says it was premiered in 1938.
http://www.theinvisiblecityproject.org/the_chick_austin_years/
This one perhaps has it right (from the New York Public Library brochure Centennial Exhibition—
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http://bearnstowjournal.org/NYPL_brochure.pdf):
In 1939 he collaborated with Kashmann to create his first major choreographic work, the anti-war Eight Column Line, produced at Avery
Memorial Theater in Hartford and supported by a group calling itself
“The Friends and Enemies of Modern Music.” The dance used a newly-composed sixty-minute score by Ernst Krenek, who was expelled
from Austria after the Anschluss, and was known for the uncompromising modernity of his musical language. Thus, Nikolais’ entrée
into professional theater aligned him with the European-American
avant-garde.
This is the only place found so far that refers to ECL as an anti-war
piece.
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Pauline Koner: An Appreciation
By Tony Angarano
Dance Critic for the Hartford Courant, 1988
The memory is now a fading but unforgettable fragment: Pauline
Koner’s solo performance with the Hartford Symphony Orchestra
conducted by her husband Fritz Mahler (whose father was a cousin
of the composer Gustav Mahler) dancing “Der Abschied (The Farewell) from Gustav Mahler’s “Das Lied Von Der Erde ( The Song of the
Earth) in homage to Doris Humphrey (1895 –1958).
Although the score features a vocal soloist, there was no need for a
singer when Ms. Koner commanded the work in a fusion of music,
movement and meaning. Dressed in black, a long, full-skirted, longsleeved costume, she was a petite, lithe woman who filled the Bushnell Memorial stage expressively. Both Humphrey and Koner were
members of the José Limón Company; but Humphrey’s early death
changed the ensemble’s character especially in its signature piece
“The Moor’s Pavane”.
It was the late 1950’s and I was a high School student ignorant but
interested in contemporary dance. Ms. Koner’s performance ignited
a life-long passion that evolved into a career as an arts journalist.
Although we never met, she was my first Muse.
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Noble Barker 1949 – 2010
by Betsy Sledge
Whenever Noble Barker performed, you did not notice
the others on stage–and that was true even in his final
performance of The Nutcracker, in which, weakened by
cancer and chemo, he sparkled as Drosselmeyer flourishing his cape and as the Wolf to Marzipan’s little lambs.
Performance was only one of his talents: Noble brought
an extraordinary skill set to New Haven Ballet, which he
founded in 1985, and where he served as Artistic Director
from 1985 to 1999, and again from 2007 until his death in
2010.
Noble Barker as Dr. Coppelius

As one of his adult students, I loved Noble’s classes; he
knew well how to balance corrections with encouragement, challenging his students to improve. Another of his adult students said of Noble as a teacher: “His style was eclectic, his choice of
music always imaginative, his sense of timing unusually distinct, and
his talent for teaching unmatched.”

Noble took seriously his role as mentor to young people, too. When
in-fighting emerged among some of his younger students in the 90s,
he addressed the problem wisely, with a firm hand and good counsel.
At New Haven Ballet, he told these students, we do not endorse conflict; it is not acceptable to hurt others’ feelings. He nurtured young
talent, guiding his students with intelligence and spirit, making it a
point to recruit minority students, to bring in top dancers as guest
teachers, and to ensure that the young boys had a class all their own.
Noble’s enormous creativity as a choreographer, coupled with his
exquisite musicality, led to productions that combined energy and wit.
I recall especially one year in which the ballet budget was faltering,
so instead of a full fledged Nutcracker, Noble mounted a low budget,
tongue-in-cheek version that delighted audiences.
That same wit emerged in a fine sense of play. Being around Noble
was just plain fun: he loved to provoke the little boys of The Nutcrack-
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er to mischief, not just because that would evoke the drama he wanted
for the party scene, but because he loved a little mischief. His students
quickly grew accustomed to his parodies and learned not to take
themselves too seriously.
But to emphasize his wit and playfulness is to miss the full measure
of the man. Noble was no saint, but he recognized his demons and
tackled them head on. He was gutsy and driven. And he took pleasure
in doing good, as he did in bringing together his dancers with people
with disabilities to perform.
Noble also took enormous pleasure in his own family: his mother
and sister are both dance teachers, as is his wife, Ruth. His daughter
Eliza (who looks much like her dad and whom he would covertly and
proudly observe as she took ballet class) carries on the family tradition.
Close to only a few but beloved by many, Noble received the Distinguished Achievement Award from the Connecticut Dance Alliance,
and Congressional Recognition by Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro.
Governor Jodi Rell even declared a Noble Barker Day. At New Haven
Ballet, we honor him for the remarkable legacy that he bequeathed to
the dance.
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Gail Corbin is a leading exponent in the technique and repertory
of Doris Humphrey and Charles Weidman. Her longtime association
with Ernestine Stodelle, an original member of the Humphrey/Weidman Company, began with Ernestine’s reconstructions of Two Ecstatic Themes and Air for the G String for the Jose Limon Company in
1977. Gail assisted her in these Humphrey reconstructions and served
as a model for the sole roles. She has continued to teach and perform
these works along with other reconstructions such as The Call and
Breath of Fire, Quasi Waltz, The Shakers and Water Study. Because
Ms. Corbin took part in these reconstructions and assisted Ms. Stodelle in the rebirth of these movements, she possesses a rich and vast
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interaction in post-modern dance and add positive challenge to audiences. By sustaining a vision to create innovative, inclusive, movement-based performance that is radically humanistic, DDD maintains
a core commitment to examine and unearth issues and ideas that
enliven, incite, and excite audiences in dialogue, debate, and social
change.
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